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THE MATERIAL WHICH CONSTITUTES THE BODY OF THIS THESIS IS IN THE
FORM OF A FIRST COURSE IN ENGLISH FOR THE NINTH GRADE OR FRESHMAN YEAR
OF A ~OUR YEAR HIGH SCHOOL. THE PROBLEM WHICH IS PRESENTED IS THAT OF
DESIGNING A COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH WHICH COORDINATES LANGUAGE
STUDY, LITERATURE STUDY, AND COMPOSITION. THE WORTH OF SUCH COORDINA_
TION IS ALSO ESTABLISHED.
THE THESIS, AS PRESENTED, IS NOT A TEXTBOOK, BUT THE TEACHING
MATERIALS FROM WHICH A TEXTBOOK MIGHT GROW. IT IS HOPED AND INTENDED
THAT A TEXT SHALL AT SOME TIME DEVELOP FROM THESE MATERIALS; THE PRES-
ENT FORMAT IS, RATHER, AN INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL FOR TEACHERS WHO WILL USE
THE LESSONS IN FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL OR PILOT COURSES DURING THE CURRENT
SCHOOL YEAR.
THE THESIS IS THE OUTGROWTH OF AN EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATING THE
FEASABILITY AND THE WORTH OF A NEW METHOD OF INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH.
THis EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED AND SUPERVISED BY DR. CHENAULT KELLY, ASSIs-
TANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON,
ILLINOIS. THE PRO~ECT WAS IMPLEMENTED AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL AND THE
EXERCISES DEVELOPED BY BERTRAND F. RICHARDS, A TEACHER OF ENGLISH IN THE
NEWTON COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL, NEWTON, ILLINOIS.
THE PROGRESS OF THE EXPERIMENT HAS CONSISTED OF THE WRITING OF
EXERCISES, THE TRIAL OF SUCH EXERCISES IN AN ACTUAL CLASSROOM SITUATION,
AND THE CONSTANT REWRITING AND REVISION OF LESSONS AS FAULTS WERE DIS-
COVERED IN THEM AND NEW INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATIONS ACHIEVED WHICH LED TO
THEIR IMPROVEMENT. EVALUATION OF RESULTS AND MEANS OF IMPROVEMENT21N
THE METHOD OF TEACHING WERE CONSTANT CONSIDERATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTERS.IV
IT IS NOW BELIEVEO THAT WORK ON THE EXPERIMENT HAS PROGRESSED TO
THE POINT THAT OTHER TEACHERS WHO ARE INTERESTED IN THIS METHOD OF IN-
STRUCTION COULD TEACH THESE MATERIALS, WERE THEY ORGANIZED INTO A UNIFIED
COURSE, AND PROVIDED THAT THEY WERE SUPPLIED WITH SPECIFIC, DETAILED IN-
STRUCTIONS FOR THE ACTUAL PRESENTATION OF LESSONS IN THEIR CLASSROOMS.
THIS THESIS IS THAT UNIFIED COURSE OF INSTRUCTION ARRANGED IN
WHAT IS BELIEVED TO BE THAT ORDER WHICH WILL BE MOST WORKABLE AND MOST
READILY UNDERSTOOD BY THE TEACHERS WHO WILL USE THE MATERIALS INDEPEN_
DENTLY IN THEIR OWN CLASSROOMS.
THE PLAN OF LESSONS ~ ANALYTICA~ ENGLISH, WHICH CONSTITUTES THE
MAIN PORTION OF THIS THESIS IS AS FOLLOWS:
1. AN INTRODUCTORY SECTION IN WHICH THE NEED FOR SUCH A COURSE
IS ESTABLISHED, AND THE RATIONALE AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
COURSE ARE DEVELOPED.
2. THE FIRST LESSONS PRESENTED COMPLETELY, ACCOMPANIED BY AN
EXTENSIVE SAMPLING OF LATER LESSONS.
J. AN APPENDIX DEVOTED TO SUPPLEMENTAL COMPOSITION EXERCISES.
4. AN APPENDIX CONSISTING OF THE FIRST PORTION OF A PROGRAMED
UNIT FOR THE STUDY OF POETRY.
THE LONG INTRODUCTION MENTIONED IN ITEM 1. IS ADDRESSED DIRECTLY
TO THE TEACHERS WHO WILL BE USING THE MATERIALS IN THEIR CLASSROOMS.
ITS LANGUAGE IS, THEREFORE, INFORMAL RATHER THAN FORMAL. IT IS INTENDED
TO MAKE THE READER FEEL AT HOME WITH THE CONTENT OF THE LESSONS AND WITH
THEIR RATIONALE. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THIS INFORMALITY AND THE USE OF
PERSONAL PRONOUNS CAN BE JUSTIFIED AS AN ATTEMPT TO ESXABLISH AN EASY
RAPPORT BETWEEN READER AND WRITER.
IT WILL BE NOTED FROM ITEM 2~, ABOVE, THAT THE ENTIRE COURSE IS
NOT PRESENTED HERE. LESSONS IN THE COMPLETE MANUAL ARE PREPARED FOR ONEV
HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE CLASSROOM SESSIONS. EACH LESSON CONSISTS OF AN
EXERCISE FOR STUDENTS, AN ANSWER SHEET, ONE OR MORE PAGES OF TEACHER1S
COMMENTARY, AND ONE OR MORE PAGES OF COMPOSITION EXERCISES. THE MINIMUM
REQUIREMENT FOR THE LESSONS OF THE COMPLETE COURSE WOULD BE SEVEN HUNDRED
AND FORTY TYPED PAGES.
IT IS CERTAIN THAT SUCH EXTENSIVE PRESENTATION IS NEITHER NECESSARY
NOR DESIRABLE FOR INCLUSION IN THIS THESIS. THE LESSONS ARE CUMULATIVE
AND REPETITIVE. THE CONCEPT IS PRESENTED IN THE FIRST DEVELOPMENTAL EX_
ERCISE OF EACH CHAPTER; THtN, THE LEARNING IS REINFORCED AND FORTIFIED
THROUGH OTHER EXERCISES IN THE SAME PAtTERN. ONLY THE EARLIEST SECTIONS
ARE DEVELOPED COMPLETELY IN THIS THESIS. LATER SECTIONS ARE REPRESENTED
BY OPENING LESSONS AND BY SUCH TRANSITIONAL MATERIAL AS IS DEEMED NECES_
SARY.
ONE OF THE FEATURES OF LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH IS ITS USE OF
COLORED PAGES TO INDICATE TO THE TEACHER AT A GLANCE THE KIND OF MATERIAL
HE IS DEALING WITH. BEGINNING WITH THE LESSONS PROPER, THE WHITE PAGES
ARE THOSE THE STUDENT IS CONCERNED WITH AND THE ONLY ONES IN HiS POSSES-
SION. THE PINK SHEETS ARE ANSWER SHEETS LISTING THE CORRECT SOLUTIONS TO
EXERCISES AND GIVING COMMENT AND ADDITIONAL WORK WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED OF
THE STUDENTS OR NOT AT THE DISCRETION OF THE TEACHER. THE YELLOW SHEETS
ARE TEACHER COMMENTARY, GIVING SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING, EXPLANATION OF
THEORY, AND OUTLINING PROCEDURES BASED ON DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE EXPER-
IMENTAL CLASSES.
THAT SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS IN BOTH COMPOSITION AND THE STUDY OF
POETRY (AS LISTED IN ITEMS J. AND 4.) ARE INCLUDED INDICATES ONE OF THE
PROVISIONS MADE FOR THE BRIGHTER AND QUICKER STUDENTS WITHIN A CLASS.VI
THERE IS ENOUGH SUBSTANtE WITHIN THE LESSONS THEMSELVES TO KEEP THE MOST
ADVANCED CLASS BUSY DURING AN ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR, BUT THERE IS NOT ENOUGH
MATTER TO KEEP THE MOST ADVANCED PUPILS BUSY DURING THE SAME PERIOD. THE
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS ARE DESIGNED TO MEET THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF THESE
FEW STUDENTS WHO OFTEN FIND THEMSELVES WITH NOTHING TO DO IN REGULAR
CLASSES.
A FINAL WORD NEEDS TO BE SAID ABOUT THE AUTHORSHIP OF THIS THESIS.
THE DESCRIPTION OF HOW THE EXPERIMENT CAME ABOUT AND THE USE OF THE PRO-
NOUNS "WE" AND "OUR" AND THE PHRASE "THE AUTHORS" IN THE INTRODUCTION,
MIGHT AROUSE A SUSPICION OF JOINT AUTHORSHIP. SUCH IS NOT THE CASE. THE
SUPPLEMENT, "A PROGRAM ApPROACH TO POETRY," IS A JOINT VENTURE, FULL.EX-
PLANATION OF WHICH IS MADE IN THE ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. THE CONCEPT OF TURN-
ING THE MATERIALS INTO A COQRDINATED COURSE WAS THAT OF THE AUTHOR OF THE
THESIS AND NECESSITATED THE ENTIRE REWRITING OF THE LESSONS. EVEN SUCH
MATERIALS AS COULD NOT BE COORDINATED BECAUSE OF THE PECULIAR NATURE OF
SENTENCES NEEDED FOR ANALYSIS HAVE BEEN ENTIRELY RESTRUCTURED. NEW
TEACHER COMMENTARY HAD TO BE WRITTEN, OLD COMPOSITION UNITS REVISED, AND
NEW ONES DEVELOPED. SUCH H~ BEEN THE WORK WHICH HAS GONE INTO THE WRIT-
ING OF THIS THESIS.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
CERTAIN ACKNOWLEDGMENTS ARE NECESSARY IN REGARD TO THIS THESIS. ,
THE FIRST OF THESE IS OBVIOUSLY OWED TO DR. CHENAULT KELLY. THE THEORY
AND INSTIGATION OF THE EXPERIMENT ARE HERS AND HERS ALONE. FROM HER RE-
SEARCH FOR HER DOCTORAL DISSERTATION AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, ENTITLED
COORDINATING SYMBOLIC LOGIC ~ GRAMMATICAL DISCOURSE, AND FROM SUBSE_
QUENT STUDY, THE GERM OF LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH DEVELOPED. HER
CONSTANT SUPERVISION, CRITICISM, AND SUGGESTION MADE THE ACTUAL TEACHING
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES POSSIBLE.
ApPRECIATION IS DUE THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
OF NEWTON COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL, NEWTON,' ILLINOIS. WITHOUT THEIR CO-OPER-
ATION, THE FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIMENTAL TEACHING COULD NOT HAVE BEEN.
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL MATHEMATICS, MATH-
EMATICS PRO~ECT, AND ITS PERSONNEL HAVE BEEN MOST HELPFUL, OFFERING RE-
SEARCH RESOURCES, ENCOURAGING AND URGING THAT THE EXPERIMENT CONTINUE__
EVEN TO THE POINT OF MAKING FACILITIES AVAILABLE WHICH COULD NOT OTHER-
WISE HAVE BEEN AFFORDED. PROFESSOR GERTRUDE HENDRIX, TEACHER COORDINATOR
OF THE PRO~ECT, HAS GIVEN INVALUABLE ASSISTANCE, PROVIDING FULL INFORMA-
TION AS TO HER NONVERBAL AWARENESS THEORY, CAREFULLY CHECKING LESSONS AND
PROCEDURES, SUGGESTING CHANGES, AND MAKING OTHER IN THE FIELD OF COMMUN-
ICATIONS AWARE OF THE EXPERIMENT.
ESPECIAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT IS DUE REX ALAN ROMACK, FELLOW TEACHER AT
NEWTON, WITH WHOM THE PROGRAMMED UNIT ON POETRY, ApPENDIX B, WAS DEVEL-
OPED, AND IN WHOSE ENGLISH CLASSES A LIMITED TRIAL OF THE PROGRAM WAS
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CHAPTER I
AN INTRODUCTION FOR TEACHERS
THIS BOOK IS DIRECTED, NATURALLY, TO A RATHER LIMITED AUDIENCE, TO
THAT COMPARATIVELY SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE WHO ARE TEACHERS OF ENGLISH IN
THE FIRST YEARS OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM, AND TO THAT APPRECIABLY
LARGER (AND IN A CERTAIN SENSE, CAPTIVE) AUDIENCE, THEIR PUPILS. As
TEACHERS WE ARE CONCERNED WITH TEACHING, AND IN SPITE OF ALL WHICH HAS
BEEN SAID AND WRITTEN TO THE CONTRARY, THE ADOLESCENTS WITH WHOM WE
DEAL, ARE CONCERNED WITH LEARNING. LEARNING IS THEIR BUSINESS AND THEY
ARE GOING TO ACCOMPLISH IT WITH OUR HELP, OR IN SPITE OF US. DOES IT
NOT SEEM THEN THAT OUR PRIME TASK IS TO AID RATHER THAN HINDER THIS,
THEIR PROCESS OF LEARNING?
ONE OF THE LEARNINGS WHICH YOUNG PEOPLE ARE BOUND TO ACHIEVE IS
ENGLISH. No ONE CAN LIVE WITHOUT HIS LANGUAGE, AND THE INDIVIDUAL WILL
LEARN TO COMMUNICATE WITH THOSE AROUND HIM REGARDLESS OF WHAT HiS SCHOOL
DOES FOR HIM OR TO HIM. THAT THE CHILD WILL LEARN TO COMMUNICATE WELL
BECAUSE OF HiS NEED FOR COMMUNICATION IS NOT TO BE PRESUPPOSED. IT IS
THE CONCERN OF THE ENTIRE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM, AND THE PARTICULAR CON-
CERN OF HiS ENGLISH COURSES, THAT HE DEVELOP HiS MAXIMUM CAPACITY TO
EXPRESS HiS NEEDS, HiS IDEAS, AND HIS FEELINGS TO OTHER MEMBERS OF HiS
SOCIETY.
PUBLIC INTEREST IN EDUCATION IS UNDOUBTEDLY AT AN ALL-TIME HIGH.
ONE OF THE CONTENTIONS WHICH IS HEARD ON ALL SIDES IS THAT THE SCHOOLS
ARE FAILING TO TURN OUT INDIVIDUALS CAPABLE OF HANDLING THEIR OWN NATIVE
LANGUAGE, EITHER FOR FURTHER USE IN COLLEGE, OR FOR USE IN LIFE SITUA-
TIONS. THIS IS FACT! BUT WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT? SHOULD THE2
OF OUR APPROACH TO UNIVERSAL EDUCATION, AND SECOND, THE NECESSITY FOR
TRAINED MINOS TO ENSURE THE VERY SURVIVAL OF OUR WAY OF LIFE IN A DAY OF
TEACHING OF ENGLISH ITSELF BE CHANGED, OR MUST THE NEEDED IMPROVEMENT
COME FROM BETTER AND MORE EFFICIENT MEANS OF EMPLOYING THE EXISTENT
METHODS OF TEACHING?
IT IS NOT MEANT TO SUGGEST BY
IN FACT, THERE WERE SOME WHO NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS PROBLEM IS COMPARATIVELY NEW.
CURRENT REALITY TO THE PROBLEM, BOTH OF WHICH HAVE COME INTO PROMINENCE
IN THE LAST THIRTY YEARS, OR AT LEAST WITHIN THE TIME SPAN BETWEEN WORLD
WAR I AND THE PRESENT. THESE FACTORS ARE FIRST, THE GREAT INCREASE IN
THE PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION ENROLLED IN WIDESPREAD SCHOOLS--
THIS THAT CRITICISM OF THE SCHOOLS, OR OF EDUCATION IN GENERAL, IS NEW-_
FAR FROM IT. EVERYONE KNOWS THAT CRITICISM OF EDUCATION IS AS OLD AS
EDUCATION ITSELF. THE GREEKS PUT SOCRATES TO DEATH, PARTLY BECAUSE HE
WAS CORRUPTING THE YOUTH OF ATHENS THROUGH FAULTY EDUCATION. SENECA COM-
PLAINED BITTERLY ABOUT THE INFERIORITY OF EDUCATION IN ROME AS COMPARED
WITH EDUCATION WHEN HE WAS A BOY. EACH G~NERATION HAS ADDED ITS VOICE.
WE ALL KNOW THAT THE SCHOOLS TODAY ARE NOT SO GOOD AS WHEN WE WERE
SCHOLARS. BUT THERE ARE TWO FACTORS OF HISTORIC IMPORTANCE WHICH ADD
ATTENDANCE.
COMPETITIVE IDEOLOGIES.
WITHIN THE MEMORY OF MANY LIVING NOW, THE EDUCATIONAL PICTURE HAS
CHANGED. As CHILDREN FORMERLY PROGRESSED THROUGH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, HIGH
SCHOOL, AND COLLEGE, QUITE A NUMBER WERE ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER SCHOOL
EDUCATION AT ALL. THE UPPER ECHELONS, HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND, WERE COM-
POSED OF RELATIVELY SELECT GROUPS OF HIGHER INTELLIGENCE AND HIGHER ECO-
NOMIC STATUS. TODAY, ALL THAT IS CHANGED. WE OFFER OPPORTUNITY FOR--NOTCHILDREN BE IN SCHOOL UNTIL A CERTAIN ARBITRARY AGE HAS BEEN ATTAINED.
GOOD TEACHERS, ADEQUATE EDUCATION IS POSSIBLE UNDER PRESENT METHODS, BUT
WE ALSO BELIEVE IN THE CERTAIN EXISTENCE OF BETTER METHODS. LESSONS ~
DEAVORS TO TREAT ENGLISH AS A TOTAL SUBJECT; TO COORDINATE THE USUALLY
SEPARATE DIVISIONS OF LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, AND COMPOSITION; AND TO IM-
PLEMENT LEARNING THROUGH THE EMPLOYMENT OF A DELAYED VERBALIZATION OR
J
IT EN-
IN FACT, WE INSIST THAT ALL--BUT ALMOST ALL OF THE YOUTH OF THE NATION.
ANALYTICAL ENGLISH IS AN ATTEMPT TO FORMULATE ONE SUCH METHOD.
OUR SCHOOL POPULATION AT THE PRESENT TIME IS A VASTLY GREATER POPULATION
SEGMENT THAN IT WAS YESTERDAY~ AND IT IS ENORMOUSLY MORE HETEROGENEOUS.
THIS, THEN, EXPLAINS OUR PROBLEM; THAT WE HAVE A VAST AND EXTREMELY
VARIOUS GROUP OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO EDUCATE, ANq THAT WE HAVE AN URGENT NEED
TO IMPROVE OUR METHODS FOR EDUCATION. WE MUST BETTER EDUCATE OUR YOUTH,
IN SPITE OF THE INCREASED DIF~ICULTY OF THE TASK, IF WE ARE TO SURVIVE AS
A NATION IN THE MODERN WORLD. THE PROBLEM IS UNIVERSAL, ALTHOUGH WE SHALL
LIMIT OUR DISCUSSION OF IT TO THE FIELD OF ENGLISH. CAN PRESENT METHODS
OF ENGLISH INSTRUCTION ACCOMPLISH THE TASK? WE BELIEVE THAT, GRANTED
DISCOVERY METHOD OF TEACHING.
GRAMMAR IS ESSENTIALLY A DESCRIPTION OF A LANGUAGE, AND THE DES-
CRIPTION EMPLOYED IN LESSONS IS THAT DERIVED FROM APPLYING THE RESULTS OF
SYMBOLIC LOGIC TO LANGUAGE STUDY. VOICING THE VIEW OF SYMBOLIC LOGICIANS
WITH RESPECT TO THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR WAS DR. HANS REICHENBACH,
WHO UNTIL HIS DEATH WAS HEAD OF THE PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF CALIFORNIA. "OUR PRESENT GRAMMAR," SAID DR. REICHENBACH IN
1947, "AS IT IS TAUGHT WITH ITS ARTIFICIAL 'CLASSIFICATIONS AND GRATUITOUS4
· CONSTRUCTIONS, IS BASED ON OBVIOUS MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF THE STRUCTURE
OF LANGUAGE. WE SHOULD LIKE TO HOPE THAT THE RESULTS OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC
WILL SOME DAY, IN THE FORM OF A MODERNIZED GRAMMAR, FIND THEIR WAY INTO
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS." LESSONS.Ui ANAL YT I CAL ENGL ISH DOES, AS A PART OF
ITS CONTENT, INTRODUCE A GRAMMAR BASED ON THE RESULTS OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC o
THE LESSONS EMPLOY INSOFAR AS POSSIBLE A MODIFIED INDUCTIVE OR
DISCOVERY METHOD OF LEARNING. THIS METHOD RELIES IN LARGE PART ON THAT
ABILITY OF ALL PERSONS, YOUNG OR ADULT, TO ARRIVE AT UNDERSTANDINGS AND
UTILIZATIONS OF CONCEPTS THEY ARE UNABLE TO PUT INTO WORDS. INDIVIDUALS,
AND ESPECIALLY STUDENTS, ARE HUNGRY FOR EXPERIENCES WHICH WILL BE MEAN-
INGFUL TO THEM AND HELPFUL TO THEM IN SOLVING CURRENT OR ANTICIPATED
LIFE PROBLEMS. THAT THE DYNAMIC INSIGHTS BY WHICH EXPERIENCES ACQUIRE
MEANING CANNOT BE READILY VERBALIZED SHOULD NOT BE SURPRISING. THESE
MEANINGS EXIST AT SUCH LOW LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT THEY ARE SCARCELY
!£hI AND ARE FOR THE MOST PART UNREPORTABLE. THERE IS OFTEN AN UTTER
LACK OF ABILITY TO FIND THE VERBAL SYMBOLS WITH WHICH TO COMMUNICATE
EITHER MEANINGS OR EXPERIENCES.
THE LEARNING BY DISCOVERY PRINCIPLE WHICH THE LESSONS ATTEMPTS TO
UTILIZE IS DERIVED FROM THE NONVERBAL AWARENESS THEORY OF GERTRUDE HEND-
RIX, AND WAS FIRST STATED BY HER IN 1947. THE THEORY EVOLVED FROM HER
OBSERVATION OF LEARNING AND TRANSFER IN ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (PARTICULARLY
SADDLE COLTS) AND IN PART FROM EXPERIMENTAL WORK WITH STUDENTS IN HER
MATHEMATICS CLASSES. MISS HENDRIX BELIEVES THAT "FOR GENERATION OF
TRANSFER POWER, THE NONVERBAL METHOD OF LEARNING A GENERALIZATION IS
BETTER THAN A METHOD IN WHICH AN AUTHORITARIAN STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL-
IZATION COMES FIRST, THAT VERBALIZING A GENERALIZATION IMMEDIATELY5
AFTER DISCOVERY DOES NOT INCREASE TRANSFER POWER~ AND THAT SUCH GENERAL_
IZATION IMMEDIATELY AFTER DISCOVERY MAY ACTUALLY DECREASE TRANSFER
POWER." THE MATERIAL IN LESSONS PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH EXPERIENCES
WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR ABILITIES TO USE LANGUAGE AS AN EFFECTIVE
TOOL FOR COMMUNICATION; IT DOES NOT CALL ATTENTION TO ANY CONCEPT WHICH
IS BEING TAUGHT NOR DOES IT SET UP A BODY OF RULES OR PRECEPTS TO BE
LEARNED AND APPLIED.
LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH IS NOT A COURSE IN GRAMMAR, IT IS
NOT A COURSE IN COMPOSITION, AND IT IS NOT A COURSE IN LITERATURE; THESE
ARE ALL COMPONENTS OF WHAT WE LIKE TO THINK. IS A COURSE IN TOTAL SENTENCE
COMMUNICATION. EACH CONTRIBUTES ITS PART TO THE OVERALL AIM WHICH IS TO
ENABLE STUDENTS TO ACHIEVE A SATISFACTORY FEELING OF COMPETENCE IN HAND-
LING THEIR NATIVE TONGUE. THIS LANGUAGE COMPETENCE IS DIFFERENTIATED
BETWEEN COMPETENCE IN SPEAKING, COMPETENCE IN WRITING, COMPETENCE IN
READING, AND COMPETENCE IN UNDERSTANDING AND INTERPRETING. IT IS ALSO
CLEARLY REALIZED THAT THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY FOR LANGUAGE COMPETENCE IS
NOT THE SAME FOR ANY TWO INDIVIDUALS AND THE MATERIALS ARE INTENDED TO
. SERVE EACH PUPIL1S NEEDS.
IN THE COURSE OF LESSONS THERE WILL BE FOUND MORE THAN OCCASIONAL
REFERENCE TO TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR. WHEN SUCH REFERENCES OCCUR THEY MEAN
SIMPLY GRAMMAR AS IT IS TAUGHT TODAY IN MOST SCHOOLS. MANY EXAMPLES
WILL BE GIVEN OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EXERCISES AND TRADITIONAL GRAM-
MAR. THIS PROCEDURE IS FELT TO BE NECESSARY BOTH BECAUSE STUDENTS NEED
REASSURANCE (AS PERHAPS DO TEACHERS) THAT WHAT IS BEING TAUGHT IS NOT
SO DIFFERENT A DESCRIPTION OF THEIR LANGUAGE, BUT ALSO BECAUSE IT IS
REALIZED THAT MANY STUDENTS WiLL GO ON TO OTHER CLASSES AND TO OTHERII. THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE STUDY
"JOHNNY CAN'T READ." THIS STATEMENT HAS BEEN SO OFTEN REPEATED
THAT WE FIND IT SOMEWHAT MEANINGLESS AND TRITE. FAR MORE IMPORTANT,
6ALL OF US.
IN ADDITION, WHAT CHANCE DOES THE COL-
7
ALTHOUGH IT HAS ALSO BEEN TOO OFTEN REPEATED WITH LITTLE OR NOTHING BE-
EXAMPLES FROM COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE NOT THE ONLY ONES
BECAUSE IVAN IS LEARNING TO READ, AND NOT ONLY IN RUSSIAN, BUT IN ENGLISH
AS WELL. II
ONE. COLLEGE PROFESSOR STATES THAT FROM A THIRD TO TWO-THIRDS OF HiS
ING DONE ABOUT IT IS THE PRONOUNCEMENT, "JOHNNY HAD BETTER LEARN TO READ,
ON RADIO AND TELEVISION, IN THE PTA AND ON THE STREET-CORNER OVER THE
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES TO HANDLE EITHER WRITTEN OR SPOKEN ENGLISH. OUR
STATUS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION. REPORTS WHICH ARE BEING RECEIVED FROM THE
COLLEGES AND FROM EMPLOYERS IN INDUSTRIES AND PROFESSIONS INDICATE THAT
THERE IS MUCH DISSATISFACTION FROM THESE CENTERS WITH THE INABILITY OF
WE ARE ALL OF US AWARE OF THE FURORE IN THE PAPERS AND MAGAZINES,
CHILDREN ARE GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL WITH A LANGUAGE BACKGROUND WHICH
IS INADEQUATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GAINING A HIGHER EDUCATION OR FOR EARN-
ING A LIVELIHOOD. THIS HITS HOME! THIS IS A MATTER OF REAL CONCERN FOR
YEAR IN TEACHING FRESHMAN ENGLISH IS DEVOTED TO ATTEMPTING TO COMPENSATE
FOR DEFICIENCIES WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN REMEDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL. THIS
TOOL, IF HE CANNOT READ AND ASSIMILATE WHAT HE HAS READ AT THE SPEED NEC-
LEGE STUDENT HAVE IN HIS OTHER COURSES IF HE CANNOT USE LANGUAGE AS A
ESSARY TO KEEP UP WITH THE REQUIRED READING FOR HIS COURSES, IF HE FAILS
MISERABLY WHEN HE TRIES TO EXPRESS HIMSELF EITHER ORALLY OR IN WRITING?
WHICH CAN BE DRAWN. WHAT CAN AN INDIVIDUAL EXPECT HIS CHANCES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT IN BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY TO BE IF HE CANNOT CLEARLY AND CONCISELY STATE
IS A FRIGHTFUL EXAMPLE OF WASTE.
,
i
I'!
i
I
1..)STUDENTS WHO HAVE NEITHER THE ABILITY LEVEL NO~ .mHE DESIRE FOR EDUCATION
LOSE MONEY, SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY CAN NOT COMPREHEND THE CLEARLY STATED
DIRECTIONS ACCOMPANYING THEIR FORM 1040.
IF THIS BE TRUE--AND ALL OF YOU KNOW IT TO CITIZENS MUST SPEAK OR WRITE.
THERE IS NO NEED TO CONTINUE WITH PAINFUL EXAMPLES. ONE FACT IS
CLEAR; LACK OF LANGUAGE SKILL IS OBSERVABLE IN ALMOST EVERY INSTANCE WHERE
THE ORDERS HE WISHES CARRIEb OUT? WHAT IF HIS LETTERS OR INTER-OFFICE
COMMUNICATIONS GLARE WITH ERRORS WHICH OBSCURE HIS MEANING? BUREAU OF
INTERNAL REVENUE FILES ARE JAMMED WITH EXAMPLES OF PEOPLE WHO ANNUALLY
MUCH NEARER TO BEING ACCOMPLISHED TODAY THAN IT WAS A VERY FEW YEARS AGO.
THIS TREMENDOUS INCLUSION OF CHILDREN IN SCHOOLS HAS ENDOWED US WITH MANY
THAT STUDENTS HAD IN THE PAST. OF COURSE, WE STILL HAVE OUR TOP STUDENTS,
BUT OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM HAS A BROADER BASE. WE CANNOT NEGLECT ANY OF
THESE STUDENTS, BUT NEITHER CAN WE EXPECT ALL OF THEM TO RESPOND TO THE
SAME EDUCATIONAL STIMULII THAT STUDENTS RESPONDED TO IN THE PAST. THERE
IS, THEREFORE, ALL THE MORE NEED THAT SUBJECT MATTER BE PRESENTED TODAY IN
SUCH A MANNER THAT EVERY PUPIL SHALL SECURE A FEELING OF PRIDE AND SATIS-
FACTION THROUGH ITS MASTERY. A HEALTHY RESPECT FOR ENGLISH AS A WORTH-
WHILE AND WORKABLE TOOL NEEDS TO BE GENERATED.WHETHER OR NOT THERE IS A DIRECT COR-
IT IS THE AIM OF LESSONS TO AID STUDENTS IN THIS THOUGHT PRO- LANGUAGE.
STUDYING, THE STUDENT MUST BE ABLE TO THINK, BE ABLE TO ORDER HIS THOUGHT,
AND THEN BE ABLE TO TRANSMIT THIS ORDERED THOUGHT THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF
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IN A LARGE PART, THiS RESPECT OF WHICH WE SPEAK NEEDS TO BE ENGEN_
DERED IN STUDENTS AND DIRECTED BY THEM TOWARD ENGLISH--THEIR LANGUAGE.
BUT, IN A STILL LARGER PART, RESPECT NEEDS TO BE NURTURED IN ENGLISH
TEACHERS, TEACHERS IN OTHER AREAS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND THE SCHOOL COMMUN-
ITY IN GENERAL FOR THIS TOOL WHICH MAKES SOCIAL LIVING POSSIBLE. LESSONS
IN ANALYTICAL ENGLISH REALIZES THAT TO SUCCEED IN ANY SUBJECT WHICH HE IS
VOKING PROCESS BY DEMANDING THAT THEY EMPLOY PROPER MENTAL PROCEDURES.
You WILL FIND, AS YOU USE THE BOOK, THAT THE WORKING OUT OF EACH DEVELOP-
MENT DEPENDS UPON THE STUDENTS' ABILITY TO DISCOVER CERTAIN REALITIES,
THEN TO FIND SIMILARR EXAMPLES, AND TO SORT OUT AND DISCARD DISSIMILAR
EXAMPLES. THE COURSE THUS ATTEMPTS TO DEMONSTRATE WITHIN ITSELF, ONE
PROPER WAY IN WHICH LANGUAGE MIGHT BE EMPLOYED IN ANY SUBJECT BEING STUDIED.
IN ESTABLISHING HABITUAL PATTERNS OF ORDERED THOUGHT AND SUBSE-
QUENTLY TRANSMITTING SUCH PATTERNS THROUGH LANGUAGE, THE STUDENT WORKS
AT HIS OWN SPEED AND EVENTUALLY ALSO ESTABLISHES WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED A
STANDARD RATE OF WORK FOR HIMSELF.
RELATION BETWEEN THIS WORK-RATE AND THE STUDENT'S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT
16 NOT THE CONCERN OF THIS STUDY, BUT SUCH SEEMS TO BE THE CASE. ALL OF
US KNOW THAT THE BRIGHT STUDENT ORDINARILLY WORKS FASTER AND ACCOMPLISHES
MORE THAN THE DULL STUDENT. AND ALL OF US KNOW THAT WE HAVE TO ACCOMMODATE
OUR TEACHING TO THESE DIFFERENT WORK-RATES WITHIN OUR CLASSES. LESSONS
DOES, WE BELIEVE, MAKE PROVISION FOR THESE DIFFERENCES.
I l' THINK BACK A MOMENT TO WHAT WAS SAID ABOUT OUR NEW SCHOOL POPULATION.10
IN THE NOT TOO ~AR GONE-BY'PAST, HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDANCE WAS RATHER MORE UN-
COMMON THAN COMMON. MANY, I~ NOT MOST, O~ THE HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS WERE COL-
LEGE BOUND. STUDENTS WERE MAINLY ~ROM HOMES WITH HIGH ECONOMIC AND CUL-
TURAL BACKGROUNDS. EDUCATION WAS NOT ~OR THE POOR, NOR WAS THERE THE WIDE
VARIANCE IN INTELLIGENCE AND ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS WHICH WE HAVE IN THE
SCHOOLS TODAY. EXPECTATION, ABILITY, AND ACCOMPLISHMENT LEVELS ALL MAIN-
TAINED THEMSELVES AT A MUCH CLOSER APPROXIMA~ION THAN DO THESE SAME LEVELS
TODAY. CHILDREN WHO HAD TROUBLE LEARNING TO READ OR ADD DROPPED OUT O~
SCHOOL WHEN IT BECAME TOO DI~fICULT ~OR THEM. THERE WAS NO LAW WHICH SAID
THAT THEY MUST STAY IN SCHOOL UNTIL THEY WERE SIXTEEN.
As TEACHERS, YOU WILL ALL MOST LIKELY AGREE THAT IT IS OBVIOUS
THAT A SYSTEM WHICH MAY HAVE BEEN ADEQUATE ~OR THE SCHOOL POPULATION O~
YESTERDAY MIGHT NOT BE ADEQUATE ~OR THE SCHOOL POPULATION O~ TODAY. PER-
HAPS THE ANSWER DOES LIE, AS MANY BELIEVE, IN ABILITY-LEVEL GROUPING.
THERE IS MUCH TO BE SAID IN ~AVOR O~ CLASSES IN WHICH THE STUDENTS VARY
~ROM EACH OTHER IN IQ BY ONLY TEN POINTS OR SO, OVER CLASSES WHERE THE
DI~~ERENCE IN QUOTIENT MAY HAVE A SPREAD O~ SIXTY POINTS. BUT AT THE VERY
BES~ INDIVIDUAL DI~~ERENCES EXIST IN EVERY CLASS WHICH HAS MORE THAN ONE
PUPIL. PARENTS ARE PERHARS JUSTI~IABLY DISTURBED WHEN THEIR CHILDREN
ARE PLACED IN CLASSES WHICH CANNOT AVOID THE STIGMATIZING LABEL CONTRASTS
O~ IN~ERIOR-SUPERIOR, ADVANCED-RETARDED, OR EVEN BRIGHT-AVERAGE-DULL.
ll~E DOES NOT ORDINARILY SO SEPARATE INDIVIDUALS; IT MAY BE THAT THE
WISEST COURSE ~OR THE SCHOOLS IS NOT TO ATTEMPT SEPARATION EITHER.
WHATEVER ITS MERITS OR DEMERITS, ABILITY GROUPING HAS NOT BEEN
ACCOMPLISHED IN THE VAST MAJORITY O~ THE SCHOOLS O~ THE NATION. OUR
SCHOOLS ARE STILL MADE UP O~ COMMUNITY-SEGMENTAL HETEROGENEOUS GROUPS.11
THE AUTHORS WERE AMAZED AND DELIGHTED TO SEE THAT ONE OF THE MOST FRE-
THE EXPLORATION THRO~GH EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES, FROM WHICH LESSONS
GREW, INDICATES THAT THE EXERCISES CAN BE USED TO TEACH SUCH UNSEPARATED
CLASSES WITHOUT RETARDING THE FAST LEARNERS OR SLIGHTING THE SLOW ONES.
THE METHOD OF LESSONS IS BASED ON THE STUDENT'S INDIVIDUAL SUCCESS IN
DISCOVERING PRINCIPLES. HE MAKES HIS DISCOVERY WHEN HE IS READY TO MAKE
IT, HE HAS NO NEED TO VERBALIZE IT (IN FACT IS DISCOURAGED IN ANY IMMEDIATE
ATTEMPT TO VERBALIZE IT), BUT PROVES THAT HIS ~ASTERY OF THE PRINCIPLE IS
REAL BY HIS ABILITY TO UTILIZE AND APPLY IT. THE FAST LEARNERS DISCOVER
WITH EASE AND QUICKLY. SINCE THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED WHAT WAS INTENDED,
THEY ARE FREE TO GO ON TO EXPLORATION IN AREAS RELATED TO THE AREA OF DIS-
COVERY; ~ TO NEW DISCOVERIES THE SLOW LEARNERS WILL BE EXPECTED TO MAKE
FOR THEMSELVES AS THEY PROGRESS. THIS IS WHY YOU FIND SUCH A WEALTH OF
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS AND SUPPLEMENTAL SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTIVITIES, ESPE-
CIALLY IN LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION, IN LESSONS .l.!'i ANALYTICAL ENGLISH.
W,TH THE BRIGHTER PUPILS THUS ENGAGED IN DIRECTED, YET INDEPENDENT ACTIV-
ITY, THE TEACHER IS FREE TO GIVE MORE ATTENTION TO THE SLOW LEARNERS.
~ THEIR OBSERVATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES WHICH WERE
TAUGHT IN NEWTON COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL, AND FROM WHICH LESSONS DEVELOPED,
QUENTLY CHOSEN FREE ACTIVITIES OF THE BRIGHTER STUDENTS WAS TO TAKE SOME
SLOW LEARNER IN CHARGE AND TO HELP HIM TO HIS DISCOVERY. THEY NEVER TOLD
THE PRINCIPLE, BUT THEY GAVE .HINTS AND POINTED THE WAY. You DO NOT NEED
TO BE TOLD THAT SUCH PEER HELP IS FAR MORE ACCEPTABLE AND VALUABLE TO THE
SLOW LEARNERS THAN ANY HELP YOU, AS A TEACHER, CAN GIVE THEM.
AMONG OTHER ACTIVITIES CHOSEN BY THE RAPID LEARNERS, WORK WITH THE12
POETRY SUPPLEMENT (PAGE 206), FREE READING, AND UNASSIGNED WRITING WERE
POPULAR CHOICES. THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT AT NEWTON REQUIRES FOUR BOOK
REPORTS A YEAR FROM EVERY STUDENT IN EVERY ENGLISH CLASS. As YOU WILL
SEE, LESSONS ADVOCATES NO BOOK REPORTS IN THE USUAL SENSE AT ALL; HOW_
EVER, SOME OF THE BRIGHTER STUDENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS, EVEN
SOME IN A CLASS LABELED 'REMEDIAL', READ AND "REPORTED" ON AS MANY AS
TWENTY BOOK~
You CAN READILY SEE THAT LESSONS IS NOT MUCH BOTHERED ABOUT WHETHER
IT IS USED IN AN ABILITY-GROUPED SCHOOL OR IN ONE IN WHICH THE CLASSES
ARE ARRANGED HAPHAZARDLY; IT IS EQUALLY SUiTED TO EITHER. EACH STUDENT
PROGRESSES AT HIS OWN RATE WHILE THE CLASS PROGRESSES AS A WHOLE. ONE OF
THE BEAUTIES OF NONVERBAL AWARENESS IS THE FLEXIBILITY IT FOSTERS IN THE
CLASSROOM. THE EXERCISES IN LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH ADAPT ALMOST
AUTOMATICALLY TO THE LEVELS OF ATTAINMENT AND INTELLIGENCE OF INDIVIDUAL
STUDENTS. CONSTANTLY EACH STUDENT IS STRIVING TOWARD HIS OWN DESCRIPTION
OF HIS OWN LANGUAGE. As THE BASES OF HIS LANGUAGE NEEDS INCREASE, HE
BROADENS HIS KNOWLEDGE; HIS HORIZON FOR PROGRESS IS CONSTANTLY ENLARGING,
AND HiS SELF-PERCEPTION IS ENHANCED THROUGH A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT.
IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL
ENGLISH SHOW IN THEMSELVES THAT HERE IS A PRACTICABLE MEANS OF. INSTRUCT-
ING TODAY'S HETEROGENEOUS SCHOOL POPULATION. ALTHOUGH THE AUTHORS CER-
TAINLY HAVE FAITH IN THEIR WORK, IT IS NOT CLAIMED THAT HERE IS THE BEST
OR EVEN THE MOST DESIRABLE METHOD OF ENGLISH INSTRUCTION. THE WORK BE-
HIND THE LESSONS HAs BEEN ADMITTEDLY EXPLORATORY AND EXPERIMENTAL. THE
BOOK MAKES NO SUMMARY CLAIMS FOR ITSELF; HOWEVER, ITS AUTHORS SINCERELY
BELIEVE THAT FROM THEIR RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT, THEY HAVE DEVISED A VAL-
UABLE AND THOROUGHLY.WORKABLE COURSE.FROM LESSONS, IS CONSIDERABLY LIGHTENED. STUDENTS FREQUENTLY GRADE EACH
PLAINTS, IS GRADING. THE BURDEN OF GRADING, WHILE BY NO MEANS REMOVED
OTHER, AND WE DO NOT MEAN THAT THEY MERELY CHECK RIGHT AND WRONG ANSWERS
IT IS THE POSITION OF THE A~THORS THAT THE METHOD EMPLOYED IN LESSONS IS
THEORETICALLY SOUND SINCE IT ATTEMPTS TO AVOID THE AMBIGUITIES AND INCON-
SYMBOLIC LOGIC ASSURE ACCURATE LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTIONS, AND SINCE THE DE-
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SISTENCIES OF TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR, SINCE THE UTILIZATION OF THE RESULTS OF
THERE ARE MANY FEATURES WHICH MAKE THE ~SE OF LESSONS ESPECIALLY
LAYED VERBALIZATION METHOD IS SURELY BASED ON PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
DESIRABLE FROM THE STANDPOINT OF TEACHERS. WE HOLD THAT THE TEACHER'S
ATTEMPTED TO ELIMINATE BUSYWORK WHEREVER IT SEEMED TO CROP UP. THE MAJOR
LOAD PLACED UPON TEACHERS OF ENGLISH, AND THE SOURCE OF MANY TEACHER COM-
AND TALLY UP A SCORE. THEY EVALUATE THE WORK OF LOWLY SCRIVENERS LIKE
AND DISCOVERIES.
FUNCTION IS TO GUIDE AND DIREC!, NOT TO TELL AND EXPOUND. THE TEACHER
NEEDS TO BE FREED FROM MUCH OF THE BUSYWORK OF THE CLASSROOM; LESSONS HAS
THEMSELVES AND THERE IS MUCH SELF-EVALUATION. STUDENTS LEARN AS MUCH FROM
THE CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF PEER WORK AS THEY DO FROM THEIR OWN WRITING.
A RECEPTIVITY TO SUGGESTION THAT ASSURES EFFORT TO AVOID MISTAKES AND A
BECAUSE INTEREST IS PUPIL-GENERATED AND IS AT A HIGH PITCH, THERE EXISTS
WILLINGNESS TO CORRECT ONES WHICH ARE POINTED OUT. THIS POINTING OUT IS
DONE BY THE TEACHER AT THE ACTUAL TIME OF WRITING, AND THE ERROR IS
CORRECTED BEFORE IT HAS A CHANCE TO ESTABLISH ITSELF IN THE MIND OF THE
THEY RECOGNIZE THE REAL VALUE OF WHAT THEY ARE DOING, THE CLASSES ARE
LIKELY TO PROVE SELF-MOTIVATING AND REMARKABLY FREE OF PETTY DISCIPLINE
PUPIL. BECAUSE PUPILS ARE INTERESTED, BECAUSE THEY ARE BUSY, AND BECAUSE
f
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PROBLEMS.
To ONE WHO IS ONLY SUPERFICIALLY FAMILAR WITH THE INTENTION OF THE
PROGRAM BEHIND THE LESSONS IT MIGHT SEEM THAT SUCH TEACHING COULD BE IM-
PLEMENTED ONLY THROUGH TEACHERS WITH EXTENSIVE (AND EXPENSIVE) TRAINING__
PARTICULARLY IN SYMBOLIC LOGIC. SUCH IS NOT THE CASE. IT CANNOT BE EM-
PHASIZED TOO STRONGLY THAT LESSONS DOES NOT TEACH SYMBOLIC LOGIC, NOR
THAT TEACHERS TEACHING LESSONS NEED HAVE NONE BUT THE VAGUEST AWARENESS
OF THE SUBJECT. THE COURSE UTILIZES THE RESULTS OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC AS
THEY ARE APPLIED TO LANGUAGE ANALYSIS, AND THESE RESULTS ARE AMAZINGLY
SIMPLE AND CLEAR.
THE USE OF THESE MATERIALS SEEMS TO HAVE A SALUTARY EFFECT ON STU-
DENTS. THEY QUICKLY LEARN THAT THERE IS NOTHING AUTHORITARIAN ABOUT
LESSONS, THAT THiS IS NOT ANOTHER COURSE OF STUDY WHICH ITERATES A BODY
OF RULES WHICH THEY ARE TO LEARN (WITHOUT KNOWING WHY THEY ARE TO LEARN
THEM) AND TO APPLY THEM TO SEEMINGLY UNRELATED MATERIAL. THE LEARNING
OF THE STUDENT IS BASED ON DISCOVERY AND UNDERSTANDING, BOTH OF WHICH
ARE REWARDING EXPERIENCES. THE STUDENTS FIND OUT THAT TRUE LEARNING CAN
BE FUN. EACH PUPIL EXPERIENCES SUCCESS AND IS ACUTELY AND HAPPILY AWARE
OF ACCOMPLISHMENT. THESE ELEMENTS COMBINE TO PROVIDE MOTIVATION SO THAT
PUPILS WANT TO LEARN.
IT SEEMS, THEREFORE, THAT THERE IS JUSTIFICATION IN SUGGESTING A
REVISION IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH ALONG THE LINES LAID DOWN IN LESSONS
~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH. PARTICULARLY BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF LANGUAGE SKILL
AND MASTERY WHICH IS APPARENT WITHIN THE SCHOOLS AND THE COMMUNITY THERE
IS A DEMONSTRABLE NEED FOR IMPROVED ENGLISH INSTRUCTION AT THE SECONDARY
') LEVEL. LESSONS. BECAUSE IT REACHES AND APPEALS TO THE INDIVIDUAL WITHINMOTHER TONGUE.
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THE GROUP IS PRACTICABLE FOR OUR NEW HETEROGENEOUS, COMPREHENSIVE HIGH
SCHOOLS. IT IS THE CONTENTION OF THE AUTHORS THAT LESSONS. BEING EDU-
CATIONALLY SOUND AND OF GREAT APPEAL TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS ALIKE, IS
A NEW AND DESIRABLE FORM OF ENGLISH INSTRUCTION, THAT ITS MATERIALS ARE
EASILY TAUGHT AND EASILY ASSIMILATED, AND THAT THEIR USE WILL ENSURE
THAT STUDENTS LEAVE THE COURSE WITH A MORE ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDING OF
AND GREATER POWER TO HANDLE THEIR TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATION IN THEIR16
III. THE SPECIFIC AIMS
IT SHOULD BE UNMISTAKABLY CLEAR THAT IT IS NOT THE INTENTION OF
LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH TO PRESENT A NEW METHOD FOR TEACHING ENG-
LISH. METHOD IS IN ESSENCE THE UTILIZATION OF THE TEACHERS PERSONALITY.
EVERY PERSONALITY IS UNIQUE--THAT OF TEACHER AND PUPIL ALIKE. GOOD
TEACHING IS, AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN, THE EFFECTI~E EMPLOYMENT OF THE
TEACHER'S UNIQUE PERSONALITY. IT IS FOOLISH TO PRESUME THAT THE LESSONS
COULD IMPOSE A METHOD ON ANYONE. THERE ARE AS MANY GOOD METHODS OF
TEACHING AS THERE ARE GOOD TEACHERS. THE PURPOSE OF THE MATERIALS HERE
PRESENTED IS TO SUPPLY A PATTERN FOR TEACHING PROCEDURE WHIC~'SHALL CON-
TRIBUTE IN SOME SMALL PART TO THE TEACHER'S DEVELOPMENT OF HIS OWN
METHOD.
IT IS IN THIS RESPECT THAT NO RIGID PRESCRIPTIONS THAT THE SUGGEST-
IONS FOR PRESENTING THE LESSONS BE FOLLOWED SLAVISHLY ARE MADE. THEY
ARE NOT SACROSANCT. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE MATERIALS WITHIN THE EX-
ERCISES THEMSELVES ARE VALID AND SHOULD NOT BE ALTERED OR TAMPERED WITH-
OUT CAREFUL THOUGHT AND WELL-FOUNDED CONVICTION THAT CHANGE IS NEEDED.
THERE IS WHOLEHEARTED BELIEF IN THE SOUNDNESS OF THE THEORY ON WHICH THE
EXERCISES ARE BASED. HOWEVER, THAT THERE IS NOTHING SACRED ABOUT A
THEORY IS ALMOST A TRUISM. THEORY, IN GRAMMAR OR ELSEWHERE, IS ONLY A
SYSTEMATIC EXPLANATION OF FACTS OR DATA USEFUL TO THE PURPOSES ONE HAS
IN VIEW. As SUCH, 'THEORY' NEED NOT HAVE CONNOTATIONS OR RIGHT (NESS)
OR WRONG (NESS); IT IMPLIES MERELY A STATEMENT MORE OR LESS ADEQUATE TO
EXPLAIN A POSITION MAINTAINED OR A PROBLEM DEALT WITH.
THEREFORE, IT IS HOPED THAT YOU WHO USE THESE MATERIALS WILL DO 'SO17
r THAT THEy MUST PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE INCIDENTAL LA~GUAGE WORK BY EX-
IT IS THE SPECIAL WORK OF ENGLISH TEACHERS
IT IS URGED THAT THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF SURE LEARNING THEMSELVES.
By NECESSARY APPLICATION.•
THROUGH NONVERBAL AWARENESS AND DELAYED VERBALIZATION NEVER BE FORGOTTEN
OR NEGLECTED. You ARE URGED TO LEARN THAT THE ACCOMPLISHMENT MUST NEVER
BE RUSHED, THAT YOU RESIST THE TEMPTATION TO ~ YOUR STUDENTS WHEN THE
GOING SEEMS EXCEPTIONALLY HARD,-AND THAT YOU AVOID THE TENDENCY TOWARD
VERBALIZATION OF A GENERALIZATION BEFORE LEARNING IS ACHIEVED. REMEMBER
THAT WHEN THE STUDENTS ARE ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE BY DOING; E.G., BY CON-
STRUCTING THEIR OWN SENTENCES WHICH CONFORM TO WHATEVER MODEL THEY ARE
FOLLOWING AT THE MOMENT, THEN THEY ARE READY TO ATTEMPT VERBALIZING OR
STATING THE PRINCIPLE OR GENERALIZATION UNDER CONSIDERATION. THIS VER-
BALIZATION SHOULD BE DONE IN THE NATURE OF A PROOF TO THEMSELVES, NOT
~~, THAT THEY HAVE GAINED THE UNDERSTANDING DESIRED, THAT THE SMALL
SEGMENT OF LEARNING INVOLVED HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED.
EVERY ATTEMPT OF A STUDENT TO EXPRESS HIMSELF IS A COM-PO-SI-TION-_
A A PUTTING TOGETHER OF IDEAS; AND EVERY CLASSROOM EXERCiSE THAT CALLS FOR
SELF-EXPRESSION, WHATEVER ITS SPECIAL PURPOSE, IS 'NCIDENTALLY A LANGUAGE
LESSON. BUT A TEACHER CAN HARDLY STOP IN THE MIDST OF A GENERAL SCIENCE
OR HISTORY LESSON TO ESTABLISH PRINCIPLES OF LANGUAGE AND THEN FIS THEM
WITH A FEELING OF UTMOST FREEDOM. THE COMMENTARY FOLLOWING EACH OF THE
EXERCISES 'S INTENDED ONLY AS A GUIDE, A HELP TO YOU IN FEELING YOUR WAY.
You WILL SOON DISCOVER THAT WHAT ACTUALLY TRANSPIRES WILL BE DICTATED,
NOT BY YOU, NOR BY THE SUGGESTIONS FOUND HEREIN, BUT BY YOUR CLASSES
TENDED DEVELOPMENT. IT (S FOR USE IN THIS SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY THAT
~ LESSONS WAS WRITTEN.GOOD SPEECH AND GOOD WRITING MUST BE CORRECT; CLEAR, NATURAL, AND
EASY. THESE QUALITIES CAN BE ATTAINED ONLY THROUGH CAREFUL STUDY AND
SYSTEMATIC DEVELOPMENT. PERHAPS THE LEADING FEATURE OF THESE LESSONS IS
THE NUMBERJVARIETY, AND DEFINITENESS OF THE EXERCISES FOR STUDY AND DEVEL-
OPMENT.
THE FOLLOWING KINDS ARE INCLUDED:
1. EXERCISES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOME WORKING UNIT OF
THE SUBJECT MATTER.
2. STUDIES OF GOOD MODELS WHICH SERVE NOT ONLY AS EXAMPLES
TO THE STUDENTS, BUT-AS I NCENTI VES TO PERSONAL EFFORT
TO IMPROVE THEIR OWN COMMUNICATION SKILLS.
3. SPECIFIC EXERCISES IN THE ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES TO
CLASSIFY THE TYPES OF UTTERANCE ACCORDING TO WHAT
SENTENCES ACTUALLY SAY.
4. SPECIFIC EXERCISES TO DETERMINE WHAT KINDS OF SENTENCES
ARE CAPABLE OF STATING FACTUAL KNOWLEDGE (TRUTH) AND
WHICH ARE NO~ TO ENABLE STUDENTS TO DEVELOP THE HABIT
OF LOGICAL, PRECISE DISCOURSE.
5. GENERAL COMPOSITION WORK, BASED FOR THE MOST PART ON
LITERATURE LESSONS, AND CALLING FOR THE APPLICATION OF
PRINCIPLES JUST LEARNED AS WELL AS FOR THE REVIEW OF THOSE
PREVIOUSLY TREATED.
6. VERBALIZATION OF PRINCIPLES, RULES, AND DEFINITIONS
COMING AS SUMMARIES OF FACTS ALREADY DISCOVERED BY
EXAMINATION OF SPECIAL CASES AND APPLIED IN THE COMPO-
SITION WORK AND CLASS WORK OF THE STUDENTS.
7. CONSTANT CORRELATION TO THE PRINCIPLES AND TERMINOLOGY
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OF TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR IN ORDER THAT STUDENTS MAY BE
ORIENTED IN THE WORLD OF LANGUAGE-PARLANCE THEY MUST
FOR SOME TIME INHABIT.19
IV. :THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE
LESSONS IN ANALYTICAL ENGLISH BEGINS WITH A SHORT BUT SUCCINCT RE_
VIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTALS OF TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR FORMULATED ON THE FUNC-
TIONAL NATURE OF ~HE PARTS OF SPEECH. A TABULAR METHOD HAS BEEN DEVISED
TO PRESENT THE MATERIALS OF GRAMMAR IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE FORM. IT
SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED THAT THIS SECTION IS NOT INTENDED TO TEACH. IT Is
INCLUDED SOLELY TO ENABLE TEACHERS TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH OF THE PRESEN-
TATION FROM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HAS BEEN RETAINED, AND HOW MUCH OR HOW
LITTLE OF BACKGROUND OR DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE THE MEMBERS OF
THE CLASS POSSESS.
IT IS USELESS TO THINK THAT WE CAN IGNORE OR DISCARD TRADITIONAL
GRAMMAR. THE CULTURE, THE TRAINING, AND THE LITERATURE OF CENTURIES
CANNOT, OVERNIGHT, BE CONSIGNED TO THE ASH-CAN. RATHER, IT IS NECESSARY
THAT WE ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND GRAMMAR--TO ACCEPT ITS VALUES, TO REALIZE
AND FACE UP TO ITS AMBIGUITIES, AND TO PROCEED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ADDITIONAL PROCESSES WHICH POINT TO A FULLER UNDERSTANDING AND DESCRIP_
TION OF LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION.
IF~ AS THE CULTURE PROGRESSES, A MORE ACCURATE GRAMMAR EVOLVES,
THEN THE OBSOLETE GRAMMATICAL ELEMENTS WILL DISCARD THEMSELVES. WE HAVE,
INDEED, TENDED TOWARD THE DEIFICATION OF TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR. WE HAVE
IDOLATROUSLY ALLOWED THE FORMS WHICH DESCRIBED THE GREEK LANGUAGE TO EX-
TEND THEIR SWAY OVER LATIN, WHERE THEY DESCRIBED LESS WELL, AND TO MODERN
LANGUAGES WHERE THEY DESCRIBE ERRATICALLY OR NOT AT ALL. WE HAVE ACCEPTED
RIGIDITY WHERE WE SHOULD HAVE DEMANDED FLEXIBILITY AND PLASTICITY.
LESSONS REFUSES TO RECOGNIZE THE INVIOLABILITY OF GRAMMAR. As20
TEACHERS WE WILL ALWAYS POINT OUT TO OUR STUDENTS ITS AMBIGUITIES AND
CONTRADICTIONS. WE WILL ALSO ACCEPT THE PRONOUNCEMENTS OF THE STRUCTURAL
LINGUISTS AND OTHER SCHOOLS TO WHATEVER DEGREE THEY CONTRIBUTE TO THE DE-
SCRIPTION OF THE LANGUAGE. WE HONOR GRAMMAR, BUT WE INSIST THAT GRAMMAR
BE FLUID AND REALIZE ITS OWN EVANESCENCE. LESSONS TEACHES (OR RATHER
CORRELATES ITS MATERIALS TO) TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR, BUT REGARDS IT AS A
HISTORICAL SUBJECT.
LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH WAS WRITTEN ON THE PREMISE THAT THE
CHIEF AIM OF A COURSE IN ENGLISH IS THE MASTERY OF THE TOOLS OF EVERYDAY
EXPRESSION. A FUNDAMENTAL BELIEF IS THAT THE UNIT OF VERBAL (NOT ORAL)
COMMUNICATION IS THE SENTENCE. UTTERANCES OTHER THAN SENTENCES, UNLESS
THEY BE IN REALITY SENTENCE ABBREVIATIONS, DO NOT COMMUNICATE. WORDS IN
ISOLATION DO NOT COMMUNICATE. WORDS COMMUNICATE IN COMBINATIONS ONLY.
IT IS REALIZED THAT EXCEPTION CAN BE TAKEN TO THIS BLUNT ASSERTION. WHEN
A WORD IS SPOKEN OR SEEN IN ITS WRITTEN OR PRINTED FORM, IT MAY AND OFTEN
DOES COMMUNICATE VAGUELY. THE WORD 'HORSE' SPOKEN, WILL MOST LIKELY
BRING A PICTURE OF THE ANIMAL TO THE HEARER'S MIND. W'TH A CERTAIN IN-
FLECTION AND FACIAL AND BODILY MOVEMENTS, IT MAY INDICATE NAME-CALLING.
WORDS WHICH ARE THE NAMES OF THINGS, OF OBJECTS OR CONCEPTS, DO COMMUNI-
CATE INCOMPLETELY, BUT OFTEN THE UNDERSTOOD MEANING IS A SENTENCE:
THIS IS A HORSE.
You ARE A HORSE.
WORDS WITHOUT SUCH OBJECT OR CONCEPT ASSOCIATION DO NOT COMMUNICATE:
OR - AS - BUT - IS - WHETHER _ AND _ IF _ ONLY _ AN
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~ NO MEANING IS ATTACHED TO THESE ISOLATES.
FURTHERMORE, THE REAL UNIT OF COMMUNICATION IS THAT SENTENCE OF
INSEPARABLE MEANING WHICH IS CALLED THE ATOMIC SENTENCE. IT IS THE,
\: RESULTS LEAD TO SUCH ACTIVITIES ON THE PART OF STUDENTS AS:
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1. THE ANALYSIS OF UTTERANCES TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SEN-
TENCES AND NONSENTENCES.
(CORRELATION WITH TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR--FRAGMENTS, EX-
CLAMATIONS, SENTENCES)
2. THE ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES TO CLASSIFY THEM BY TYPES
INTO SENTENCES POSSESSING TRUTH VALUE AND SENTENCES
POSSESSING NO TRUTH VALUE.
(CORRELATION--IMPERATIVES, QUESTIONS, DECLARATIVES)
3. THE ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES TO DISCOVER THAT ALL DISCOURSE
CONSISTS OF FOUR SIMPLE RELATIONS EXPRESSED BY THE WORD
'IS'; THE 'IS' OF IDENTITY, THE 'IS' O~ SET-MEMBERSHIP,
THE 'IS' OF SUBSET, AND THE 'ISI OF EXISTENCE.
(CORRELATION__THE WHOLE REALM OF SYNTAX)
4. SENTENCE ANALYSIS TO DIRECT ATTENTION OF THE EFFECT ON
MEANING OF LOGICAL WORDS OTHER THAN liS' AND THEIR SEM-
ANTIC EQUIVALENTS; I.E., 'NOT', lAND', 'ORI , 'IF •••
THEN', 'IF AND ONLY IF'.
THE ANALYSIS EMPLOYED IN LESSONS DERIVES FROM THE RESULTS OF SYM-
METHOD OF LESSONS TO ANALYZE UTTERANCES OF ALL KINDS AND TO DETERMINE HOW
THEY COMMUNICATE AND WHAT THEY COMMUNICATE. WHEN STUDENTS KNOW THAT EX-
ENGLISH IS A LIVING LANGUAGE WHICH IS BUT POORLY LEARNED IF IT IS
RETAIN MEANING, BUT THAT THEY MUST REMAIN AS LITTLE UNITS (ATOMS) IN THEM-
PRESSIONS CANNOT BE DISSECTED AND ANALYZED BEYOND A CERTAIN POINT AND
SELVES, THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD LIVING LANGUAGE IS DISTINCTLY MORE INTELLI-
GENT AND MORE TOLERANT.
IN THE SHIFTING AND EVANESCENT FIELD OF COMMUNICATION PREVENTS THE
KNOWN ONLY THROUGH USAGE. GRAMMAR SHOULD BE IN LARGE PART THE ACTUAL
OBSERVATION OF LANGUAGE PHENOMENA. THE OBSERVATION OF THESE PHENOMENA
TEACHER FROM BECOMING DOGMATIC IN QUESTIONS OF DISPUTED USAGE AND LEADS
HIM TO TAKE AN INTELLIGENT VIEW OF EXCEPTIONS.
BOLIC LOGIC AS DIRECTED TOWARD LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS BY SUCH MEN AS
TARSKI, W,TTGENSTE,N, CARNAP, RUSSELL, REICHENBACH, AND STRAWSON. THESE
i
I
!
I
I
I
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5. SENTENCE ANALYSIS TO DIRECT ATTENTION TO THE EFFECT
UPON MEANING OF THE EXISTENTIAL AND UNIVERSAL QUANT-
IFIERS; 'THE', 'SOME', 'THIS', 'ALL', 'EVERY', 'ANY'.
IT IS BELIEVED THAT THESE ANALYTICAL ACTIVITIES LEAD TO AN AWARE_
NESS OF THE UNDERLYING INCONSISTENCIES, CONTRADICTIONS, IRRELEVANCIES,
AND AMBIGUITIES WHICH PLAGUE MODERN LANGUAGE STUDY AND OFTEN DEFEAT THE
ART OF INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATION. To INTRODUCE ECONOMY, ACCURACY, AND
CONSISTENCY INTO THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IS, PERHAPS, THE PRIMARY GOAL
OF THiS FIRST COURSE IN ENGLISH.
THE BASIC METHOD OF LESSONS IS A MODIFIED INDUCTIVE OR DISCOVERY
METHOD. IN THIS TEACHING-LEARNING PHILOSOPH~ CAREFULLY PLANNED EXPERI-
ENCES WHICH STIMULATE STUDENTS TO ARRIVE AT CONCEPTS THROUGH REAL UNDER_
STANDING OF THEM ARE PRESENTED TO PUPILS. EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO EN-
COURAGE THE INDIVIDUAL TO FIND OUT THINGS FOR HIMSELF IN THE FIRM BELIEF
THAT IT IS ALMOST SOLEY THOSE INDEPENDENT DISCOVERIES A STUDENT MAKES
WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO REAL LEARNING.
LANGUAGE IS ESSENTIALLY A SOCIAL PHENOMENON. IN COMMON WITH ALL
SOCIAL FACTS, IT IS NOT A DELIBERATE, PREMEDITATED CREATION, BUT A PRO-
OUCT OF THE PAST. IT IS A SCIENCE OF OBSERVATION AND ITS DISCOVERIES
lei OUGHT TO SPRING FROM INDUCTION AND NOT DEDUCTION. Too OFTEN PUPILS ARE
!
liQf SUBJECTED TO A LEARNING PATTERN OF FOLLOWING TEACHER DIRECTION IN MAKING
I
I
lLHli ONE OBSERVATION, THEN ANOTHER, AND ANOTHER UNTIL FINALLY THEY ARRIVE AT
,,~ THE TEACHER CCNCEIVED PRINCIPLE OR CONCLUSION. ACTUALLV, THEV SHOULD SE
)l~ ENGAGED IN STRIVING TOWARD A SUBVERBAL DISCOVERY OF TRUTHS AND RELATIONS
THIS IS THE REAL BASiS OF THE TEACHING OF LESSONS, LEADING STUDENTS
TO THE SATISFACTION OF DISCOVERING THINGS FROM OBSERVING THEM FOR THEMSELVES.23
LESSONS TAKES AS ITS CREDO THE FACT THAT THE PROVINCE OF ENGLISH
INSTRUCTION IS THE ENTIRE FIELD OF VERBAL (NOT ORAL) COMMUNICATION. SOME
CONCERN MAY HAVE BEEN FELT AND PERHAPS JUSTIFIABLY, THAT WITH ITS INVOLVE_
ME NT IN SENTENCE ANALYSIS AND THE REDUCTION OF DISCOURSE TO FOUR SIMPLE
SENTENCE FORMS IN A STRIVING FOR CONCISENESS, PRECISENESS, AND ACCURACY,
THAT THE IMAGINATIVE AND CREATIVE POWERS OF LANGUAGE WOULD BE NEGLECTED
- OR LOST. SUCH IS NOT THE CASE. LESSONS IS VITALLY CONCERNED WITH THE
ABILITIES OF STUDENTS TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES VIVIDLY, FIGURATIVELY, AND
ARTISTICALLY. THIS GOAL IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH COMPOSITION, AND COMPO_
SITION IS A DAILY ACTIVITY OF STUDENTS IN THIS COURSE.
v. THE STUDY OF LITERATURE
WHAT IS DESIRED FROM THE STUDY OF LITERATURE IS THAT THERE BE AN
INTER-ACTION BETWEEN THE STUDENT AND THE MATERIAL HE READS. LITERATURE
IN ANY OF ITS FORMS--THE NOVEL, THE SHORT STORY, THE ESSAY, THE DRAMA, OR
ANY OF THE MANY KINDS OF POETRY--IS IN ESSENCE A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
THE ARTIST, AND THE WRITER IS AN ARTIST ALTHOUGH HIS RAW MATERIALS ARE
ALSO THE MATERIALS OF COMMUNICATION OF THE COMMON MAN, TRANSMITS HIS EX-
PERIENCES IN DEALING WITH LIFE AND IN REFLECTING ON LIFE WHICH TO HIM
HAVE HAD THE GREATEST SIGNIFICANCE OR VALUE. IT IS THE PRIVILEGE OF THE
READER TO SHARE THESE EXPRESSIONS OF EXPERIENCE, TO UNDERSTAND THEIR SIG-
NIF~CANCE, AND TO APPLY THEIR VALUES TO HIS OWN LIFE SITUATIONS.
IT IS PERHAPS TRUE THAT ONLY AS THE READER IS ABLE TO MAKE APPLICA-
TIONS FROM LITERATURE TO HIS OWN DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS AND TO HIS INTER-
ACTIONS WITH OTHER PERSONS THAT LITERATURE CAN EVER BE A CONTRIBUTORY24
THE MATERIALS IN THE EXER-
IS READING NOT ONLY IN ACCORD WITH HIS INTERESTS BUT PERHAPS, AND MORE
THAT THE STUDENT IS READING AT ALL, AND HE WILL REALIZE THAT THE PERSON
WILL NOT BE TOO CRITICAL OF WHAT THE STUDENT READS; HE WILL BE THANKFUL
· FORCE IN HIS LEARNING. IT IS THE TASK OF THE TEACHER TO MAKE SURE THAT
THIS MAIN VALUE TO BE DERIVED FROM THE STUDY OF LITERATURE, THE GAINING
RECOGNIZED AND STEPS TAKEN TOWARD ITS ACHIEVEMENT.
BE DONE MERELY BY ASSIGNING MATERIAL TO BE READ. NOR CAN IT BE DONE
THE FIRST NECESSITY IS TO INDUCE STUDENTS TO READ, AND THIS CANNOT
THROUGH DISCUSSION, UNLESS STUDENTS SEE SOME RELATION BETWEEN THE DIS.
THE RELATION OF LITERATURE TO LIFE CANNOT BE DICTATED; IT MUST BE
DISCOVERED BY EACH INDIVIDUAL FOR HIMSELF. 'A TEACHER WITH THIS IN MIND
As HAS BEEN SAID, THE DESIRE TO READ AND TO UNDERSTAND WHAT HAS
OF DEEPER UNDERSTANDING AND BROADER INSIGHT INTO LIFE--HIS OWN LIFE--IS
IMPORTANTLY, IN ACCORD WITH HIS NEEDS.
CUSSION AND THEIR INTERESTS, NEEDS, AND CURRENT PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIVITY.
IN LESSONS IS IN THE NATURE OF A SUBTERFUGE.
BEEN READ CANNOT BE ENSURED THROUGH MERE ASSIGNMENT. THE METHOD EMPLOYED
CISES ARE DRAWN FROM SELECTIONS FROM THE LITERATURE ANTHOLOGY USED, AND
THE IDEA IMPLANTED IN THE MINDS OF STUDENTS THAT THEY WILL BETTER UNDER-
STAND THE LESSONS IF THEY ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE SELECTION. FURTHER,
MANY OF THE DAILY COMPOSITJ-ON EXERCISES ARE INTEGRATED WITH THE SAME SE-
INTEREST, NOT SOMETHING THAT THE TEACHER IS GOING TO ASK MANY DIFFICULT
LECTIONS USED FOR SENTENCE ANALYSIS IN THE EXERCISES. WHEREVER POSSIBLE,
8~ SELECTIONS ARE CHOSEN WHICH CAN CARRY SOME LIFE-EXPERIENCE APPLICATION .~.
., FOR TEEN-AGERS. THUS THE LITERATURE IS NOT SOMETHING TO BE READ WITHOUT25
(AND OrTEN EMBARRASSING) QUESTIONS ABOUT, NOT SOMETHING ONE MAY BE SURE
WILL TURN UP ON AN EXAMINATION WITH AN EVEN MORE DIFFICULT SERIES OF
QUESTIONS, NOT SOMETHING TO BE READ GRUDGINGLY IF AT ALL AND FORGOTTEN AS
QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. THE LITERATURE OF LESSONS IS, RATHER, SOMETHING
WHICH IS BEING CONSTANTLY CALLED TO MIND, SOMETHING WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE A
CERTAIN USE, AND SOMETHING WHICH MIGHT HAVE SOME APPLICATION TO BOTH LEARN_
ING AND LIVING, SOMETHING IN WHICH THE STUDENT CAN RECOGNIZE REAL VALUE.
BECAUSE THE LESSONS DO NOT CONTAIN PLANNED DISCUSSION OF THE STORIES
WITH A PAT SET OF VALUES TO BE 6~RIVED FROM EACH (ANTHOLOGY-AUTHOR AND
TEACHER VALUES TOO OFTEN INSTEAD OF STUDENT'VALUES), THAT NO DISCUSSION
IS PLANNED IS NOT TO BE ASSUMED. DISCUSSION IS, ArTER ANALYSIS, THE MOST
IMPORTANT TECHNIQUE APPLIED IN LESSONS. EACH UNIT IS DISCUSSED, AND THOR-
OUGHLY, ArTER THE PUPILS HAVE ANALYZED THE DEVELOPMENTAL SENTENCES AND
SEPARATED THEM INTO SETS. SINCE THE MATERIALS OF THE EXERCiSES ARE DRAWN
FROM THE LITERATURE, DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE ~ ~ IS BOUND TO EVOLVE.
THE IMPORTANT THING TO RECOGNIZE AND FOSTER IS THAT THIS DiSCUSSION IN ITS
ENTIRETY IS STUDENT INAUGURATED AND INCITED BY ACTUAL STUDENT INTEREST.
~OTE: THIS IS ONE REASON FOR THERE BEING NO TIME SCHEDULE FOR LESSONS.
EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO ALLOW STUDENTS TO PROCEED AT THEIR OWN RATE AND
/; TO ALLOW THEM TO DECI DE UPON HOW MUCH TIME IS DEVOTED TO ANY ONE LESSON.
Ii IF CLASS INTEREST IS REAL, DISCUSSiON OF A CONCEPT OR OF A STORY MAY GO -
ON FOR DAYS. THE ROLE OF.THE TEACHER IS THAT OF A CAREFUL OBSERVER; HE
SEES THAT THE DISCUSSION IS PERTINENT, THAT IT IS INCLUSIVE, THAT IT IS
DIRECTED TOWARD AN END, AND THAT IT DOES NOT DESCEND INTO MERE ARGUMENT
~ OR BICKERING. THAT IS WHY THERE IS SO MUCH SEEMING DUPLICATION IN THE
X EXERCISES. THERE Is MORE MATERIAL THAN ANY BUT A CLASS OF MOST RAPID26
LEARNERS CAN COVER AND YET NOTHING IS LOST TO THE SLOW CLASS WHICH HANDLES
ONLY THE FIRST DEVELOPMENTAL EXERCiSES IN EACH SECTION~
PERHAPS IT HAS SEEMED THAT LESSONS IS TOO MUCH CONCERNED WITH THE
UTILITARIAN VALUES OF LITERATURE. SUCH IS NOT INTENDED TO BE THE CASE.
BUT IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE CULTURAL AND ESTHETIC ASPECTS OF LITERATURE
CAN BE DEVELOPED ONLY AFTER READING HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED AS A LIFE-RELA_
TIONAL AND AS A RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY. ONCE THE PRECEPTS THAT READING
HAS VALUE AND THAT READING IS FUN HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED, THE FIRST VALUES
OF LITERATURE, THAT IT REVEALS THE RELATIONSHIP TO AN INDIVIDUAL OF THE
CONCEPTS AND DECISIONS ACCUMULATED BY MANKIND IN THE COURSE OF HIS DEVEL-
OPMENTAL HISTORY, AND THAT IT REVEALS THE ART WITH WHICH MAN HAS INTERP-
RETED HIS EXPERIENCE IN A LIKE SPAN OF TIME; ONLY THEN CAN THESE FIRST
VALUES BEGIN TO BE INCULCATED IN THE MINDS OF YOUNG READERS.
IT IS FURTHER BELIEVED THAT ONE OF THE PRIME VALUES TO BE DERIVED
FROM THE STUDY OF LITERATURE IS THE HABIT OF INQUISITIVENESS. THE HUMAN
MIND, AND ESPECIALLY THE ADOLESCENT MIND, IS INTENSELY CURIOUS. ONCE A
READER DISCOVERS SATISFACTION OF HiS CURIOSITY IN HIS READING, HIS TEACHER
CAN LEAD HIM TO INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT WORKS, HE CAN EXTEND HiS RANGE TO
ENCOMPASS ALL HiS INTERESTS, AND EVEN DEVELOP NEW INTERESTS. LESSONS
ATTEMPTS TO PERSONALIZE LITERATURE FOR THE STUDENT THROUGH ALLOWING HIM
TO UTILIZE THE MATERIALS OF LITERATURE IN HiS OWN FREE COMPOSITION AND
CREATIVE WRITING.
LITERATURE, THEN, IS TO A LARGE EXTENT A MATTER OF SHARED EXPERI_
3 ENCES. THE READER NOT. ONLY LIVES VICARIOUSLY PORTIONS OF THE LIVES OF
~ PERSONS HE READS ABOUT, HE ACHIEVES A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF HIMSELF8 ABILITY TO EXPRESS HIMSELF CLEARLY, CONCISELY, AND ACCURATELY IN HIS
THERE IS BUT ONE WAY TO LEARN TO WRITE AND THAT IS BY WRITING.
VI. COMPOSITION
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IDEALLY, THE STUDY OF LITERATURE INSTIGATES THE DESIRE TO READ.
THE PERSON WHO READS WIDELY (AND DIRECTEDLY) COMES TO HAVE THE DESIRE
IF SUCH A LARGE PROPORTION OF STUDENT TIME IS TO BE DEVOTED TO
TO KNOW. WHEN ONE HAS THE FACILITY FOR READING AND THE ABILITY TO
HUMAN CONDITION. HE BUILDS UP AN UNVERBALIZED WEALTH OF RESPONSES TO
ACTUALLY SHARED EXPERIENCES COMMON TO MANY WHO ARE LIKE TENANTS OF THE
ASSIMILATE HIS READING, THE FINAL VALUES OF APPRECIATION AND APPLICATION
CAN BECOME OPERATIVE.
USABLE RESPONSE TO A NOVEL SITUATION IN WHICH HE MAY FIND HIMSELF.
EXPERIENCE WHICH CAN BE DRAWN UPON IN SELECTING A CORRECT AND REASONED,
FROM COMING TO REALIZE THAT EXPERIENCES HE HAS CONSIDERED UNIQUE ARE
IN ENGLISH COURSES ENOUGH WRITING. LESSONS AGREES HEARTILY WITH THE
BUT THERE ARE COUNTLESS REASONS WHY IT SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE TO GIVE STUDENTS
OPENING STATEMENT OF THIS PARAGRAPH, BUT GOES ONE STEP FURTHER; THE BEST
WAY TO LEARN TO WRITE ~ ~ WRITING EVERY ~' AND BY WRITING MEANING-
ARE ENGAGED IN WRITING FOR THE FIRST PART OF EVERY CLASS PERIOD.
WRITING, THE GOALS FOR COMPOSITION MUST BE MOST CLEARLY DEFINED AND
RIGIDLY ADHERED TO. THE PRIME GOAL IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDENT'S
MOTHER TONGUE. THAT THE STUDENT, MERELY BY SPENDING FIFTEEN'MINUTES
OR SO OF EVERY DAY IN THE PRACTICE OF WRITING WILL ACHIEVE THIS GOAL
~, FULLY. THE MATERIAL IN LESSONS PUTS THIS DICTUM INTO PRACTICE. STUDENTSIVE WRITING POSSIBLE.
THE METHOD OF LESSONS IS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH THE OPPORTUNITY
FOR THE GREAT MAJORITY OF STUDENTS IT IS MORE THAN ENOUGH IF WE
HAS LEARNED TO USE THE SAME TOOLS. ONE MIGHT AS WELL EXPECT THE BASS
PLAYER IN THE CORNER COMBO TO BE ANOTHER GUSTAV MAHLER BECAUSE HE HAS
LEARNED TO USE THE SAME TOOLS. IT SIMPLY DOESN'T WORK THAT WAy.
CAN DEVELOP IN THEM THE ABILITY TO WRITE SIMPLE, UNDERSTANDABLE, STRAIGHT-
FORWARD PROSE WHICH COMMUNICATES THEIR EXACT MEANING.
THEM AT THE ATTEMPT TO EXPRESS THEIR OWN COMMUNICABLE IDEAS IN LIKE
TO SEE HOW OTHERS HAVE HANDLED THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION AND TO SET
BECAUSE ITS TOOLS AND MATERIALS HAPPEN TO BE THE SAME TOOLS AND MATERI_
i
-t~ MIGHT AS WELL EXPECT ANY CARPENTER TO BE A MI ES VAN DER ROHE BECAUSE HE
I BE A VINCENT VAN GOGH BECAUSE HE HAS LEARNED TO USE THE SAME TOOLS. ONE
BE A MASTER OF THESE TOOLS. ONE MIGHT AS WELL EXPECT A HOUSE-PAINTER TO
ALS OF COMMON SPEECH IS NO REASON TO SUPPOSE THAT EVERY STUDENT SHOULD
EXPRESSION. NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH. ONE MIGHT JUST AS
ARTISTIC, CREATIVE WRITING IS AN ART AS SURELY AS IS MUSIC OR PAINTING.
IN WATER-COLOR OR OIL, CLAY OR STONE. IT IS JUST NOT TRUE! WRITING--
INSTRUMENT OR THAT EVERY STUDENT IS CAPABLE OF SURE ARTISTIC EXPRESSION
WELL SUPPOSE THAT EVERY STUDENT IS CAPABLE OF VIRTUOSITY ON A MUSICAL
ABILITY IN THOSE FEW WHO POSSESS IT TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES CREATIVELY AND
COMPOSITION IS THE SUPPOSITION THAT EVERY STUDEWT IS CAPABLE OF ARTIS_
ATTEMPT TO SUPPLY THE NEEDED HELP AND SUPERVISION TO MAKE CLEAR, EXPRESS_
ARTISTICALLY. ONE GRAVE ERROR THAT IS COMMON TO ALMOST ALL TEACHING OF
28
A SECONDARY GOAL OF DAILY COMPOSITION IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
WITHOUT HELP OR SUPERVISION IS NOT TO BE SUPPOSED o LESSONS MAKES EVERY
I
.I~i
I
I
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MANNER. THAT THE MODELS AND EXAMPLES THEY WORK FROM ARE THE SAME MATERI_
ALS OF THEIR LITERATURE LESSON AND OF THEIR LANGUAGE LESSONS INTEGRATES
THEIR ENTIRE COURSE OF LANGUAGE STUDY. INSTEAD OF HAVING THEIR MINDS
CLUTTERED WITH SEPARATE MATERIALS FOR LANGUAGE, FOR LITERATURE, AND FOR
COMPOSITION, THEY WORK WITH THE SAME MATERIALS FOR ALL, AND RAPIDLY COME
TO THE DISCOVERY THAT THERE IS JUST ONE SUBJECT WITH WHICH THEY ARE IN-
VOLVED--THE VERBAL COMMUNICATION OF IDEAS.
YET ANOTHER GOAL FOR THE TEACHING OF COMPOSITION IS THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE ABILITY IN STUDENTS TO THfNK FOR THEMSELVES. EACH OF THEM HAS
SOMETHING TO SAY, BUT EACH OF THEM NEEDS TO KWOW HOW TO ORGANIZE HiS
THOUGHTS TO SAY IT. THE MAIN CONTENTION OF LESSONS IS THAT THE UNIT OF
I THOUGHT IS THE SENTENCE. THE DEVELOPMENTAL EXERCISES ARE DESIGNED TO
GIVE STUDENTS COMPETENCE IN THE STRUCTURING AND HANDLING OF SENTENCES.
THE COMPOSITION EXERCISES ARE MAINLY CONCERNED WITH THE ORGANIZATION ~F
WELL-STRUCTURED SENTENCES INTO LARGER UNITS OF THOUGHT--THE PARAGRAPH
AND THE COMPOSITION, THEME, ESSAY, OR STORY.
EFFORT IS EXPENDED TO DEVELOP THE ABILITIES OF STUDENTS IN ALL THE
": FORMS OF WRITING--DESCRIPTION, DEFINITION, EXPOSITION, NARRATION, AND
rr' THE LIKE, BUT NOT MUCH ATTENTION IS PAID TO IDENTIFYING THESE FORMS AS I
,il.ij SUCH. THE ABILITY OF STUDENTS TO WRITE CLEARLY, PRECISELY, AND FORCE- I ,
1
1
1'":\ FULLY DEMONSTRATES THAT THEY HAVE GRASPED SUBVERBALLY THE CONCEPTS OF
t
I
~:I EXPOSITION, DESCRIPTION, AND NARRATION FAR BETTER THAN ANY ABILITY TO
DEFINE OR IDENTIFY OR GIVE RULES FOR THE UTILIZATION OF THESE FORMS.
IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT EXTREMELY VARIABLE POTENTIALITIES FOR
ACCOMPLISHMENT IN WRITING EXIST IN EVERY CLASS. LESSONS ATTEMPTS TO
PROVIDE FOR ALL THESE LEVELS. SUPPLEMENTAL EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION30
ARE PROVIDED WHICH WILL NURTU~E THE CREATIVITY AND ARTISTIC ABILITY OF
THE MOST COMPETENT STUDENTS.
As WILL BE BROUGHT OUT IN THE COMMENTARY ON THE EXERCISES THEM-
SELVES, THE BEST PART OF LESSONS TREATMENT OF COMPOSITION IS THAT THE
WORK IS ALMOST ENTIRELY SELF-GRADING, AND THAT LITTLE OF THE TEACHER'S
TIME OTHER THAN THAT WHEN THE ACTUAL WRITING IS BEING DONE NEED BE DE-
VOTED TO EVALUATION AND THE MARKING OF PAPERS.
VII. SPACE-TIME ORIENTATION
ONE GOAL OF THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE' TO BEGINNING HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS SHOULD BE SPACE-TIME ORIENTATION. UNFORTUNATELY, MANY STUDENTS
ENTER HIGH SCHOOL WITH AN ALMOST UTTER LACK OF BACKGROUND AND BACKGROUND
CORRELATION. THEY HAVE NO CONCEPT OF TIME. THEY HAVE NO CONCEPT OF
GEOGRAPHICAL SPACE. THEREFORE, ONE OF THE FIRST OBJECTIVES OF LESSONS
~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A RUDIMENTARY UNDERSTANDING
OF THE NOTIONS OF CHRONOLOGY AND OF LOCATION. THIS ESTABLISHMENT 16
\J ACCOMPL ISHED IN LESSONS THROUGH THE USE OF A TIME THERMOMETER AND THROUGH
II: THE USE OF A GLOBE.
THE TIME THERMOMETER IS SIMPLY AN ANALOGY DRAWN BETWEEN THE ABOVE
I
V~ AND BELOW ZERO TEMPERATURES ON A THERMOMETER AND THE ABOVE AND BELOW
I
3~ ZERO DEGREES OF TIME BEFORE AND AFTER CHRIST. A RELATIVELY FEW DATES n
q OF ACKNOWLEDGED IMPORTANCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
'A ARE LOCATED ALONGSIDE THE SCALE WHICH IS MARKED IN CENTURIES.
~
..~ THIS TIME THERMOMETER IS AN ACTUALITY. IT 16 TO BE CONSTRUCTED
lA LARGE SIZE AS A PERMANENT CHALK BOARD OR BULLETIN BOARD FEATURE. STU-
DENTS, OFTEN WITHOUT URGING FROM ANYONE, MAKE THEIR OWN THERMOMETERS INWHERE HERE AND THERE ARE. --
THE CULTURE OF OUR SCHOOLS IS ANGLO-AMERICAN AND ENGLISH IS OUR
ILLUSTRATE TO THEM HOW MAPS FIT ONTO A GLOBE. THE CONCEPT OF WESTERN
CIVILIZATION IS STRESSED, THE PATTERNS OF MIGRATION FLOW ARE TRACED,
AND THE SHIFTING CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CENTERS ARE LOCATED.
TANTLY WITH ENGLISH, THEN IT IS THE DUTY OF ENGLISH TEACHERS TO TEACH IT.
\ '
,\
~ MENTARY SCHOOL, THEN IT SHOULD BY ALL MEANS BE INAUGURATED IN THE FIRST
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE. THE CONTENTION THAT IT IS NOT THE CONCERN OF ENG-
LISH TO TEACH GEOGRAPHY IS IRRE~EVANT. IF IT CAN BE TAUGHT CONCOMI-
PUPILS THE IDEA OF SPATIAL RELATION. IN FACT IT IS OFTEN NECESSARY TO
ENTER THEN THE GLOBE! A GLOBE IS BETTER THAN A MAP FOR GIVING
NOT, IT WILL BE DISCOVERED THAT PUPILS HAVE AT MOST A HAZY NOTION OF
THAT ~ WAS HAPPENING THERE, SIMULTANEOUSLY. HOWEVER, MORE OFTEN THAN
THIS WAS HAPPENING ~, THE REST OF THE WORLD WAS NOT QUIESCENT, BUT
GIN TO CORRELATE EVENT WITH PERIOD AND TO ESTABLISH THE FACT THAT WHILE
SOME PERCEPTION OF THE PROGRESSION OF YEARS AND ~GES, IT IS TIME TO BE-
MOST AUTOMATICALLY ACCOMPLISHED. WHEN ONCE PUPILS HAVE BEGUN TO SHOW
FIXATION OF IMPORTANT DATES AND THEIR RELATIVE DISTANCE FROM ZERO IS AL-
THEIR COMPOSITION BOOKS. No ATTEMPT IS MADE TO IMPOSE THE THERMOMETER ON
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COME INTERESTED, AS MOST OF THEM WILL, IN THE SPAN OF CIVILIZATION, THE
WHEN ~ ~ TO KNOW WHEN SOMETHING OCURRel1'. IN TIME. ONCE THEY BE-
THE STUDENTS AS MATERIAL TO BE LEARNED; IT IS THERE AND WILL BE THERE
J:j LANGUAGE, BUT WE MUST NOT FORGET THAT THE WORLD IS NOT ANGLO-AMERI CAN
I
I
)',Hj NOR IS ENGL ISH A UN I VERSAL LANGUAGE. THE SUCCESSFUL CI TI ZEN OF TODAY i
iJ\tJ.i MUST BE IN A SENSE A WORLD CITIZEN WITH A SURE KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXIS-
!
3r.1 TENCE AND THE LOCATION OF CULTURES OTHER THAN HIS OWN. IT IS FIRMLY
3~ BELIEVED THAT IF GEOGRAPHICAL INSIGHT HAS NOT BEEN ACHIEVED IN THE ELE- l;:·IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT IT BE CONSTRUCTED AND USED. PERHAPS YOU
THE ACTUAL USE OF THE TIME THERMOMETER IS UP TO THE TEACHER, BUT
32
IT SHOULD BE READILY APPARENT THAT BOTH SPACE AND TIME ORIENTATION
WILL WANT TO HAVE IT PERMANENTLY ON DISPLAY ON THE BULLETIN BOARD OR AS
A CHART IN ITS OWN RIGHT. THIS SEEMS THE BEST PLAN. THE ENTIRE THER-
CERN ON THE PART OF THE TEACHER THAT THE SPATIAL AND TIME SETTINGS OF
SPACE-TIME ORIENTATION. THE ACTUAL LOCATION AND THE POINT OF EVENT OF
AT FIRST ONLY THE THERMOMETER ITSELF CALIBRATED BY CENTURIES IS
CAN BE CORRELATED WITH LITERATURE. ALL THAT IS NEEDED IS CONSTANT CON-
OF EVERY STORY READ ITS PHYSICAL SETTING SHOULD BE LOCATED ON GLOBE OR
- DOUBLE OR TRIPLE REFERENCE CAN BE UTILIZED IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
AND REFERENCES OR ALLUSIONS ARE ALLOCATED THEIR PROPER POSITIONS ON
THE SELECTION, THE PLACE AND TIME OF THE AUTHOR'S LIFE (OR WRITING),
GLOBE AND THERMOMETER.
LITERATURE UNITS ARE BOTH POINTED OUT AND UNDERSTOOD. IN THE DISCUSSION
MAP, AND THE TIME SETTING INDICATED ON THE TIME THERMOMETER.
MOMETER OR ANY SECTION OF IT CAN BE QUICKLY DRAWN ON THE BLACKBOARD FOR
OF TIME FROM A FIXED POINT OF REFERENCE. NEXT, THE BLANK DATES ARE IN-
SERTED ON THE RIGHT AND LEFT. OFTEN STUDENTS ARE PRESENTED WITH SHEETS
PRESENTED. THIS ESTABLISHES THE CONCEPT OF THE UP-AND-DOWN PROGRESSION
OF PAPER BEARING THESE OATES DUPLICATED UPON THEM AND ARE ASKED TO FILL
FIND OUT. IT WILL BE ONLY A FEW DAYS AT MOST UNTIL ~ HAVE FILLED IN
:J USE AND THEN ERASED.
~ ON THESE DATES. EVEN MORE SURPRISINGLY THEY WILL NOT REST UNTIL THEY
A IN AS MANY OF THEM AS THEY CAN. SURPRISINGLY, THEIR ABJECT FAILURE TO
o DO TH IS USUALLY PROVIDES THEM WI TH A STRONG DESI RE TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENED33
ALL THE BLANKS.
FROM THAT TIME ON. IF THE TEACHER ENCOURAGES IT, REFERENCE TO THE
TIME THERMOMETER IS ALMOST AUTOMATIC. THE TEACHER ASKS WHO CAN LOCATE
THE STORY ON THE TIME THERMOMETER AND PUPILS VIE TO DO IT FIRST. Do NOT
FORGET TO PLACE THE AUTHOR'S LIFE ON THE CHART AND POINT OUT THAT THERE
MAY BE WIDE VARIANCE BETWEEN THE TIME OF THE STORY AND THE TIME OF WRIT-
ING ALTHOUGH THEY ARE OFTEN THE SAME (POE: "THE tELLTALE HEART"). IT IS
INTERESTING TO BRING OUT HERE THAT AN AUTHOR FREQUENTLY WRITES FROM A
POINT OF REFERENCE IN THE FUTURE,-EVEN BEYOND HiS POSSIBLE LIFE SPAN
(H. G. WELLS. ALDOUS HUXLEY, GEORGE ORWELL). '
REFERENCES AND ALLUSIONS, ESPECIALLY THOSE TO MYTHOLOGY, ARE IN-
~1 TERESTING TO WORK WITH IN THAT THEY FREQUENTLY PUSH THE POINT OF REF-
ERENCE NEAR THE BOTTOM OF THE SCALE. SOME SCIENTIFIC MINDED STUDENTS
.~ WILL QUESTION OR OBJECT TO THE CREATION BEING DATED. HERE IS ONE OF THE
,,' PLACES WHERE NO ADVI CE, OTHER THAN THAT YOU DO NOT BE DOGMATI C AND THAT
YOU ALLOW FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, CAN BE GIVEN YOU.
AT SOME ~~TER DATE, WHEN YOU KNOW THAT THE TIME OF THE STORIES IS
BEING PROPERLY PLACED, PASS OUT THE SAME SHEETS BEARING BLANK DATES AND
BE CONVINCED OF YOUR GOOD TEACHING BY THE EXCELLENT SCORES YOUR PUPILS
i1 TURN UP WITH ON THIS SECOND TRY.
ACTUALLY ALL OF US, STUDENTS AND ADULTS ALIKE, ARE BASICALLY INTER-
TESTED IN THE CHRONOLOGY OF OUR CULTURE AND IN WHERE PLACES ARE. IT IS
'J ONLY BECAUSE WE HAVE NOT BEEN TRAINED TO ALLOCATE ACCURATELY EVENT AND
lA PLACE THAT SUCH A LACK OF SPACE-TIME ORIENTATION AS EXISTS CAN EXIST.Tt£ TIM:: T fMlNETE
A.D. 2000
1961 Nowl 19:39 TO 1945 WORLD WAR"
1941 PEARL HARBOR, DECEMBER 7. 1929 TO 1935 THE GREAT DEPRESSION
1900 1914 TO 1919 WORLD WAR'
1915 BATTLE OF WATERLOO 1961 TO 1965 THE CIVIL AR
1900 1g12 TO 1914 THE VAR OF 1912
17g9 TO 1799 THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
17g7 UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION 1775 TO 17g3 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
1776 DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
1700
1660 THE RESTORATION
1620 PLYMOUTH 1600
1616 DEATH OF SHAKESPEARE
1607 JAMESTOWN 15~ TO 1603 ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
1517 THE REFORMATION
1500
1492 COLUMBUS DISCOVERS AMERICA
1476 INTRODUCTION OF PRINTING (ENG.)
1453 FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE
1431 JOAN OF ARC BURNED AT STAKE 1400· CHAPTER II
PRESENT A DEVICE WHICH WAS MORE OR LESS HAPPENE~ UPON IN THE COURSE OF
A REVIEW OF TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR
THE MATERIAL ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES IS NOT INTENDED AS TEACHING
MATERIAL, ALTHOUGH IT IS HOPED THAT THE STUDENT WILL LEARN FROM IT, OR
THAT HIS PREVIOUS LEARNING WILL BE REINFORCED BY IT. THESE PAGES DO RE-
TRYING TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH KNOWLEDGE OF GRAMMAR STUDENTS IN THE EX-
THIS SECTION IS INCLUDED HERE IN THE H9PE THAT IT MAY PROVE USE-
THEIR OWN DEVICE OR THEIR OWN METHOD OF REVIEW TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH
FUL TO SOME OF THE TEACHERS USING LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH IN THEIR
OWN CLASSROOM PROCEDURE. MANY TEACHERS MAY HAVE THEIR OWN SYSTEM OR
PERIMENTAL CLASSES HAD RETAINED fROM THEIR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TRAINING.
STUDENTS KNOW ABOUT GRAMMAR. SUCH TEACHERS MAY FEEL FREE TO IGNORE THIS
IT HAS JUST BEEN STATED THAT THE CHART (FOR WITH ALL ITS EXTENSIONS
SECTION ENTIRELY. IT IS BY NO MEANS BASIC OR EVEN IMPORTANT TO THE AC-
BEFORE ONE JUDGES THE WORTH OF THE CHARTS ONE MUST UNDERSTAND HOW
TUAL OBJECTIVES OF LESSONS. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THESE REVIEW CHARTS
OFFER A QUICK WAY TO FINO HOW MUCH BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF GRAMMAR CAN BE
COUNTED ON AND TO REFRESH THE STUDENTS' ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE NOMENCLA-
TURE OF GRAMMAR SO THAT THEY WILL BETTER UNDERSTAND THE CORRELATIONS
ING THEM THAT ANY MERIT THEY POSSESS LIES; AS THEY STANO IN THE FOLLOWING
THEY ARE DEVELOPED IN THE CLASSROOM, FOR IT IS IN THE METHOD OF PRESENT-
PRESENTED IN LESSONS.
PAGES THEY ARE ADMITTEDLY OF NO INTRINSIC VALUE.
rn
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T IT REALLY IS ONE CHART) IS DEVELOPED. THIS IS THE KEY TO ITS USE AND TO37
ITS WORTH. THE CHART IS DEVELOPED INSOFAR AS POSSIBLE BY THE STUDENTS
THEMSELVES IN FREE CLASSROOM DISCUSSION AND MEMORY JOGGING. THE TEACHER'S
PARTICIPATION IS LIMITED TO PUTTING THE ~ OF THE CHART, STEP BY STEP,
ON THE CHALKBOARD, TO GUIDING THE DISCUSSION BY CAREFULLY PLANNED QUES-
TIONS LEADING TOWARD CONCEPTS WHICH HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY FORGOTTEN, AND
(ONLY AS A LAST RESORT) EXPLAINING POINTS NEEDED TO FILL IN BLANKS IF
SUCH INFORMATION CANNOT BE SUPPLIED BY THE STUDENTS.
To BEGIN, THE TEACHER LISTS NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 8 ON THE CHALKBOARD,
TELLS HIS CLASS THEY ARE STARTING A REVIEW OF GRAMMAR, AND WAITS FO,R THE
NAMES OF THE EIGHT PARTS OF SPEECH TO BE FORTHCOMING. IF THEY ARE NOT,
HE WRITES THE HEADING "REVIEW CHART OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH" ON THE BOARD,
THE NAMES WILL APPEAR QUICKLY. NOTE THAT THE ORDER OF PRESENTMENT IS
SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FROM THAT USUALLY GIVEN. THE NAMES ARE PLACED ON THE
BOARD IN THIS ORDER, NO MATTER HOW MUCH STUDENTS ARGUE AGAINST IT, FOR
TWO REASONS. THE FIRST IS THAT IT SEEMS THE MOST LOGICAL ORDER IN WHICH
TO PRESENT THEM (EXCEPT, PERHAPS, FOR THE ADJECTIVE-ADVERB REVERSAL).
SECOND, IN THIS ORDER THERE IS A NATURAL REPETITION AND PROGRESSION WHICH
MAKES REMEMBERING THE NAMES EASY. LOOK AT THE CHART AND NOTICE THE RED
UNDERLININGS. 'NOUNI IS REPEATED IN 'PRONOUN'; THE WORD 'VERB' IS ES-
T TABLISHED AND REPEATED IN IADVERB'; THE PREFIX 'ADI IS REPEATED. IN IAD_
L JECTIVEI. FINALLY, THE LAST THREE ON THE LIST ALL END WITH THE SYLLABLE
' TION'.
PERHAPS THE GREATEST LEARNING VALUE OF THE CHART IS DUE TO THE FACT
T~ THAT EVERY STEP OF IT IS DEVELOPED; STUDENTS ARE ASKED TO GIVE EXAMPLE
A AFTER EXAMPLE TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON. IT TAKES
TIME TO PUT THE CHART NEATLY ON THE BOARD. WHILE THE TEACHER IS DRAWING,\ ADVERBS AND ADJECTIVES DO THAT NO OTHER PART OF SPEECH DOES? IN THE EX-
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PROPER WORDS TO FILL THE BLANKS MAY NOT
DRAWN AND ITS WORDS WRITTEN IN, IN A NEW CHALK COLOR.
LOVE. EACH TIME A NEW SECTION OF THE CHART IS CONSIDERED, ITS LINES ARE
LINES AND WRITING WORDS, HE IS ALSO CALLING FOR EXAMPLES OF THE DIFFERENT
PARTS OF SPEECH. rV1ANY OF THESE EXAMPLES ARE SPONTANEOUS, BUT QU I TE EARLY
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPER RESPONSES, IS UP TO THE INDIVIDUAL
THE TEACHER REQUESTS THAT STUDENTS DiSCOVER EXAMPLES IN WHATEVER THEIR
BE EASY. CLASSES CAN BE TOLD THAT EACH OF THESE AREAS ON THE CHART RE-
LIST, THE TEACHER DRAWS THE LINES OF THE CHART WHICH CONSTITUTE THE FIRST
GENERAL SECTION UNDER 'NAME'. THE LINES FOR 'S~BSTANTIVES' AND 'MODI-
CURRENT LITERATURE ASSIGNMENT MAY BE.
WHEN THE NAMES OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED AS A
ALSO LEFT VACANT. THE DOTTED LINE INCLUDING 'PREPOSITION' WITH 'ADVERB'
FIERS' ARE DRAWN IN BUT LEFT BLANK, AND THE NARROW VERTICAL COLUMNS ARE
ANOTHER FEATURE OF THE PLAN WHICH SEEMS TRIVIAL BUT WHICH YOUNGSTERS
AND 'ADJECTIVE' IS PLACED ON THE BOARD IN A DIFFERENT COLOR. THIS IS
WORD 'SUBSTANTIVES', NONE HAS SEEMED ACQUAINTED WITH IT. THE CONCEPT IT
REPRESENTS HAS BEEN RECOGNIZED BUT THE STUDENTS HAVE LACKED THE TERM.
PRESENTS SOMETHING THAT THESE PARTS OF SPEECH HAVE IN COMMON. WHAT DO
TEACHER. AGAIN, IN THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES THE CONCEPTS ARE DEVELOPED
TURNED THEIR ATTENTION TO CONJUNCTIONS. A BOY WAS QUITE SERIOUS AND
1 PERIMENTAL CLASSES I T HAS USUALLY BEEN NECESSARY TO Gl'lE THE STUDENTS THE
{~ BY EXAMPLES. You MAY HAVE TO ASK THEM TO FIND DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE
i CHANGES IN PREPOSITIONS. ONE GROUP HAD FOUND 'RED' AND 'REDDER' AND THEN
¥
,( SAME VERB IN THEIR LITERATURE BOOKS, AND THEN ASK THEM TO FIND LIKEELATED TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE HAD FOUND 'BUT' AND 'BUTTERI.
ONCE THE CONCEPTS CALLED FOR HAVE BEEN RECALLED AND REESTABLISHED,
THE FILLING IN OF THE CHART UNDER IFUNCTION' IS PURELY AUTOMATIC. THE
WORK TO DISCOVER THE BLANKS OF THE FIRST SECTION, THROUGH DEALING WITH
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COUNTLESS EXAMPLES, HAS INSTIGATED INSIGHT AND UNDERSTANDING SO THAT
PUPILS ~ WHAT EACH ONE OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH DOES.
ONE MIGHT WONDER WHY THE PROBLEM OF GRAMMAR IS ATTACKED BY THE
AVENUE OF INFLECTION. THIS, TOO, IS PURPOSEFUL. ONE OF THE SALIENT FEA-
TURES OF OUR LANGUAGE IS THAT IT ~AS ALMOST ENTIRELY LOST ITS FLEXIONAL
NATURE. THIS METHOD SEEMS TO ESTABLISH THIS FACT AND WHILE THE CHART IS
BEING DEVELOPED, THE STUDENTS ARE BUSY HUNTING FOR WHAT EXAMPLES OF IN-
FLECTION THEY CAN FIND. MORE IMPORTANTLY, THEY ARE ALSO HUNTING, FINDING,
AND UNDERSTANDING EXAMPLES OF WHAT FORMS THE LANGUAGE HAS DEVELOPED TO
TAKE THE PLACE OF ITS LOST INFLECTIONS.
THREE EXAMPLES OF THE TYPE OF EXERCISES WHICH ACCOMPANY THE WORK
ON THE CHART ARE INCLUDED. NOTE THAT EACH IS DRAWN FROM THE LITERATURE
ASSIGNMENTS. THE EXERCISES ARE USUALLY NOT SO FORMAL, BUT ARE CHALKBOARD
EXERCISES WITH LIVELY TEACHER-QUESTION AND STUDENT-ANSWER ACTIVITY TO
il SEE WHO CAN FIND AN EXAMPLE THAT FITS FIRST.
As THIS WORK WITH THE CHART TAKES QUITE SOME TIME, VARIOUS COMPOSI-
TION EXERCISES ARE INTERSPERSED WITH IT. SOME OF THESE ARE NOT LITERATURE
CORRELATED, BUT ARE DESIGNED TO ESTABLISH SOME FIRST GENERAL CONCEPTS OF
COMPOSITION.
A WORD IS NEEDED ABOUT THE SENTENCE BUILDING CHART. ONCE THE IDEA
OF THE NAMES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH AS WORDS IS ESTABLISHED,I
I IT IS TIME TO INTRODUCE THE FA~T THAT AS WORDS FUNCTION, SO DO PHRASES
AND CLAUSES FUNCTION. WHEN THE INSIGHT IS GAINED THAT EACH PART OF THE
SENTENCE MAY BE COMPOSED OF WORD, PHRASE, OR CLAUSE (EXCEPT THE VERB?)
AND THAT MODIFIERS MAY BE MODIFIED INDEFINITELY, A CONCEPTION OF THE
GREAT VERSATILITY AND COMPLEXITY OF ENGLISH SENTENCES IS POSSIBLE. IT
IS WITH THE ANALYSIS OF THESE SENTENCES THAT THE ~AIN PORTION OF LESSONS
IS CONCERNED.FUNCTION NAME OF CLASS NAME INFLECTION
PROPER
ABSTRACT
1 NOUN NAMES
CONCRETE
COLLECTIVE . SUBSTANTIVES DECLENSION
PERSONAL
0 INTERROGATIVE 0 W
2 PRONOUN w t- HOLDS PLACE FOR NOUN RELATIVE - (.)
u.. W DEMONSTRATIVE - .-l
0 u.. INDEFINITE 0 Z
1
~ -
TRANSITIVE ..
3 VERB w w CONJUGATION en en STATES .
INTRANSITIVE
I Z Z
~ ~ SIMPLE (.) (.)
4 ADVERB MODIFIES 3, 4, OR 5 INTERROGATIVE
CONJUNCTIVE
lVODIFIERS COMPARISON
QUALITY
:S ADJECTIVE MODIFIES 1 OR 2 QUANTITY
DEMONSTRATIVE
6 PREPOSITION GL PHRASE] 0 INTRODUCES MODIFYING PHRASE><><
0 W
W t- - (.) ><
l.L W COORDINATE
7 CONJUNCTION - .-l JOINS 0 l.L SUBORDINATE
0 Z
~ - ><><
g
l- I-
INTERJECTION 0 0 EXCLAIMS Z Z
,.
•
I
I
I
•
I
•
I
I
I
I
&..
...---~~~ •. ~.">..},~~.:;.-.'--_.--- .._-"- ._-_.-' -- .... -, -
A REVIEW CHART OF THE PARTS OF SPEECHo TO OLD ENGLISH INFLECTIONAL FORMS.
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EXTENSION 1.
DECLENSION OF SUBSTANTIVES
REVIEW CHART OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH
HOWEVER. THE FORMS OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS CAN BE TRACED
INFLECTED INFLECTION (CHANGE)
FOR NOUN PRONOUN
NUMBER
SINGULAR FORM
PLURAL -Sf -ES, FORM FORM
GENDER
MASCULINE FORM
FEMININE ENDING. FORM FORM
NEUTER FORM
CASE
NOMI NAT! VE FORM
POSSESSIVE _'S, _,, ETC. FORM ( S)
OBJECTIVE FORM
PERSON
FIRST FORM
SECOND FORM
THIRD FORM
As CAN BE SEEN FROM THE CHART. INFLECTION HAS ALMOST ENTIRELY
ATE WORDS.
-1 DISAPPEARED FROM ENGLISH NOUNS. MANY GRAMMARIANS MAINTAIN THAT THE
,Het CHANGES IN FORMS ARE NOT TRULY INFLECTIONS BUT THE EMPLOYMENT OF SEPAR-43
EXERCISE ON DECLENSION
ov,. NOTE: EXERCISES ARE CORRELATED TO ~ T,MES THROUGH LITERATURE, THE 9TH
12 GRADE VOLUME OF SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY·S ANTHOLOGY SERIES, AMERICA
~; THE REVISION OF 1957 HAS BEEN USED.
\ You HAVE READ "P,LOT1S CHOICE" BY HUNT MILLER (P. 16). JUST FROM WHAT
'\ YOU REMEMBER FROM GRADE SCHOOL, CAN YOU PICK OUT THE FOLLOWING:
1. A NOUN WHICH IS SINGUlAR IN NUMBER?
(COpy THE SENTENCE HERE AND UNDERLINE YOUR NOUN.)
I' (LOOK FOR ANOTHER ONE.)
l 2. A NOUN WHICH IS MAaC~L!HE IN GENDER?
'" 3. A NOUN IN THE POSSESSIVE CASE?
.,~ 4. A NOUN I N THE TH I RD PERSON?
1 1---------------
':j
~ 5. A NOUN IN THE THIRD PERSON PLURAL, OB~ECTIVE CASE, AND MASCULINE GENDER?
A SECOND PERSON SINGULAR MASCULINE PROPER NOUN IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE?
A SECOND PERSON SINGULAR MASCULINE POSSESSIVE PRONOUN?44
10. AN IS IS A SIGNAL FOR THE POSSESSIVE CASE; IS 'HE'S' IN "HE'S START-
ING TO COME AROUND." (P. 19) A POSSESSIVE PRONOUN?
IS AN ESPECIAL
WHICH KEEPS SOME
WHAT 00 YOU SUP-
8. A FIRST PERSON SINGULAR PRONOUN IN THE NOMINATIVE AND A FIRST PERSON
SINGULAR PRONOUN IN THE OB~ECTIVE? (THERE ARE ONLV TWO SUCH NOMINA-
T,VES AND ~UST ONE OB~ECTIVE IN THE STORV.)
14. THIS QUESTION IS DESIGNED TO SEE HOW WELL ABREAST OF THE T'MES VOU KEEP;
CAN YOU THINK OF ANY REASON WHY ANYONE MIGHT CALL THE WORD IRAINSTORM· IN
THE SECOND LINE OF THE STORV A FEMININE, INSTEAD OF A NEUTER NOUN?
15. THE WORD 'FLYING' IN THE LAST SENTENCE OF THE STORY
KINO OF NOUN CALLED A GERUND. A GERUND IS A VERBAL NOUN
OF THE PROPER~IES OF A VERB WHILE BEING USED AS A NOUN.
POSE THE CASE OF THIS VERBAL NOUN IS?
9. THE PRONOUN I THEV' IN "THEV r VE BEEN CALL I NG FOR THE LAST HOUR." ON
PAGE 19, 'S THIRD PERSON MASCULINE PLURAL; HOW DO YOU KNOW IT IS MASCULINE?
11. IN THE SENTENCE "HE FELT A CHILL OF TERROR." (P. 19) THE PRONOUN 'HE I
IS THE SUB~ECT OF THE SENTENCE; IF IT IS THE SUB~ECT, IN WHAT CASE WOULD
i! I T HAVE TO BE?
12. IN THE SAME SENTENCE, THE TWO NOUNS 'CHILL' AND 'TERROR' ARE EACH IN
if THE OB~ECTIVE CASE; CAN VOU EXPLAIN WHV?
13. IN THE SENTENCES AT THE BOTTOM OF PAGE 1S, "HE LOOKED AT TVLER. TVLER
\J SAT STIFFLV, HIS FACE WHITE." THE PROPER NOUN 'TVLER' IS REPEATED; IS IT
11 IN THE SAME CASE IN EACH REPETITION?ANSWER SHEET AND TEACHER COMMENTARY
EXERCISE ON DECLENSION
1. - 7. THERE ARE ANY NUMBER OF SENTENCES CONTAINING SUBSTANTIVES WHICH
FIT THESE PATTERNS.
s. ABOUT FIFTY MILES NORTH, I FIGURE. Po 17, COL. 2.
11M GLAD WE MADE IT. P. 19, COL. 1.
GIVE ~ THE MAP. P. 19, COL. 1.
SUBJECTS ARE IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE.
OBVIOUSLY THIS IISI IS ~HE SIGNAL OF CONTRACTION RATHER THAN
POSSESSION.
ITHEy l REFERS TO THE PERSONELLE OF THE "RADIO STATION AND THE
NAVY COMMAND. IT IS NATURAL TO ASSUME THAT THESE ARE MEN. (IF
SOME STUDENT SUGGESTS WAVES, ACCEPT IT, HE MIGHT BE RIGHT.)
9.
i
II 10.
-I
I
~I 11. ,-
I
I
nJ 12. ICH~LLI IS THE OBJECT OF
OF THE PREPOSITION IOFI •
TIVE CASE.
THE VERB IFELTI ; ITERRORI IS THE OBJECT
OBJECTS ARE, OF COURSE, IN THE OBJEC-
13. THE FIRST ITYLERI IS IN THE OBJECTIVE CASE; AS IS THE OBJECT OF
THE PREPOSITION IATI ; THE SECOND IS IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE AS
THE SUBJECT OF THE VERB ISATI •
\~ 14. THIS NOUN WOULD BE FEMININE FROM THE CONVENTION WHICH HAS GROWN
OF NAMING HURRICANES AND TYPHOONS WITH GIRLS' NAMES IN ALPHA-
BETI CAL ORDER.
15. THE GERUND IFLYINGI IS IN THE OBJECTIVE CASE AS THE OBJECT OF
THE PREPOSITION IABOUTI •Up. YOU MUST BE PREPARED FOR THE QUESTION.
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IF THIS HAPPENS. DON'T WORRY. WHILE WE
TEACHER COMMENTARY - VOCABULARY
HERE IS SOMETHING A LITTLE UNDERHANDED ABOUT THIS BOOK OF OUR~.
"WHY ARE THESE WORDS UNDERLINED THIS WAY?"
" j,' ~
THE JOY TO BE EXPERIENCED IN MAKING A DISCOVERY FOR THEMSELVES.
THIS IS THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF A DOUBLE-UNDERLINED WORD. MAYBE NO ONE
WILL NOTICE IT. SOME MAY. BUT. SOONER OR LATER. AS MORE OF THEM SHOW
SOMEONE MAY RECOGNIZE THE FACT AND GIVE IT AWAY TO THE OTHERS WITH-
KNOW. AN OPTIMISTIC HOPE IS THAT SOME OF THEM WILL BE CURIOUS ENOUGH TO
You MUST NOT GIVE THE ANSWER (YOU DON'T REALLY KNOW IT YOURSELF.
IT IS HOPED THAT SOONER OR-LATER IT WILL COME TO SOME OF THEM THAT
WANT TO KNOW THEM AND LOOK THEM UP. THAT IS OUR GOAL. BECAUSE THESE UN-
THESE UNDERLINED WORDS ARE FOR THE MOST PART.WORDS THAT THEY DO NOT KNOW.
PERHAPS SOME WILL FIGURE OUT THAT THEY ARE WORDS WE THINK THEY SHOULD
"CAN YOU FIGURE OUT ANY REASON FOR IT?"
SEVERAL OF THEM HAVE BEEN PRESENTED. YOU WILL ONE DAY. WITHOUT WARNING OR
ANNOUNCEMENT. SPRING A SPELLING-MEANING TEST OF THESE WORDS. STILL. YOU
DERLININGS CONSTITUTE THE VOCABULARY BUILDING UNIT OF LESSONS. AFTER
THE WORDS THEY HAVE MET BEFORE AS UNDERLININGS, BUT YOU WANT TO SEE HOW
WILL NOT REVEAL THE SOURCE OF YOUR LIST. SOME MAY RECOGNIZE THAT MANY OF
HAVE BEEN UNDERLINED IN THIS MANNER.
OUT LETTING THEM DISCOVER IT.
LONG IT TAKES THE MAJORITY TO DISCOVER THAT tbh THE WORDS YOU HAVE USED
THEy CATCH ON QUICKLY. AND SOON ARE EXERCISING CARE NOT TO DEPRIVE OTHERS
,NEVER SAY ANYTHING ABOUT THE DELAYED VERBALIZATION APPROACH TO STUDENTS.
! YET, DO YOU?) BUT COME BACK AT YOUR INQUISITIVE STUDENTS WITH.47
COrvPOS IT ~ON: PARAGRAPH UN lTV
"PILOT'S CHOICE" - HUNT MILLER P. 16
IT IS INDEED TRUE THAT THE SENTENCE IS THE BASIC UNIT OF THOUGHT,
BUT MOST IDEAS ARE MADE UP OF MANY THOUGHTS AND ARE OF A GREATER COMPLEX-
ITY THAN CAN BE EXPRESSED IN A SINGLE SENTENCE. YET THEY BELONG TO-
GETHER, AND THEIR TOGETHERNESS MUST BE INDICATED BY SIGNALS.
SENTENCES WHICH BELONG TOGETHER ARE GROUPED IN PARAGRAPHS.
INDENTION IS THE SIGNAL FOR THE PARAGRAPH. IT MEANS, LITERALLY,
~~. IN PRACTICE, THE FIRST WORD OF THE P,ARAGRAPH IS SET IN FARTHER
FROM THE LEFT HAND MARGIN THAN OTHER WORDS IN OTHER LINES. (BE SURE TO
SET IT IN FAR ENOUGH THAT THE PARAGRAPH DIVISION IS CLEARLY INDICATED)
IN LIKE MANNER, THE REMAINDER OF THE LAST LINE OF A PARAGRAPH IS LEFT
BLANK.
A PARAGRAPH IS A UNIT OF ARRANGED THOUGHT. ALL THE SENTENCES IN
IT MUST APPLY TO ITS ONE MAIN IDEA. IT IS EASY TO GET SENTENCES INTO
YOUR PARAGRAPH WHICH DO NOT SO APPLY.
HERE IS AN OBVIOUS EXAMPLE OF A SENTENCE WHICH DOES NOT BELONG IN
THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH FROM "PILOT'S CHOICE," BY HUNT MILLER, (IN FACT
WE PUT IT THERE).
BRADY DID SOME FIGURING IN HIS MIND. THEIR POSITION WAS NO-
THING MORE THAN A GUESS. A FIFTY-MILE ERROR NOW MIGHT BE A
HUNDRED-MILE ERROR BY THE TIME THEY REACHED THE LOCATION OF
THE CRASH. AND HE HAD THE LIVES OF ALL HIS CREWMEN TO THINK
ABOUT. SHOULD HE TURN BACK? OR SHOULD HE GO AHEAD? HE DID
NOT LIKE POPCORN WITHOUT BUTTER. FOR A FULL MINUTE HE~E5j: - - --.....---- _ ........--~ ~----- TATED. THEN HE SAID, "WE'D BETTER PLOT A NEW HEADING TO THE
RESCUE AREA."
THIS ONE FROM THE SAME STORY SHOWS GOOD ORGANIZATION:A QUICK DECISION MUST BE MADE. AND THAT DECISION MUST BE
MADE BY BRADY. IT WAS HIS RESPONSIBILITY, HE REALIZED.
No ONE COULD BLAME HIM FOR DROPPING SUPPLIES AND THEN RE-
TURNING TO THE BASE TO REPORT THE RAFT'S POSITION. A
SHIP COULD BE HERE WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS TO PCIK UP
THE TWO SURVIVORS. THERE WERE FIVE MEN lN HIS OWN CREW.
WHAT RIGHT HAD HE TO RISK AN OPEN-SEA LANDING?
ANALYZE THIS PARAGRAPH AND SEE WHAT IT DOES. WRITE A SIMILAR
PARAGRAPH ABOUT A DECISION YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE HAS TO MAKE. BE SURE
THAT YOUR SENTENCES ALL BELONG.ASSIGNMENT.
OF COMPOSITION. ONLY OCCASIONALLY ARE THEY GIVEN WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS!
. '.
ARE GIVEN LONGER PERIODS IN WHICH TO PLAN AND DEVELOP LENGTHIER UNITS
BE STIMULATED TO A LARGE PART BY THEIR DAILY ACTIVITY. THIS SHOULD NOT
THE BOARD. THEY ARE TAUGHT TO DEVELOP CONCISENESS, CLARITY, AND. COM-
MUCH PRACTICE IN EXPOSITIONS BY "TELL-HOW-TO" INSTRUCTIONS PLACED ON
AMPLES OF VARIOUS DESIDERATA WRITTEN ON THE CHALK BOARD. THEY ARE GIVEN
TEACHER COwMENTARY - GENERAL CO~POSITION
SOMETHING NEEDS TO BE SAID ABOUT THE RELATION OF THE TEACHING OF
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES ARE DEVELOPED FOR SEPARATE PUPILS AS DICTATED BY
FAR FROM IT. GENERAL OBJECTIVES ARE PLANNED FOR THE ENTIRE CLASS AND
LEAD ONE TO SUPPOSE THAT THEIR WRITING CONSISTS OF KEEPING A JOURNAL.
COMPOSITION TO THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE. THE TWO CAN AND NEED TO GO
ITURE AS IS WRITTEN-WORDS), PRACTICE IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION SHOULD BE
THIS WRITING SHOULD BE DONE IN BOUND COMPOSITION BOOKS AND IS TO
OF LANGUAGE IS COMPOSITION AND IS SUBJECT TO THE DISCIPLINES OF COMPOS-
CONCEIVED TO BE A CONSTANTLY USED TOOL FOR COMMUNICATION AND EXPRESSION.
DAILY. THEREFORE YOUR STUDENTS SHOULD WRITE FOR THE FIRST FIFTEEN MIN-
WE BELIEVE THAT, SINCE COMPOSITION IS A DAILY ACTIVITY (FOR THE ORAL USE
PLETENESS IN THE SHORT PERIOD OF FIFTEEN MINUTES, BUT FREQUENTLY THEY
:It!'k,
TO BE COMPLETED OUTSIDE OF CLASS. THESE OUTSIDE WRITINGS ARE NEVER ;*
~~UST "THEMES" OR "REPORTS" BUT ARE MADE MEANINGFUL WITHIN THE CONTEXT
~f HAND IN HAND. SUCCESS IN COMPOSITION CAN NEVER BE ACHIEVED UNLESS IT IS
I
Td UTES OF EVERY CLASS PERIOD.
!
I~j INDIVIDUAL NEED OR CAPABILITY. OFTEN THE STUDENTS WILL WRITE FROM EX-LIVING COMPOSITION RESULTS.
SET YOUR GOALS LOW AND BE ~XTREMELY CONTENT IF' YOU ACCOMPLISH
THE DAILY PRACTICE IN WRITING IS DEVOTED TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF'
CONVINCINGLY THAN WILL A MEMORIZED SET OF' RULES.
THE CONSIDERATION OF' COMPOSITION TEACHING AS A WHOLE IS THAT THESE BOOKS
ARE PRACTICALLY SELF'-GRADING. THE MA~ORITY OF' MECHANICAL ERRORS ARE
CAUGHT WHILE THEY ARE "RED_HOTII AND THEIR CORRECTION IS ALMOST AUTO-
MATIC. STUDENTS WORK CO-OPERATIVELy, READING EDITORIALLY THE WORK OF'
EVEN THESE F'OR THE MA~ORITY OF' YOUR F'RESHMEN.' TRY TO ELIMINATE THE MIS-
TEACHING.
EXISTS OF' THE ELEMENTS WITH WHICH THEY ARE MADE. THE STUDENT LEARNS
CHI EVE SOME MEASURE OF' SUCCESS IN THESE F'IELDS YOU CAN BE SURE YOU ARE
SENTENCES AND IN DEMONSTRATING BY SUCH CONSTRUCTION THAT AN AWARENESS
WITHOUT ANYONE TELLING HIM THE NORMAL PATTERNS OF' ENGLISH SYNTAX AND
SUCH WRI TI NG BASED ON THE MODELS OF' HIS CURRENT LITERATURE STUDY t DEMON-
8TRATE TO THE STUDENT THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MEANING AND PUNCTUATION
'THE WIDE RANGE OF' VARIATIONS F'ROM THESE PATTERNS WHICH IS PERMISSIBLE.
u~1 CUSSED BY THE CLASS AS A WHOLE. IN SHORT, THE BOUKS ARE AL IVE, AND
i
'II: OTHERS AND SUGGESTI NG REWRI TI NG. GOOD PASSAGES ARE READ TO AND DIS-
A VALUE OF' COMPOSITION AS PRESENTED IN LESSONS WHICH IS VITAL TO
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1<11'1 USE OF' F'RAGMENTS (LESSONS HELPS HERE I N THE NEXT SECT! ON). Avo ID THE
i
,10:t
1
COMMA SPLICE OR RUN ON SENTENCE. TRY TO INSTILL A REAL RESPECT F'OR
)O~ ACCURATE SPELLING. TRY TO MAKE STUDENTS SEE THAT NOT ALL IDEAS ARE OF'
J~ EQUAL IMPORTANCE, BUT THAT SOME ARE SUBORDINATE TO OTHERS. IF' YOU A-INQ PAGE.
1 ENTIRELY DIED OUT ~N ENGLISH. THE FEW AND MOST IMPORTANT CHANGES REMAIN
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EXTENSION 2.
CONJUGATION
.
REVIEW CHART OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH
THE INFLECTIONAL CHANGES FOR THE CONJUGATION OF VERBS HAVE ALMOST
CONJUGATION INFLECTION
VOICE LOST
ACTIVE NONE
PASSIVE . NONE
rvoOD LOST
INDICATIVE NONE
IMPERATIVE NONE
SUBJUNCTIVE NONE
INFINITIVE NONE
TENSE RETAINED
PAST FORM AND AUXILIARIES
PRESENT FORM AND AUXILIARIES
FUTURE FORM AND AU'II'II IAI:)II'"!=:
NUMBER RETAINED IN PART
SINGULAR FORM AND AUXILIARIES
PLURAL FORM AND AUXILIARIES .
PERSON ~,r.oSTLY LOST
FIRST FORM AND AUXILIARIES
SECOND FORM AND AUXIL IARI ES
THIRD FORM AND AUXILIARIES
IN TENSE AS WILL BE SEEN ON EXTENSION 2A OF THE REVIEW CHART ON THE FOLLOW-52
AND HAVE I NOT TOLD YOU THAT WHAT YOU MISTAKE FOR MADNESS ~ BUT
OVER:ACUTENESS ~HE SENSES?
THEY ~ .M.A.K.I.N.G A MOCK~RY OF MY HORROR.
fOENTIFV THE FOLLOWING AS TO VOICE, MOOD, TENSE, NUMBER, AND PERSON IF
YOU CAN.
s.
,6. A SHRIEK HAD BEEN HEARD BY A NEIGHBOR DURING THE NIGHT. - - .:.;,;:,;,,;,;,;:;,
ANS.
3. PRESENTLY I HEARD A SLIGHT GROAN AND I ~ THAT IT WAS A GROAN OF
MORTAL TERROR.
2•••• THE OLD MAN SPRANG UP IN BED, CRYING· OUT, IIWHO~ THERE?"
EXERCISE ON CONJUGATION
ANSWER: THE VERB 'HAD BEEN' IS IN THE PAST PERFECT TENSE AND lAM' IS IN
THE PRESENT TENSE.
1. A WATCHES HAND MOVES MORE QUICKLY THAN £!£ MfNE.
(ALWAYS MAKE YOUR ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THIS BOOK IN COMPLETE SENTENCES.)
SEE HOW WELL YOU CAN IDENTIFY THE TEMSES OF THE UNDERLINED VERBS IN THE
FOLLOWI NG SENTENCES FROM "THE TELLTALE HEART"BY EDGAR ALLAN POE (P. 60).
,. EXAMPLE: TRUE!--NERVOUS--VERY, VERY, DREADFULLY NERVOUS I ~~ AND~!
i
----i
I
I
~''"'i
I
'~'I 4.
I -..;
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EXERCISE ON CONJUGATION--CONTINUED
7. You SHOULD ~ ~ HOW WISELY I PROCEEDED--WITH WHAT CAUTION--WITH
WHAT FORESIGHT--WITH WHAT DISSIMULATION I WENT TO WORK.
s. To THINK THAT THERE I WAS, OPENING THE DOOR, LITTLE BY LITTLE, AND HE
NOT EVEN ~ DREAM OF MY SECRET DEEDS OR THOUGHTS.
9. AND NOW A NEW ANXIETY SEIZED ME--THE SOUND WOULD BE HEARD BY A
NEIGHBORI
10. I ADMIT THE DEED!--~ UP THE PLANKS!--HERE, HEREI--IT IS THE
BEATING OF HIS HIDEOUS HEART.ANS\'~R SHEET--EXERCISE ON CONJUGATION
THESE ANSWERS ARE ONLY ONE WAY IN WHICH THE ANSWER COULD BE STATED; THE
IMPORTANT THING IS THAT STUDENTS LEARN TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES IN SENTENCES
RATHER THAN IN FRAGMENTS.
1. 'MOVES' IS THE SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE, 'DID', THE SIMPLE PAST.
2. 'SPRANG' IS PAST TENSE; "S' (THE CONTRACTED FORM OF 'IS' FROM THE
PHRASE 'WHO IS') IS IN THE PRESENT TENSE.
J. 'HEARD' AND 'KNEW' ARE BOTH VERBS IN THE PAST TENSE o
4. THE PHRASE 'WERE MAKING' IS IN THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE BUT IN THE
PROGRESSIVE FORM OF THAT TENSE.
5. THE VERB PHRASE 'HAVE TOLD' IS IN THE PRESENT PERFECT TENSE; THE VERB
'IS', OF COURSE, REPRESENTS THE PRESENT TENSE.
6. THE PHRASE 'HAD BEEN HEARD' ILLUSTRATES THE VERB 'TO HEAR' IN THE
PASSIVE VOICE, INDICATIVE MOOD, PAST PERFECT TENSE, THIRD PERSON,
AND SINGULAR NUMBER.
7. THIS VERB IS IN THE ACTIVE VOICE, THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD, THE FUTURE
PERFECT TENSE, AND THE SECOND PERSON; IT CAN BE EITHER SINGULAR OR
PLURAL DEPENDING ON HOW THE WORD 'YOU' IS INTERPRETED. Is THE STORY
ADDRESSED TO ONE PERSON OR TO A GROUP?
s. 'To DREAM' IS IN THE ACTIVE VOICE, THE INFINITIVE MOOD, THE PRESENT
TENSE, THE THIRD PERSON, AND SINGULAR NUMBER. NOTE THAT THE SEN-
TENCE QUOTED STARTS WITH A SIMILAR INFINITIVE CONSTRUCTION.
9. THE VERB PHRASE 'WOULD BE HEARD' IS IN THE PASSIVE VOICE, THE SUB-
JUNCTIVE MOOD, THE FUTURE TENSE, AND IS THIRD PERSON SINGULAR.
10. THE WORD 'TEAR' IS A VERB IN THE ACTIVE VOiCE, THE IMPERATIVE MOOD,
AND (SINCE THE IMPERATIVE HAS ONLY ONE TENSE AND ONE PERSON) THE
SECOND PERSON, PRESENT TENSE. SINCE 'VILLAINS' IS PLURAL, WE KNOW
THAT TH~ UNDERSTOOD 'YOU' WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF THE VERB, IS
PLURAL AND THAT THE VERB ITSELF IS PLURAL IN NUMBER.55
COMPOSITION ~ ONE SENTENCE PARAGRAPHS
"THE TELLTALE HEART" - EDGAR ALLAN POE P. 60
LETIS TRY IT.
THINK ABOUT "THE TELLTALE HEART."
DID YOU LIKE THE STORY OR NOT?
EXPRESS YOUR APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL IN A SENTENCE.
THINK OF THE REASONS FOR YOUR SENTENCE BEING TBUE.
EXPRESS THESE REASONS IN THE BEST SENTENCES YOU CAN WRITE.
ARRANGE YOUR SENTENCES IN WHAT SEEMS TO YOU THEIR BEST ORDER.
You MOST LIKELY HAVE WRITTEN A GOOD PARAGRAPH.
You HAVE ALSO BEEN PRACTICING LITERARY CRITICISM.
WHAT YOU HAVE JUST DONE IS THE ESSENTIAL PROCESS YOU WILL FOLLOW
IN MAKING BOOK REPORTS IN THIS COURSE. You MAY WRITE ONE FORMAL BOOK RE-
PORT JUST TO KNOW HOW, BUT FOR THE MOST PART YOU WILL SIMPLY READ A BOOK,
FORM AN OPINION ABOUT IT, AND DEVISE A FEW WELL CONSIDERED SENTENCES
SUPPORTING THAT OPINION.
WE WANT YOU TO READ BOOKS. WE WANT YOU TO ENJOY READING THEM.
WE WANT YOU TO READ WHAT YOU WANT TO READ. FOR EVERY BOOK YOU READ,
PARAGRAPH OR TWO ABOUT IT IN YOUR COMPOSITION BOOK. THAT'S SIMPLE
ISN'TIT?
THIS IS BY NO MEANS A RULE BUT UNLESS YOU ~ WHAT YOU ARE DOING
IT IS BEST TO AVOID ONE SENTENCE PARAGRAPHS. THEY ARE A COMMON FAULT OF
)3 BEGINNING WRITERS. KNOW WHAT YOUR IDEA IS, THINK OF ALL YOUR SENTENCES
)8 ABOUT THAT IDEA, AND ARRANGE THEM IN THE BEST ORDER YOU CAN. You WILL
3 BE WRITING GOOD, LOGICAL PARAGRAPHS.',f! GRAPHS IS SIMPLY A MATTER OF BELONGINGNESS IS IMPORTANT AND NOT AT ALL
BE NOVEL TO MANV OF YOUR STUDENTS AND STIMULATIVE OF A HEAL-
You MAY AT THIS POINT WISH TO INTRODUCE THE IDEA OF BOOK REPORTS.
RESPECT FOR READING.)
PARAGRAPHS.
ENER. HAVE A BULLETIN BOARD FULL OF PROFESSIONAL BOOK REVIEWS, AND ES-
YORKER, AND MANV METROPOLITAN NEWSPAPER BOOK SUPPLEMENTS. You MAY WANT
PECIALLV SHORT ONES SUCH AS ARE FOUND IN THE SATURDAY REVIEW, THE ~
IN THEIR REPORTS THAT THE PAID REVIEWERS HAVE DONE IN THEIRS. (THE NO-
- iJ.. "r --'li!..:
TION THAT SOME PERSONS ARE PAID AND PAID WELL FOR READING AS WELL AS FOR
TELL YOUR STUDENTS THAT YOU VALUE THEIR OPINIONS AS MUCH AS THOSE
TO USE SOME BOOK JACKETS TO EXEMPLIFY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ADVER-
ONE GOOD WAY OF HANDLING REPORTS IS ALSO AN EXCELLENT EGO STRENGTH-
HARD TO ESTABLISH. You MAY WANT TO EXAMINE POEIS STORY WITH THIS IDEA
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"THE TELLTALE HEART" - EDGAR ALLAN POE P. 60
GETTING PUPILS TO REALIZE THAT ORGANIZATION OF SENTENCES INTO PARA-
TEACHER CO~~ENTARY - COMPOSITION
1i IN MIND. HIS PARAGRAPHS ARE MODELS OF ORGANIZATION. THIS PARTICULAR
I
T': STORY IS GOOD FOR THE PURPOSE IN MIND--THAT OF AVOIDING ONE SENTENCE
I
I 1,\',
I
1 TIZING BLURB AND THE EVALUATIVE REVIEW.
.,: OF THE PROFESSIONALS AND THAT YOU WANT THEM TO TRY TO DO THE SAME' THI NG
i
mil THE CONsiDERATION YOU WILL WANT TO KEEP UPPERMOST DURING THE COURSE IS
;1 THAT IT IS NOT THE BOOK-REPORT WHICH IS IMPORTANT, BUT THE READING OF
()O~ BOOKS.HABIT OF READING IS BETTER ESTABLISHED. YOU CAN CHALLENGE THE STUDENT TO
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DUMB, EH? WHERE IS THAT BOOK? LET ME AT IT."
WHICH, OF COURSE. IS WHAT YOU MADE THE REMARK FOR. ANOTHER VEILED
WHICH BECOMES IN THE SUBCONSCIOUS OF THE PUPIL, "Too YOUNG AND
AND THE PUPIL COMES BACK (TO HIMSELF), "Too ADVANCED FOR ME, HUH?
THE PROBLEM OF HOW TO HANDLE THE STUDENT WHOSE CHOICE OF READING
I'LL SHOW HIM."
FOR YOU NOW, BUT EVEN SO. I BELIEVE YOU MIGHT LIKE ."
INSULT WHICH WORKS WONDERS IS, "OF COURSE YOU ARE A LITTLE YOUNG FOR IT,
BUT WHEN YOU ARE OLDER I BELIEVE YOU COULD UNDERSTAND AND ENJOY ."
3f BETTER THINGS BY SOME SUCH REMARKS AS, "OF COURSE-IT IS A LITTLE ADVANCED
;1' ON HIS READING AND MEAN IT. AFTER ALL, IT IS WORDS. LATER, WHEN THE
]q~ARE SO THANKFUL THAT HE READS AT ALL, THAT YOU MUST NOT AT THiS TIME EX-
11 ERT EVEN AN IMPLIED CRITICISM OF ~ HE IS READING. CONGRATULATE HIM
,A~MATERIAL IS NOT WHAT YOU WOULD WiSH IS A DIFFICULT ONE. REMEMBER, YOUEXTENSION 2C
REVIEW CHART OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH
VERBALS AND PRINCI~L PARTS OF VERBS
VERBALS
.
NAME USED As
GERUND NouN
PARTICIPLE ADJECTIVE
NOUN
INFIN IT IVE ADJECTI VE
ADVERB
VERBALS, V~ILE ACTING AS NOUNS OR ADJECTIVES,
RETAIN SOME OF THE PROPERTIES OF VERBS.
THEY ~~Y HAVE SUBJECTS OR OBJECTS;
THEY ARE MODIFIED BY ADVERBS.
j PRINC IPAL PARTS OF VERBS
NAME PRESENT PRESENT PAST PAST
(INFINIT"IVE) PARTICIPLE PART ICIPLE
INF'LECTION BASE -ING -0, -ED 0, -ED
-EN, VOWEL
AUXILIARY No Aux. Aux. No Aux. Aux.EXERCISE ON VERBALS
WANT A SEAGOING BOAT. 1.
2. WENT BACK TO MY VARNISHING.
3. HER RIGGING WAS ROTTEN.
4. LEARN 1£~ AND (TO) RACE.
5. No TROUBLE IN JOINING IF YOU LIVE HERE.
6. THE ART OF SAILING HAS MORE BOOBY TRAPS THAN A
MINE FIELD.
7. A SPANKING BREEZE WAS ON THE SEAWAY.
S. ARCHY DUVAL, FRIGHTENED, TRIED TO SAIL BACK TO
THE HARBOR.
9. THE CRAZY ~ WAS NOT AT HER MOORINGS.
10. My HAT WAS OFF TO HIM FOR SHEER, UNADULTERATED
NERVE.
11. I FOUND HIM SITTING SILENTLY ON THE EDGE OF THE
DOCK.
12. UNATTENDED CRAFT AT THEIR MOORINGS COULD DO NOTHING.
13. 11M DELEGATED 1£ BRING YOU A MESSAGE.
14. ARCHY AND I STARED AT EACH OTHER IN UNBELIEVING
CONSTERNATION.
15. WONIT TELL YOU ANYTHING ABOUT THAT NIGHT.
16. REMA.INED BELOW WITH ARCHY, TRYING 1.2. CHEER HIM UP.
17. ARCHylS PURPOSE WAS 1.2. ~ THE~ ~.
1S. THE YACHT CLUB HAD AN HONORARY MEMBERSHIP 1.2. OFFER.
19. WE WERE PULLED ABOARD LIKE A COUPLE OF DROWNED RATS.
20. ARCHY WENT 1.2. ~.
A N
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REMEMBER THAT WHAT A VERBAL IS DEPENDS ON HOW IT IS USED. SEE IF YOU
. CAN SEPARATE THE UNDERLINED VERBALS IN THE SENTENCES BELOW. PUT THE
:.T NUMERALS OF THE SENTENCES CONTAINING VERBALS USED ~;S' NOUNS UNDER INI,
i: THOSE USED AS ADJECTIVES UNDER IAI •60
ANSWER SHEET ~ EXERCISE ON VERBALS
NUMBER 20 SHOULD ALSO BE REJECTED; THIS IS AN
INFINITIVE USED AS AN ADVERBo THE DIRECTIONS
CALL ONLY FOR USE AS NOUN OR ADJECTIVE.
NUMBER 15 SHOULD BE REJECTED. IT IS A NOUN BUT
NOT A VERBAL. MAKE STUDENTS AWARE THAT NOT ~
WORDS ENDING IN 'ING' ARE GERUNDS OR PARTICIPLES.
IN 9 AND 17 THE UNDERLINING OF 'CRAZY LADY' IS
NECESSARY TO INDICATE ITALICS. STUDENTS SHOULD
BE AWARE OF THIS AND NOT BE MISLED INTO TRYING
TO MAKE IT A VERBAL.
SENTENCE 10 INTRODUCES THE PAST PARTICIPLE.
N A
t 1
~
ij 2
i 3
~
,
4 '.
,~
;1
5 .'i 6
7
g
9
10
11
12
13
14
'J 16
17
19
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COMPOSitiON - COHERENCE
"TERROR OF BUCCANEER BAV" - PASCHAL N. STRONG P. 6s
To COHERE MEANS LITERALLV TO STICK TOGETHER. ALL PARTS OF YOUR
1
WRITING SHOULD COHERE AND THE ENTIRE COMPOSITION SHOULD HAVE COHER-
ENCE--IT SHOULD STICK TOGETHER. EVERV SENTENCE SHOULD 8E A RELATION
TO SOME OTHER SENTENCE OR TO THE COMPOSITION AS A WHOLE; IF IT DOES NO~
R THROW IT OUT.
STUDY AGAIN THE STORY "TERROR OF BUCCANEER BAV." DOES THiS STORY
H COHERE? SHOW YOURSELF BV EXAMPLE~HOW THE SENTENCES AND PARTS ARE INTER-
J RELATED. LOOK FOR COUNTER-EXAMPLES--FOR SENTENCES THAT SHOULD 8E THROWN
r OUT AS 8EARING NO RELATION TO THE STORY. Do YOU FIND ANV?
I
"TERROR OF BUCCANEER BAV" COULD BE CALLED A STORY OF EVERV DAV
~ ADVENTURE, THAT IS, WHILE PLENTV HAPPENS IT HAPPENS IN THE COURSE OF
~, EVERV-DAV LIVING; THE ADVENTURE IS NOT BROUGHT OUT; IT SIMPLV OCCURS.
t WRITE AVERV SHORT STORY OF EVERV DAV ADVENTURE WHICH HAS HAPPENED
~.
I
TO YOU, OR AT LEAST WHICH COULD HAPPEN IN YOUR LOCALITV.
MAKE YOUR STORY COHERE
DISCARD ANV WORDS, PHRASES, OR SENTENCES (NO MATTER HOW
GOOD THEV SEEM TO YOU) WHICH DO NOT ACTUALLV 8ELONG TO
WHAT YOU ARE WRITING.
MAKE YOUR STORY STICK TOGETHER IN TIME AND SPACE. IF
YOU MOVE, PROGRESS LOGICALLV AND BELIEVA8LV.
SEE THAT COHERENCE IS ACHIEVED IN SENTENCES, IN PARA-
GRAPHS, AND IN THE COMPOSITION AS A WHOLE.
HAVE FUN!62
REVIEW CHART 6F THE PARTS OF SPEECH
EXTENS ION J.
COMPARISON
... . - ..
INFLECTED FOR INFLECTI ON (CHANGE)
DEGREE .ADJECTIVE ADVERB
POSITIVE ROOT WORD -LV
COMPARATIVE -ER OR MORE -L IER OR MORE
SUPERLATIVE -EST OR MOST -L IEST OR MOST
~ ...•. i WHEN THE, POSITIVE FORM OF AN ADJECTIVE OR ADVERB IS USED ONLY ~
'j THING IS BEING CONSIDERED.
it WHEN THE COWPARATIVE FORM IS USED t A COWPAR ISON IS BE ING MADE BE-
TWEEN ONE THING AND ANOTHER; THERE ARE TWO AND ONLY TWO INVOLVED.
WHEN THE SUPERLATIVE FORM IS USED THE COMPARISON IS BETWEEN ONE
'" THING AND ALL THE OTHERS IN ITS PARTICULAR CLASS; THERE ARE ALWAYS MORE
A THAN TWO THiNGS INVOLVED.EXERCISE ON COMPARISON
PROBLEM
IDENTIFY BY PLACING THE NUMERAL STANDING IN FRONT OF EACH SENTENCE
IN THE PROPER COLUMN ~HE DEGREE OF gOMPARISON OF THE FOLLOWING UNDERLINED
MODIFIERS. 'pi STANDS FOR POSiTIVE, 'C' FOR COMpARATIVE, AND'S' FOR
6UPERLAT IVE.
P C S
.
.
1. THE WHIP HANDLE WAS EIGHT FEET ~.
2. ITS TAPERED RAWHIDE LASH WAS EVEN LONGER.
3. I T WAS THE LONGEST WH IP 'I N THE ORANGE RIVER COLONY •
4. THE RINGHALS IS THE DEADLIEST SNAKE IN AFRICA.
5. THE RINGHALS Is THE ~ DEADLY SNAKE IN AFRICA.
6. THI S "SP I TTl NG COBRA" IS ~ DEADLY THAN SOME
OTHER SNAKES.
7. MARGIE THOMAS WAS WEARING A GREEN BATHING SUIT.
e. MARGIE'S FACE WAS WHITER THAN THE NEWSPAPER•
9. IT WOULD BE HARD TO TELL WHO WAS THE ~ FRIGHT-
~.
10. HANS WOULD FLICK THE LASH AND SEND THE COIN ~
INTO THE AIR.
11. IT SEEMED LIKELY HANS WOULD KILL THE SNAKE.
12. IT SEEMED LIKELIER HE WOULD FAIL.
13. IT SEEMED EVEN ~ LIKELY THE RINGHALS WOULD KILL
MEl-LING.
14. ~ LIKELY OF ALL, MARGIE WOULD FAINT.
15. THE SNAKE'S SKIN WAS OF THE DIRTIEST GRAY.
17. HANS LOOKED AT ME AND SAID TIGHTLY: "PUT THE DOG
DOWN AND PUSH HIM TOWARD MARGIE."
1e. MEl-LING WANTED TO GET BACK TO HIS COMFORTABLE NAP.
19. HE WOULD 8E ~ COMFORTABLE INSIDE.
20. IT WOULD BE HARD TO SAY WHICH OF US WAS ~~­
LIEVED.ADVERBS; PREVIOUS
TRV TO GET YOUR
THE TWO 0 (Avo ID
.
ANSV~R SHEET AND TEACHER COMMENTARY
EXERCISE ON COMPARISON
ALWAVS INSIST THAT WHAT A WORD IS IN A SENTENCE DE-
PENDS ON ITS USE AND NOTHING ELSE.
11.-12. MAKE SURE STUDENTS KNOW THE CHOICE WHICH EXISTS
FOR MANY MODIFIERS BETWEEN ADDING IERI OR IESTI AND
USING IMOREI OR IMOSTI.
THIS IS THE FIRST COMPARISON OF
EXAMPLES HAVE BEEN ADJECTIVES.
STUDENTS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN
THE I-LVi TAGo)
6. IF YOU DIDNIT BRING IT UP WHEN YOU WERE DEVELOPING
t~~ CHART. BE SURE STUDENTS KNOW THAT COMPARISON
IS TWO DIRECTIONAL; IMOREI AND IMOSTI ARE MATCHED
BV ILESSI AND ILEASTI ; eFo • ILIKELVI. IUNLIKELV I •
p C S
1
2
3
4
.5
6
7
g
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
19
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20CO~POSITION ~NIT - ORGANIZATION
"SNAKE!" - ALEXANDER LAKE P. 37
THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO ORGANIZE A PARAGRAPH TO GIVE IT COHERENCE.
lR ,ERE IS A VERY SIMPLE ONE THAT WE BELIEVE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO USE WITH-
T ~UT ANY DIFFICULTY.
t
I
-r
,I'
SUPPOSE YOU THINK OF YOUR PARAGRAPH AS A FLIGHT OF STEPS. You PRESENT
IDEA AND REACH ONE LEVEL, THEN ANOTHER IDEA AND REACH ANOTHER LEVEL,
SO 8N. FINALLY, YOU REACH A PLATFORM WHERE YOU HAVE SAID ALL YOU WANT
WITH A QUICK LAST SENTENCE SUMMAR1ZING WHAT YOU HAVE SAID, OR MAK-
YOUR POINT, YOU JUMP OFF THE PLATFORM AND ARE READY TO START AGAIN.
CAN YOU TAKE JUST THE ACTUAL HAPPENINGS FROM THE STORY "SNAKE" BY
~EXANDER LAKE (P. 37), ARRANGE THEM STAIR-STEP WiSE, AND WRITE A GOOD
','
: i
'~UMP-OFF" SENTENCE? TRY IT.
U'SUBJECT
SOMETHING
TO TALK ABOUT
I
PREDICATE
I SENTENCE I SUBJECT -+ THAT WHICH =
IS SAID
I SUBJECT tvODIFIERS + VERB I ~'OD IF IERS M
SUBJECT M + VERB MICOMPLEMENT M
I
'.
INTRANSITIVE VERB M ,
INTRANSITIVE VERB
M PREDICATE NOUN M
LINKING OR, COPULATIVE
PREDICATE ADJECTIVE M
DIRECT OBJECT M
TRANSITIVE VERB M~ INDIRECT OBJECT M
OBJECTIVE CO~~LEMENT M
THE BUILDING OF SENTENCES
66
"
SUBJECT
VERB
MODIFIER
COtvPLEMENT
SUBJECT
VERB,
MODIFIER
COrvPLEMENT
SUBJECT
tvODIFIER
COrvPLEMENT
REVIEW'CHART OF GRAMW~R
j
].
" "1>
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COMPOSITION - SURPRISE ENDING'
liTHE DATE CATCHER" - FREDERICK LAING P. gs
ONE THING YOU PROBABLY NOTICED ABOUT THIS STORY IS THAT IT IS SHORT.
BECAUSE OF THIS, THERE ARE NO WASTED WORDS IN IT. THE PURPOSE OF THE
AUTHOR IS TO ILLUSTRATE THE VASTLY GREATER IMPORTANCE AN ACT MAY HAVE
THAN IT SEEMS TO HAVE AT THE TIME IT IS DONE. IN A SENSE IT IS OUR SUR-
PRISE AT LEARNING THIS HITHERTO UNKNOWN FACT THAT_MAKES THE STORY INTER_
ESTING.
CAN YOU REMEMBER SUCH A HAPPENING IN YOUR OWN LIFE? IF NOT, WE
ARE SURE YOU CAN MAKE UP SUCH A STORY. US I NG ,liTHE DATE CATCHER" S!:ORY
AS A MODEL SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO. HERE ARE SOME POINTERS:
1. MAKE YOUR STORY SHORT. TRY TO FINISH IT TODAY.
2. FREDERICK LAING USES CONVERSATION; CAN YOU? (USE THE STORY FOR
A MODEL OF HOW TO WRITE IT.)
3. BE SURE TO KEEP YOUR SECRET UNTIL WELL NEAR THE END OF YOUR
STORY.
4. THIS STORY USES NAMES AND IS SPECIFIC AS TO INCIDENTS. BE SURE
YOU ARE DEFINITE. DON'T WRITE ABOUT A BOY, SAY "RED SPRIGGS"
OR WHATEVER HIS NAME IS.
5. FROM THE VERY BEGINNING WRITE EVERYTHING YOU PUT IN YOUR BOOK
IN THE BEST POSSIBLE ENGLISH YOU CAN MUSTER.
6. NOTICE HOW THE AUTHOR ADDS A SENSE OF COMPLETENESS TO HIS STORY
BY THE COMMENT IN HIS LAST PARAGRAPH. READ THE STORY AS IF IT
STOPPED WITH THE NEXT TO THE LAST PARAGRAPH. IT'S TOO ABRUPT
FOR AN ENDING, ISN'T IT? TRY TO GET THIS SENSE OF COMPLETENESS
INTO YOUR ENDING.6S
TEACHER COMMENTARY - COMPOSITION
AS YOU CAN, BE SURE YOU CAN TELL WHY IT IS GOOD, AND
TELL IT TO YOUR PUPILS LOUDLV ENOUGH THAT ALL CAN HEAR.
DON'T BE ALARMED AT THE SUGGESTION IN 1. TO FINISH THE STORY IN ONE
THE TRUTH ABOUT THEIR WRITING, OR THINK THEV DO, AND ANY INSINCERITY
CAUSE· YOU TO LOSE FACE. FIND SOMETHING ADMIRABLE IN THE WRITING OF
PUPILS MAKE THE EXCUSE THAT THEV ARE THINKING OR PLANNING. THIS
DAY. THEV WON'T OR IT WON'T BE MUCH OF A STORY. HOWEVER, WE HAVE DIS-
COUNTER "I CAN'T THINK OF ANVTHING TO WRITE" WITH 'YES YOU CAN!
IN THESE FIRST ATTEMPTS AT COMPOSITION YOUR JOB IS TO LOOK FOR THE
WOULD BE FINE IF IT WERE TRUE. A MORE ACCURAJE DESCRIPTION WOULD BE
AGAIN, I WICL. ASSIGN YOU SOMETHING HORRIBLE."
GOOD THINGS, NOT FOR ERRORS. You WANT TO FIND SOMETHING TO PRAISE, NOT
DAVDREAMING OR WOOLGATHERING.
DOES NOT WORK FOLLOW WI TH, "I F VOU' RE NOT WRI TI NG WHEN I COME AROUND
START WRI T"I NG AND THE THOUGHTS WILL FLOW OUT OF YOUR PEN. II AND IF THAT
i
I
i
I
r~
i
OJ
I
;U IT IS NECESSARV TO DISCOURAGE DAWDLING.
THE STUDENTS AT IT. THEY WRI TE FOR SUCH A RELATI-VELV SHORT PERIOD THAT
BOOKS AND IN THE PRACTICE OF EVERV-DAV WRITING IS THE PROBLEM OF GETTING
"THE DATE CATCHER" - FREDERICK LAING P. S5
,~: COVERED THAT THE FI RST DRAWBACK TO OVERCOME IN THE USE OF COMPOS I TlON
A WORD OF WARNING IS NECESSARV HERE. BE SURE THAT YOU DISCOVER
~ GOOD THINGS BEFORE YOU PRAISE AND ABOVE ALL DO NOT GUSH. YOUR STUDENTS
'H AND YOU WANT TO MAKE THEM LIKE TO WRITE. JUST A FEW SUCCESS EXPERIENCES
:1 WILL ACCOMPL I SH MUCH ALONG THESE LINES.
10 CONSTRUCTIONS TO CRITICIZE. You WANT TO MAKE YOUR STUDENTS FEEL AT EASEJ~ ~ELL ENDED? DOES IT HAVE AN INTERESTING IN-BETWEEN? CAN THE STUDENT
'H i THESE ARE THE IMPORTANT TH I NGS TO LOOK FOR NOW.
LOOK
Is THE PIECE WELL BEGUN? Is IT
Do NOT AIM AT OB~ECTIVES WHICH ARE REALLY NOT OB~ECTIVES AT ALL •
WRITE DIALOGUE SO THAT IT SOUNDS AS IF HE WERE REPORTING CONVERSATION?
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN NOT EXPECT A HIGH DEGREE OF CREATIVITY
THEY NEITHER THINK NOR TALK IMAGINATIVELY. BUT THEY CAN ALL ATTAIN A
FROM ALL YOUR STUDENTS. SOME OF THEM SIMPLY CAN NOT WRITE IMAGINATIVELY;
SIMPLE CORRECTNESS OF EXPRESSION FOR COMMUNICATION.
j"
10~ FOR THE IMPORTANT WHOLES OF COMPOSITION.
. !'
;~
'I.;i,
J~. AND DO NOT BE DISTURBED BY ERRORS WHICH ARE IN THEMSELVES TRIVIAL.
e'EDLY, MORE DETAILED THAN IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. THIS IS PURPOSEFUL.
LESSONS IN ANALYTICAL ENGLISH
ENGLISH, IS OR OF WHAT LANGUAGE DOES FOR THEM IN THEIR EVERYDAY BUSINESS
IT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED AGAIN THAT THE METHOD OF PRESENTATIQN IS
OF LIYING IS UNFORTUNATE, BUT TOO FREQUENTLY THE CASE. LESSON 1 IS DE-
THE COMMENTARY EXPLAINS BOTH THE EXPECTED AND THE DESIRABLE RESPONSES OF
THE TEACHER COMMENTARY ACCOMPANYING THIS FIRST LESSON IS, UNDOUBT-
CHAPTER III•
TO CONSIDER PROCEDURAL MATTERS. THE LESSON ITSELF IS WRITTEN OUT IN THE
THE FIRST LESSON WHICH IS PRESENTED TO STUDENTS IS, LIKE THE GRAM-
FORM OF THE ACTUAL WORDS A TEACHER MIGHT USE IN ADDRESSING A CLASS, AND
WHY IT IS PRINTED MORE OR LESS AS CONVERSATION BETWEEN TEACHER AND PUPILS.
FAIRLY CLOSELY BY THE PRESENTATION OF THiS PARTICULAR LESSON; THAT IS
DEALING AS HE IS WITH SUBJECT MATTER OF AN ELEMENTARY NATURE, HE IS FREE
HIGHLY OPTIONAL. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE TEACHER MIGHT DO WELL TO ABIDE
Fl
I
i't WHICH EVERY STUDENT SHOULD KNOW IF HE IS AT ALL READY FOR HIGH SCHOOL.
~~ MAR REVIEW, EXPLORATORY IN NATURE. IT PRESENTS IN GREAT DETAIL MATTER
:1 THAT MANY STUDENTS FAIL TO HAVE A SURE UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT THE SUBJECT,
Ie:: SIGNED TO ENABLE THE INSTRUCTOR TO 01 SCOVER WHAT BACKGROUND OF LANGUAGE
i,'li! UNDERSTAND I NG HE CAN COUNT ON, AND TO ENABLE THE STUDENTS TO DISCOVER OR
i
"'1 REDISCOVER SOME RUDIMENTARY CONCEPTIONS OF COMMUNICATION.
n STUDENTS TO SUCH PRESENTATION.71
LESSON 1
1. WHAT KIND OF CLASS IS THIS?
YES, OF COURSE, IT IS AN ENGLISH CLASS.
BUT WHAT DO WE STUDY IN ENGLISH?
2. LET'S DISCUSS IT AMONG OURSELVES AND THEN YOU MAY WRITE YO~R ANSWERS
HERE:
3. IF WE ARE STUDYING LANGUAGE, THEN ISN'T IT IMPORTANT, FIRST OF ALL,
THAT WE COME TO SOME SORT OF AGREEMENT AS TO WHAT WE ARE GOING TO
MEAN WHEN WE USE THE WORD 'LANGUAGE'?
LET'S DISCUSS LANGUAGE AND SEE IF WE CAN DEVELOP A DEFINITION WHICH
WILL BE WORKABLE FOR US IN THIS CLASS. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE KNOW
WHAT WE ~ WHEN WE SAY 'LANGUAGE' IF WE' ARE GOING TO UNDERSTAND
EACH OTHER.
AFTER WE HAVE DECIDED WHAT LANGUAGE IS GOING TO MEAN FOR US, WRITE
THE DEFINITION WE HAVE DEVELOPED HERE:
4. Now THAT WE HAVE AGREED THAT BY 'ENGLISH' WE MEAN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND THAT BY 'LANGUAGE' WE MEAN THE TOOL (OR ONE OF THE TOOLS) BY WHICH
PEOPLE COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER, WE WILL WANT TO TRY TO DISCOVER
JUST WHAT THIS PROCESS OF COMMUNICATION CALLED 'LANGUAGE' IS.
5. How DO PEOPLE COMMUNICATE?
LET'S TALK ABOUT IT.
Now, WRITE WHAT WE HAVE FOUND OUT HERE:"~! 1. WITH THE PRINTED LESSON BErORE THEM IENGLISH1 IS THE OBVIOUS ANSWER
MUCH Or YOUR SUCCESS WITH LESSONS DEPENDS ON YOUR ABILITY TO GAUGE THE
2. THE POINT WHICH MUST BE REACHED HERE IS THAT BY IENGLISH1 WE MEAN THE
72
TEACHER CO~~ENTARy'AND ANSV~R SHEET - LESSON 1
KNOW WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT.
YOUR OWN PERSONAL WAY Or ARRIVING AT AN AGREEMENT SO THAT YOU ALL
TION YOU ARE WORKING TOWARD IS NOT REALLY A DErlNITION AT ALL BUT
REMEMBER: Do NOT BE MISLED BY THE PAUCITY Or THE MATERIAL rOR STU-
HAVE A SATISrYING DErlNITION Or LANGUAGE VET. WHAT IS A WORD? How
ARE LANGUAGE SYMBOLS QLANSI~NSI IN MORRlsl s SIGNS, LANGUAGE, ~
BEHAVIO£2J TO BE DISTINGUISHED rROM SYMBOLS WHICH ARE ~ LANSIGNS?
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS REALIZE THAT THE DErINI-
LANGUAGE. BUT NOT EVEN THE LINGUISTS AND PHILOSOPHERS Or LANGUAGE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND THAT THE STUDY Or ENGLISH IS THE STUDY Or A
THIS QUESTION.
IN THIS C,OMMENTARY.) THESE SEEMINGLY SIMPLE QUESTIONS ARE VITAL AND
THE DISCUSSION THAT YOU CAN EXCITE IS THE IMPORTANT THING.
ARE SO OBViOUS TO YOU. BUT THEY MAY NOT BE SO OBVIOUS TO YOUR PUPILS.
" ,
A WISE TEACHER WILL NATURALLY LEAD THE DISCUSSION AND STEER IT TOWARD
UNDERSTANDING. THE TEMPTATION WILL BE TO SUPPLY THE ANSWERS SiNCE THEY
DENTS IN THIS OPENING MATERIAL. (THERE IS PLENTY rOR YOU, THE TEACHER,
SPEED Or THE THINKING PROCESSES Or YOUR PUPILS.
THE,DESIRED DISCOVERY. THE CHALKBOARD WILL PROVE EXTREMELY HELprUL.
THIS DISCUSSION LIKE THE OTHER MUST NOT BE rORCED OR RUSHED. You AS
QQ ~ .H.U.R.R.Y: REMEMBER THAT OUR rlRST INTERESTS ARE DISCOVERY AND
:]
I
:~OR NOT YOU HAVE COME TOO FAST.
DISCOVER THIS FOR THEMSELVES•
THROUGHOUT THE LESSONS.
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SUCH
REJECT 1 ?-
AND BELOW IT MAKE ROOM FOR THREE COLUMNS HEADED:
WAYS TO COMMUNICATE
MUNICATE. THE REASON FOR I , WILL ALSO APPEAR.
You WILL NOTE THAT WE HAVE INTRODUCED THE USE OF SINGLE QUOTES. ' "
PLAIN AND TO ESTABLISH A MOST IMPORTANT LINGUISTIC CONCEPT EMPLOYED
THE QUESTION OF HOW PERSONS COMMUNICATE; IT IS ALS00DESIGNED TO EX-
SIGNED TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR STUDENTS TO FORMULATE THEIR ANSWERS TO
GREAT DEAL OF GROUNDWORK IS UP TO YOU. THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL IS DE-
NEGLECTED TO WRITE IN THE COMPOSITION BOOKS) YOU MUST QUESTION WHETHER
BEFORE YOUR STUDENTS ARE READY TO WRITE THEIR ANSWERS TO NUMBER 5, A
THIS FAR IN ONE DAY ON THIS FIRST LESSON (ESPECIALLY IF YOU HAVE NOT
IN THIS FIRST LESSON. IN DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM OF HOW PEOPLE COM-
ONE PERIOD. DON'T LET THAT WORRY YOU. IN FACT. IF YOU HAVE COME
WRITE ON IT ANY AND ALL PERTINENT SUGGESTIONS OR KEY WORDS.
TC-2
POSE IS TO DEVELOP THE BASIC CONCEPT OF LESSONS. ~ COMMUNICATION
~ LANGUAGE ~ BASED ~ ~ ~S_E~N~T_E~N_C_E. AND WE WANT THE STUDENTS TO
'WHEN YOU START YOUR DISCUSSION ON NUMBER 5. WRITE ON THE CHALKBOARD:
i, LISTINGS KEEP THE IDEAS IN THE PUPILS' FIELD OF ATTENTION.
i ,4. DON'T BE DISTURBED BY THE LENGTH OF THIS SENTENCE. WHEN YOU READ
FURTHER YOU WILL DiSCOVER THAT ITIS INTENTIONALLY LONG. OUR PUR-
• 5. IT IS MOST UNLIKELY THAT YOU WILL PROCEED ANY FURTHER THAN THIS INLOOK SOMETHING LIKE THIS:
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REJECT
TELEPHONE
RADIO
TELEVI SION
FLAGS
SEMAPHORE
TELEGRAPH
TYPEWRITER
MAP?
SIGN?
PRI NTI NG PRESS
GRAPHS?
CHARTS?,
BOOK*
CHAIR
DESK
TABLE
HORSE
COW
CAR
SKY
WH ISPER
TALK
SPEAK
TELL
SHOUT
WRITE
WORDS
SING
PRINT
1
WAYS TO COMWUNICATE
1
POINT
NUDGE
WINK
JOSTLE
KICK
SMILE
NOD
. HEADSHAKE
HANDSHAKE
GRIN
CRY
SOB
SHOUT
SLAM DOOR
STOMP
WHISTLE
PICTURE
~
GRAPHS
CHARTS
SIGNS
KISS
INDICATE VERBAL COMMUNICATION. AND UNDER 'REJECT' PUT WORDS WHICH
CAN BE COMMUNICATED YOU WILL BEGIN TO PUT WORDS IN THE COLUMNS ON
THE CH~LKBOARD. UNDER THE FIRST QUESTION MARK PUT WORDS WHICH IN-
OICATE COMMUNICATION WITHOUT WORDS. UNDER THE SECOND PUT WORDS WHICH
As STUDENTS BEGIN TO TALK A'BOUT THE DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH IDEAS
STAND FOR METHODS OR INSTRUMENTS OF COMMUNICATION. YOUR BOARD WILL
SpME WORDS. OCCUR IN MORE THAN ONE LIST. A SHOUT CAN COMMUNICATE
WITHOUT USING WORDS, BUT IF WORDS ARE SHOUTED, THEN 'SHOUT' BELONGS
i~ THE SECOND COLUMN. A ~RUDE MAP CAN GiVE DIRECTIONS. BUT THE OR-
DINARV MAP NAMES GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES BV USE OF WORDS. NOT MANV GRAPHS
OR CHARTS ARE USEFUL WITHOUT SOME WORDS. BUT MANV SIGNS ARE. THE SKULL
AND CROSSBONES THAT MEANS 'POISON' FOR INSTANCE.
* IT ,as ~OT LiKELV, THAT ANV WORDS SUCH AS ARE LISTED UNDER THE DOUBLE
LINE WILL OCCUR IN THE FREE DISCUSSIONOOF WAYS TO COMMUNICATE, BUT
FO~VOUR FURTHER PURPOSE IT IS NECESSARV THAT YOU CONTRIVE TO GET THEM
9PROCEED WITH SUCH QUESTIONS AS:
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Now ASK THE STUDENTS IF THEY CAN DISCOVER HOW THE ITEMS (DON'T USE
'WORDS') BELOW THE DOUBLE LINE DIFFER FROM ALL THE REST (OTHER THAN
THE REJECTS).
BUT WHAT DO I ACTUALLY HAVE ON THE CHALKBOARD?
You WILL BE TOLD, AND IN CHORUS ('IT IS HOPED) THAT YOU HAVE ONLY
WORDS. You DO NOT HAVE EITHER A POINT OR A BOOK, A WINK OR A HORSE,
A JOSTLE OR A COW; YOU HAVE ONLY WORDS.
BEFORE THE QUESTION DETERIORATES INTO ATTEMPTS AT GENERALIZATION, YOU
WILL ASK:
IT IS NEITHER NECESSARY NOR DESIRABLE THAT THE STUDENTS VERBALIZE
ANYTHING AT THIS TIME. You CAN TELL WHEN THEY UNDERSTAND THAT THERE
IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COLUMNS AND WITHIN THE SECOND COLUMN,
AND YOU WILL BE PRETTY SURE THAT FUNDAMENTALLY AND NONVERBALLY THEY
KNOW WHAT THIS DIFFERENCE IS. THEY MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE THE LANGUAGE
SKILL TO EXPRESS IT IN THE WAY THAT YOU WANT IT EXPRESSED.
SOMEONE MAY SAY THAT WE HAVE NAMES OF ACTIONS AND NAMES OF THINGS; SO
FAR AS OUR BOARD IS CONCERNED THIS IS TRUE AND IT IS A STEP IN THE
RIGHT 01 RECTI ON.
IT MAY COME UP AHAT ONE STUDENT WILL REALIZE THAT HE CAN POINT BUT
THAT HE CANNOT ~.
AND SO ON UNTIL THE LIST IS COMPLETE.
------BOOK (NEWSPAPER)
I HAVE IN MIND SOMETHING TO SIT ON; CAN YOU GUESS WHAT?
I AM THINKING ABOUT SOMETHING TO READ; WHAT IS IT?
-----CHAiR
YOUR PROCEDURE FROM HERE ON WILL BE DEPENDENT ON HOW YOUR CLASS RE-
ACTS. KEEP WITH THEM AND A LITTLE AHEAD AND CHANGE YOUR COURSE OF
THINKING AS NEED BE.
THERE. THIS CAN BE DONE QUITE EASILY BY ASKING YOUR CLASS A SERIES
OF SIMPLE QUESTIONS AND PUTTING THE WORDS YOU GET AS ANSWERS IN THE
MIDDLE COLUMN~
THE CONCEPT YOU ARE STRIVING FOR IS THAT BELOW THE DOUBLE LINE WE
HAVE ITEMS THAT ARE NEEDE9 FOR VERBAL COMMUNICATION TO STAND IN THE
PLACE OF THE OBJECTS OR ENTITIES OR ABSTRACTIONS THEY REPRESENT AND
THAT THESE SYMBOLS FOR THI NGS ARE CALLED 'WORDS'.I·
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HAVE ONLY A THIN LAVER OF
BOARD, WHICH IS TRUE, BUT
COMPLIMENT HIS THINKING AND
SAV, "KAREN, PUT HORSE ON THE BOARD"? MEAN WHEN
TOLD MARY TO PUT fiNK' ON THE BOARD.
BUT WHAT 00
Now. IF I WERE GOING TO PUT INK ON THE BOARD (UNSCREW THE
LID FROM THE BOTTLE AND ACT AS IF YOU WERE GOING TO 00 IT)
THE JANITORS WOULD HATE ME.
Is IT PHYSICALLV POSSIBLE FOR ME, WITH LOTS OF HELP, TO PUT
A HORSE ON THE CHALKBOARD? (IT IS, OF COURSE, POSSIBLE, BUT
PRACTICALLV IMPOSSIBLE.)
PICK UP A BOOK.
POINT TO A CHAIR, A DESK, A TABLE.
As FAR AS THE CHALKBOARD IS CONCERNED, YOU HAVE ONLY ONE WAY TO COM-
MUNICATE--WORDS.
SOMEONE MAV BRING UP THAT ~OU ACTUALLV
CHALK IN IRREGULAR ARRANGEMENTS ON THE
SOMEWHAT FARTHER THAN VOU NEED TO GO.
HiS OBSERVANCE. THOUGH.
WHEN I WHISTLE TO MV DOG, 11M COMMUNICATING WITHOUT WORDS.
COULD I PUT A BOOK ON THE CHALKBOARD? (You CAN WITH SCOTCH
TAPE OR RUBBER CEMENT, AND YOU MIGHT WANT TO.)
BUT I CAN ~ WITHOUT WORDS.
You COULD LEAD A HORSE THROUGH THE ROOM.
STUDENTS WILL BE UNHAPPY AND VOLUBLE IN THEIR DISAGREEMENT:
AND THEV ARE RISHT. TELL THEM SO. ALSO TELL THEM THAT VOU COULD
COMMUNICATE THE IDEAS UNDER THE DOUBLE LINE WITHOUT WORDS, TOO:
AT THIS POINT VOU ARE READY TO TELL THEM THAT WORDS STANO FOR tHINGS,
BUT THAT. WORDS ALSO STANO FOR THE NAMES OF TH INGS. AND THAT WORDS
THEMSELVES HAVE NAMES. WE MUST NOT FORGET THAT A WORD AND THE THING
IT STANDS FOR ARE VERY DIFFERENT ENTITIES.
Bv NOW VOU WILL HAVE A CHORUS OF "pUT THE WORD, HORSE, ON THE BOARD."
WE USE t J AROUND WORDS TO MAKE THE NAMES OF WORDS.
-HA~E A BOTTLE ot INK AT HAND AND TELL YOUR CLASS THIS:
li,1: TC-.5
SAV:',;
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(THI S SENTENCE WOULD BE READ: I TOLD MARY TO PUT THE
WORD, INK, ON THE BOARD. I I IS ALWAYS INTERPRETED AS
"THE WORD," "THE PHRASE," "THE SENTENCE," OR WHATEVER
TERMINOLOGY IS APPROPRIATE.)
EVERYONE KNOWS, OF COURSE, THAT I MEANT FOR HER TO PUT THE NAME OFf,
THIS COLORED FLUID ON THE BOARD, NOT THE FLUID ITSELF.
IT WILL BE RECOGNIZED AT ONCE THAT THIS USE OF SINGLE QUOTES (WE
CALL THEM ISQUOTESI IS PECULIAR TO LESSONS BUT AT THE SAME TIME
BASIC TO THEM.) IT IS NOT THE TIME TO RELATE THEIR USE TO THE PHIL-
OSOPHIC CONCEPT OF OBJECT LANGUAGE AND METALANGUAGE NOR TO VOICE THE
OPINION THAT THE WIDE ADOPTION OF THEIR USE WOULD DO MUCH TO RELIEVE
THE AMBIGUITY FORCED UPON MODERN PUNCTUAT~ON BY MAKING THE MARKS OF
DISCOURSE SERVE DOUBLE AND EVEN TRIPLE FUNCTIONS.
(IT HAS SEEMED WISE TO UTILIZE THIS TIME TO ESTABLISH THE IDEA OF
I I, BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE REST OF THE DISCUSSION OF 5.)
* * * * *
THERE ARE MANY WAYS IN WHICH STUDENTS MAY APPROACH THE DISCOVERY
THAT COMMUNICATION BY LANGUAGE IS BASED ON THE SENTENCE. You MUST
BE PREPARED TO THINK ALONG WITH THEM AND PURSUE WHICHEVER PATH THEY
CHOOSE. ONE DANGER IS THAT THEY MAY START WITH THE SPEAKING, WRITING,
TELEPHONE, RADIO APPROACH. WE WOULD PREFER THAT THIS COME IN THE
NEXT STEP OR TWO, BUT IF IT COMES HERE, ACCEPT IT. You CAN SAY:
NATURALLY, WE ALL KNOW THAT WE HAVE WRITTEN LANGUAGE
AND SPOKEN LANGUAGE. AND WE KNOW THAT THERE ARE NUMEROUS
MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. BUT WHAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN RIGHT
NOW IS EXACTLY ~ THIS COMMUNICATION TAKES PLACE, NOT IN THE
METHOD USED.
MOST LIKELY YOU WILL BE TOLD THAT COMMUNICATION IS BY MEANS OF WORDS.
OF COURSE, YOU CANNOT DENY THIS CATEGORICALLY. BUT HERE IS YOUR EDGE.
TELL THE CLASS THAT THEY WILL TRY TO SEE HOW WELL THEY CAN COMMUNICATE
USING SINGLE WORDS. (THEY CAN.)
HELLO. GOODBY. GO! COME! STOP! LOOK! HEY! OUGHt AND
LEOINTI~ BOOK. DESK. CHAIR. ME. I. You.
ACCEPT THESE AND ANY OTHER AND PUT THEM ON THE BOARD. (IF YOU HAVE713
THE TRUTH!
WANT MANY EXAMPLES. WHEN THEY ARE READY, THEY WILL TELL YOU THAT
· SUGGESTED THAT THEY CANNOT COMMUNICATE WITH SINGLE WORDS YOU WILL
SENSE THE THINLY VEILED SATISFACTION AT SHOWING YOU UP. YOUR SHOUL~RS
HUNGRY. SLEEPY. RED. LAZY. HONEST. HONEST? HONEST!
ARE BROAD--GRIN AND BEAR IT--YOU ARE GOING TO GET THE BEST OF THEM YET.)
As THEY TRY HARDER, SOME QUESTIONABLE WORDS ARE BOUND TO CROP UP:
You WILL WANT TO ASK WHAT THEY CALL SUCH GROUPS OF WORDS. ~
SIMPLY ASK WHAT THEY MEAN BY ANY ONE OF THESE WORDS.
THEY COMMUNICATE IN SENTENCES.
AND ACHIEVED THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THEY ~ HAVE. DWELL ON IT, RE-
I AM HUNGRY.
SHE I S SLEEPY.
THE BOOK IS RED.
You ARE LAZY.
JERRY I~ HONEST. Is THAT THE TRUTH? THAT IS
DON'T Q£l! l2£~. ~~~. INSTEAD OF THESE FEW, YOU WILL
OBSERVATION OF PUPIL BEHAVIOR IN SITUATIONS JUST LIKE THIS.
QOU MIGHT AT TH IS PO INT ASK THE STUDENTS IF THEY COULD
EARLY WORK THEY WILL BE PROUD OF ACHIEVEMENT AND ANXIOUS TO WATCH
T~AT LESSONS IS WELL ADAPTED TO HETEROGENEOUS GROUPING, IS BASED ON
JOY OF DISCOVERY. DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE BRIGHT ONES HAVING NOTHING
CAUTION: DON'T ASSUME THAT AS SOON AS ~ HAS MADE THE DISCOVERY
TO DO. As YOU PROGRESS IN LESSONS, YOU WILL SEE THAT WE HAVE MEANS
OF EMPLOYING THE STUDENTS' TIME WHILE THE LAGGARDS CATCH UP. IN THIS
THE SLOW LEARNERS AND GUIDE THEM TOWARD THE UNDERSTANDING. THE CLAIM
PEATING PROCEDURES AS OFTEN AS NEED BE UNTIL ALL HAVE EXPERIENCED THE
OTHERS DISCOVER WHAT THEY HAVE DISCOVERED. LATER, THEY WILL HELP.. 6.' IF PEOPLE COMMUNICATE BY MEANS OF SENTENCES, THEN WE NEED TO DISCOVER
I
;'/ t.1: CONT.
9. ARE ALL ,THESE WORD GROUPS SENTENCES?
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TENCES AND ANOTHER LiST WHICH WE SAY ARE NOT SENTENCES.
Do YOU FEEL THAT THE WORD-GROUPS ARE CORRECTLY SEPARATED AS THEY ARE, -
ON OUR CHALKBOARD WE HAVE A L 1ST OF WORD GROUPS WHICH WE SAY ARESBN-
WRITE YOUR GROUP OF WORDS HERE:
WHICH ONES ARE NOT?
WHICH ONES ARE?
BUT IS EVERY GROUP OF WORDS A SENTENCE?
WE WILL FILL OUR CHALKBOARD WITH YOUR GROUPS.
WELL, LET'S SEE.
JUST WHAT A SENTENCE IS.
You HAVE ALL HEARD THAT A SENTENCE IS A GROUP OF WORDS. THAT IS TRUE.
AND NOW, ANOTHER GROUP:
FILL THESE LINES WITH GROUPS: (USE SENTENCE SIGNALS.)
LET'S MAKE TWO LISTS, ONE OF SENTENCES AND ONE OF NON-SENTENCES.
7. WHAT IS A SENTENCE?
10.
,s. THINK OF A GROUP OF WORDS.WI TH THEM •
EVEN OUTLAND ISH.
ABBREVIATIONS OF LONGER AND COMPLETE SENTENCES•
so
COMMON, "A SENTENCE IS A GROUP OF WORDS CONTAINING (OR EXPRESSING)
COMMUNICATE IN LETTERS, AND BY SO DOING TEST WHETHER OR NOT THE LET-
THE VERMILL~ON PIG.
THE HENNA PIG WITH YELLOW WINGS.
A BABY-BLUE ELONGATED ELEPHANT.
MYRTLE, THE PURPLE TURTLE.
TER--WORD--SENTENCE IDEA IS ESTABLISHED~
SENTENCES AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY SO THAT S~UDENTS WILL BECOME FAMILIAR
IT IS A GOOD PLAN HERE TO GO BACK AND POINT OUT THAT ALL
A COMPLETE THOUGHT," IS ACCEPTABLE, BUT TOO MANY PUPILS KNOW THE
THEIR SINGLE WORD COMMUNICATIONS ('HELLO', 'GO', ETC.) ARE ACTUALLY
THE SUN IS SHINING.
THE SHINING SUN.
DOES, WELL AND GOOD, PROVIDING IT IS A SATISFACTORY DEFINITION. THE
IF ~ INTRODUCE NEW WORD GROUPS, BE SURE TO MAKE THEM IMAGINATIVE-_
OF S. FF., IS VALUABLE AND ESSENTIAL.
DEFINITION BUT DO NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS. THE ACTUAL PRACTICE
MENT WRITE SOME VARIATIONS OF THEIR SENTENCES FOR CONSIDERATION.
INDiViDUALS SEEM TO LEARN BETTER WHEN THEY ARE HAVING FUN. THE STU-
,. .. ¥
DENTS IMAGINING THESE FANCIFUL CREATURES WILL BEGIN ENJOYING THEMSELVES.
SOON, THEIR EXAMPLES WILL BECOME HIGHLY PICTORIAL. (DON'T LET THEM
LIKELY YOU WILL NOT. IF THEY ARE, YOU WILL CALMLY AND WITHOUT COM-
s. You MAY FIND ALL WORD GROUPS PRESENTED TO BE SENTENCES, BUT MORE
•6. NOTE (BUT MAKE NOTHING OF IT) THAT WE INTRODUCE 'IF ••• THEN'
•7. A DEFINITION REMEMBERED FROM GRADE SCHOOL MAY SHOW UP HERE. IF ITSTART IS THAT PUPILS LEARN TO DISTRUST PRONOUNCEMENTS OF TEACHERS
OR BOOKS UNLESS THEY UNDERSTAND THESE PRONOUNCEMENTS AND FEEL THAT
GROUP IS IDENTIFIED AS A SENTENCE, WRITE IT IN THE SENTENCE LIST.
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IT WILL NOT STAY THERE LONGI YOUR QUICKER PUPILS WILL SOON REMOVE
IT. (~UT IF THEY DO NOT, YOU, MOST CERTAINLY, MUST SEE THAT IT IS
THEY ARE RIGHT. IN THIS SECTION, WE ALSO INTRODUCE WITHOUT MENTION,
THE IMPORTANT CONCEPT OF NEGATION.
.
GET CARRIED COtv'PLETELY AWAy'FROM THE MATTER AT HAND.)
REMOVED. You CAN FREQUENTLY ACCOMPLISH THIS ~y QUITE UNOBTRUSIVELY
WRITING A WORD-GROUP WHICH HAS BEEN ON THE BOARD TOO LONG IN THE
WRONG COLUMN IN THE OTHER COLUMN. 00 NOT ERASE IT FROM THE FIRST
COLUMN.) ANOTHER IMPORTANT PROCEDURE WE WISH TO ESTABLiSH FROM THE
MAKE THIS A CHALKBOARD ACTIVITY AND BE SURE THAT YOU GET THE PARTICI-
PATION OF THE ENTIRE CLASS. ACCEPT WHATEVER ~ DECIDE. IF A WORD
:' L1: TC-9 ,:tll L1: CONT.
ON THE BOARD, NOW?
THINK ABOUT HOW THE LiSTS DIFFER.
CAN YOU TELL WHAT THERE IS WHICH IS TRUE OF EVERY WORD GROUP IN
LIST ONE BUT WHICH IS NOT TRUE OF ANY WORD GROUP IN LIST TWO? THINK
HARD ABOUT THESE QUESTIONS. TRY TO DISCOVER HOW THESE TWO LISTS
DIFFER. IT ISN'T NECESSARY THAT YOU BE ABLE TO TELL ANYONE THE
DIFFERENCE. JUST BE SURE YOU REALLY SEE THAT THEY ARE DIFFERENT
AND HOW TaEY ARE 'DIFFERENT.
11. LET'S FORGET ALL THIS AND TALK AGAIN ABOUT COMMUNICATION. COMMUNI-
CATION IS THE MEANS BY WHICH WE TRANSFER OR TRANSMIT OUR IDEAS TO
OTHER PEOPLE. WE DO THIS BY SPEAKING OR BY WRITING, AND BY MANY
OTHER MEANS AS WELL. WE HAVE SAID THAT WE CAN COMMUNiCATE ONLY (IF
WE MEAN COMPLETELY) BY MEANS OF SENTENCES.
12. IN THIS BOOK WE ARE TRYING TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU.
IF THIS IS TRUE, WE SHOULD BE WRITING IN SENTENCES. HAVE WE BEEN?
LET'S TURN BACK AND RE-READ THIS LESSON. DISCOVER WHETHER OR NOT
THE AUTHORS HAVE USED ALL SENTENCES, SOME SENTENCES AND SOME NON-
SENTENCES, OR ALL NON SENTENCES•
•4, 12A. WE KNOW THAT YOU ALL KNOW THAT THERE ARE CERTAIN SI GNALS WHI CH HELP
'1;
YOU TO TELL SENTENCES WHEN YOU SEE THEM. ONE OF THESE IS THE CAP-
I TAL LETTER.
LOOK AT THIS SENTENCE.
IT W~ULD FAIL TO HAVE THE SENTENCE-SIGNAL AT ITS START, WOULDN'T IT?12. AT THIS POINT TURN BACK TO THE BEGINNING OF THE LESSON AND RE-READ
11. By REPEATING THE LESSON, ALBEIT WITH A DIFFERENT ANNOUNCED PURPOSE
WOULD PERHAPS BE BEST NOT TO MAKE TOO MUCH OF THiS AT THE MOMENT.
SJ
* To BE READ, "THE WORD-GROUP, LET'S TALK ABOUT IT, IS NOT A SENTENCE.
IT. THE STUDENTS WILL BE LOOKING FOR SENTENCES. THEY MAY TELL YOU
ING ATTENTION TO WHAT YOU ARE DOING.
FOURTH DAY OR EVEN LATER--DO NOT TRY TOO HARD FOR ANSWERS. INTRO-
IN MIND, YOU WILL BE STRENGTHENING THE UNDERSTANDING WITHOUT DIRECT-
THE STUDENTS' MINDS. WE WANT THE STUDENTS TO HAVE THE THRILL OF
MAKING THE DISCOVERY THEMSELVES. CERTAINTY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT IS A
THAT IN NUMBER 5, 'LET'S TALK ABOUT IT'* IS NOT A SENTENCE. IT
THEN MOVE QUICKLY ON TO 11.
DUCE THE MATERIAL AND BE SURE THAT THE QUESTIONS ARE INSTILLED IN
WITHOUT KNOWING THE REFERRENT FOR 'IT', BY ALL MEANS DO NOT DIS-
CONTEXT. THEY ARE EXAMPLES OF USEFUL AND COMMON SENTENCE ABBREVIATIONS.
POWERFUL SOURCE OF MOTIVATION. GET THE STUDENTS TO THINKING AND
OUT AS NONSENTENCES UNTIL THE WORD 'SENTENCES' IS SUPPLIED FROM THE
COURAGE THEM. IT SEEMS TO'THE AUTHORS THAT THE CONCEPT MIGHT COME
A LITTLE EASIER IF IT IS DELAYED THROUGH THIS EXAMPLE AND THE NEXT
AND DEVELOPED IN THE TWO EXAMPLES UNDER 9.
SURE THAT ITS MEANING IS INCOMPLETE IF IT IS TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT.
HOWEVER, IF THEY WANT TO TALK ABOUT THE INCOMPLETENESS OF THE MEANING
'WHICH ONES ARE?' AND 'WHICH ONES ARE NOT?' UNDER 9, SHOULD BE PICKED
'WELL, LET'S SEE' UNDER 7, IS CERTAINLY A SENTENCE, BUT IT NO LESS
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.O~ ~O~ AT THIS EARLY STAGE--MORE LIKELY THAN NOT THIS IS'YOUR THIRD ORC. HAVE YOUR AUTHORS USED SENTENCE SIGNALS? REFER BACK TO THE THREE
~ B. BUT SOME SENTENCES'SIGNAL THEIR ENDINGS WITH A QUESTION MARK '?' OR
diU: CONT.
'.
BOTH MANY SENTENCES SIGNAL THEIR ENDING BY THE USE OF THE PERIOD.
OF THE ABOVE EXAMPLES PROPERLY SIGNAL THEIR ENDING.
LOOK AT THIS SENTENCE DOES IT BEGIN WITH A CAPITAL LETTER
WHEN WE WRITE SENTENCES WE MUST REMEMBER TO SIGNAL OR ANNOUNCE OUR
IS IT? IT IS HARD TO TELL THAT THE SECOND ONE ASKS A QUESTION.
AN EXCLAMATION POINT 'I'. WE KNOW WHAT THESE MEAN AND WILL NOT DIS-
LOOKATTHISSENTENCEDOESITBEGINWITHACAPITALLETTER
BOTH THEIR BEGINNING AND THEIR ENDING.
CUSS THEM NOW--LATER ON WE WILL HAVE MORE TO SAY ABOUT THEM. RIGHT
SENTENCE BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS. SUPPOSE WE HAD WRITTEN:
NOW, ALL WE ARE CONCERNED WITH IS THE FACT THAT SENTENCES SIGNAL
AS A SpACE SIGNALS THE DIVISION BETWEEN WORDS, SENTENCE SIGNALS
THE OMISSION OF SENTENCE SIGNALS IN THE PREVIOUS EXAMPLE MAKES IT
WORD GROUPS LISTED UNDER 1.
WE HAVE FAILED TO ANNOUNCE EITHER OUR BEGINNING OR ENDING. JUST
POINT OUT THE DIVISIONS BETWEEN THOUGHTS.
Do THE WORDS BETWEEN THE SIGNAL 'W' AND THE SIGNAL '?' OF 'WHAT
THE OMISSION OF THE SPACE MAKES COMMUNICATION NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE;
DIFFICULT. IT ISN'T EASY TO SEE THAT THIS IS REALLY TWO SENTENCES,
Do YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE?
LOOK AT THIS SENTENCE. DOES IT BEGIN WITH A CAPITAL LETTER?D. PERHAPS SOME OF YOU HAVE NOTICED SOMETHING ELSE THAT LOOKS LIKE A
SENT~NCE SIGNAL IN 'YES, OF COURSE, IT IS AN ENGLISH CLASS." THIS
SIGNAL ',' WHICH WE CALL BV THE NAME 'COMMA' IS A MEANING SIGNAL
USED WITHIN SENTENCES. WE WILL DISCUSS THE COMMA LATER. JUST NOW
REMEMBER THAT IT IS A SIGNAL ALWAVS WITHIN THE SENTENCE. IT NEVER
SIGNALS THE END OF A SENTENCE•
. REMEMBER
SENTENCE SIGNALS
A CAPITAL LETTER
I.', '11, OR III
• • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
BEGINNING ••
ENDING
AN ENGL I SH CLASS.' ARE Iy' AND I.'. Do THEV MARK A SENTENCE? IN
'BuT WHAT DO WE STUDY IN ENGLISH?' WE HAVE WHAT LOOKS LIKE A SEN-
TENCE SIGNAL IN THE 'E' OF IENGLISH'. Is IT?
LET US PROCEED WITH THE RE-READING OF THE LESSON. PAY ATTEN"qON
TO SIGNALS.
CONT.
KIND OF CLASS IS THIS?' MAKE A SENTENCE?
WHAT ABOUT THE NEXT GROUP? THE SIGNALS IN 'YES, OF COURSE, IT IS
:r 1:C. MAKE AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE Or THIS AS YOU THINK THE SITUATION RE-
D. You WANT YOUR PUPILS TO BE OBSERVANT AND TO POINT OUT EVERYTHING
8 B. BE CARErUL NOT TO BOG DOWN HERE ON A CONSIDERATION Or DECLARATIVE,
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ANY OR ALL Or THIS RATHER LENGTHY SECTION. A GREAT DEAL DEPENDS ON
.
You WILL KNOW YOUR CLASS WELL ENOUGH TO KNOW WHETHER OR NOT YOU NEED
THE EXTENT Or LANGUAGE BACKGROUND YOUR PARTICULAR CLASS POSSESSES.
MAKES IT EASY rOR YOU TO TEACH AND rOR YOUR STUDENTS TO ASSIMILATE.
DENTS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY TAUGHT.
TO A rULLER UNDERSTANDING Or ALREADY KNOWN rACTS.
TRY TO BE GRATErUL rOR ANY ACCUMULATION Or LEARNING STUDENTS POSSESS.
IN TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR, BUT AS ADDITIONAL DISCOVERIES CONTRIBUTING
LESSONS IS NOT DISRUPTIVE Or ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE. THAT IS WHAT
AS SUCH, BUT YOU MUST REMEMBER THE LANGUAGE-ARTS WHICH YOUR STU-
INTERROGATIVE, AND EXCLAMATORY SENTENCES. WE MAKE NOTHING Or THEM,
WE PRESENT OUR rACTS, NOT AS DENIALS Or ELEMENTS PREVIOUSLY LEARNED
TO READ IWHAT KIND Or CLASS IS THIS?I TO THEM AND ASK, "Is THiS A
QUIRES. Do NOT BE ArRAID TO OMIT ALL Or SECTION 12, Ir YOU rEEL
CERTAIN I.T IS NOT NEEDED IN YOUR PARTICULAR CLASS. You MIGHT WANT
BOXED MATERIAL IS IMPORTANT. WE SHALL OMIT IREMEMBER I ArTER HAVING
SENTENCE?" Ir THEY TELL YOU THAT IT IS A QUESTION INSTEAD Or A SEN-
TENCE, TELL THEM THAT QUESTIONS ARE SENTENCES (OR SENTENCE ABBREVIA-
TIONS) AND PROCEED.
THAT THEY SEE. MOST LIKELY, ~ WILL NOTICE THE 1,1 AND THE lEI.
USED IT A rEW TIMES.
HERE IS OUR rlRST USE Or A BOX. PUPILS WILL QUICKLY LEARN THAT
.1iI,2A.
t·
:~L1:
:ITER WITH DIFFERENT SIGNALS.
QF THE LONGEST SENTENCE THEY CAN. ONE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES
WHICH RATHER WELL ESTABLISHED THE CONCEPT OF THE UNLIMITED SENTENCE.
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ERED AND CAREFULLY CONSIDERED HERE. PUPILS MUST COME TO UNDERSTAND
You WILL WANT TO BE SURE THAT THE LONG SENTENCE OF PART 4 IS CONSID_
THAT, IF FOR NO OTHER REASON THAN THE SIGNALS, IT IS ONE SENTENCE.
BUT LET THEM DISCOVER THIS FACT FOR THEMSELVES. ASK THEM TO THINK
THiS QUICKLY LED TO ALL THE PEOPLE IN TOWN, IN THE STATE, IN THE
I CAN COUNT THIS FAR--
(AND THEN START COUNTING AND NEVER STOP).
HERE ARE THE NAMES OF ALL THE PEOPLE IN SCHOOL--
(AND THEN NAME THEM).
You MAY WISH TO DEVELOP HERE THAT SENTENCES ARE UNLIMITED IN LENGTH.
UNITED STATES, IN THE WORLD. WORDS IN THE DICTIONARY FOLLOWED THIS
AND NAMES IN THE PHONE BOOK CAME ALONG. THEN ONE BOY SAID,
IN THE LONG EXAMPLE OF PART 4.
IF THEY 00, CONGRATULATE THEM. (REMEMBER TO PRAISE AT EVERY OPPOR-
(A REMEDIAL CLASS AT THAT) CAME UP WITH
SOME OF'YOUR PUPILS MAY SEE THAT THERE CAN BE MORE THAN ONE SENTENCE
TUN'I TY WHERE IT CAN BE SI NCEREL Y DONE.)
BUT THAT WE ALWAYS HAVE TO GO BV THE SIGNALS THE WRITER GAVE US.
TELL SUCH STUDENTS THAT SENTENCES OFTEN CONTAIN OTHER SENTENCES.
SOMETIMES WRITERS ARE WRONG AND THEIR SENTENCES WOULD HAVE BEEN BET-
(THIS PREPARES FOR THE ATOMIC-MOLECULAR THEORY OF SENTENCE STRUCTURE),)H TROUBLE THEY ARE MAK I NG PROGRESS.
CONCEPTS. WE KNOW THAT THIS HAS ITS IMPORTANCE. WE JUST
WANT IT ATTEMPTED UNTIL THE LEARNING IS FIXED AND THE STUDENT READY.
LESSONS DOES NOT OPPOSE THE STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES AND THE VERB-
TION.
. .
AN INCREASING LANGUAGE SKILL WHICH PERMITS AND COMPELS THEIR VERBALIZA-
WILL BEGIN TO POP OUT AS A RESULT OF CONCEPTS NONVERBALLY MASTERED AND
ARGUMENTS WILL WAGE HOT AND HEAVY. THIS IS GOODI You HAVE A GROUP
VICTIONS. LATER, WHEN THEY HAVE CAUGHT ON TO THE METHOD, THEY WILL NOT
AMPLE SHOULD BE RETAINED OR REJECTED. SIMPLY LET THEM VOICE THEIR CON-
TEACH~R COMMENTARY
AT FIRST TRY TO STEER THE DISCUSSION CLEAR OF REASONS WHY AN EX-
DON'T FORGET TO USE YOUR CHALKBOARD CONSTANTLY. PUT UP TROUBLE-
How ARE YOUR STUDENTS DOING WITH THE LESSONS?
You ~ TELL. IF THEY ARE ABLE TO FILL IN THE BLANKS WITHOUT MUCH
EVERYTHING IS GOING FINE. (AN EVEN BETTER TEST IS THEIR ABILITY TO
HAVE A COLUMN ON YOUR BOARD HEADED REJECTS. WHEN A SENTENCE
IS SUGGESTED THAT DOESN'T BELONG, PUT IT IN THE REJECT COL-
UMN. You WILL 00 THIS ONLY OCCASIONALLY, AND MORE OR LESS
TO GET STUDENTS STARTED OFF. THE PLAN YOU WILL FOLLOW WHEN
THE CLASS BEGINS TO FUNCTION PROPERLY, IS TO PUT EVERY SEN-
TENCE WHERE IT IS SUGGESTED. IF IT DOESN'T BELONG THERE,
SOME OTHER CLASS MEMBER WHO ~ GRASPED THE PRINCIPLE WILL
DEMAND ITS REMOVAL.
PRODUCE COUNTER-EXAMPLES.)
'0 SOME SENTENCES; INSTEAD OF 0 ISCUSSI NG THEM ASK YOUR STUDENTS FOR ITEMS
'I LIKE ONES IN QUESTION. IF THEY HAVE NO TROUBLE IN PRODUCING EXAMPLES,
J BE REASON-CONSCIOUS. RATHER, GENERALIZATIONS, CORRECT GENERALIZATIONS,
lA:;' EAGERLY PARTICIPATING l!i LANGUAGE STUDY UNDER ITS OWN IMPETUS, ITS AC-
'It TIVITY DICTAT,ED BY GENUINE INTEREST.I '
WILL COME A TIME, MOST LI~ELV MUCH SOONER THAN YOU WOULD THINK,
.,' WHEN STUDENTS BEG IN TO TALK ABOUT WORK I N PROGRESS AND IN A MOST MANNER-
OF-FACT WAY STATE PRINCIPLES AND EVEN RULES DEVELOPED SUBVERBALLY, AND
i" WHICH ARE NOW A PART OF THEIR PERMANENT LINGUISTIC EQUIPMENT. THESE ARE
IN NO WISE RULES WHICH THEY HAVE LEARNED FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPLICATION
IN FUTURE SITUATIONS; FAR FROM IT, THEY ARE THE PRINCIPLES WHICH DESCRIBE
ACCURATELY A LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE AND WHICH WILL SO DESCRIBE SIMILAR EX-
PERIENCES. THEIR KNOWLEDGE IS A USABLE TOOL, NOT A METER-STICK TO MEASURE
INCHES.
I-
I,N S --, ----.
DECIDE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WORD GROUPS (UTTERANCES) ARE SENTEN-
Jlj CES AND WHICH ARE NOT. NOTE THAT THEY ALL BEAR SENTENCE SIGNALS. IN THE
J~ COLUMNS TO THE LEFT, 'N' STANDS FOR NONSENTENCES AND'S' STANDS FOR SENTEN-
1: CEs. COMPLETE THE CHART BY PUTTI NG THE NUMERALS IN THE PROPER COLUMNS.
SENTENCES NONSENTENCES
LESSON 2: SENTENCE RECOGNITION
DEVELOPMENT A - SENTENCES AND NONSENTENCES
9. MEN JUMP.
10. MEN JUMPING.
11. MEN ARE JUMPING OVERBOARD.
12. JUMPING MEN.
13. MEN JUMPED.
14. THE JUMPING OF 7HE MEN.
15. THE KAMIKAZE WAS DIVING TOWARD THE SHIP.
16.. THE KAMIKAZE D.-VES.
17. THE DIVI~G ~AMIKAZE.
1S. THE CAI~E IS GOING TO BE HIT•
•.< r,
1~. CREWMEN RUNNING HERE AND THERE ON DECK.
20. THERE WAS A SUDDEN RATTLING EXPLOSION.
21. THE LIST OF MISSING MEN SHRANK RAPIDLY.
22. WILLIE, CROUCHING BESIDE THE CAPTAIN, IS ANGRY.
23. THE ~HARMACIST'S MATE, KNEELING AND BANDAGING MEN.
24. THE VIBRATING OF THE MAIN ENGINES.
25. THE VIBRATING OF THE MAIN ENGINES STOPPED.
26. How DID YOU DO IT, WILLIE?
27. HE NOSED THE CAINE SLOWLY AMONG THE SWIMMERS.
28. WHEN HE NOSED THE CAINE SLO\~Y AMONG THE SWIMMERS.
29. THE MISSING SAILOR IS CRUSHED BY THE BATTERED ENGINE OF
THE KAMIKAZE.
..' 1. URBAN'S YELL ON THE STARBOARD 5. THE SHIP IS SINKING.
WING. 6. THE CAPTA IN WAS LIFTED OUT OF 0. 2. TEN 0' CLOCK IN A GRAY CLOUDY THE WATER.
MORNING. 7. WHAT'S HOLDING YOU BACK,
.1 3. WHOLE PLACE ON FIRE. FARRINGTON?
0' 4. AFTER YOU, SIR. S. THE CREW IS START! NG TO GAIN
CONTROL OVER THE FIRE.
PROBLEMI. ell
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ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT A
UTTERANCES YOU HAVE BEEN DEALING WITH IN THiS PROBLEM
You HAVE REALIZED, OF COURSE, THAT ALL OF THE
IN ITEMS 1S, 27, AND 2S, THE WORD 'CAINE' IS USED
WERE TAKEN FROM THE STORY "KAMIKAZE" BY HERMAN WOUK,
WHICH IS ON PAGE 12 OF YOUR LITERATURE BOOK. IF YOU
WITH THOSE IN ~QUR BOOK, YOU WILL FIND THAT WE HAVE
COMPARE THESE SENTENCES (OR THOSE THAT ARE SENTENCES)
TO DO THIS?
MADE NUMEROUS CHANGES IN THEM TO MAKE THEM FIT OUR PUR-
ARE PUT IN ITALICS? (ITALICS ARE REPRESENTED ON THE TYPE-
WRITER BY UNDERSCORING, THUS .)
AND EACH TIME IT IS USED IT IS UNDERLINED. DID YOU WON-
POSES; DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHY WE FOUND IT NECESSARY
DER ABOUT THIS, OR DID YOU KNOW THAT THE NAMES OF SHIPS
-
N S
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
1S
19
20
21
22
23
24
2.5
26
27
2S
29
1
;
i
]
I
ITC - A
TEACHER COWMENTARY - DEVELOP~ENT A
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WHILE THE UTTERANCES OF THIS PROBLEM ARE ALL OF THEM TAKEN OR AD-
r APTED FROM "KAMIKAZE" BY HERMAN \'/OUK (P. 12) THEY ARE NOT INTENDED AS LIT-
ERATURE LESSONS NOR FOR LITERATURE LESSON DISCUSSION. IT IS BELIEVED THAT
~ BY INTEGRATING ALL THE ACTIVITY OF A COURSE IN ENGLISH, EACH PART WILL
1~ BE BETTER KEPT IN MIND BY THE STUDENTS. WHILE THEY ARE SELECTING THE
;
i
J n, SENTENCES AND NONSENTENCES FROM THIS GROUP OF UTTERANCES, THEY WILL BE
lij: THINKING, NGT GF SUCH TRIVIA AS "BIRDS Ft.V.", "THE RUNNING OF THE DOG.".
H "HERE ARE THE GIRLS.", ETC., BUT OF UTTERANCES WHICH HAVE A RELATIONAL
J
,I
Iftl MEANING TO THE STORY WITH WHICH THEY ARE INVOLVED.
i BE SURE TO BRING OUT BEFORE STARTING THE EXERCISE THAT ALL THESE
UTTERANCES BEAR THE SIGNALS (CAPITAL LETTER AND PERIOD OR OTHER END-PUNC-
TUATION) WHICH MARK SENTENCES.
YOUR STUDENTS WILL DISCOVER LATER THE GOOD USE OF SENTENCE FRAG-
MENTS AND THE FACT THAT SUCH FRAGMENTS BEAR THE SIGNALS OF COMPLETE SEN-
l TENCES. THEY,WILL ALSO DISCOVER (MUCH LATER PERHAPS) THAT WHAT WE CALL
(' SENTENCE FRAGMENTS, illT "'WICW WHEN PROPERLY USED, ARE IN ALMOST EVERY
CASE SENTENCE ABBREVIATIONS, THE OMITTED PART OF WHICH IS SO READILY
UNDERSTOOD THAT IT NEED NOT BE STATED. THE INTRODUCTION OF IMPERATIVES
INTO THE EXERCISES WITH THE UNDERSTOOD 'YOU' AS A SUBJECT BEGINS THE
PATH TO THiS DISCOVERY.
DON'T TELL THEM THESE THINGS NOW, AND DON'T BE ALARMED IF THEY FAIL
TO DISCOVER THEM. THE THING TO REMEMBER IS THAT YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS
fARE JUST BEGINNING; IT TAKES TIME FOR STUDENTS TO LEARN NONVERBALLY THAT
IN THIS COURSE THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO THINK THINGS THROUGH AND MAKE DIS-
L:VER.ES FOR THEMSELVES.
"WHI CH OF THE FOLLOWI NG WORD GROUPS (UTTERANCE'S) ARE SENTENCES AND
11~iwH ICH ARE NOT? I N THE CHART TO THE LEFT PLACE THE NUMERALS FOR THE NON-
nl:!SENTENCES IN THE COLUMN MARKED liN', AND THE NUMERALS FOR THE SENTENCES IN
3~ITHE COLUMN MARKED'S'.
I
DEVELOPMENT B - SENTENCES AND NONSENTENCES
SENTENCES
/
WHERE IS QUERETARO?
PLEASE TAKE THE HORSE FOR
ANDY.
THIS TOY IS CARVED FROM BALSA
WQ'OD.
4.
5.
6.
DRIVING.
PROBLEM
My FAMILY AND
A NURSE CLEANING AND BANDAGING THE CUT ON MY HEAD.
My FAMILY AND WERE DRIVING THROUGH MEXICO.
EXCITED MEXICANS RUNNING HERE AND THERE •
A CLUSTER OF RAGGED URCHINS WAS AROUND THE DOOR.
THIS DOCTOR WAS NOT AN AMERICAN DOCTOR.
THE MANAGER OF THE GABARDINE FACTORY IS FRIENDLY.
TURNING TOWARD THE BENCH IN THE PLAZA, MY BROTHER
SAT DOWN.
THE CHANGING OF ANDY'S CONDITION IN THE HOSPITAL.
FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL WAS EVERY MEXICAN.
DR. POZO HANDLING THE SITUATION.
WHEN JUAN MARTINEZ RETURNED NEXT MORNING.
WHEN DID JUAN MARTINEZ RETURN TO THE HOSPITAL?
OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNINGl
YES.
IF THIS TOWN IS OFF THE USUAL TOURIST BEAT.
ANDY WILL BE WELL.
PUT THE TOY HORSE ON ANDY'S TABLE.
WHY NOT?
'POR EL 'NINO' IS SPANISH FOR IFOR THE BOY'.
AN OLD WOMAN IN A DARK BLUE SHAWL.
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NONSENTENCES
THE CAR BEING WRECKED.
AFTER MY SON, ANDY WAS
IN.JURED.
THE DOCTOR WHO IS TALKING
--I-
I
S i
J N j -;-
:; 7.
'1
I s.
,I 9.
,1 10.
.j
II 11.
,} 12.
:·l 13. " ;'1
14. t
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
~1.
24.
25.
26.
27._2: B
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7
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9
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11
12
13
14
15
16
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19
20
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24
25
26
27
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ANSWER SHEST - DEVELOPMENT B
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF YOU LEFT 'WHEN' OFF OE SENTENCE
1S?
WHAT WOULD YOU MEAN IF YOU SAID THIS (UTTERANCE 20)?
WHAT IF 21 FOLLOWED "DID ANDY GET WELL"?
SUPPOSE 25 FOLLOWED "LET'S WALK TO THE PLAZA"; AND
THEN SUPPOSE IT FOLLOWED "You CANIT SEE ANDY NOW";
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE. ISNIT THERE?95
R,I GHT? YES CVOU ARE RI GHU.
TEACHER COMMENTARY - DEVELOPW£NT B
ONLY IN CONTEXT; STANDING ALONE THEV ARE NOT SENTENCES.
EXCLAMATION.
AND WRITING. UNLESS THE STUDENTS MAKE SOMETHING OF IT, IT IS
UTTERENCE 20 IS, OF COURSE, A SENTENCE FRAGMENT, BUT IT IS AN EX-
OF THE KIND OF FRAGMENT WHICH IS USED WITH GREAT FREQUENCV IN BOTH
AND TO REALIZE THAT THEV DIFFER FROM FRAGMENTS.
WERE TO ALLOW THE SUBJECT UNDERSTOOD IN IMPERATIVE SENTENCES, WE
THE WORD 'VESt CAN BE CONSTRUED AS A SENTENCE ~ CONTEXT WITH THE
WILL YOU GO? YES [:1 WILL GO~ AM
IS JUSTIFIED AND OFTEN MORE EXPRESSIVE AND CERTAINLV MORE ECONOMICAL
THE COMPLETE SENTENCE FOR WHICH IT STANDS WOULD BE. HOWEVER, STU-
TC-B
OF RESTATING AND AFFIRMING A QUESTION:
CONTINUUM.
ALLOW BOTH SUBJECT AND PREDICATE UNDERSTOOD IN DISCOURSE AND AS PART
LET'S MAKE A DiSTINCTION (FOR THE PRESENT AND FOR PURPOSES OF UNDER-
NUMBER 25 IS MUCH LIKE NUMBER 21, BUT AS THE STUDENT'S ANSWER SHEET3
~NTS MUST BE LEAD TO DiSCOVER THAT THE ABBREVIATIONS ARE USEFUL AND
NOT NECESSARV AT THIS POINT TO DiSCUSS THE JUSTIFIED USE OF FRAGMENTS.
BEST TO REFER TO SUCH SENTENCES AS 20, 21, AND 25 AS SENTENCE ABBREVIA-
THIS IS NOT, AS SOME SEEM TO BELIEVE, AN EXCLAMATORV SENTENCE, BUT
POINTS OUT, iT ALLOWS FOR EVEN MORE VARIATION IN INTERPRETATION. IT IS
BOTH FRAGMENTS AND ABBREVIATIONS ARE NONSENTENCES. THE FRAGMENT
~8 UNJUSTIFIED AND INDICATES A FAILURE TO EXPRESS OR COMMUNICATE A COM-
'TANDING) BETWEEN SENTENCES, SENTENCE FRAGMENTS, AND SENTENCE ABBREVIA-
'PLETE THOUGHT OR IDEA. (7,-B,-10,-15,-17,-1B,-22,-27,-29) THE ABBREVIA-
r'o
10.",
"_2: CU-B
COMPOSITION UNIT Tn ACCOMPANY DEVELOPMENT B
"STOPOVER IN QUER{TARO" - JERROLD BEIM P. 314
96
A WRITER HAS TO DEAL WITH CHARACTERS AND HAPPENINGS TO WRITE A
STORY, BUT THE STORY ALSO HAS TO HAVE A PLACE TO HAPPEN. IN REFERRING
TO A STORY WE CALL THIS PLACE THE SETTING.
/
THINK BACK OVER "STOPOVER IN QUERETARO." IT HAS A DEFINITE SETTING
IN A SMALL MEXiCAN CITY. THE AUTHOR DOES NOT DESCRIBE VERY THOROUGHLY
HIS SETTING. HE SUGGESTS RATHER VAGUELY WHAT THERE IS IN THE TOWN THAT
IS IMPORTANT TO THE STORY, BUT HE DOES NOT DRAW US SHARP, VIVID WORD PIC-
TURES OF ANY PART OF THE TOWN.
CAN YOU, USING YOUR IMAGINATION, PICK OUT ONE SPECIFIC PART OF THE
SETTING AND WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF IT WHICH WILL MAKE US SEE IT AS YOU
SEE IT?
HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS TO HELP YOU:
LIMIT YOUR DESCRIPTION--DON'T TRY TO DESCRIBE THE WHOLE
TOWN AND EVERYTHING IN IT.
You WILL ACHIEVE ORDER IN YOUR DESCRIPTION IF YOU WRITE
FROM A FIXED POINT OF VIEW. TELL US WHAT YOU SEE FROM ONE
PLACE, DON'T MOVE AROUND.
YOUR ORDER WILL BE MUCH IMPROVED IF YOU PROGRESS FROM THE
FAR TO THE NEAR IN TELLING US WHAT YOU SEE. As YOU DES-
CRIBE WHAT IS CLOSER, ADD MORE SPECIFIC DETAIL.
SOMEONE HAS SAID THAT TO DESCRIBE IS TO TELL HOW SOMETHING
DIFFERS FROM ALL OTHER LIKE THINGS IN THE WORLD.
IT WAS A BRICK BUILDING.
THIS IS A POOR DESCRIPTION. \HAT IS ll, WHAT KIND OF A
BUILDING IS IT, AND HOW IS IT D1FF.ERENT FROM ALL OTHERS
OF ITS KIND. FOR THAT MATTER, WHAT KIND OF BRICK IS IT?
JUAN MARTINEZ' HOME WAS AN ANCIENT ONE-STORY
DWELLING MADE OF YELLOWISH, SUN-DRIED BRICK.
THIS IS NOT A WHOLE LOT BETTER, BUT SEE HOW SPECIFIC WORDS
HELP CREATE PICTURES.
NOW, YOU TRY ITl_2: C
DEVELOP~ENT C - SENTtNCES AND NONSENTENCES
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NONSENTENCES
1. \~EN THE SEAVIEW HOSPITAL BURNED
2. FIGHTING FIRE IN THE WORST KIND
OF WEATHER
3. A BATTALION CHIEF SHOUTING AND
BELLOWI NG ORDERS
SENTENCES
4. THE BIG IRON BELL IS CLANGING.
5. THE WASON WAS THE GIFT OF THE
MEN OF ENGINE COMPANY 26.
6. CINDER FASTENED HIS TEETH IN THE
CUFF OF BRAD1S SERVICE COAT.
PROBLEM
By COMPARING THE WORD GROUPS (UTTERANCES) IN THE LIST BELOW WITH THE
EXAMPLES ABOVE DECIDE WHICH ARE SENTENCES AND WHICH ARE NOT SENTENCES.
MARK THE CHART TO THE LEFT AS IN PREVIOUS LESSONS. THE ITEMS BELOW ARE
PRINTED WITHOUT SENTENCE SIGNALS. MARK THE ONES WHICH YOU DECIDE ARE SEN-
TENCES WITH THE APPROPRIATE BEGINNING AND END SIGNALS.
N S
7. HAVING BEEN UNABLE TO UNDERSTAND THE ATTITUDE OF HIS MEN,
CAPTAIN KNIGHT, HIS FACE FLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENt
g. THE APPARATUS ROOM WHERE CINDER, THE COMPANY MASCOT, SLEPT
9. WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE MAN WHOSE SPIRIT STILL RODE THE
BOARDS OF ENGINE 26
10. WOULD YOU MIND VERY MUCH READING IIFIRE BLOOD II AGAIN
11. PULL AWAY, AND EXTEND
12. SET YOUR CLAMP ON SECTION ONE
13. BRAD LOOKED AT THE BUILDING
14. THE BARKING DOG
15. THE FIRE CONFINED TO THE LOWER FLOOR OF THE NORTH WING
16. A DELUGE OF WATER
17. THE BURNING ROOMS
19. GREAT CLOUDS OF SMOKE BILLOWING INTO THE ROOM
19. WHEN THE TOP FLY WAS SLIPPING CLOSE INTO THE EDGE
20. CAPTAIN KNIGHT BEING STRICT WHILE HIS MEN FOUGHT THE BLAZE
21. THE FIRE IS NOT UNDER CONTROL
22. THE FIRE MUSHROOMING UP THE ELEVATOR SHAFT
23. GOING TO FIRES IS FUN FOR SOME PEOPLE
24. WHEN THE FIRE IS OUT, CINDER RIDES BACK ON ENGINE 26
25. LET1S HAVE AN AERIAL UP HERE
26. BRAD CUPPED HIS HANDS, SHOUTED
..............._-----~'&-;2· c "_-.i.1:. •
ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT C
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WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE MAN WHOSE SPIRIT STILL RODE THE
BOARDS OF ENGINE 26?
WOULD YOU MIND VERVMUCH READING IIFIRE BLOOD" AGAIN?
PULL AWAV, AND EXTEND. (1)
SET YOUR CLAMP ON SECTION ONE. (1)
BRAD LOOKED AT THE BUILDING.
THE FIRE IS NOT UNDER CONTROL
GOING TO FIRES IS FUN FOR SOME PEOPLE.
WHEN THE FIRE IS OUT, CINDER RIDES BACK ON ENGINE 26.
LET'S HAVE AN AERIAL UP HERE. (!)
BRAD CUPPED HIS HANDS, SHOUTED.
(SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL PUPIL ACTIVITY)
II DID yOU GET NUMBER 11 RIGHT. THINK ABOUT HOW NUMBERS 11, 12, AND 25
I DIFFER FROM ALL THE OTHERS.
NUMBERS 9 AND 10 ALSO DIFFER; HOW?
THINK ABOUT IT. You DON'T HAVE TO FORMULATE AN ANSWER TO THE ABOVE QUES-
TIONS, BUT TRV TO FEEL THAT YOU KNOW HOW THEY DIFFER.
SEE IF YOU CAN WRITE THREE SENTENCES LIKE 11, 12, AND 250
LIKE 9 AND 10.WANT THEM TO BE SURE AND MAKE A CHOICE FIRST.
STUDENTS ARE ASKED NOT ONLY TO SEPARATE THE UTTERANCES INTO THE
IN THIS DEVELOPMENT THE MATERIAL IS PRESENTED WITHOUT SENTENCE SIG-
I'
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DEVELOPMENT C TEACHER COM~ENTARY
SO MANY OF THE SENTENCES ARE VARIED THAT IT WILL GIVE THEM LITTLE
AFTER ALL, WE ARE EDUCATING FOR LIFE, AND IN LIFE THE EDUCATED MAN
WELL ANP GOOD; IF NOT, DON'T MAKE AN ISSUE OF IT.
TC-C
INFORMATION WHERErER AND HOWEVER HE CAN; THE IMPORTANT THING IS THAT
FINDS, AND KNOWS WHERE AND ~ TO FIND.
THIS WILL CALL FOR SOME ALERTNESS ON THEIR PART. THEY MUST DEMON-
ALL SHOULD PLACE QUESTION MARKS AFTER 9, AND 10. IF THEY DO NOT,
WHAT DOES THIS UTTERANCE COMMUNICATE?
ACTUAL~Y, THE THREE IMPERATIVES, 10, 12, AND 25, COULD WELL HAVE
You MAY FIND SOME OF YOUR STUDENTS REFERRING TO THE STORY ITSELF FOR
SOME UTTERANCES TELL US SOMETHING WHILE OTHERS DO OTHER
TH~NGS; WHAT DOES THIS ONE DO?
CAREFUL NOT TO SAY, "THAT'S WRONG." INSTEAD, ASK SOMETHING LIKE,
STRATE THAT THEY HAVE DEVELOPED AN AWARENESS THAT-THE PERIOD IS NOT THE
TWO COLUMNS, BUT ALSO TO SUPPLY THE SENTENCE SIGNALS FOR THE ONES THEY
ONLY END SIGNAL.
DECIDE BELONG IN THE RIGHT-HAND COLUMN.
PERIODS AS END PUNCTUATION. IF YOU GET AN EXCLAMATION POINT FOR ANY OF
\$AT'ISFACT'ION. DON'T DISCOURAGE THEM. EVERY WORD FREELY READ IS A STEP
;lv>
iTOWARD THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF YOUR GOAL. TRY AND LET THEM SEE THAT YOU
APPROVE OF THEM USING THEIR BOOKS FOR VERIFICATION OF CHOICES, BUT THAT
.;: ~,) TO WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THIS CHARACTER--THAT IS TELL US HOW YOU SEE
:'1' ONE OF THE CHARACTERS IN THE STORY WHO MADE AN IMPRESSION ON YOU. TRY
100
"FIRE BLOOD" - HOWARD M. BRIER P. 29
-
COMPOSITION UNIT TO ACCO~PANY DEVELOP~ENT C
REMEMBER THAT IN DESCRIPTION YOU TELL WHAT HAS BEEN PER-
CEIVED BY YOUR FIVE SENSES--MOSTLY WHAT YOU SEE AND HEAR,
ALTHOUGH YOU COULD CHARACTERIZE BY TELLING HOW A PERSON
SMELLED.
TRY T~ ANALYZE AND DETERMINE JUST WHAT IT IS THAT MAKES
UP CHARACTER--WHAT THERE IS ABOUT AN INDIVIDUAL'S CHARACTER
THAT CAN BE DESCRIBED.
BE SPECIFIC, NOT VAGUE--PICK OUT THE DETAILS WHICH MAKE
THIS CHARACTER AS YOU IMAGINE HIM, DIFFERENT FROM EVERY-
ONE ELSE.
OMIT THOSE ITEMS WHICH MIGHT BELONG TO ANYONE.
WRITE SIMPLY AND STRAIGHTFORWARDLY.
THINK ABOUT THE STORY, "FIRE BLOOD" WHICH YOU HAVE READ. PICK OUT
PICK SOME SORT OF ORDER FOR YOUR DESCRIPTION--DON'T
JUMP AROUND.
CU-C
Go TO IT, AND GOOD LUCK!
HIM.
How YOU DO THIS IS UP TO YOU, BUT HERE ARE SOME HINTS:101
A LITTlE QUIZ
IN DEVELOPMENT C YOU ENDED UP WITH THE NUMBERS 7. s. 14. 15. 16.
17. 1S. 19. 20. AND 22 IN THE LEFT HAND COLUMN. (DID YOU?)
By THE ADDITION OF ONE WORD YOU CAN MAKE SENTENCES OUT OF SOME OF
f THESE. You MAY HAVE TO CHANGE THE WORD ORDER SLIGHTLY. SEE IF YOU CAN
fJO IT FOR THESE SENTENCES.
,1. THE BARKING DOG.
,2. THE SOLD IER WOUNDED I N THE HAND.
J. THE RISING SUN.
,4. THE FALLING LEAVES.
5. THE SHIP GLIDING OVER THE WAVES •
., 6. THE CAR ZOOM ING AROUND THE CORNER.
SENTENCE 7 COULD BE CHANGED IN THE SAME MANNER; DO IT.
7. THE TEACHER BEING STRICT WHEN HiS PUPILS MISBEHAVED.
vEt, BUT DOESN'T THI S CHANGE THE MEANING? CAN YOU CHANGE ONE WORD IN 'THE UT-
J~ TERANCE TO MAKE IT A SENTENCE AND KEEP VERY NEARLY THE ORIGINAL MEANING?
-f
!
o~ Now LOOK AT UTTERANCE S. WHAT KEEPS THIS FROM BEING A SENTENCE? THERE
B ARE TWO EASY WAYS TO CHANGE THE UTTERANCE INTO A SENTENCE. THE 'FIRST
'A CALLS FOR THE OMI SSION OF ONE WORD.
• S. WHEN THE BELLS ARE RINGING.
• il2: CONT 102
NUMBER 24 IN DEVELOPMENT C IS A SENTENCE, "WHEN THE FIRE IS OUT, CINDER
RIDES BACK ON ENGINE 26." IT IS (IN ITS FIRST PART) MUCH LIKE NUMBER 8.
STUDY IT AND THEN MAKE A SENTENCE OUT OF NUMBER 8 IN THE SAME SENTENCE.
FINALLY, USING WHATEVER METHOD YOU WISH, MAKE SENTENCES OUT OF THE TWO
FOLLOWING WORD GROUPS:
9. HAVING PUBLISHED THE STORY IN THE NEWSPAPER, MR. ROBINSON, HIS
FACE FLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENT.
THE BROKEN WHEEL WHICH NEEDED REPLACEMENT.103
ANSWER SHEET
THESE ARE THE ANSWERS WE WANTED. THEY ARE NOT NECESSARILY THE ONLY ONES.
IF YOU PUT SOMETHING ELSE DOWN AND ARE PRETTY CERTAIN YOU ARE RIGHT, ASK
YOURSELF WHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE ACTUALLY MADE SENTENCES, THEN YOU MAY ASK
YOUR TEACHER TO CHECK AND SEE.
,1. THE DOG J..§. BARKING.
2. THE SOLDIER ~ WOUNDED IN THE HAND.
3. THE SUN J..§. RISING.
4. THE LEAVES ~ FALLING.
5. THE SHIP J..§. GLIDING OVER THE WAVES.
6. THE CAR ~ ZOOMING AROUND THE CORNER.
7h THE TEACHER ~ BEING STRICT WHEN HIS PUPILS MISBEHAVED.
THE TEACHER ~ STRICT WHEN HIS PUPILS MISBEHAVED.
's. (OMIT IWHENI) THE BELLS ARE RINGING.
WHEN THE BELLS ARE RINGING, PEOPLE ~ 1£ CHURCH.
(You COULD ADD ANY NUMBER OF UTTERANCES OTHER THAN IpEOPLE GO TO CHURCH'.)
9. HAVI NG PUBL ISHED THE STORY IN THE NEWSPAPER, MR. ROBI NSON I S FACE ~
FLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENT.
HAVING PUBLISHED THE STORY IN THE NEWSPAPER, MR. ROBINSON, HIS FACE
FLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENT, ADMITTED HIS MISTAKE.
HAVING PUBLISHED THE STORY IN THE NEWSPAPER, MR. ROBINSON SAT THERE,
HIS FAC& FLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENT.
10. THIS IS THE BROKEN WHEEL WHICH NEEDED REPLACEMENT.
THE BROKEN WHEEL WHICH NEEDED REPLACEMENT WAS REMOVED.
THE BROKEN WHEEL NEEDED REPLACEMENT.a iNSTEAD Or THE LIST ON THE ANSWER SHEET YOU MIGHT GET THESE.
1. THE BARKING DOG BITES. ~ THE BARKING DOG. THE DOG STARTED BARKING.
"
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THE LEAVES
A LITTLE QUIZ TEACHER COMMENTARY
MAY HAVE SOME TROUBLE WITH MR. ROBINSON AND HIS EMBARRASSMENT. RE_ i
THAT OUR CONCERN IN THIS QUIZ IS NOT WITH SENSE AND MEANING. , .
SOMEONE COME UP WITH SOMETHING LIKE
HAVING PUBLISHED THE STORY IN THE NEWSPAPER, MR. ROBINSON, HIS
rACE rLUSHING RED WITH EMBARRASSMENT, ATE WATERMELON.
NOTHiNG Or THE rACT THAT IT IS A MOST UNLIKELY HAPPENING. THE STU-
HAS MADE A SENTENCE (AND A COLORrUL ONE AT THAT) OUT Or A MERE UTTER-
AND THAT IS WHAT HE WAS SUPPOSED TO DO.
THE rALLING LEAVES SCATTER. ~ THE rALLING LEAVES.
COMMENCED rALLING.
THESE ARE BY NO MEANS ALL, YET EACH OF THESE SENTENCES FULFILLS TO
LETTER THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN.
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT YOUR PUPILS MAY NOT THINK THE SAME WAy THAT YOU DO,
AND THEY MAY BE RIGHT.
2. THE SOLDIER WOUNDED IN THE HAND MOANED. E!lr THE SOLDIER WOUNDED IN
THE HAND. WHO WOUNDED THE SOLDIER IN THE HAND? -
3. THE RISING SUN SHONE. ~ THE RISING SUN. THE SUN BEGAN RISING•
6. THE CAR ZOOMING AROUND THE CORNER SKIDDED. WATCH THE CAR ZOOMING
AROUND THE CORNER. THE CAR CAME ZOOMING AROUND THE CORNER. -
THAT IS OFTEN A FAULT IN OUR TEACHING AND IN OUR TEXTBOOKS. WE COULD
HAVE ASKED THAT THEY MAKE SENTENCES OUT OF OUR UTTERANCES BY ADDING SOME
FORM OF THE VERB, TO BE. BUT IN WHAT MANNER WOULD THAT HAVE INDUCED THEM
TO THINK? ON THE OTHER HAND, WE OFTEN POSE AMBIGUOUS QUESTIONS YET DE-
MAND THAT STUDENTS COME UP WITH THE SAME ANSWER PRECONCEIVED IN OUR MINOS.
5. THE SHIP SEEMED GLIDING OVER THE WAVES. THE SHIP GLIDING OVER THE
WAVES DISAPPEARED. BEHOLD THE SHIP GLIDING OVER THE WAVES.
NATURALLY VAR'ATIONS IN TENSE ARE ACCEPTABLE. 'THE SUN WAS RISING' IS
!dUST AS ACCEPTABLE AS 'THE SUN IS RISING'. HOWEVER, 'THE LEAVES HAD BEEN
;FALLiNG' SHOULD BE FAULTED SINCE IT ADDS TWO WORDS NOT JUST ONE AS THE
~NSTRUCTIONS SPEClry.
t"
iTEMS S, 9, AND 10 PERMIT WIDE VARIATION IN SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION. You
:WANT YOUR PUPILS TO DISCOVER THAT DROPPING AN INTRODUCTORY WORD ('WHEN',
)AFTER', 'AS', 'Ir' AND THE LIKE) WILL OFTEN RESTORE THE PROPERTI~S OF A
'.'SENTENCE TO AN UTTERANCE.
. ~ 4.2: CU
COlvPOSITION UNIT
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THINK OF SOME PERSON WITH WHOM YOU HAVE HAD CONTACT WMO LEFT A PAR-
TICULARLY VIVID IMPRESSION ON YOU.
MAYBE IT WAS A FARMER WHO CHASED YOU OUT OF HIS APPLE TREE OR WATER-
~ELON PATCH, OR THE LITTLE OLD LADY WHO GAVE YOU COOKIES, OR A CANTANKEROUS
TEACHER, OR A SIDE-KICK WHO EITHER PLEASED OR AGGRAVATED YOU.
TRY TO EXPRESS IN THE ONE WORD THE OPINION YOU HAD OF THIS PERSON
AT THIS PARTICULAR TIME. IN OTHER WORDS TRY TO TAG WHAT YOU WOULD CALL
HIS BASIC TRAIT AS FAR AS THIS ONE SITUATION IS CONCERNED.
MAYBE YOUR WORD WILL BE 'MEAN', 'AWN RY', 'KIND', 'HELPFUL', 'TOPS' OR
SOMETHING LIKE THAT.
Now, WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PERSON WITH THIS ONE WORD IN MIND.
THE COMPOSITION YOU WROTE ABOUT ONE OF THE CHARACTERS IN "FIRE BLOOD"
SHOULD HELP YOU HERE.GRAPES--HOW THERE? ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT THE BLOSSOMS DROPPING. SOON
THE CHERRY TREES. THE THICK GRAPEVINE--IN AUGUST THE HEAVY CLUSTERED
LIKE FLESH. OR THE EARTH LOOSENED AND HOED GENTLY AROUND THE ROOTS OF
106
ISAAC'S JUNE ApPLE HANGS
APPLICATION
1. TERRY OPENED THE DOOR AND STEPPED OUT ONTO THE LAWN. DEW
2: A
·ODELS:
NOW THE WHITE WAX. GREEN APPLES END OF MAY.
2. HALLO! A GREAT DEAL OF STEAM! THE PUDDING WAS OUT OF THE
JOPPER. A SMELL LIKE A WASHING-DAY! THAT WAS THE CLOTH. A SMELL LIKE
AN EATING-HOUSE AND A PASTRY-COOK'S NEXT DOOR TO EACH OTHER. WITH A LAUN-
DRESS'S NEXT DOOR TO THAT. THAT WAS THE PUDDING. • • • OH, A WONDERFUL
~UDDING!
3PARKLED EVERYWHERE. THE SKY IN THE EAST WAS STREAKED WITH CLOUDS STAINED
lY THE RISING SUN. HE BECAME AWARE OF INTIMATE LITTLE SEGMENTS OF NATURE.
--CHARLES DICKENS, ADAPTED.
RESEARCH: FIND FIVE INSTANCES OF THE LOGICAL AND ~ USE OF NONSENTENCES
IN LITERATURE, AND PERHAPS BOTH GOOD AND BAD EXAMPLES FROM
NEWSPAPERS.
JIRDS FLYING HERE AND THERE. THE CARESS OF WET GRASS ON HIS BARE FEET.
HE SMELL OF THE APPLE ORCHARD. OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING!
HALF ON MY SIDE. BACON AND FRIED GREEN APPLES.
--THOMAS WOLFE, ADAPTED.
EXERCISE: WRITE A NEAT, UNIFIED PARAGRAPH COMPOSED MOSTLY OF SENTENCES
BUT CONTAINING A FEW NONSENTENCES THE USE OF WHICH YOU CON-
SIDER JUSTIFIED.
3. FROM THE WARM DUST, SHAKING THEIR FAT FEATHERED BODIES, PRO-
TESTING BUT SATISFIED, THE HENS STAGGERED UP. FOR ME! THE EARTH TOO AND
THE VINE. THE MOIST NEW EARTH CLEAVING LIKE CUT PORK FROM THE PLOUGH.
OR LIKE WATER FROM A SHIP. THE SPONGY SOD SPADED CLEANLY AND ROLLED BACK
CORRELATION: IN GRAMMAR (A~ IN THEME CORRECTION) WE USE THE TERM 'FRAG-
MENT'. NOT ALL FRAGMENTS ARE BAD. IF THEY ARE MEANINGFUL,
THEY MAY BE VERY EXPRESSIVE.DEVELOPMENT A - I~PERATIVES AND STATEMENTS
, LESSON 3 - STATEMENT RECOGN I TION
SENTENCES VHICH ARE
EITHER TRUE QE FALSE
4. THE GATE WAS FOUR FEET WIDE.
5. My BROTHER CAME DOWNSTAIRS AND
TURNED ON THE PORCHLIGHT.
6. IF REX'S HEART IS BEATING, REX
IS ALIVE.
PROBLEM
EXElRCISE DAILY.
DON'T FIGHT WITH A BIGGER DOG.
~EN YOU HAVE FINISHED READING
ABOUT REX, PUT YOUR BOOK AWAY.
SENTENCES MICH ARE
NEITHER TRUE ~ FALSE
COMPARE THE SENTENCES IN THE LIST BELOW WITH THOSE IN THE EXAMPLES
ABOVE. IN WHICH COLUMN DOES EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES BELONG? WHEN
YOU HAVE DECIDED, COMPLETE THE CHART ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PAGE. 'N'
STANDS FOR NEITHER TRUE ~ FALSE, AND 'E' STANDS FOR EITHER TRUE ~ FALSE.
N E
.
7. TELEPHONE THE FIRE DEPARTMENT AND HAVE THEM SEND OUT
FIVE OR SIX PIECES OF APPARATUS.
8. COpy SIX SENTENCES SHOWING REX'S BRAVERY IN YOUR BOOK.
9. THIS STORY IS BY JAMES THURBER.
10. Go TO THE BIG DOG FIGHT ON EAST AIN STREET.
11. THERE IS AN ORpiNANCE IN COLUMBUS, OHIO, WHICH PRO-
HIBITS DOG FIGHTS.
12. 'REX' IS THE DOG'S NAME.
13. 'REX' IS SPELLED WITH THREE LETTERS.
1~. AGGING HIS TAIL AND GROWLING.
15. FORGIVE YOUR ENEMIES.
16. DONIT FORGET ABOUT REX, THE AMERICAN BULL-TERRIER.
17. REXIS LICENSE NUMBER IS Q333415.
18. BE SURE TO CAPITALIZE 'REX I WHEN YOU WRITE IT.
19. IF YOU DON'T LIKE THIS STORY, TRY READING IT AGAIN.
20. HO GAVE REX HIS NAME?
21. "SNAPSHOT OF A DOG" IS THE TITLE OF A STORY BY JAMES
THURBER.
22. "SNAP SHOT OF A DOG" BEG I NS ON PAGE 3g6 OF ~
TIMES THROUGH LITERATURE.
23. \~ICH OF REX'S QUALITIES DOES MR. THURBER REMEMBER
MOST YIVIDLY?.3= A
9
oi 10
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ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT A
11
12
13
17
REMEMBER THAT I I, IS READ, THE WORD; IREXI = THE WORD, REX.
NOTE THAT ITEM 14 IS NOT A SENTENCE.
21
22
23
ITEMS 20 AND 23 ARE QUESTIONS.
Is A QUESTION EVER TRUE OR FALSE?FALSE.
d AND
MUST THIS SENTENCE ALWAYS BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE?
,
.;.
I.,
..,
.~
i) . I;
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TEACHER COMMENTARY - DEVELOPMENT ~
THE CLUE TO THiS LESSON LIES IN THE IMPERATIVE SENTENCE WHICH
CAN NEITHER BE TRUE NOR FALSE.
Do NOT ~ THIS TO YOUR STUDENTS. You WANT THEM, BY ANALYZING
SENTENCE AND BY QUESTIONING THEMSELVES,
IF ANYONE CALLS ATTENTION TO THESE SENTENCES AND THEIR UNLIKENESS
THE EXAMPLES, CONGRATULATE HIM AND PROCEED.
ONLY ~ENTENCES (LATER STUDENTS WILL LEARN THAT ONLY STATEMENTS)
POSSESS TRUTH VALUE. NUMBER 14 IS A NONSENTENCE AND CAN BE NEITHER TRUE
NUMBER 14 IS, OF COURSE NOT A SENTENCE AT ALL. IT IS INCLUDED
(YOU WILL FIND THAT WE DO THIS OFTEN) TO KEEP STUDENTS ON THEIR TOES
AND READY TO SHOW BEHAVIORISTICALLY THAT THEY HAVE LEARNED PREVIOUS LESSONS.
HOWEVER, IF NUMBER 14 SHOWS UP IN COLUMN INI DO NOT BE DISTURBED. EXCEPT
FACT THAT THE STUDENTS I INSTRUCTIONS ARE TO SEPARATE SENTENCES,
IS WHERE IT BELONGS.
CAN THiS SENTENCE ~ BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE?
SINCE THE EXAMPLES AND THE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE REFERRED SPECIFICALLY
0TO SENTENCES, THE PROPER RESPONSE SHOULD BE FOR STUDENTS TO RECOGNIZE 14
'AS A NONSENTENCE AND TO REJECT IT FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
NUMBERS 20 AND 23 ARE PUT IN SIMPLY TO SEE WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO
WHEN THEY ENCOUNTER THEM. THEY ARE QUESTIONS AND THE EXAMPLES TI1EY WERE
.QIVEN ARE ALL IMPERATIVES. IT IS HOPED THAT IN THEIR THINKING THEY WILL
.DISCOVER AN ANALOGY BETWEEN IMPERATIVES AND QUESTIONS AND PLACE THE NUM-
,i·ERALS FOR THESE TWO SENTENCES IN COLUMN INI WHERE THEY BELONG.
.~
;'~.
" J,." 'TO DISCOVER A PRINCIPLE WHICH WILL ALLOW THEM TO SEPARATE THE SENTENCES.HERE IS ANOTHER STORY FROM THE SAME ISSUE OF THE TRIBUNE:
HERE IS THE OPENING PARAGRAPH FROM THE HEADLINE STORY ON THE FIRST
AGE OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE FOR JULY 24, 1961:
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"SNAPSHOT OF A DOG" - JAMES THURBER P. 386
COMPOSITION UNIT ~O ACCO~PANY DEVELOPMENT A
JAMES WAS PLAYING IN THE YARD OF A NEIGHBOR, JOHN CASEY,
187 THACKERV LANE, ALONG WiTH HIS SiSTER, DENISE, 7,
AND CASEVIS SON, AARON, 9. JAMES SAW THE DOG SLINK
THRU THE BUSHES AND INTO THE VARD. WHEN HE STARTED TO
PET IT, THE DOG BIT HIS INDEX FINGER, PIERCING THE
FLESH TO THE BONE.
A LARGE MONGREL DOG, BELIEVED BV NORTHFIELD POLICE TO
BE PART WOLF, WAS SHOT YESTERDAV BV PATROLMAN THEODORE
T.ALABAR AFTER IT BIT JAMES KOLLAR, 12, SON OF DR. AND
MRS. JOHN A. KOLLAR, 201 THACKERY LANE, NORTHFIELD.
RADAR-EQUIPPED RUSSIAN TRAWLERS OFF THE EAST COAST OF
FLORIDA APPARENTLY WATCHED THE RETURN OF AMERICA'S TWO
ASTRONAUTS FROM SPACE, IT WAS LEARNED TODAY.
-3: CU - A, 1.
THE FIRST THING A CUB-REPORTER LEARNS WHEN HE GOES TO WORK ON A
NEWSPAPER IS THAT EVERY STORY HE WRITES MUST ANSWER THESE FIVE FUNDAMEN-
TAL QUESTIONS: ~ HO? VHAT? HERE? \'HEN? WHY?
THE NEXT THING THE REPORTER LEARNS IS THAT THE MOST IMPORTANT IN-
FORMATION IS FIRST GIVEN, AND THAT EACH SUCCEEDING PRECISE PARAGRAPH
DWINDLES SOMEWHAT IN NEWS VALUE. THIS IS NOT ARTISTIC WRITING, BUT IT IS
PRACTICAL. NEWSPAPERS ARE PUT TOGETHER RAPIDLY AND STORIES MUST BE FIT
INTO AVAILABLE SPECIFICALLV LIMITED SPACE. A WELL-WRITTEN NEWS STORY
CAN BE TAILORED TO FIT, SIMPLV BV SCISSORING PARAGRAPHS FROM THE END.
THIS IS CALLED CUTTING THE STORY.
CASEY AND DR. KOLLAR RESPONDED TO HIS CRIES FOR HELP,
CORNERING THE DOG ON CASEylS FRONT PORCH. DR. KOLLAR
WHO WAS HAVING BRUNCH, WAS CARRYING A PIECE OF BALONEV.
CASEY GRABBED A POLO MALLET WHICH HAD A ROPE ON THE END.
BOTH WORE GLOVES.
DR. KOLLAR TEMPTED THE DOG WITH THE BALONEV, WHILE CASEY
TRIED TO SNARE IT WITH THE ROPE ON THE END OF THE POLO
MALLET. FOR SEVERAL MINUTES THE DOG SNAPPED AT THE
BAIT, BUT AVOIDED THE NOOSE.NOTE THAT THE LAST PARAGRAPH WHILE REPEATING THE INFORMATION OF
fHE FIRST THAT THE DOG WAS KILLED ADDS ONLY DETAIL AND NO ESSENTIAL FACT.
IF YOU DIDN'T ACTUALLY LIKE THE STORY ABOUT REX, OR IF FOR SOME
'REASON YOU DON'T WANT TO WRITE IT, TRY THIS ALTERNATIVE.
, ,
, I
I
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WHEN PATROLMAN TALABAR ARRIVED, THE TWO MEN CLOSED
IN WITH THEIR GLOVED HANDS, BUT THE DOG LEAPED OVER
THE PORCH RAILING AND RACED DOWN THACKERY LANE.
THE THREE PILED INTO CASEY'S CAR IN PURSUIT. TALABAR,
LEANING OUT OF THE WINDOW, SHOTGUN TO HIS SHOULDER,
KILLED THE ANIMAL AFTER A SHORT CHASE.
".3- CU - A, 2. 'l .
READ AGAIN ABOUT REX'S BIG FIGHT ON PAGES 387 AND 388. WRITE ABOUT
"'T AS A CUB-REPORTER MIGHT WRITE IT FOR ACTUAL PUBLICATION IN HIS NEWSPAPER.
THINK OF AN EVENT, REAL OR IMAGINED, WHICH WOULD BE NEWS. WRITE
cAS MUCH OF THE NEWS STORY AS YOU HAVE TIME FOR, BUT BE SURE THAT YOUR FIRST
"PARAGRAPH ANSWERS THE FIVE QUESTIONS. TRY TO WRITE SO THAT, IF YOUR STORY
c HAS TO BE CUT, ONLY MATERIAL OF LESSER IMPORTANCE WILL BE OMITTED.COMPARE THE SENTENCES IN THE LIST BELOW WITH THOSE IN THE EXAMPLES
ABOVE. INTO WHICH COLUMN DOES EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES BELONG?
HEN YOU HAVE DECIDED. COMPLETE THE CHART ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE PAGE.
'N' STANDS FOR NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE. AND 'E' STANDS FOR EITHER TRUE
OR FALSE.
PROBLEM
SENTENCES iH ICH ARE
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE
THE SUM OF TWO AND TWO IS FOUR.
THE CORN IS GROWING OR IT IS
NOT GROWl NG.
UNZ IS AN INDIAN.
9.
7. HENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT IS THE A~THOR OF "MONDAMIN."
8. STORE YOUR MIND WITH PLEASANT IDEAS FOR YOUR DREAMS.
THE STORY t "MONDAMIN t " ISRA STORY ABOUT ANI INDIAN BOY
AND WAS WRITTEN BY HENRY • OCHOOLCRAFT.
10. THE STORY OF WUNZH'S FASTING IS NOT A HUMOROUS ONE.
11. STRIP OFF MY GARMENTS AND THROW ME DOWN. CLEAN THE
EARTH OF ROOTS AND WEEDS. MAKE IT SOFT. AND BURY ME
I N THE SPOT.
20. MONDAMIN WAS DEAD OR HE WAS NOT DEAD.
21. CORN IS A CROP GROWN IN AMERICA.
22. PLANT MANY ACRES OF IT.
23. THE GROUND ITSELF WILL GIVE US A LIVING.
19. ROAST AN EAR OF CORN AND YOU WILL HAVE SOMETHING GOOD
TO EAT.
17. TEAR THE BROAD HUSKS AWAY FROM THE EAR.
18. HOLD THE EAR BEFORE THE FIRE UNTIL THE OUTER SKIN
BECOMES BROWN.
t2. INTERESTING STORIES OF INDIAN LIFE CAN BE WRITTEN FROM
OLD LEGENDS.
13. LEAVE MY BODY IN THE EARTH. AND DO NOT DISTURB IT.
14. COME OCCASIONALLY TO ViSiT THE PLACE.
15. BE CAREFUL NEVER TO LET THE GRASS OR WEEDS GROW ON
MY GRAVE.
16. DID YOU KNOW THAT 'MONDAMIN' WAS ANOTHER NAME FOR CORN?
SENTENCES WHICH ARE
NEITHER TRUE ~ FALSE
DEVELOPMENT B - "IMPERATIVES AND STATEMENTS
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E N
1. READ THE STORY. "MONDAMIN. II 4.
2. BE CAREFUL NEVER TO LET THE 5.
GRASS OR WEEDS GROW ON MY GRAVE.
3. DRAMATIZE THE STORY OF MONDAMIN. 6.E
/ 7
'~,I; S .I, ~
9
)t (10)
it 11
~t (12)
13
14
1.5
16
17
1S
19
20
21
22
23
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ANSWER SHEET AND TEACHER CO~lENTARY
DEVELOPMENT B
NOTE THAT ITEM 16 IS A QUESTION. IN DEVELOPMENT A,
ITEM 20 IS ALSO A QUESTION. THESE, THEN, DO NOT
FOLLOW THE PATTERN SET IN THE LEFT-HAND COLUMN.
QUESTIONS ARE TO BE STUDIED SOON, AND WE THINK IT
IS A GOOD IDEA TO THROW IN EXAMPLES OF LESSONS TO
COME, AHEAD OF TIME, JUST TO· TEST THE STUDENTS'
AWARENESS QUOTIENT.
ITEMS 10 aND 12 ARE ALSO FORECASTS OF THINGS TO
COME. THE WORDS 'HUMOROUS' AND 'INTERESTING' ARE
VALUE-JUDGMENT WORDS AND MAKE THE SENTENCES OF
WHICH THEY ARE A PART NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE.
IT HAS BEEN OUR EXPERIENCE THAT STUDENTS WILL THEM-
SELVES DiSCOVER THE DISCREPANCIES POINTED OUT ABOVE.
INC~DENTALLY, YOU AND YOUR CLASS MAY DEC~DE THAT IT
WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE SOME GENERALLY ACCEPTED
SCALE FOR THE QUALITY OF HUMOR (SAY, FOR INSTANCE,
THE LAUGH METERS USED IN RADIO CONTESTS) AND THAT
YOU COULD CLASS ITEM 10 WITH THE SENTENCES WHICH
ARE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.
THE WORD 'GIVE' IN ITEM 23 IS CAPABLE OF AROUSING
MUCH DISCUSSION. THIS IS NOT THE TIME FOR ANY
DECiSiON ABOUT IT; HOWEVER, IF SOME OF THE CLASS
FEEL THAT ITEM 23, DEFINITELY BELONGS UNDER 'N',
YOU HAD BEST PUT IT THERE AND LET IT STAND (FOR
THE PRESENT) IN BOTH LISTS.L3: CU - B
COMPOSITION UNIT ~O ACCO~PANY DEVELOPMENT B
"MONDAMIN" - HENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT P. 278
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THE STORY OF MONDAMIN IS AN EXAMPLE OF LEGEND OR FOLK-STORY,
ALTHOUGH THIS ONE IS WRITTEN BY A KNOWN AUTHOR, R. HENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT.
SEE WHAT YOU CAN FIND IN THIS STORY THAT WILL GIVE YOU SOMETHING
TO WRITE ABOUT.
You MIGHT (BUT YOU DON'T HAVE TO) WRITE
SOME OTHER VERS'ON OF HOW CORN COMES INTO BEING.
SOME OTHER INDIAN STORY--MAKE UP ONE; DON'T REWRITE
ONE THAT YOU HAVE READ OR HEARD.
THE STORY OF A BATTLE (DUEL, CONTESTV BETWEEN A GOD (SPIRIT)
AND A MAN.
ABOUT THE GROWING OF CORN.
ABOUT THE USES OF CORN.
'CORN' WAS A PART OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LONG BEFORE
INDIAN CORN OR MAIZE WAS INTRODUCED FROM AMERICA. You
MIGHT FIND OUT AND WRITE ABOUT WHAT THE WORD MEANT THEN,
AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY IN ENGLAND.
THESE ARE ONLY SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TROUBLE GETTING
STARTED. THINK HARD AND COME UP WITH SOMETHING BETTER THAN THESE, ALL
ON YOUR OWN.l~ND THE GARMENTS, AND THE ANNOINTING OIL, AND THE BULL OF THE SIN OFFER-
1. THE LORD SAID TO MOSES, "TAKE AARON AND HIS SONS WITH HIM,
: II
,.
115 APPLICATION
USING MAGNETS AND IRON FILINGS, MAKE LINE-OF-FORCE DIAGRAMS
ON BLUEPRINT PAPER OR PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER.
FLOAT A MAGNET ON A FLAT CORK IN A DISH OF WATER.
MAKE A DEMONSTRATION ELECTROSCOPE, USING PING-PONG
BALLS OR RUBBER BALLOONS.
SHOW THE CLASS HOW LIGHTNING RODS WILL PROTECT A HOUSE.
USE A WOODEN BOX FOR THE HOUSE, NEEDLES, AND A STATIC MACHINE.
--MODERN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
--LEVITICUS 8:2
--IRMA ROMBAUER, ADAPTED
ORANGE ICING--QUICK
STRAIN:
JUICE OF 1 OR 2 ORANGES
ADD TO IT:
GRANULATED SUGAR
GRATED ORANGE RIND
A FEW GRAINS OF SALT
2 TEASPOONS LEMON JUICE
STIR THE SUGAR INTO THE ORANGE JUICE WITH A
SPATULA OR KNIFE UNTIL ALL THE JUiCE HAS BEEN
ABSORBED. SPREAD THE ICING ON CUP, LOAF, OR
LAYER CAKE. SUBSTITUTE LEMON OR OTHER FRUIT
JUICE IF DESIRED.
WRITE A PARAGRAPH MADE UP MOSTLY OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCES;
YOU WILL FIND YOUR TASK EASIER IF YOU WRITE THE DIRECTIONS
FOR SOMETHING OR OTHER, RATHER THAN WRITING A SERIES OF
COMMANDS.
FIND THREE INSTANCES OF THE USE OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCES IN THE
BUILDING OF A PARAGRAPH. IN WHAT KINDS OF BOOKS ARE YOU MOST
LIKELY TO FIND DIRECTION-GIVING PARAGRAPHS?
2.
3.
EXERCISE:
j !NG, AND THE TWO RAMS, AND THE BASKET OF LEAVENLESS BREAD; AND ASSEMBLE
I ~LL OF THE CONGREGATION AT THE DOOR OF THE TENT OF MEETING."
, 13 A
, [
:J!lODELS:
18~· BESEARCH:
~ .
It
;l!SOME OF THE SENTENCES IN THE FOLLOWING LIST ARE EITHER TRUE OR
~ALSE, AND SOME ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE. By COMPARING THEM WITH THE
SAMPLE SENTENCES LISTED ABOVE, CAN YOU DECIDE WHICH SENTENCES ARE EITHER
TRUE OR FALSE? WHICH SENTENCES ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE? COMPLETE THE
CHART AT THE LEFT OF THE PAGE. 'N' STANDS FOR NEITHER TRUb NOR FALSE;
'E' STANDS FOR EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.
SENTENCES V~ICH ARE
EITHER TRUE QB FALSE
IN OLDEN TIMES, KNIGHTS
LIVED IN CASTLES.
AN ARCHBISHOP IS HEAD OFFICER
OF THE CHURCH.
A VERY LONG TIME AGO THERE WAS
BORN IN ENGLAND, A LITTLE PRINCE
WHOSE NAME WAS JOHN.
6.
4.
PROBLEM
7. WHERE DO ABBOTS GET THEIR AUTHORITY?
8. WHAT IS THE PLIGHT OF THE ABBOT OF CANTERBURY?
9. KING JOHN1S CROWN WAS MADE OF GOLD AND SET WITH RUBIES
AND EMERALDS.
10. WHY DID THE KING ASK THE ABBOT THREE QUESTIONS?
11. WHAT KIND OF ESPECIAL PERSON DO YOU THINK A KING SHOULD BE?
12. DAY AFTER DAY THE ABBOT OF CANTERBURY VISITED WISE MEN,
SEEKING THE ANSWERS TO THE KING1S QUESTIONS.
13. THE ABBOT ON REACHING CANTERBURY WAS MET BY HIS SHEPHERD
WHO ASKED WHY HE WAS DISCOURAGED.
14. THE ABBOT TOLD THE SHEPHERD OF HiS PLIGHT.
15. WHY DID THE ABBOT THINK NO ONE COULD ANSWER THE QUESTIONS?
16. "YES, YES FATHER ABBOT, THY FAULT IS HIGH," SAID THE KING.
17. How LONG DID THE KING GIVE THE ABBOT TO FIND HIS ANSWERS?
18. WHERE DID HE FIND THEM?
19. WHY DID THE SHEPHERD MAKE LIGHT OF THE ABBOT'S PROBLEM?
20. How COULD THE SHEPHERD DECEIVE THE KING?
21. THE KING HE LAUGHED, AND SWORE BY ST. BITTEL.
DEVELOPMENT A - INTERROGATIVES AND STATEMENTS
LESSON 4 - STATEMENT RECOGNITION
SENTENCES \H1CH ARE
NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE
YHY DID THE ABBOT FEAR THE
KING?
WHO LIVED IN THE PALACE IN
LONDON?
WHAT CRIME HAD THE ABBOT
COMMITTED?
•
J.
N E
I"- ......"
.L,'. f-N E
7
S
9
10
11
12
: 13
i 14
: 1.5
16
i' 17
:i is
i· 19
; 20
21
''''
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ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT A
THESE QUESTIONS ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE ANSWERED BY
STUDENTS WHILE SOLVING THIS PROBLEM. HOWEVER, DIS-
CUSSION IS APT TO ARiSE, AND AT LEAST STUDENTS WILL
BE THINKING ABOUT THE BALLAD.
QUOTATIONS (ITEM 16) ARE ACTUALLY LITTLE DIFFERENT
FROM OTHER SENTENCES. NOTE THE PUNCTUATION ',11'; COMMAS
GO INSIDE DOUBLE QUOTES (BUT NOT INSIDE SQOTES, UNLESS
THERE IS A LOGICAL REASON FOR THE COMMA BEING THERE).( I WHOM I IS DV I NG !)
DOES THE TEAM PLAY.
DOES THE TEAM PLAY.
DOES THE TEAM PLAY.
DOES THE TEAM PLAY.
DOES THE TEAM PLAY.
To WIN
VALLEV VIEW
ON OUR FIELD
TON"I GHT
ITS BEST
WHY DOES THE TEAM PLAY?
WHO DOES THE TEAM PLAY?
WHERE DOES THE TEAM PLAY?
WHEN DOES THE TEAM PLAY? '
How DOES THE TEAM PLAY? .
FORM.
TEACHER COMME~TARY - DEVELOPW£NT A
WE BELIEVE THAT THESE SENTENCES ARE BEST EXPLAINED AS QUESTIONS
WHEN NORMAL WORD ORDER IS RESTORED WE FIND THAT WE HAVE PERFECTLV
I I
DOES THE TEAM PLAY? ---,
TC - A, 1.
..'~ \
INDICATIVE OR DECLARATIVE SENTENCES, AS WILL BEl: SEEN ON THE FOLLOW-
ALL IDENTICAL IN
PAGE.
~ND
.INTRODUCED BV A PLACEHOLDER.
LET'S REPRESENT IT BV A FRAME, 1 '.
ALL THE SENTENCES ABOVE BECOME:
WHEN THE FRAME IS FILLED IN WITH THE NAME, THE ENTITV, OR THE CONCEPT
,WHOSE PLACE IS BEING HELD, THE SENTENCE IS NO LONGER A QUESTION BUT AN
INDICATIVE SENTENCE.
,0 rENCE THERE IS, NO 0 I FFERENCE.
IT IS OBVIOUS THAT WE ARE DEALING WITH QUESTIONS HERE, BUT IT MAV
LESS OBVIOUS THAT WE ARE ASKING THE STUDENTS TO ANALVZE ONE PARTICULAR
~ORM OF QUESTION. TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR WOULD SPEAK OF INTERROGATIVE PRO-
~:l
:M ~OUNS AND INTERROGATIVE ADVERBS. IN THE ANALVSIS OF THE FORM OF THE SEN-Is OUR TEAM WINNING?
OUR TEAM IS WINNING.
"
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TEACHER COMME~TARY - DEVELOPMENT 'A
CONTINUED
THE TEAM PLAYS TO WIN.
THE TEAM PLAYS VALLEY VIEW.
THE TEAM PLAYS ON OUR F'IELD.
THE TEAM PLAYS TONIGHT.
THE TEAM PLAYS ITS BEST.
TC - A, 2.
WE ALL KNOW THAT THE SIMPLE QUESTION NOT INTRODUCED BY SUCH A PLACE-
HOLDER, TURNS AROUND TO BECOME A DECLARATIVE SENTENCE.
JiJl BUT WI THOUT THE SPACEHOLDER, LET'S SEE YOU TRY TO TURN 'WHY DOES OUR
Al TEAM PLAY' AROUND AND COME UP WITH A DECLARATIVE SENTENCE.ABOUT ROBIN HOOD AND HIS MERRY MEN. EPITOMIZE THE AGE
LIMIT YOURSELF TO A SINGLE INCIDENT.
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COMPOSITION UNIT lO ACCOMPANY DEVELOPMENT A
~ TIMES THROUGH LITERATURE PP. 27a-277
]: CU - A
You MAY MAKE UP YOUR ANECDOTE PATTERNED AFTER liKING JOHN AND THE
OF CANTERBURY,II liTHE SAILING OF THE SWORD,II liTHE BELL OF ATRI,II
R FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE. REMEMBER KING ARTHUR AND THE ROUND TABLE AND
WRITE ON ONE PAGE AN ANECDOTE (WHAT IS IT?) WHICH YOU MAKE UP
BOUT LIFE IN THE DAYS OF CHIVALRY.
TRY TO KEEP YOUR READERS IN SUSPENSE.
You NEED NOT WORRY ABOUT HISTORiCAL ACCURACY, BUT TRY NOT TO
HAVE KING ARTHUR ARRIVING BY JET, OR QUEEN GUENEVERE WATCHING
THE TOURNAMENT ON TELEVISION. IMAGINE WHAT THINGS WERE LIKE
IN THOSE DAYS.
DONIT DO THIS DIRECTLY IN YOUR WRITING, BUT BE SURE THAT YOU
CAN PLACE YOUR ANECDOTE ON THE TIME THERMOMETER AND THAT YOU
CAN LOCATE YOUR GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING ON A MAP OR ON THE GLOBE.By COMPARING THE SENTENCES IN THE FOLLOWING ~IST WITH THOSE IN THE
=XAMPLES ABOVE, DECIDE WHICH ONES ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE AND WHICH
i JNES ARE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE. COMPLETE THE CHART AT THE LEFT OF THIS
!,:>AGE. 'N' STANDS FOR T;;EITHER TRUE NOR FALSE1j 'E' STANDS FOR 'EITHER
': TRUE OR FALSE'.
"
,
,,
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4• AL ICE I S NI NE INCHESTAL L•
SENTENCES WHICH'ARE
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE
5. THAT CAT IS A CHESHIRE-CAT.
6. LEWIS CARROLL WROTE ALICE'S
ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.
PROBLEM
DEVELOPMENT B
THE PAGES OF THIS BOOK ARE EACH FIVE BY SEVEN INCHES.
Go THROUGH THE WICKETj GO THROUGH THE WICKETI
"BEAUTIFUL ~upl WHO CARES FOR FISH,
GAME, OR ANY OTHER DISH?"
DID YOU HEAR THE LOBSTER DECLARE, "You HAVE BAKED ME TOO
BROWN, I MUST SUGAR MY HAl R"?
THE PLAYERS ALL PLAYING AT ONCE, WITHOUT WAITING FOR TURNS,
QUARRELING ALL THE WHILE, AND FIGHTING FOR THE HEDGEHOGS.
THE DUCHESS BOXED THE QUEEN'S EARS.
THE BOOK, ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND, IS 160 PAGES LONG.
BECAUSE I WON'T HAVE ANY PEPPER IN MY KITCHEN AT ALL.
THE DUCHESS IS THE MOTHER OF THE BABY WHO TURNED INTO A PIG.
IT IS VINEGAR THAT MAKES PEOPLE SOUR, OR IT IS CAMMOMILE
THAT MAKES THEM BITTER.
How DOTH THE BUSY LITTLE BEE IMPROVE EACH SHINING HOUR?
"YET YOU BALANCED AN EEL ON THE END OF YOUR NOSE,
WHAT MADE YOU SO AWFULLY CLEVER?"
THE DOORMOUSE IS ASLEEP AGAIN.
DID YOU HEAR THE LIZARD'S SLATE-PENCIL SQUEAK?
WOULDN'T IT BE MURDER TO LEAVE THE BABY BEHIND?
THE MARCH HARE IS GIVING A TEA PARTY FOR THE MAD HATTER.
N E 7.
7 5 8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
WOULD YOU TELL ME PLEASE,
\""HY ARE YOU PAINTING THE ROSES?
Now TELL ME, PAT, WHAT'S THAT
N THE WINDOW?
~. AND OA, MY POOR HANDS, HOW IS
T I CAN'T SEE YOU?
• ). B 'j •
;y';ENTENCES WH I CH ARE
i I:[EI THER TRUE NOR FALSE
..-_,' -: _4: B-AS
ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT B
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E
<3
9
10
11
12
13
1.5
16
18
19
20
21
22
NOTE: ITEMS 14 AND 17 ARE NOT SENTENCES.
ITEM 22 IS NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE, BUT IT DOES NOT FOLLOW
THE PATTERN SET UP IN THIS EXERCISE. IT IS AN IMPERATIVE.i •
,,
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--JAMES JOYCE, ~ PORTRAIT £I ~
ARTIST ~ ~ YOUNG MAN, ADAPTED.
--GIRL SCOUT HANDBOOK, ADAPTED.
AFipLICATION
THE ANSWERS
YOURSELF. :,
--JAMES THURBER, "THE WHITE
RABBIT CAPER," ALARMS ~
DIVERSIONS, NEW YORK: HARPERS
& BROTHERS, 1957, p.218, ADAPTED.
2. THE FELLOWS HAD SEEN HIM RUNNING. THEY CLOSED ROUND HIM IN
RING, PUSHING ONE AGAINST ANOTHER TO HEAR.
"TELL US! TELL US!"
"WHAT DID HE SAY?"
"biD YOU GO IN?"
"WHAT DID HE SAY?"
"TELL usl TELL usl"
HE, TOLD THEM WHAT HE HAD SAID AND WHAT THE RECTOR HAD SAID AND,
HAD TOLD THEM, ALL THE FELLOWS FLUNG THEIR CAPS SPINNING UP INTO
AND CRIED, "HURRAHI"
3. WHO WERE THE FIRST SETTLERS IN YOUR COMMUNITY? WERE THEY
FISHERM£N, FARMERS, HUNTERS, TRADERS, HOMESTEADERS? WHERE WAS THE FIRST
;~OUSE BUILT? DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR STREET LOOKED LIKE TWENTY-FIVE, FIFTY,
:A HUNDRED YEARS AGO? How DID IT GET ITS NAME? How WERE THE STREETS
LIGHTED BEFORE THE INVENTION OF ELECTRICITY? DID THE COMING OF THE CAR
!~ND PLANE 'ALTER YOUR COMMUNITY? WHAT EFFECT DID THE CITY WATER SYSTEM,
:~AS AND TELEPHONE HAVE ON THE LIVES OF THE PEOPLE? WHERE 10 THE CHILDREN
IgF FIFTY YEARS AGO GO TO SCHOOL?
THERE IS AN EXCITING STORY IN YOUR COMMUNITY. IF YOU FIND
TO THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, YOU WILL DISCOVER THIS STORY FOR
1. "Now WAIT A MINUTE," GROWLED INSPECTOR MASTIFF. "WHY 010 SHE a !LL HOOT OWL?"
"ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR MASTIFF," SAID FRED Fox. "HOOT OWL
J3, ,IVED IN AN OAK TREE, AND SHE WAS AFRAID HE SAW HER BURROWING INTO THE
a :!.UB LAST NIGHT, DRAGGING GRANDMA. SHE HEARD HOOT OWL SAY, 'I'M WISE.
KNOW EVERYTHING,' AND SO SHE KILLED HIM."
"WHAT WITH?" DEMANDED THE INSPECTOR.
"HER RIGHT HIND FOOT," SAID FRED Fox. "I WAS LOOKING FOR A
:ONCEALED WEAPON, AND ALL THE TIME SHE WAS CARRYING,HER HEAVY BLUNT
NSTRUMENT OPENLY."
"WELL, WHAT 00 YOU KNowl" EXCLAIMED INSPECTOR MASTIFF. "Do
fOU THINK HOOT OWL REALLY SAW HER?"
"COULD BE," SAID FRED Fox.
"WHAT ~lD YOU PICK UP IN THE CLOAKROOM?" SQUEAKED BEN RAT.
"WELL, WHAT WAS IT, Fox?" SNAPPED INSPECTOR MASTIFF.
"A CARROT," SAID FRED Fo~. AND HE TOOK IT OUT OF HIS POCKET.WRITE A SHORT COMPOSITION IN WHICH QUESTIONS PLAY AN IMPORTANT PART.
PORRELATION:
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INSPECTOR MASTIFF'
WHEN IS A TAG OR AN
WORDS LIKE 'SAID FRED Fox' AND 'GROWLED
ARE CALLED INTRODUCTORY WORDS OR TAGS.
INTRODUCTORY PHRASE CAPITALIZED?
IN TRADITIO,NAL GRAMMAR QUESTIONS ARE CALLED INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES.
1. I N WHAT WAYS DOES MODEL 3 DIFFER FROM MODELS 1 AND 2?
2. IN WHAT OTHER SITUATIONS ARE QUESTIONS USEFUL?
3. How MANY PARAGRAPHS ARE THERE IN MODEL 1; IN MODEL 2?
8.
5. WHERE DO QUOTATION MARKS COME IN RELATION TO COMMAS; TO
QUESTION MARKS; TO EXCLAMATION POINTS?
4. How DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR SO MANY PARAGRAPHS IN SUCH SHORT
SELECTIONS?
6. WHICH WORDS ARE CAPITALIZED?
::.4: B-A,2
i
;~{I)iSCUSSION:
CLOSE THE DOOR.
NAME THE STATES OF THE UNION.
LOCATE SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA.
TELL WHAT CITY YOU WERE BORN IN.
7. WHY ARE SINGLE QUOTES (SQUOTES OR SEMI-QUOTES) USED TO ENCLOSE
THE WORDS 'I'M WISE. I KNOW EVERYTHING'?
9. Do YOU SEE ANY SIMILARITY BETWEEN QUESTIONS AND IMPERATIVES?
CHANGE THE FOLLOWING IMPERATIVE SENTENCES TO QUESTIONS.
(CAN YOU CHANGE THE FOLLOWING IMPERATIVE SENTENCES TO QUESTIONS?)
i
i
3».i ;XERC I SE:
i
I.
u~ YOUR COMPOSITION MAY BE IN THE FORM OF A CONVERSATION ON THE ORDER OF
I
O~MODELS 1 OR 2, OR IT MAY BE AN INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH ON THE ORDER OF
O~MODEL 3, OR IT MAY BE BASED ON A SITUATION WHICH HAS BEEN BROUGHT OUT IN
fl~ .
:~
U YOUR CLASS DISCUSSION.THERE IS AN ALTERNATIVE WAY TO SAY fA SENTENCE IS NEITHER TRUE OR
~·HAT YOU CAN READ THEM ALOUD AND MEANINGFULLY IN CLASS. THE BEST SELEC-
AN BE RHETORICAL--NOT INTENDED TO BE ANSWERED, OR WITH A CLEARLY IMPLIED
.'
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NO THEY ARE USED AS OPENERS IN EXPOSITORY WRITING (MODEL 3). QUESTIONS
'UESTIONS ARE OF THEMSELVES NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE.
NSWER--OR THEY CAN BE MERELY SOCIAL ICE-BREAKERS. QUESTIONS CAN BE PER-
UASIVE. USEFUL THEY ARE IN ALL THESE DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES, BUT
FIND THREE PASSAGES FROM LITERATURE IN WHICH QUESTIONS (OR INTER-
1'.~JTERROGATIVE SENTENCES ARE FREQUENTLY FOUND IN CONVERSATIONS (MOOELS
~~OGATIVE SENTENCES) PLAY AN IMPORTANT PART. PREPARE THESE PASSAGES SO
i" JOTE:
!
\~~HANGEABLY.
J'rIONS WILL BE USED AS COPY MATERIAL.
l~rHE DEVELOPMENTS FROM NOW ON WE SHALL USE THE TWO EXPRESSIONS INTER-
,- :ESEARCH:
!1~ALSE f; WE CAN SAY OF SUCH A SENTENCE THAT I T HAS NO TRUTH VALUE. IN
':~' AND 2), THEY ARE USED IN THE COURTROOM, THEY ARE USED IN CLASSROOMS,DEVELOPMENT A - OPEN SENTENCES STATEMENTS
BASEBALL'S HERO - PAUL GALLICO P. 127
SENTENCES HAVING
TRUTH-VALUE
(EITHER TRUE QB FALSE)
4. HENRY LOUIS GEHRIG HAD A FORM
OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS.
5. Lou GEHRIG CONTINUED TO PLAY
BASEBALL.
6. Lou WAS MARRIED TO ELEANOR.
LESSON 5 - STATEMENT RECOGNITION
3ENTENCES HAV ING
'0 TRUTH-VALUE
)JEITHER TRUE ~ FALSE
HE HAD FAME AND MONEY.
~. HE WON THE TRIPLE BATTING
CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE AMERICAN
LEAGUE
3. HE WAS IN LOVE WITH HIS WIFE.
PROBLEM
F THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES HAVE TR~TH-VALUE AND SOME DO NOT.
WITH THE EXAMPLES ABOVE AND PLACE THE NUMERALS OPPOSITE THE
THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN OF THE CHART AT THE LEFT. 'N'--
NOR FALSE (NO TRUTH-VALUE); 'E'--EITHER TRUE OR FALSE (TRUTH- - - -
SOME 0
:;OMPARE THEM
SENTENCES IN
'JEITHER TRUE
~).
N E
II I:
Ii
II -
7. THEY UNHESITATINGLY PLACED HIM ON FIRST BASE.
g. BABE RUTH AND Ty COBB ARE FAMOUS FORMER BALL PLAYERS.
9. ON SUNDAY, APRIL 30, 1939, THE YANKEES PLAYED THE
SENATORS IN WASHINGTON.
10. HE IS PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK YANKEES.
11. THEY ARE COMING ONTO THE FIELD NOW.
12. RELENTLESSLY HE PUNISHED HIS FLAGGING MUSCLES AND
SICK BODY.
13. HE WENT TO THE MAYO CLINIC FOR A CHECKUP.
14. THE NEW YORK YANKEES ARE MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN LEAGUE.
15. HE, OF WHOM WE ARE SPEAKING, IS BASEBALL'S HERO.
16. OF WHOM WERE YOU SPEAKING?
17. SOME BASEBALL FANS WERE TEARFUL.
19. IN YANKEE STADIUM, AS THE SUN WENT DOWN.
19. GIFTS PILED UP BEFORE HIM.
20. BASEBALL IS A BETTER SPORT THAN BASKETBALL.
,N E
7
$
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
,
20
ANSWER SHgET - DEVELOPMENT A
ITEM 1$ IS NOT A SENTENCE.
NOTE: ITEM 15 MAY CAUSE SOME DISCUSSION. SOME MAY ARGUE THAT IF lWEI
IS HOLblNG A PLACE FOR TWO MEMBERS OF THE CLASS--THE SPEAKER AND
ONE OTHER CALLED BY NAME--AND THAT IF IHEI IS, THEREFORE, HOLDING
THE PLACE FOR Lou GEHRIG ABOUT WHOM THE SPEAKER AND THE RESPONDENT
HAD ACTUALLY BEEN TALKING, ~ THE SENTENCE MIGHT VERY WELL BE
CLASSiFIED AS EITHER TRUE OR ~ALSE.
ApPLAUD ~ ACCEPT!128
TEACHER COMMENTARY - DEVELOPMENT A'
IT?
REALIZE THAT UNTIL THE PRONOUN IS REPLACED SURELY AND DEFINITELY
MINDS AT LEAST) THE SENTENCE DOES NOT AND CANNOT EXPRESS EITHER
FALSEHOOD.
ARE STANDING BEFORE YOU. ONE IS BROWN HAIRED THE OTHER RED
A FIRST NAME IS USUALLY NOT ENOUGH TO IDENTIFY AND HAS LITaLE MORE
BUT, UNTIL THAT 'HE' IS REPLACED BY A PROPER NAME OR A LIMITING DES-
TOO (iN YOUR OPINION).
OH, BUT I MEANT JOHN.
TOM REALLY IS A RED-HEAD,
HE IS A RED-HEAD,
You SAY:
BE PREPARED FOR TROUBLE. THIS LESSON PRESENTS A MOST IMPORTANT
PRONOUNS (OR OTHER PLACEHOLDERS) APPEARING AS SUBJECTS OR PREDICATES
THAN A PRONOUN.
BEING P£RVERSE? NOT AT ALL, YOU DID MEAN JOHN, AND THAT HE WAS RED-
THE POSSIBILITY OF A SENTENCE HAVING TRUTH VALUE.
Ta-A, 1
MOST PART (BUT LOOK AT 10) TO Lou GEHRIG. EVEN so, STUDENTS NEED TO
YOU COUNTER;
:QNSIDERATION AND IT HAS PURPOSEFULLY BEEN MADE DIFFICULT.
,
i9RIPTION OR BY A POINTING OUT EXPLETIVE ('THIS t OR 'THATt ) YOUR SENTENCE
l~~ BE NEITHER TRUE NOR FAeSE. 'HE'. I . CAN MEAN ANVONE.
THE DiFFicULT PART OF THIS LESSON IS THAT THE 'HEIS' USED REFER FOR"
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JOHN IS PRESIDEN.T OF THE UNITED STATES.
JOHN F. KENNEDY IS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
r: THA~ JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY [:WHO IS PRESIDEN!:J
IS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
IF YOU HAVE TWO, 'JOHN JONES' MAY BE REQUIRED. (ONE OF THE
PARTICULAR CLASSROOM. IF YOU HAVE ONLY ONE JOHN, 'JOHN' IDEN-
IN MANY CONSIDERATIONS IN lESSONS YOUR FRAME OF REFERENCE WILL BE
BE CLASSIFIED AS TRUE OR FALSE (OF COURSE IT HAS TO BE ONE OR THE
UNTIL 'F. KENNEDY' OR 'l.'lEWIS' OR SOME OTHER APPENDAGE IS ADDED.
SCIENTIFIC CONSIDERATION OF LANGUAGE AND TO THE EXISTENCE OF FRAMES
A WORD IS NEEDED HERE ABOUT THE APPLICATION OF COMMON SENSE TO
TC-A, 2
REFERENCE AND THEIR 1~AQB~QNCE.
IT CAN READILY BE SEEN THAT BEFORE THIS SENTENCE,
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
JOHN F. KENNEDY IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
WE DO NOT NEED SUCH IMPRACTICALITIES. THE FRAME OF REFERENCE EM-
BELIEF. IT WOULD INCLUDE CONSIDERATIONS OF RACE, LINEAGE, PARENTAGE,
OIVIDUAL WOULD HAVE TO BE ABSOLUTE AND UNMISTAKABLE AND LENGTHY BEYOND
OF JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY'S', AND FOR ONLY ONE OF THEM WOULD THE SEN-
TENCE BE TRUE. To POSSESS PERFECT TRUTH, THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE IN-
FINGERPRINTS.
HUSBANDHOOD, PARENTHOOD, AGE, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, BLOOD TYPE, AND
PLOY ED IN THE SENTENCE
U BUT A SEARCH OF THE NAMES OF THE WORLD WOULD REVEAL LITERALLY THOUSANDS
I> CAN BE CONSIDERED TRUE, THE 'F.' MUST BE CHANGED TO 'FITZGERALD'l.
l:
1:,"
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O~ COVER THAT TRUTH NEED NOT (MANY PHILOSOPHERS SAY ~ NOT) BE ABSOLUTE,
FOR YOUR OWN PEACE OF MIND REMEMBER AND GET YOUR STUDENTS TO DIS-
tiC BUT THAT I T CAN BE AND 1S ABSOLUTE FOR ANY LIM1TED FRAME OF REFERENCE.
.#1
:c~IL5: TC-A, 3
qxt;' EXPERIMENTAL CLASSES 1N WHI CH LESSONS WAS DEVELOPED' HAD FOUR KARENS,
lHt THREE SHARONS, AND TWO BETTY'S AS WELL AS LARRY CRAMER AND LARRY KREMER.)L5: B
"
DEVELOPMENT B - OPEN SENTENCES AND STATtMENTS
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SENTENCES HAVING
!iQ. TRUTH-VALUE
1. HE DETERMINED TO GET AN EDUCATION.
2. THEY WERE TALKING ABOUT A SCHOOL
FOR COLORED PEOPLE.
3. SHE KNEW JUST WHERE TO LOOK FOR
DIRT.
4. IT WAS A BIG CITY.
PROBLEM
SENTENCES HAVING
TRUTH-VALUE
5. ALL NEGROES ARE HUMAN BEINGS.
6. BOOKER T. WASHINGTON IS A
NEGRO.
7. ITIS A BOARD SI DEWALK, 0 R
IT IS A BRICK ONE.
8. I F I DESI RED, THEN I COULD
CONTINUE WORKING.
SOME OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES HAVE TRUTH-VALUE AND SOME DO NOT.
REMEMBER THAT THOSE HAVING TRUTH-VALUE ARE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE. THOSE
NOT HAVING TRUTH-VALUE ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE. COMPLETE THE CHART AT
THE LEFT OF THE PAGE. 'N'--NO TRUTH-VALUE (NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE); IE'__
HAVING TRUTH-VALUE (EITHER TRUE OR FALSE).
N E
9. ~ FROM SLAVERY IS AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
10. HE WAS THE MOST INDUSTRIOUS PUPIL AT HAMPTON.
11. IT WAS NOT A NOVEL.
12. IT WAS BOOKER'S MOTHER WHO ENCOURAGED HIM.
13. IT IS A SCHOOL FOR COLORED PEOPLE, OR IT IS NOT A
SCHOOL FOR COLORED PEOPLE.
14. I T IS BLACK AND WH / TE AND READ ALL OVER.
15. THAT IS BLACK AND WHITE AND RED ALL OVER.
16. IF RICHMOND /S A CITY, THEN IT HAS STREETS.
17. THOSE ARE THE QUESTIONS FOR THE EXAMINATION.
18. RICHMOND IS ALMOST TWICE AS LARGE AS HAMPTON.
19. TONIGHT IS GRADUATION.
20. BOOKER T. WASHINGTON WROTE "My STRUGGLE FOR AN
EDUCATlON. 1I
21. THAT IS THE FIRST BOOK I EVER OWNED.
22. THAT WAS A CARGO OF PIG IRON.
23. I AM THE ONE WHO CLEANED THE RECITATION ROOM.L5: B
N E
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 151
16
17 171
18
19
20
21
22
23
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ANSWER S~EET - DEVELOPf';lENT B.
REMEMBER THE RIDDLE ABOUT THE NEWSPAPER?
WHAT IF WHEN YOU SAY 'THAT' YOU POINT AT SOMETHING?
SUPPOSE I HAVE A PAPER IN MY HAND AND SAY, "THESE
ARE THE QUESTIONS FOR THE EXAM IN THIS CLASS"?
ITEM 23 IS TRUE IF THE SPEAKER (THE ONE FOR WHOM 'I' IS
SERVING AS A PROPER NAME) ACTUALLY DID CLEAN THE ROOM;
FALSE, IF HE DIDN'T. IN OTHER WORDS, THE PRONOUN 'I'
HAS THE FORCE OF A PROPER NAME. THE REFERENT CHANGES
WITH THE CHANGE OF SPEAKERS.
1.. 4 tI133
INNOCENT LITTLE
3 YEAR OLD PERCY
HOWELL
MIss MACKIE
TO
TO
TO
AN UNCAGED
,SPITTING COBRA
GAVE
TEACHER COrlMENTARY - DEVELOPkENT' B
GAVE .-
FORMS WHICH IS TO COME LATER ON.
SUCH ACTIVITY PREPARES STUDENTS FOR THE CONCEPT OF VARIABLES IN SEN-
TC-B
o
EJ GAVE
REFER AND IMMEDIATELY TRUTH VALUE APPEARS:
Is THIS SENTENCE TRUE, FALSE, OR UTTERLY LACKING IN TRUTH VALUE?
O~ON'T. ACTUALLY SUCH A SENTENCE CAN HAVE NO TRUTH QUALITY UNTIL THE RE-
BUT, FILL IN THE BOXES WITH ANY WORD TO WHICH THE PRONOUNS CAN
THIS LESSON CONTINUES THE PRECEEDING ONE. PRONOUNS ARE PLACEHOLDERS
HE GAVE IT TO HIM
IS FILLED.
AND SENTENCES CONTAINING THEM CANNOT POSSESS TRUTH VALUE UNTIL THE PLACE
MAY SEEM A SENTENCE WHICH HAS TO BE TRUE OR FALSE, EITHER HE DID OR HE
THIS:
FERENTS OF THE PRONOUNS ARE REVEALED. THE SENTENCE IN FACT AMOUNTS TO
Cr _,'"
l~: HAVE FUN ON THE BOARD WI TH SENTENCES CONTAI NI NG THESE "FRAMES" OR
,"\'-
ir~>\." .
jp~_,~.'i~..
rf~I:BOXES.1I (THE ANALOGY BETWEEN 'FRAME' AND I:!1' ICTURE-FRAME' IS A WISE ONE TO
It~MPLV.) THE FRAME (THE PRONOUN) IS CONSTANT, BUT ANY PICTURE (THE REFERENT
~OR THE ANTECEDENT) CAN BE PUT INTO IT.--ANTONION BAROLINI, liTHE PEPPER
MAN," THE NEW YORKER, OCTOBER
24, 19.5~p:-T71.
, ""
,""
, ..
--GEORGE WARD NICHOLS. "WILD
BILL," GENTLEMEN, SCHOLARS,
~ SCOUNDRELS. NEW YORK:
HARPERS & BROTHERS, 19.59, P • .321 •
:APPL ICAT ION
I
(1J L.5: B-A
-!
:J\J' MODELS:
1. EUGENE READ QUICKLY AND EASILY; HE SPELLED ACCURATELY. HE
DID WELL WITH FIGURES. BUT HE HATED THE DRAWING LESSON, ALTHOUGH THE
BO~ES OF CRAYONS AND PAINTS DELIGHTED HIM. SOMETIMES THE CLASS WOULD
GO INTO THE WOODS, RETURNING WITH SPECIMENS OF FLOWERS AND LEAVES--THE
Ie BITTEN FLAMING RED OF THE MAPLE, THE BROWN PINE CONE, THE BROWN OAK LEAF.
Hr THESE THEY WOULD PAINT; OR IN SPRING A SPRAY OF CHERRY BLOSSOM, A TULIP.
1:-1 HE SAT REVERENTLY BEFORE THE AUTHORITY OF THE PLUMP WOMAN WHO FIRST
r TAUGHT HIM: HE WAS TERRIFIED LEST HE DO ANYTHING MEAN OR COMMON IN HER
iJ EYES.
--THOMAS WOLFE, LOOK HOMEWARD,
ANGEL. NEW YORK: THE MODERN
LIBRARY, 1929, P. 88, ADAPTED.
2. BILL STOOD SIX FEET AND AN INCH IN HIS BRIGHT YELLOW MOCCA-
11 SINS. A DEER-SKIN SHIRT. OR FROCK IT MIGHT BE CALLED, HUNG JAUNTILY OVER
"i HIS SHOULDERS, AND REVEALED A CHEST WHOSE BRE,ADTH AND DEP TH WERE REMARK-
,'. ABLE. THESE LUNGS HAD HAD GROWTH IN SOME TWENTY YEARS OF THE FREE AI R
10 OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. HIS SMALL, ROUND WAIST WAS GIRTHED BY A BELT WHICH
IH HELD TWO OF COLT'S NAVY REVOLVERS. HIS LEGS SLOPED GRADUALLY FROM THE
);) COMPACT THIGH TO THE FEET, WHICH WERE SMALL, AND TURNED INWARD AS HE
,'1 WALKED. THERE WAS A SINGULAR GRACE AND DIGNITY OF CARRIAGE ABOUT THAT
FIGURE WHICH WOULD HAVE CALLED YOUR ATTENTION, MEET IT WHERE YOU WOULD.
THE HEAD WHICH CROWNED IT WAS NOW COVERED BY A LARGE SOMBRERO, UNDERNEATH
WHICH THERE SHONE OUT A QUIET, MANLY FACE; SO GENTLE IS ITS EXPRESSION
AS HE GREETS YOU AS UTTERLY TO BELIE THE HISTORY OF ITS OWNER, YET IT IS
NOT A FACE TO BE TRIFLED WITH. YES. WITH HIS OWN HANDS HE HAS KILLED
HUNDREDS OF MEN. OF THAT I HAVE NOT A DOUBT. "HE SHOOTS TO KILL," AS
THEY SAY ON THE BORDER.
.3. WHEN GENESIO RETURNED, HE APPEARED ALMOST SHEEPISH. HE HAD
II" WITH !:'I.liM A LITTLE JAR OF ERSATZ PEPPER. "IT'S BETTER THAN NOTHING." HE
a SAID, HANDING IT TO ME. AND THEN HE STOPPED. NOTICING THAT THE CHOP WAS
~ NO LONGER ON THE TABLE. HIS EYES SHONE. "AHt YOU'VE ALREADY EATEN IT--
,; AND WITHOUT PEPPER. IT WAS GOOD JUST THE SAME. WASN'T IT? TELL THE
~ TRUTH. AND YOU KNOW--IT JUST GOES TO SHOW WHAT THE POWER OF SUGGESTION
,I IS--THERE SEEMS EVEN TO BE AN ODOR OF PEPPER I N THE AI R."HIS PARAGRAPH WHICH LOOKED SOMETHING LIKE THIS.
LIKE THOSE IN THE LEFT-HAND LIST OF EXAMPLES IN THE FOLLOWING WAY; HOW 00
GRAPH OUT OF A BOOK. THEN HE TOOK SCISSORS OR A PUNCH AND CUT HOLES IN
,,",
13.5
~ DREW A PLAN FOR THE HOUSE.
o HAVE DUG A DEEP" WELL. •
<:::=:J HEARD A FAINT NOISE.
o 'S AN AIRPLANE.
<::::J LEFT THE ROOM.
<::=:' CONTINUED THE CONVERSATION.
CJ SEEMS GENTLEMANLY •
3. How COULD YOU CHANGE SENTENCE 1, A TO A SENTENCE WHICH DOES
4. SOMEONE HAS THOUGHT THAT WE MIGHT AS WELL WRITE THE SENTENCES
.5. BILLY CAILTEU~, A BOY WE KNOW, WENT HOME AND COPIED A PARA-
2. WHICH OF THE TWO KINOS OF SENTENCES THUS FAR STUDIED--IMPER-
1. How DOES SENTENCE 1 DIFFER FROM SENTENCE 4 IN DEVELOPMENT A1
DISCUSSION:
L.5: B-A,2
ATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE--DO THE EXAMPLES IN THE LEFT-HAND COLUMN OF A AND~B
SENTENCE 2 FROM SENTENCE .5, DEVELOPMENT A?
HIS PARAGRAPH. WHEN HE CAME BACK TO SCHOOL THE NEXT DAY, HE SHOWED US
YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS?
MOST RESEMBLE? EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER.
HAVE TRUTH VALUE? SENTENCE 13, A? SENTENCE 19, A? 9, B1 10, B1 13, B1
11, A?i
)~H MUCH AMUSED AND EXPECTING THAT ~~~ WOULD HAVE TO BACK DOWN AND RETURN FOR
I -J
..
, "
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--GOWDY AND DEXHEIMER, LESSONS IN ENGLISH,
BOOK Two, P. 2g6. ADAPTED.
.J PASSED OUT OF THE YARD, THROUGH THE GATE, INTO
-) WERE BOTH THINKING OF DINNER•• STOf?PED TO DRINK
WAS AN IMPORTANT MOMENT; THE HAYMAKERS WERE WATCHING ~,
--) STARTED DOWN THE ROAD, AND TO THEIR SURPRISE AND ~
BILLY CAlLTEUX'S PARAGRAPH
JESS HAD A WILL OF HER OWN. ONLY ONCE IN ALL. EXPERIENCE
L.5: B-A,3
NEARING NOON.
WINDMILL AFAR OFF;
DID THIS WILL TRIUMPH OVER THE SPIRIT OF OBEDIENCE. -..t HAD ESPIED THE
--) HAD ALREADY MADE OUR TWENTY MILES, AND. WAS
NEAR A MAGNIFICIENT BARN, BUT A MISERABLE HOUSE. THE AIR ~AS FRAGRANT
WiTH THE SMELL OF NEW-MOWN HAY, BUT THE AROMA FROM THE KITCHEN WAS NOT
IT WAS DUBIOUS; AND
SO PLEASANT. THE OUTLOOK FOR JESS WAS MOST SATISFACTORY; FOR HER RIDER
TURNED TO THE ROAD AND FOLLOWED, LIKE A SULKY CHILD, A LONG WAY BEHIND.
MV HORSE.
GREAT RELIEF, JESS, WITH DROOPING HEAD AND SPIRITLESS GAIT, RELUCTANTLY
-,-j .. '.....
) CONCLUDED TO PUSH ON. To THE INTENSE DISAPPOINT-
'!,; MENT OF HIS SILENT FRIEND, :.::.::.t STARTED ON AFOOT. WITHOUT A WORD OF
l~ APOLOGY OR COMMAND,
Hi' THE ROAD, AND THEN LOOKED BACK. JESS HAD NOT STARTED; __ WAS LOOK I NG
l>l WISTFULLY INTO THE BARN. :) SPOKE TO ,I~-D; ~ SHOOK. HEAD
y11 IMPATIENTLY AND TOOK A FEW STEPS TOWARD THE BARN • .- CALLED AUTHORIT-
,
q~ AT IVELY.3W WERE NO OTHER WAY BUT TO REPEAT THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU ARE DESCRIBING
I~ EVERY TIME YOU WISH TO REFER TO THAT PERSON.}
1~
BECAUSE THIS KIND OF TRUTH-VALUELESS SENTENCE SEEMS TO HAVE
WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF A PERSON WHOM YOU KNOW. MAKE MOST
6.
B-A,4
(JUST FOR FUN, YOU MIGHT TRY WRITING A FEW SENTENCES AS IF THERE
APPEAR IN LISTS FOR STUDY.
SENTENCES ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE WHEN THEY ARE STANDING ALONE OR
HOLES IN IT--SOMETHING MISeING--IT IS CALLED AN ~ SENTENCE. OPEN
EXERCISE:
OF THE SENTENCES OPEN SENTENCES AFTER THE PATTER~S SET BY MODELS 1 AND
IF YOU THINK, AND IF YOU REMEMBER BACK TO THE REVIEW CHART OF
REFERENT. WHAT EFFECT DOES THE COMMON REFERENT HAVE UPON THE ANTECEDENT?
A PRONOUN AND ITS ANTECEDENT ARE LINKED TOGETHER BY A COMMON
ANTECEDENT.
IN TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR, OPEN SENTENCES ARE CALLED DECLARATIVE
OF PRONOUNS. ARE ALL OF THEM PLACEHOLDERS? IF YOU DECIDE THAT SOME OF
GRAMMAR (P. 41), YOU WILL KNOW THAT THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OR CLASSES
SENTENCES. THE WORDS WHICH IN EFFECT MAKE "HOLES" IN THE SENTENCES ARE
CALLED PRONOUNS. PRONOUNS ARE, THEN, PLACEHOLDERS FOR OTHER WORDS.
2•
ULAR WORD FOR WHICH A PARTICULAR PRONOUN IS HOLDING A PLACE IS CALLED ITS
WHAT EFFECT UPON THE PRONOUN?
CORRELATION:
THESE WORDS FOR WHICH PRONOUNS HOLD A PLACE ARE OFTEN NOUNS; THE PARTIC-
~: THEM SEEM NOT TO BE; WHY ARE THEY NOT? You HAD BEST BE VERY CAREFUL IN
FRAMING YOUR ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS.
N . ~,I ARE INCORRECT; 8 SENTENCES ARE CORRECT; AND C SENTENCES, AS YOU CAN SEE
8 (CORRECT)
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PRIVILEGES. DUTIES AS WELL AS
WILL TRY.
PROBLEM
C
EVERY SENIOR SHOULD REMEMBER
EVERY MAN IN THE CROWD SHOUTED AT THE TOP OF VOICE.
THE CONDUCTOR TOLD EACH PERSON WHAT CAR SHOULD TAKE.
EVERY FRESHMAN TURNED HASTILY IN BOOK TO THE WRONG PAGE.
EACH OF THE SOPHOMORES BROUGHT ENGLISH BOOK TO HISTORY CLASS.
EACH JUNIOR GIRL ALMOST DID BEST.
ANY ONE CAN DO THIS IF 1.
A (INCORRECT)
HERE ARE THREE GROUPS OF SENTENCES--A, 8, AND C. THE A SENTENCES
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1. EACH ONE WAS IN ~ PLACE.
2. LET EVERY BOY TAKE OUT ~ RULER.
3. EACH OF THE SOLDIERS HAD ~ RATIONS.
4. NEITHER OF THE BOYS FOUND HIS SLIDE-RULE.
5. ENGLAND EXPECTS EVERY MAN TO DO HIS DUTY.
6. ONE 'OF THE GIRLS LOST HER LIPSTICK.
7. NOT ONE OF THE FLOWERS HAS LOST ~ FRAGRANCE.
1. ONE OF THE GIRLS LOST THEIR BOOK.
2. ONE OF THE BOYS LOST THEIR BOOK.
3. EACH OF THE PUPILS BROUGHT THEIR BOOK TO CLASS.
4. EACH ONE WAS IN THEIR PLACE.
5. ANY ONE CAN DO THIS IF ~ WILL TRY.
6. NEITHER OF THE GIRLS WHISPERED TO THEIR CLASSMATE.
7. HAD EITHER MADE THEIR ESCAPE?
FOR YOURSELF, HAVE BLANKS IN THEM FOR YOU TO FILL IN. 8ETTER STUDY A AND
B CAREFULLY THOUGH, BEFORE YOU START. ,~
:,('.., L5: 8-A,5
ISTATEMENT OF RULE: ~
2. You ARE TIRED. SHE IS TIRED.
, ""
, ~
THEY WENT HOME.
THEY ARE COLD.
4. WE WENT HOME.
3. HE IS COLD.
2. You AND WENT.
3. SHE AND 1 WENT.
4. THEY AND I WENT.
5. MOTHER SAW HIM AND ME.
6. MOTHER SAW HER AND ME.
7. MOTHER SAW THEM AND ~.
8. MI SS BROWN GAVE AN ASSIGNMENT TO ~ AND ~.
9. MI SS BROWN GAVE AN ASSIGNMENT TO HER AND ME.
2. MAKE ONE SENTENCE FROM EACH OF THESE PAl RS OF SENTENCES.
1• HE IS GOING. I AM GOING.
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1. ~ AND 1 WENT.
1. FORMS OF PRONOUNS CORRESPOND TO THE NUMBER (SINGULAR OR
PLURAL) AND GENDER (MASCULINE. FEMININE, OR NEUTER) OF THE REFERENTS OF
THE NOUNS (OR PRONOUNS) TO WHICH THE PRONOUNS REFER.
2. WE HAVE NO SINGULAR PRONOUN TO REPRESENT EITHER MALE OR FEMALE.
WHEN SUCH A PRONOUN IS NEEDED, ITIS THE CUSTOM TO USE A MASCUL I NE FORM.
PROBLEM
1. OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES. READ THESE SENTENCES TO
YOURSELF OR ALOUD SO OFTEN THAT YOU CAN DO IT VERY RAPIDLY.
I
J... J. MAKE SENTENCES USING THESE PAIRS OF WORDS:
HIM AND ME YOU AND
JOHN AND ME SHE AND
WE AND THEY HER AND ME
4. FILL BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT FORMS OF PRONOUNS.
...
1• ANNA AND WENT.
2. SHE INVITED MARY AND
J. DID YOU MEET MR. SMITH AND ?
4. DID YOU AND AGREE?
.5. ARE YOU AND WORKING?
iii
6. AND DID IT.
7. IT WAS
8. WHO DID THAT? (ANSWER IN A COMPLETE SENTENCE.)
9. DID SHE BLAME?
10. WAS THAT ?
"' 11 • IS THAT?
12. SEE MARY AND
1J. AND MADE THE CAKE.
14. IT MAY HAVE BEEN
15. HELP FRED AND
16. DOWNTOWN? "' DID YOU SEE
17. DID THE ERRAND? MARY AND •
18. ARE MARY AND GOOD FRIENDS?
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.5. DID YOU SEE ME?: DID YOU SEE HER?
6. FATHER CALLED HIM. FATHER CALLED ME.
J. HE BROUGHT LETTERS FOR US. HE BROUGHT LETTERS FOR THEM.
8. DID LOREN GIVE COKES TO YOU? DID.LoREN GIVE COKES TO THEM?
I I If;HAVING AN OBVIOUS REFERENT FOR A PRONOUN MAY NOT MAKE A PARTICULAR SEN-
TRUTH-VALUE--OR MAY HAVE TRUTH-VALUE--EVEN WHEN ONE OF THE KEY ELEMENTS
, '"
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AND
I N SOME SENTENCES' I T' IS A
GIRLS.
SEE AT THE PARTY? MARY AND
IN WHICH SENTENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT
IN WHICH SENTENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENTAL
ARE THERE?
SHALL
ALL OF US.
19.
20.
THE PRONOUN 'IT' HAS TWO MEANINGS.
IN SOME SENTENCES 'IT' DOES NOT HOLD A PLACE FOR A NOUN.
IT IS RAINING.
IT WAS ON THE TOP SHELF.
THERE IS A CLOUD IN THE SKY.
SEE THE CLOUD THERE BY THE MOON.
WHICH CONTAIN PRONOUNS WHOSE REFERENTS ARE ABSOLUTELY OBVIOUS? (EVEN
IS A PRONOUN. ARE THERE ANY SENTENCES IN THE TWO DEVELOPMENTAL EXERCISES
PRONOUNS 'THIS', 'THAT', AND 'THESE', 'THOSE' HAVE THE FORCE OF
SPEAKING.
THEIR REFERENTS. WHEN THE REFERENT IS OBVIOUS, THEN THE SENTENCE HAS
THE PRONOUN 'I' HAS THE FORCE OF A PROPER NAME--THE NAME OF THE PERSON
PROPER NOUNS OR PROPER NAMES ~ WHEN THE SPEAKER IS IN THE PRESENCE OF
TENCE HAVE TRUTH VALUE. THE SENTENCE COULD BE A QUESTION, OR AN IMPERATIVE
IN TRADITIONAL GRAMMAR, 'iT' AND 'THERE' AS USED IN THE FIRST EXAMPLES
ABOVE, ARE CALLED EXPLETIVES.
EXERCISES IS 'IT1 AN EXPLETIVE?
TRUE PRONOUN--A PLACE-HOLDER.
SENTENCE, OR SIMPLY A VALUE-JUDGMENT.)
SOMETIMES WE DO KNOW THE REFERENT OF A PRONOUN. FOR EXAMPLE,
I FURTHER CORRELATION:
;,.1 L.5: B-A, ~
I
:' EXERC ISES IS' I T' A PRONOUN?
me COMPARE:FIND A SHORT PARAGRAPH IN LITERATURE OR IN A NEWSPAPER WHICH HAS
A GOOD SUPPLY OF PRONOUNS IN IT. REWRITE THE PARAGRAPH, REPLACING EVERY
PRONOUN WITH THE WORD IT REFERS TO--ITS ANTECEDENT--PROVIDED THE ANTE-
CEDENT IS NOT ITSELF A PRONOUN.
L5: 8-A,9
" RESEARCH:
REVIEW:
SENTENCES WHICH HAVE NO TRUTH VALUE
DEMANDS, COMMANDS
QUESTIONS
OPEN SENTENCES
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GRAMMATICAL TERMINOLOGY
IMPERATIVE SENTENCES
INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES
DECLARATIVE SENTENCES
,'"LESSON 6 - STATEMENT RECOGNITION
DEVELOPMENT A - VALUE JUDGMENTS AND STATEMENTS
NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE
1. CUTTING UP CARPET RAGS CAN BE 5.
BOR I NG.
2. BUFFALO BUGS DO MAKE A CARPET
LOOK TERR I BL E. 6.
3. ADOPTING A CHILD IS A GOOD THING
FOR A WOMAN.
4. INEZ IS BEAUTIFUL. 7.
PROBLEM
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE
ICE CREAM COST FOURTEEN CENTS
A QUART WHEN YOU MAKE IT YOUR-
SE:LF.
THE BUFFALO BUG IS THE CARPET
BEETLE AND HAS 3 YELLOW STRIPES
ON ITS WING CASES.
MIs' DIANTHA ABEL LIVES IN
ACROPOL Is, II SCONSI N.
COMPARE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES WITH THOSE IN THE COLUMNS ABOVE TO
DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT ANY OF THE SENTENCES BELOW HAVE TRUTH-VALUE. IN
ORDER TO HAVE TRUTH-VALUE A SENTENCE MUST BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE. AFTER
YOU HAVE MADE YOUR DECISION ABOUT EACH SENTENCE, PLACE THE CORRESPONDING
NUMERAL IN THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN OF THE CHART TO THE LEFT. 'N'--NEITHER
TRUE NOR FALSE; 'E'--EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.
N E
8. MAY 8, MIS' TROT FOUND A BUFFALO BUG IN HER CARPET.
~
9. THE NEIGHBORS HAD A HAPPY TIME.
10. PETER IS A FRIENDLY BOY.
11. THE TEEN-AGE IS THE BEST TIME OF LIFE.
12. PETER IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OLD.
13. INEZ ABEL IS SLIGHT AND VERY GIRLISH.
14. THE TEEN-AGERS OF 1914 WILL NOT BE LIKE THE TEEN-
AGERS OF 1964.
15. PETER AND INEZ WOULD BE FUN TO BE WITH.
16. LUCRETIA ELLSWORTH, WHO WAS MIS' CARRY'S SISTER, WAS
MARRIED EIGHT YEARS AGO.
17. ~ NEIGHBORS IS THE TITLE OF A PLAY BY ZONA GALE.
18. ~ NEIGHBORS IS AN INTENSELY INTERESTING PLAY.
19. Do WHAT MOST EVERYBODY IN THE WORLD HAS HAD TO DO
BEFORE THEY CAN FIT THEIR SKINS AND SKULLS.
20. INEZ, DO YOU CARE BECAUSE I'M A FOOL?
21. A PLAY IS MORE FUN TO READ THAN A NOVEL.N E
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
1.5
16
17
is
19
20
21
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ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT A
ITEMS 19 AND 20 ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE BUT FOR
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT REASONS. THE FIRST IS AN IMPERA-
TIVE; THE SECOND, A QUESTION.TC-A, 1
TEACHER Cml1!vlE~TARY - DEVaOPMENT A
THIS LESSON BEGINS THE ANALYSIS WHICH WILL LEAD TO THE DISCOVERY OF
CONCEPT OF VALUE JUDGMENTS.
IT IS BOUND TO COME UP IN DISCUSSION THAT THIS OR THAT IS TRUE ONLY
SOMEONE'S OPINION OR ESTIMATION.
PUT EXAMPLE AFTER EXAMPLE ON THE BOARD. SHOW HOW MUCH DISAGREEMENT
EXISTS WITHIN THE CLASS ON SUCH THINGS AS
CHOCOLATE PIE IS THE BEST PIE
TENNIS IS MORE FUN THAN GOLF.
AND EVEN ON
GIRLS ARE PRETTIER THAN BOYS.
A DIFFICULTY YOU CAN EXPECT IS IN GETTING STUDENTS TO SEE THAT A
PERSONAL OPINION SUCH AS
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY IS THE BEST PARTY.
WHILE EXPRESSING PERSONAL TRUTH AS THEY PERCEIVE IT, IS STILL NOT A TRUE
SENTENCE.
TRY TESTABLE ~ EXTERNAL EVIDENCE ON THEM.
THIS PAPER IS gt BY 11 INCHES.
IT CAN BE MEASURED.
AND
THE UNITED STATES FLAG MAS FIFTY STARS.
THEM.
TELEVISION IS FUN TO WATCH.
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE CAN YOU USE TO DETERMINE EXACTLY WHAT IS FUN?
r DON'T PRESENT THiS AS A RULE AND DON'T SEEM POSITIVE IT WILL WORK
.~~ EVERY INSTANCE (~T MAY NOT). IT CERTAINLY DOES NOT WORK FOR SENTENCES
fI .J".' '.
"WHICH ARE TRUE OR F'ALSE BUT WHICH ARE UNDETERMINABLE AS
r:, -
IT SNOWED ON MT. WASHINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
ON AUGUST 24, 1032.
SENTENCE IS TRUE OR F'ALSE BUT NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE TO PROVE.
'OPINION~'BELiEF')AND EVEN 'PREJUDICE' ARE BOUND TO CROP UP.
...
,'","
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TO DISCUSSIONS ON POLITICS, RE-
WELCOME THEM. THEY ARE PROMPTED
L6: TC-A, 2
THE ACTUAL EMPLOYMENT OF THE PHRASES OF THE CRITERIA IN A POSITIVE
Y~s, THAT IS SOUND JUDGMENT.
YOUR CLASSIFiCATION IS MORE ACCURATE THAN IN EARLIER T~EMES.
You DO SHOW VALID REASONING HERE.
YES, YOU HAVE ARRANGED THAT SYSTEMATICALLY.
AVOID THE 7 REASONS FOR ERROR IN YOUR COMMENT--THEY WILL BE DEALT
Do BE ON THE LOOK-OUT AS YOU CIRCULATE AMONG YOUR WRITING STUDENTS,
IS ALL THERE IS TO IT.
THIS IS A BIG DOSE ALL AT ONCE AND DQN'T EXPECT TOO MUCH FROM IT.
TEACHER CO~~~ENTARY - CO~POSITION
"THE NEIGHBORS" - ZONA GALE P•. 300
DON'T MAKE ANY BIG ISSUE OF THE CRITERIA. THEY ARE THERE, AND THAT
WITH IN LATER LESSONS. TRY TO FIND SOMETHING WHICH PERMITS YOU TO SAY:
COMMENDATORY MANNER WILL DO MUCH TO FIX THESE CONCEPTS IN THE MINDS OF
FOR EXAMPLES THAT YOU CAN GENUINELY RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND.
OR
BE PREPARED' FOR EXAMPLES ~EADING
Oi,-h.·IGION, RACE PREJUDICE, AND THE LIKE.
V~ BY ACTUAL AND REAL STUDENT INTEREST.
I
1 IF THE STUDENTS DON'T BRING IT UP THEMSELVES AND AN OPPORTUNITY
rH.1 ARISES INJECT 'PROPAGANDA' AND 'ADVERTISING' INTO THEIR DISCUSSION. IT
01 ~s EARLY BUT YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE MUCH TO SAY ABOUT THESE TWO IN LATER
'lJ1LESSONS.147
COMPOS IT ION UN Ir:TO ACCOfvPANY DEVELOPMENT A
l'A COMPOSITION SHOULD GIVE EVIDENCE OF:
1. SOUND JUDGMENT.
2. ACCURATE CLASSIFICATION.
3. VALID REASONING.
4. SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT.
IF IT DOES NOT ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS MAY EXPLAIN THE FAULT:
1. BLURRED OR LOOSE THINKING.
2. UNDEVELOPED THOUGHT.
3. POOR DEFINITION.
4. INACCURATE COMPARI SON o
5. CONTRADICTION.
6. FAULTY OR WEAK REASONING.
7. ILLOG ICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF PARTS.
i
3~ KEEPING THESE'POINTS IN MIND WRITE SOMETHING ON THE GENERAL SUBJECT,
I
3~ NEIGHBORS. ("THE NEIGHBORS" - ZONA GALE P. 300)
r
1
ROBERT C. WHITFORD AND JAMES R. FOSTER, EDS., CONCISE DICTIONARY
OF AMERICAN GRAMMAR AND USAGE. NEW YORK: PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY, 1955, - - --..........
P. S3.
,"L6: B 14S
DEYELOP1vENT B
NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE
(No TRUTH-VALUE)
1. PATRICK HENRY WAS A GREATER ORA-
TOR THAN DANIEL \ EBSTER.
2. YANKEE DOODLE IS THE MOST INSPIR-
ING SONG EVER WRITTEN.
3. ASHINGTON WAS A CONGENIAL LITTLE
BOY.
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE
(HAVING TRUTH-VALUE)
4. ABRAHAM LINCOLN LIvED IN
ILLINOIS BEFORE GOING TO
IASHI NGTON.
5', T~E WORD 'AMERICA' IS SPELLED
WITH TWO 'A'S.
6. ASHINGTON WAS A SURVEYOR BE-
FORE ~E WAS A GENERAL.
PROBLEM
Do ANY OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES HAVE TRUTH-VALUE? IN ORDER TO
HAVE TRUTH-VALUE A SENTENCE MUST BE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE. IF A SENTENCE
IS NEITHER TRUE OR FALSE, THEN THAT· SENTENCE DOES NOT HAVE TRUTH-VALUE. .
AFTER YOU HAVE MADE YOUR DECISION ABOUT EACH SENTENCE, PLACE THE CORRES-
PONDING NUMERAL IN THE 6f.P-ROPRIATE COLUMN OF THE CHART TO THE LEFT. 'N'--
NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE; 'E'--EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.
ALT HITMAN'S IDEAS ARE PATRIOTIC.
\ HAT DOES 'PATRIOTIC' MEAN?
LOOK IT UP IN THE DICTIONARY.
You OUGHT TO MEMORIZE liTHE CONCORD HYMN."
N E
7.
S.
9.
10.
11 • THE BRAVE MEN, LIVING AND DEAD, WHO STRUGGLED HERE
HAVE CONSECRA~ED IT FAR ABOVE OUR POOR POWER TO ADD
OR DETRACT.
12. LINCOLN HAD A FINE SENSE OF HUMOR, TOO.
13. ROBERT E. LEE WAS COMMANDING GENERAL OF THE SOUTHERN
FORCES IN THE AR BETWEEN THE STATES.
14. ROBERT E. LEE WAS A PERFECT GENTLEMAN.
15. To THAT HIGH CONCEPT THERE CAN BE NO END SAVE VICTORY.
16. LOOKING FORWARD TO A WORLD FOUNDED UPON FOUR ESSEN- ,
TIAL FREEDOMS.
17.
is.
ARTHUR MILLER WROTE "GRANDPA ~ .I!:!,!;;. STATE"!ItN SEVEN-
TEEN WEEKS.
"GRANDPA ~.l!:!£ STATE" IS AN EXCITING RADIO PLAY BY
ARTHUR MI LLER.
~-............iiiIiiiiIi__ IlllllllllllilIIIIIIIIiII iIII149
ANSWER SHEET - DEVELOPMENT B
I
1
j
'-'
N E
7
15
9
10
11
12
1)
14
15
17
115
ITEM 16 IS NOT A SENTENCE.
SOME ~ENTENCES ARE INCLUDED HERE TO HELP STUDENTS OVERCOME THE
T~NDENCV TO CONFUSE STRONG CONVICTION OF EITHER TRUTH OR FALSITY WITH
TRUTH VALUE•.
IN DEALING WITH ITEM 11, YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN TEMPTED TO PLACE
THIS UTTERANCE FROM THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS IN THE E COLUMN SIMPLY BE-
CAUSE WE ARE PRONE TO BELIEVE THAT WH~T LINCOLN SAID THAT DAY WAS TRUE.
NEVERTHELESS, THE SENTENCE QUOTED IS DEFINITELY A VALUE JUDGMENT.
THERE ARE OTHERS OF THIS ILK IN THE LIST.,"
150
1. TIME.
2. INTEREST.
3. FACILITY.
4. EXPEDIENCY.
"AMERICAN VOICES" P. 521
COMPOSITION ~NIT - DEVELOP~ENT B·
CU-B
BY PAYING ATTENTION TO THE ABOVE FOUR CRITERIA (YOU CAN LOOK WORDS UP IN
THE DICTIONARY YOU KNOW).
COMPOSITION OF ANY SORT ON IT, STRIVING TO ARRANGE IT AND GIVE IT ORDER
TAKE SOME IDEA SUGGESTED BY THE SECTION, AMERICAN VOICES, AND DEVELOP A
FROM: CONCISE DICTIONARY
N A WELL ARRANGED COMPOSITION DEPENDS ON FOUR ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS TO
3~ ASSURE ITS MOST EFFECTIVE ORDER.
R$I ARRANGEMENT:....
....
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"AMERICAN VOICES" - P. 521
TEACHER COMMENTARY - CO~POSITION UNIT - DEVELOPMENT B
THIS COMPOSITION UNIT MAy CALL FOR SOME EXPLANATION ON YOUR PART,
TC - CU-B
FACILITY IS ALSO APT TO BE MISLEADING. THE WRITING SHOULD SEEM TO
TIME, OF COURSE, MAY REFER TO THE SIMPLE CHRONOLOGY OR THE DI8CI-
TION CAN COME ABOUT ONLY THROUGH HARD WORK AND THE EXERCISE OF GREAT CARE
INTEREST WILL MEAN THAT THE MATERIAL PRESENTED MUST BE INTERESTING
INTEREST.
To EXPEDITE MEANS TO REMOVE OBSTACLES, EXPEDIENCY IN WRITING MEANS
LESS.•
POSSESS GREAT EASE AND EFFORTLESSNESS, BUT AT THE SAME TIME SUCH CONVIC-
qr UP WITH IN INTERPRETING THESE ESSENTIALS.
T IT MAy ALSO REFER TO THE WRITING~SSEEMING TIMEL~ NOT DATED OR PURPOSE-
:d~ L6:
q
om TO THE READER BUT IT CAN ALSO MEAN THAT THE WRITER IS EXPRESSING HIS OWN
,uri; BUT DON'T BE I N ANY HURRY WI TH YOUR EXPLANATIONS. SEE WHAT THEY CAN COME
Y BY THE WRI TER.
IJ< PLINE OF PROGRESSING STRAIGHT FORWARDLY IN TIME TO ORDER THE PARAGRAPHS.
Oy TO CONVINCE THE READER THAT EXISTING OBSTACLES HAVE BEEN REMOVED SO THAT
r' IT SEEMS THAT THERE WERE NONE IN THE FIRST PLACE., ..
,"
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• •
4) How MARVELLOUS AND FAIR A THING
IT IS TO SEE AN ENGLISH SPRING.
IT IS A RARE, A HOLY SIGHT
TO'SEE THE HILLS WITH BLOSSOM WHITE,
--T. S. ELIOT, "THE WASTE LAND"
LILACS OUT OF THE DEAD LAND, •••
3) APRIL IS THE CRUELLEST MONTH, BREEDING
IN THE HIDDEN HEART OF THINGS
THAT YEARN, THAT FLOWER, PUT FORTH WINGS
AND SHOW THEIR SPLENDOURS ONE BY ONE
BENEATH THE ALL-REJOICING SUN.
--CECIL ROBERTS, FROM "SPRINGTIME IN
COCKHAM DEAN," VERSE.2.E:.2.!:!.!i~'
NEW YORK: ApPLETON-CENTURY, CROFTS,
INC., 1935, P. 31.
To FEEL THE AIR ABOUT ONE FLOWING
WITH THE SILENT RAPTURE GROWING
1) BEAUTIFUL COLORADO. BEAUTIFUL ASPEN. THE SUGAR-COATED TREES,
THOSE MASSIVE WHITE PEAKS IN THE DISTANCE, AND THE TOWN SNUGGLED DOWN IN
THE ROARING FORK VALLEV. WHAT COULD BE A BETTER SPOT FOR A WINTER VACA-
TION! EVERVTHING IS PERFECT. ASPEN IS A WONDERFUL PLACE FOR WINTER
SPORTS. THE MOUNTA INS ARE SPECTACULAR. SK I I NG IS MARVELQ,t;(S FUN./ AND
ERIC, AN ENGINEERING STUDENT, IS AN EXCELLENT SI<I iNSTRUCTOR. AND AFTER
SKIING, THERE IS THE RED ONION--A DELIGHTFUL SPOT TO DANCE OR LISTEN TO
THE ORCHESTRA OR CARRV ON FASCINATING CONVERSATIONS WITH OTHER VACATIONERS.
2) WHEN YOU ENTER A LINCOLN CONTINENTAL, ~OU QUICKLY REALIZE WHY
IT USUALLY IS CONSIDERED A CUT ABOVE ANV OTHER CAR IN AMERICA. THE TIME-
LESS DISTINCTION OF ITS CLASSIC DESIGN; THE RICH MATERIALS THAT GO INTO
ITS APPOINTMENTS; THE THOROUGH, PAINSTAI<ING CARE WITH WHICH IT IS BUILT--
THESE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS FOR LINCOLN CONTINENTAL'S DISTINGUISHED RE-
PUTATION. A REPUTATION WHICH THE NEW MAGNIFICENT MARK V IS CERTAIN TO
MAKE EVEN STRONGER. INSPECT THIS MOST LUXURIOUS OF THE FAMOUS LINCOLN
CONTINENTALS AT YOUR DEALER'S SOON. OWNERSHIP OF THIS AUTOMOBILE IS A
SUPREMELV SATISFYING EXPERIENC~
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JCM MODELS:
I
APPLICATIONIN YOUR CLASS DISCUSSIONS YOU HAVE CALLED THiS NEW KIND OF SENTENCE
JPINIONS OR JUDGMENTS OR PERHAPS SOMETHING ELSE ENTIRELY. FROM NOW ON WE
IN GRAMMAR THESE VALUE-JUDGMENT SENTENCES ARE CALLED DECLARATIVE
fENTENCES. IN GRAMMAR BOTH OPEN SENTENCES AND VALUE-JUDGMENTS ARE DE-
CLARATIVE SENTENCES.
WILL CALL THIS FOURTH KIND OF SENTENCE WHICH HAS ~ TRUTH-VALUE VALUE-
~DGMENTSo VALUE JUDGMENTS ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE; THEY ARE JUST
OPINIONS. VALUE-JUDGMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR ADVERTISERS. CAN YOU THINK OF
OTHERS WHO MIGHT USE MANY VALUE-JUDGMENTS SENTENC~S IN THEIR DISCOURSE?
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E~ERC1SE:
ARE EITHER TRUE OR FALSE.
1) WRITE A UNIFIED PARAGRAPH IN WHICH YOU TRY TO MAKE
US, YOUR READERS, WANT SOMETHING~-YOUR FATHER'S CAR
(OR ONE JUST LIKE IT), YOUR MOTHER'S APPLE PIE,
YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE. You WILL NEED TO USE MANY,
MANY VALUE-JUDGMENT SENTENCES.
2) Now TRY RE-WRITING YOUR PARAGRAPH BY CHANGING ALL
YOUR VALUE-JUDGMENT SENTENCES INTO SENTENCES WHICH
CAN BE TESTED FOR TRUTH, THAT IS, SENTENCES WHICH
_6-A AND B
CORRELATION:STRUCTORS BY FIVE SECONDS.
DC POLITICAL SPEECHES OR EDITORIALS, OR NEWSPAPER ARTICLES.
'r RESEARCH:
, ..
,"
IN WINTER, THE DIS-
r/OOEL FOR ELI 1-.11 NAT ION OF VALUE-JU0G1:1Ern SEr'JTnJCES
ASPEN, COLORADO, LIES IN ROARING FORK VALLEY.
INSTRUCTORS, AND HOTELS WITH SWIMMING POOLS FOR WINTER VACATIONERS.
FIND FIVE INSTANCES OF THE USE OF VALUE-JUDGMENTS IN MAGAZINE ADS,
ENGINEER, AND HE TOLD US ABOUT HIS TRIPS ON HORSEBACK INTO THE VERY
OF 1955. THEY WERE FASTER THAN THE OTHER ADVANCED CLASSES AND THEIR IN-
ERIC, THE SKI INSTRUCTOR, IS GETTING AN ADVANCED DEGREE AS A MINING
HEART OF THE MOUNTAIN COUNTRY. ERIC'S CLASS WON THE SKI RACE THE WINTER
~TANT MOUNTAIN PEAKS ARE WHITE WITH SNOW. IN OLDEN DAYS IT HAD BEEN A
'I SILVER-MINING TOWN, OUT NOT NOVI; IT IS FITTED OUT VJITH CHAIR LIFTS, SKI
-;;L6-A AND 8 ,IT IS. WE WILL SAY ITS TRUTH-VALUE IS UNDECIDED OR UNDE-
ARE PRESCRIPTIVE IN NATURE.
...
, '"
, ...
1.55
• SUf\ilMARY
By NOW YOU HAVE DISCOVERED AND KNOW THE NAMES OF FOUR KINDS OF
BEING WE COULD SAY, "YES, THE SENTENCE IS TRUE OR FALSE; WE JUST DON'T
-;)(1 L6-A AND B
pi, F'I F'TH KI NO OF SENTENCE.
THE SENTENCE 'THERE ARE MOUNTAINS ON VENUS' IS TRUE OR FALSE, BUT
QUESTIONS AND OPEN SENTENCES ARE BOTH INCOMPLETE. THEY CONTAIN
To THIS FIFTH SET OF SENTENCES BELONG ALL THE SENTENCES YOU HAVE
TELESCOPE STRONG ENOUGH TO BRING THE MOUNTAINS INTO VIEW, FOR THE TIME
THE FIRST TWO KINDS OF SENTENCES ARE ALIKE IN THAT THEY REQUIRE
COMMANDS (IMPERATIVE SENTENCES)
QUESTIONS (INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES)
OPEN SENTENCES (DECLARATIVE SENTENCES)
VALUE-JUDGMENTS (DECLARATIVE 8ENT~NCES).
THEY A~E
'" SOME 1< I NO OF RESPONSE FROM THE PERSON TO WHOM THEY ARE ADDRESSED. THEY
BLANKS WHICH WHEN FILLED BY NOUNS MAY TURN INTO VALUE-JUDGMENTS OR THE
SINCE, AS FAR AS WE KNOW, NO ONE HAS BEEN CLOSE ENOUGH OR HAS BUILT A
!1 SENTENCES WHICH HAVE NO TRUTH VALUE, OR WHICH ARE NEITHER TRUE NOR FALSE.
!
J~ ALL THE SENTENCES IN THE RIGHT-HAND SET OF EXAMPLES. THEY ARE THE SEN-
j
J~ TENCES WHICH ££ HAVE TRUTH-VALUE. THEIR TRUTH OR F'ALSITY IS POSSIBLE
:11
',-I
~, OF' OETERMINATION--IF NOT AT THIS MOMENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE,
~··l
*1
)~ POSSIBLY AT SOME F'UTURE MOMENT.
;:')
i
:~ BEEN PUTTING OR CLASSIFYING IN THE RIGHT-HAND COLUMN OF YOUR CHARTS,DECLARATIVE SENTENCES.
r OR
o~ CORRELAT ION:
,'"
A STATEMENT IS A
SENTENCE WHICH HAS
TRUTH-VALUE.
A STATEMENT IS AN
UTTERANCE WHICH HAS
TRUTH-VM..UE.
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WE WILL CALL THESE SENTENCES WHICH ££ HAVE TRUTH VALUE STATEMENTS.
IN GRAMMAR STATEMENTS ARE ALSO CALLED DECLARATIVE SENTENCES.
, fN GRAMMAR NO DISTINCTION 'IS MADE TWEEN OPEN SENTENCES, VALUE-JUDG-
MENTS, AND STATEMENTS. THEY ARE ALL CALLED THE SAME. THEY ARE CALLED-_MARGARET FISHBACK
--JAMES THURBER, "A SORT OF GENIUS," ALARMS ~ DIVERSIONS, P. 101
...
, ...
2) As THE GROUND FREEZES, THE PEONY SEED BED IS COVERED WITH AN
INCH MULCH OF SOME COARSE LITTER. IN THE SPRING THE MULCH IS REMOVED,
AND THE GROUND IS KEPT FREE FROM WEEDS THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER. WITH THE
FREEZE UP IN THE FALL, THE BED IS COVERED AS BEFORE, AND THE MULCH IS
LEFT UNTIL OPEN WEATHER IN THE SPRING. WITH THE FIRST WARM DAYS OF THE
SECOND SPRING, THE LITTLE PEONIES BEGIN TO PIERCE THE SOIL. DURING THE
FIRST SEASON OF GROWTH THEY SEND FORTH BUT A SINGLE LEAF STALK, AND THIS
GROWS ONLY TWO INCHES. A STRAIGHT ROOT ABOUT FOUR INCHES LONG AND OF THE
DIAMETER OF A LEAD PENCIL IS PRODUCED.
,
.11 ~DELS:
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3) OH, SOMEWHERE THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE NOTHING IN THE WORLD TO DO
BUT SIT UPON THE PYRENEES
AND USE THE VERY SPECIAL BREEZE
PROVIDED FOR THE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE NOTHING IN THE WORLD TO DO
BUT SIT UPON •••
--CHESTINE GOWDY, LESSONS .!.!::!. ENGL I SH, BOOK THREE, P. 199
r
1) ON THE MORNING OF SATURDAY THE 16TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1922, A BOY
NAMED RAYMOND SCHNEIDER AND A GIRL NAMED PEARL BAHMER, WALKING DOWN A
\ LONELY LANE ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, CAME UPON
; . SOMETHING THAT MADE THEM RUSH TO THE NEAREST HOUSE IN EASTON AVENUE, A-
,. ROUND THE CORNER, SHOUTI NG. I N THAT HOUSE AN EXC I TED WOMAN NAMED GRACE
EDWARDS LISTENED TO THEM WIDE-EYED AND THEN TELEPHONED THE POLICE. THE
POLICE CAME ON THE RUN AND EXAMINED THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S DISCOVERY: THE
BODIES OF A MAN AND A WOMAN. THEY HAD BEEN SHOT TO DEATH AND THE WOMAN'S
THROAT WAS CUT. LEANING AGAINST ONE OF THE MANiS SHOES WAS HIS CALLING
CARD, NOT AS IF IT HAD FALLEN THERE BUT AS IF IT HAD BEEN PLACED THERE.
IT BORE THE NAME REV. EDWARD HALL. HE HAD BEEN THE RECTOR OF THE PRO-
TESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF STo JOHN THE EVANGELIST IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
THE WOMAN WAS IDENTIFIED AS MRS. ELEANOR R. MILLS, WIFE OF THE SEXTON
OF THAT CHURCH. RAYMOND SCHNEIDER AND PEARL BAHMER HAD STUMBLED UPON
WHAT WAS TO GO DOWN FINALLY IN THE ANNALS OF OUR CRIME AS PERHAPS THE
COUNTRY'S MOST REMARKABLE MYSTERY. NOBODY WAS EVER FOUND GUILTY OF THE
\ MURDERS. BEFORE THE CASE WAS OFFICIALLY CLOSED, 'A HUNDRED AND FIFTY
;: PERSONS HAD HAD THE I R DAY IN COURT AND ON THE ·FRONT PAGES OF THE NEWS-
PAPERS. THE NAMES OF TWO MUST ALREADY HAVE SPRUNG TO YOUR MIND: MRS.
l JANE GIBSON, CALLED BY THE AVID PRESS "THE PIG WOMAN," AND WILLIAM CAR-
c~ PENTER STEVENS, ONCE KNOWN BY A HUNDRED MILLION PEOPLE SIMPLY AS "WILL-
I; IE." THE PIG WOMAN DIED IN 1931, BUT WILLIE STEVENS WENT ON LIVING,
d UNTIL HIS DEATH IN 1942, WITH HIS SISTER, MRS. HALL, AT 23 NICHOL AVE-
!
~..( NUE, NEW BRUNSWI CK 0
I
I
i
I
I
IRELATION TO LITERATURE
REEXAMINE THE SELECTIONS IN "AMERICAN VOICES," PAGE 521. FIND
AN EXAMPLE WHICH CONTAINS MORE STATEMENTS THAN OPEN SENTENCES.
LOOK PARTICULARLY AT PATRICK HENRY'S "LIBERTY OR DEATH" SPEECH,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S "GETTYSBURG ADDRESS," AND THE "PREAMBLE TO THE CON-
STITUTION." Do THESE SELECTIONS CONTAIN MORE STATEMENTS OR VALUE JUDG-
MENTS?
As YOU KNOW, POETRY IS MADE UP OF SENTENCES JUST AS IS PROSE.
EXAMINE THE SENTENCES IN EMERSON'S "CONCORD HYMN," WHITMAN'S "0H CAP-
TAIN, My CAPTAIN," AND MACLEISH'S liTHE YOUNG DEAD SOLDIERS." ARE THE
SENTENCES IN THESE POEMS STATEMENTS, VALUE JUDGMENTS, OR DO YOU FIND
SOME OF EACH?
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT'S "FoUR FREEDOMS 11 SPEECH IS A PRIME EXAMPLE
OF 20TH CENTURY POLITICAL ORATORY. EXAMINE THIS SELECTION AS YOU DID
THOSE OF PATRICK HENRY AND ABRAHAM LI COLN. HAS POLITICAL ORATORY
CHANGED IN THE COURSE OF AMERICAN HISTORY? IF SO, HOW? WHAT INFLUENCE,
IF ANY, DO STATEMENTS AND VALUE JUDGMENTS HAVE ON THE WAY IN WHICH POLI-
TICIANS OR STATESMEN SWAY THEIR AUDIENCES?
WRITE A PARAGRAPH ON SOME HIGHLY PATRIOTIC SUBJECT. SEE WHAT KIND
OF SENTENCES YOU HAVE USED.~.
. ~~
I
1~
EXERCISE:
MOST OF THE SENTENCES IN THE MODELS ARE STATEMENTS. STATEMENTS,
AS YOU KNOW, ARE UTTERANCES OR SENTENCES WHICH CAN BE VERIFIED. WRITE
A UNIFIED PARAGRAPH DESCRIBING SOME INCIDENT (YOU MAy USE YOUR OWN EX-
PERIENCE OR BASE YOUR STORY ON A NEWS ITEM IN THE PAPER). TRY TO MAKE
EVERY SENTENCE YOU WRITE A STATEMENT--THAT IS, A SENTENCE WHICH IS
EITHER TRUE OR FALSE. IF YOU STICK TO STATEMENTS, YOUR STORY CAN BE
TESTED FOR TRUTH-VALUE. WHAT ARE THE KINDS OF INFORMATION YOUR STORY
MUST CONTAIN?
WHAT KINDS OF SENTENCES MUST YOUR STORY. BE FREE FROM?
RESEARCH:
FIND TWO EXAMPLES FROM LITERATURE OF DESCRIPTIVE PASSAGES WHICH
ARE MADE UP MOSTLY OF STATEMENTS. COpy THESE INTO YOUR NOTEBOOKS." 3. LET1S FORGET ENGLISH FOR A MOMENT AND TALK ABOUT GENERAL SCIENCE.
HAVE YOU STUDIED ABOUT ATOMS AND MOLECULES?
WHAT IS AN ATOM?
JOHN EATS HIS SUPPER
,,",,
JOHN
Ef\TS
HI S SUPPER
WE KNOW THAT IN ORDER TO MAKE A SENTENCE WE NEED THREE THINGS.
1. SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT, OR A WORD
(OR GROUP OF WORDS) THAT NAMES SOMETHING
2. A WORD (OR WORD GROUP) THAT DOES THE
SAYING.
3. A WORD (OR WORD GROUP) THAT TELLS WHAT
IS SAID.
WHAT IS A MOLECULE?
LET'S GO BACK TO THE SENTENCES. JUST AS ATOMS ARE THE SMALLEST DIVI-
SIONS OF AN ELEMENT WHICH KEEP THE PROPERTIES OF THAT ELEMENT, SENTENCES
ARE THE SMALLEST DIVISION OF LANGUAGE WHICH KEEP THE MAIN PROPERTY OF
LANGUAGE-_WHICH IS MEANING.
Now, WRITE ANOTHER.
BIRDS FLY.
BUT WE ALSO KNOW THAT THE WORD THAT DOES THE SAYING AND THE WORD THAT
TELLS WHAT IS SAID MAY BE ONE WORD.
LESSON 7 - ATOMIC AND ~/OLECULAR SENT~NCES
WE WILL PUT OUR SENTENCES ON THE BLACKBOARD.
* * * ~ *
DEVELOPMENT A - CLASSROOM ACTIVITY
1. WE HAVE ALREADY LEARNED WHAT A SENTENCE IS. IT IS A GROUP OF WORDS
WHICH SAYS SOMETHING. THE SOMETHING THAT IS SAYS HAS MEANING. IN
OTHER WORDS, I T MAKES SENSE••••
2. WE HAVE ALSO PROVED THAT ALL OF US CAN MAKE SENTENCES. To SHOW HOW
EASY IT IS, MAKE UP A SENTENCE AND WRITE IT HERE, NOW.
.~: 4.
f
i.~ 5. Now WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ATOMIC SENTENCE
AND A MOL~CULAR SENTENCE?
'\L7: A,2
.~
i
!
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WE KNOW THAT ATOMS CAN BE DtVIDED INTO PROTONS, -NEUTRONS, ELECTRONS
AND SO aN~ BUT AN ATOM OF OXYGEN DOESN'T HAVE THE PROPERTIES OF OXY-
GEN WHEN IT IS DIVIDED.
IN THE SAME WAY A SENTENCE CAN BE BROKEN DOWN INTO WORDS, AND WORDS
INTO LETTERS, WE NO LONGER HAVE THE MEANING WHEN A SENTENCE IS SO BRO-
I£EN DOWN.
WE SAID THAT A MOLECULE WAS THE SMALLEST PARTICLE OF A COMPOUND WHICH
RETAINED THE PROPERTIES OF THE COMPOUND AS
H20 IS A MOLECULE OF WATER.
BUT IF WE BREAK IT DOWN (AS WE CAN) WE NO LONGER HAVE WATER BUT ATOMS
OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN.
WE CAN TALK ABOUT SENTE~JCES IN THE SAME WAY.
SOME SENTENCES ARE ATOMS AND WE CALL THEM
ATOMIC SENTENCES
SOME SENTENCES ARE MOLECULE~ AND WE CALL THEM
MOLECULAR SENTENCES
REMEMBER THAT WE SAID THAT THE
PROPERTY OF THE SENTENCE WAS
MEANING •
THINK HARD AND SEE IF YOU CAN TELL YOUR TEACHER.
Now LET'S GO BACK TO THE BOARD AND SEE IF WE HAVE ALL ATOMIC SENTENCES,
ALL MOLECULAR, OR SOME OF EACH.
You MAY WRITE ON THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET IF YOU WISH.
...
, ...WATER IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF A MOLECULE. IF NEED BE IT CAN BE EXPLAINED
LIKE THIS:
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TEACHER COr~NTARY -:ATOMIC AND WOLECULAR SENTENCES
TC - A, 1
THE CIRCLES REPRESENT ATOMS OF ELEMENTS. BUT WHEN THEY ARE COMBINED
AND THERE ARE THE NAMES OF TWO ELEMENTS IN ONE CIRCLE WE HAVE A MOLE-
CULE. THE NAME 'WATER' REPRESENTS A MOLECULE MADE UP OF TWO ATOMS OF
HVDROGEN AND ONE OF OXYGEN.
(A COMPOUND IS A MATERIAL MADE UP OF TWO OR MORE
ELEMENTS JOINED TOGETHER, OR COMBINED.)
OTHER DEFINITIONS WHICH MAY BE MORE USEFUL ARE: AN ATOM IS THE
SMALLEST PARTICLE OF AN ELEMENT WHICH CAN EXIST, AND A MOLECULE IS
THE SMALLEST PARTICLE OF A MATERIAL WHICH CAN EXIST. (BUT THIS LAT-
TER DEFINITION MAY LEAD TO TROUBLE.)
AN ATOM IS THE Sfi1ALLEST PART OF AN ELEMENT WHICH
RETAINS THE PROPERTIES OF THAT ELEMENT.
(AN ELEMENT IS A MATERIAL MADE ONLY OF ITSELF.)
A MOLECULE IS THE SMN.LEST PART OF A CmlPOUND WH I CH
RETAINS THE PROPERTIES OF THAT COMPOUND.
REMEMBER THAT THIS IS A BEGINNING GROUP AND THAT SOME OF YOUR PUPILS
MAy HAVE LITTLE READING SKILL. I WOULD SUGGEST THAT YOU READ THIS
MATERIAL SLO\~Y AND HAVE THEM FOLLOW THE WORDS ON THEIR PAPERS.
2. THIS SHOULD ALSO COME EASILY, AS WE HAVE BEEN DOING IT IN CLASS. Do
NOT ALLOW TOO MUCH TIME. IT IS FROM THESE PAPERS THAT YOU WILL DE-
VELOP YOUR CHALKBOARD FULL OF SENTENCES. WE HAVE ALLOWED SPACES FOR
TWO SENTENCES IN ORDER TO MINIMIZE THE DANGER OF DUPLICATION. Do
NOT BE DISTURBED AT WHATEVER SENTENCES ARE PRESENTED. AND DO NOT RE-
NOT
JECT ANV THAT YOU KNOW ARE NOT GOOD SENTENCES. You WILL FIND THAT
CORRECTIONS WI~BE FORTHCOMING FROM THE CLASS. -ro ~ Tj;E ~OT
ASK THEM FOR-;HEI;-SPELLINGS. H~THEM READ THEIR SENTENCES AND
WRITE THEM ON THE BOARD WITH CORRECT SPELLING.
3. You ~ NOT KNOW WHETHER THEY HAVE COVERED THIS MATERIAL IN THEIR
SCIENCE CLASSES OR NOT. IF NOT IT MAY BE A LITTLE DIFFICULT.
THE IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS (WHICH THEY MAY WRITE IN THE BLANK SPACES)
ARE:
.'1. THE MATERIAL UP TO THE SIGN * * * * * HAS BY NOW BEEN COVERED
IN CLASS AND SHOULD CAUSE NO TROUBLE. IT IS IN THE NATURE OF A RE-
VIEW AND, SINCE THE UNDERSTANDING HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED, THE VERBAL-
IZATION AT THIS POINT IS QUITE PROPER.
i
:f.L7:
,. '
WE ~RE NOT AT ALL SURE THAT YOU WOULD WANT THIS QUESTION ANSWERED TODAY •
BE CAREFUL NOT TO DEPRIVE THEM OF THE EXPERIENCE OF DISCOVERING BY
TELLING THEM.
,"
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You MIGHT
THIS IS
MYRTLE IS PURPLE
BIRDS FLY.
JOHN GOES TO BED.
TC-A, 2
REMEMBER THAT AN ATOMIC SENTENCE IS SI~PLY A SENTENCE HAVING ONLY ONE
ELEMENT OF MEANING. A MOLECULAR SENTENCE HAS TWO OR MORE CO~~ONENT
MEANINGS. '
MYRTLE IS A PURPLE TURTLE.
IS MOLECULAR. ITS ATOMS ARE
MYRTLE IS A TURTLE.
AND
IS ATOMIC, BUT WE CAN ADD ANOTHER ATOM
BIRDS FEED THEIR YOUNG •
AND HAVE THE MOLECULAR--BIRDS FLY AND FEED THEIR YOUNG.
AND
IN OUR SAMPLE SENTENCES, 'JOHN EATS HIS SUPPER' IS ATOMIC.
WR~TE ON THE BOARD 'JOHN EATS HIS SUPPER AND GOES TO BED'.
MOLECULAR. ITS ATOMS ARE:
JOHN EATS HIS SUPPER.
HERE IS THE IMPORTANT PART OF THE LESSON. IT I~ VITAL THAT THE STUGENTS
BE ALLOWED TO DISCOVER THE ANALOGY BETWEEN ATOMS AND MOLECULES AND SEG-
MENTS OF SENTENCES FOR THEMSELVES. THE TEACHER MAY LEAD THEM THROUGH
RETURNING TO AND EMPHASIZING THAT MOLECULES ARE MADE OF ATOMS--THAT
THERE MAY BE TWO OR MORE ATOMS IN A MOLECULE, BUT THAT THERE MUST BE
TWO--AND THAT MOLECULES MAY BE BROKEN DOWN INTO THE ATOMS OF WHj;H
THEY ARE BUILT. WHAT WE ARE ACTUALLY TEACHING IS THAT SENTENCES ARE
MADE UP OF CLAUSES, BUT DON'T BRING THAT UP AT THIS POINT.
Do NOT WORRY ABOUT TIME. WE DISREGARD IT. IF THE LESSON IS NOT COM-
PLETED TODAY, THERE IS ALWAYS TOMORROW.
(IF YOU ARE NOT SURE YOURSELF--AND THINGS ARE CONSTANTLY CROPPING UP OF
WHICH WE ARE NOT CERTAIN--DON'T LET IT BOTHER YOU. LET THEM DISCUSS
THE MATTER. ASK THEM QUESTIONS BUT DON'T GIVE ANY ANSWERS. IF THEY
SEEM TO BE ENTIRELY WRONG THEY CAN ALWAYS BE REDIRECTED AT A LATER DATE,
AFTER ~ HAVE DISCOVERED THE ANSWER.)
IF YOU HAVE OBVIOUS AND SIMPLE MOLECULAR SENTENCES ON THE BOARD, YOU
MAY LEAD DISCUSSiON TOWARD THEM BY ASKING, "How IS THIS SENTENCE (POINT-
I~NG TO A MOLECULAR ONE) DIFFERENT FROM THiS (POINTING TO AN ATOMIC ONE)?"
: \',; L7:
, .
•f 4.
.. " .WE ARE POSITIVE THAT YOU DO' NOT WANT IT FORCED. SUBVERBALIZED LEARN-
ING INSISTS ON THE DISCOVERY AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE PRINCIPLES IN-
VOLVED BEFORE ANY ATTEMPT IS MADE TO PUT THE GENERALIZATION IN WORDS.
IF ANYONE VOLUNTEERS THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION, ACCEPT IT, OF COURSE,
BUT IT MIGHT BE MUCH BETTER JUST TO ASK THEM TO THINK ABOUT IT OVER
THE WEEK-END.
TC-A, 3 164
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PROEi.EM
SEPARATE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES INTO TWO GROUPS. PUT THE NUMERALS
FOR THE ATOMI C SENTENCES I N THE COLUMN HEADED IAI, AND THE MOl EClJI AR SEN-
TENCES IN THE COLUMN HEADED IMI.
1. My NAME IS SHERLOCK HOLMES.
2. THIS IS DR. ATSON.
J. I AM A DETECT IVEe
4. THIS IS MY FRIEND AND ASSOCIATE,
DR. \ ATSON.
5. I AM LIVING WITH MY STEPFATHER AND
GUARDIAN.
6. I AM DR. GRIMESBY ROYLOTT, OF STOKE
MORAN.
...
A rvl
7.
8.
9.
10.
. 11.
12.
1J.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
You ARE HOLMES, THE MEDDLER.
THE BUILDING WAS OF GRAY, LICHEN-BLOTCHED STONE.
HE HAS FOLLOWED ME, THEN.
A SMALL SIDE DOOR LED INTO THE WHITEWASHED CORRIDOR
FROM WHICH THE THREE BEDROOMS OPENED.
Go INTO YOUR ROOM AND BAR YOUR SHUTTERS•
IE MUST SIT WITHOUT A LIGHT.
SUDDENLY THERE BROKE FROM THE SILENCE OF THE NIGHT
THE MOST HORRIBLE CRY I HAVE EVER LISTENED TO.
SOONER OR LATER SHE MUST FALL A VICTIM.
IT IS A SWAMP ADDER.
SOME OF MY BLOWS CAME HOME AND ROUSED ITS SNAKISH
TEMPER.
IT WOULD CRAWL DOWN THE ROPE AND LAND ON THE BED.
SUCH ARE THE TRUE FACTS OF THE DEATH OF DR. GRIMESBY
ROYLQTT, OF STOKE MORAN.
ROUND HIW BROW, HE HAD A YELLOW BAND WITH BROWNISH
SPECKLES.
liTHE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BANDI! IS A GOOD DE-
TECTIVE STORY.., \~.)
!,'. ..1'>,,·· ,
;~.,'
.>
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A M
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1S
19
20,
al IS TO RELATE EVENTS IN A CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, THAT IS, IN THE ORDER IN
WHERE HOLMES SUMS UP THE CASE.
...
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DR. WATSON (CONAN DOYLE) DOES THIS IN liTHE
CO~POSITION UNIT - ORDER
A GOOD WAY TO ACHIEVE ORDER IN A PARAGRAPH OR A LONGER COMPOSITION
1. WRITE A PARAGRAPH IN WHICH YOU ENUMERATE THE CLUES BY WHICH
HOLMES SOLVED THE CASE, BEING SURE THAT YOU LIST THEM IN THE
ORDER IN WHICH THEY OCCURRED IN TIME.
2. WRITE A SIMILAR PARAGRAPH LISTING AN IMAGINARY SERIES OF
EVENTS LEADING TO SOME STARTLING OR UNEXPECTED CONCLUSION.
"THE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BAND" - SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE P. 44
L7: CU-B
WHICH THEY OCCURRED IN TIME.
ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BAND" AND ESPECIALLY IN THE SECTION ON PAGE 59
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING:SEPARATE THE MOLECULAR SENTENCES LISTED BELOW' INTO THEIR ATOMIC COMPONENTS.
BE CAREFUL THAT SUCH SEPARATION DOES NOT DESTROY THE MEANING OF THE ORIG-
INAL SENTENCE. IF IT DOES, THE SENTENCE IS NOT MOLECULAR.
PROBLEM
6. ROVER IS A BROWN AND WHITE DOG.
1~
DEVELOPMENT C
s. MARY WAS DRIVING AND TALKING AT THE SAME TIME.
7. HE HAD A KIND AND GENTLE MANNER.
5. MAY WORE BROWN AND WHITE SHOES.
4. THE GIRLS WERE WEARING BROWN AND WHITE SHOES.
9. THIS IS MY UNCLE WHO IS ALSO MY BEST FRIEND.
10. MOTHER WAS COOKING CHICKEN AND NOODLES.
1. AT SCHOOL I SAW BROWN AND WHITE SWEATERS.
AT SCHOOL I SAW BROWN SWEATERS.
AT SCHOOL I SAW WHITE SWEATERS.
2. MOTHER WAS BAKING CAKES AND PIES.
MOTHER WAS BAKING CAKES.
MOTHER WAS BAKING PIES.
3. JOHN AND MARY WILL GO.
JOHN WILL GO.
MARY WILL GO.
~~DELS:
L7: C
I
r ·~·"·· '~ ..
I'l,
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WHITE SHOES WITH BROWN
4. THE GIRLS WERE WEARING BROWN AND WHITE SHOES.
THE GIRLS WERE WEARING BROWN SHOES.
THE GIRLS WERE WEARING WHITE SHOES.
(BUT PERHAPS ~ THE GIRLS WERE WEARING
SADDLES.)
5. MAY WORE BROWN AND WHITE SHOES.
THiS IS ATOMIC AND CANNOT BE SEPARATED o You CANNOT LOGICALLY
SUPPOSE:
MAY WORE WHITE SHOES.
MAY WORE BROWN SHOES.
UNLESS YOU HAVE A CONTEXT TELLING YOU SHE WORE THEM AT DIFFER-
ENT TIMESo
6. ROVER IS A BROWN AND WHITE DOG.
HERE THERE IS NO QUESTIONo 'BROWN AND WHITE' MIGHT JUST AS WELL
BE TI ED TOGETHER W:UfH HYPHENS, 'BROWN-AND-WH ITE' AND TREATED AS
ONE IfJORD.
7. HE HAD A KIND AND GENTLE MANNER.
HE HAD A KIND MANNER.
HE HAD A GENTLE MANNER.
s. MARY WAS DRIVING AND TALKING AT THE SAME TIME.
MARY WAS DRIVING (AT ONE TIME).
MARY WAS TALKING (AT THE SAME TI ME).
9. THIS IS MY UNCLE WHO IS ALSO MY BEST FRIEND.
THIS IS MY UNCLE.
THIS IS MY BEST-FRIEND.
10. MOTHER WAS COOKING CHICKEN AND NOODLES.
MOTHER WAS COOKING CHICKEN.
MOTHER WAS COOKING NOODLES.
(POSSIBLE, BUT UNLIKELY.)
USUALLY WE THINK OF CHICKEN AND NOODLES IN THE SAME WAY WE THINK OF
HAM AND EGGS o WE THINK OF CHICKEN AND NOODLES AS COOKING ALLIN THE
SAME POTo IN ORDINARY DISCOURSE THE SENTENCE 'MOTHER WAS COOKING HAM
AND EGGS' IS ATOMIC IN NATURE. HAM AND EGGS IS AN ENTITY AND INSEP-
ARABLE. JUST SUPPOSE MOTHER WAS FRYING HAM AND BOILING EGGS. IN THAT
CASE, THE SENTENCES WOULD BE MOLECULAR AND COMPOSED OF ATOMSo
MOTHER WAS COOKING HAM.
MOTHER WAS COOKING EGGS.,
.!
PENDENT CLAUSE.
,~
IN GRAMMAR, ATOMIC SENTENCES ARE CALLED SIMPLE SENTENCES. MOLEC-
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CORRELATION: ~
IN GRAMMAR, WHEN SENTENCES ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO FORM THEY
STATEMENTS, IMPERATIVES, INTERROGATIVES, AND VALUE-JUDGMENTS ARE
IN BI-CONDITIONALS, THE CLAUSE INTRODUCED BY THE WORDS (PHRASE)
THE CONNECTIVES 'IF•••THEN' AND 'IF AND ONLY IF' AND THEIR EQUIV-
IN CONDITIONALS, THE ANTECEDENT (CLAUSE INTRODUCED BY THE WORD
STRIPPED OF THE CONNECTIVES 'IF•••THEN' AND 'IF AND ONLY IF' THE
AND ONLY IF') ARE CALLED COMPLEX SENTENCES.
IN GRAMMAR, CONDITIONALS ('IF•••THEN') AND BI-CONDITIONALS ('IF
ARE CALLED INDEPENDENT CLAUSES.
CALLED COORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS. THE COMPONENT ATOMIC (SIMPLE) SENTENCES
TENCES. THE LOGICAL WORDS 'AND' AND 'OR' AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS ARE
ALL SUBSETS OR SUBCLASSES OF SENTENCES.
ATOMIC COMPONENTS OF THE COMPLEX SENTENCES ARE SIMPLE SENTENCES.
ALENTS ARE CALLED SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS.
OF THE PAIR,' THE ONE NOT PRECEDED BY LOGICAL WORDS IS CALLED THE ~-
REVIEW:
'IF') IS CALLED A DEPENDENT CLAUSE; AND THE CONSEQUENT (CLAUSE INTRO-
rARE CALLED SIMPLE, COMPOUND, OR COMPLEX SENTENCES.
"
Ai VLAR SENTENCES WHOSE ATOMIC COMPONENTS ARE JOINED BY 'AND' AND ITS EQUIV-
U DUCED BY THE WORD 'THEN') IS CALLED THE INDEPENDENT CLAUSE.
g 'IF AND ONLY IF' IS CALLED THE DEPENDENT CLAUSE; WHEREAS THE OTHER CLAUSE
3J ALENTS OR DISJOINED BY 'OR' AND ITS EQUIVALENTS ARE CALLED COMPOUND ~_1• NEGATI ON • • • • • • • • • • ' NOT'
....
2. CONJUNCTI ON • • • • • • • • • 'AND'
3. DISJUNCTION • • • • • • • • • '0R'
4. CONDITIONAL • • • • • • I IF•••THEN I
5. BI-CONDITIONAL • • • I IF AND ONLY IF' •
....
f
I
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I N THESE LESSONS, STATEMENTS ARE ALSO CLASS II"I ED AS TO FORM. WHEN
STATEMENTS ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO FORM THEY ARE CALLED ATOMIC OR
MOLECULAR STATEMENTS.
MOLECULAR STATEMENTS ARE FURTHER CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NATURE
OF THEIR CONNECTIVES. SOME OF THE CLASSES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
, ....F'· ",. I·
!
..
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SUMMARY OF THE REMAINDER OF THE LESSONS
ENOUGH OF TH~ D~TAIL~D CONT~XT OF L~SSONS IN ANALYTICAL ENGLISH HAS • - ..........::.~__o=. _ ..............
B~~N PR~S~NT~D TO EXEMPLIFY THE TEACHING METHOD AND THE INTENDED FORMAT
FOR THE COURSE. IT CAN R~ADILY BE PERCEIVED HOW THE EX~RCISES ARE INTER-
LOCKED AND INTERRELATED TO ACHIEVE THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF A COORDINATED
COURSE IN ENGLISH. THE SAME SOURCE--Q22£ TIMES THROUGH LITERATURE, THE
SCOTT FORESMAN ANTHOLOGY FOR NINTH GRADE STUDENTS--FURNISHES THE SUB-
STANCE FOR LANGUAGE STUDY, LITERATURE STUDY, AND COMPOSITION. (IN THE
PROJECTED BOOK, LESSONS l!i ANALVTICAL ENGLISH WILL CONTAIN ITS OWN AN-
THOLOGY.)
THE REMAINDER OF LESSONS IS DEVOTED TO NUMEROUS DEVELOPMENTAL EXER-
CISES DESIGNED TO MAKE STUDENTS SURELY AWARE OF THE RELATIONAL NATURE OF
LANGUAGE. WHAT IS EXPRESSED IN THE MAJORITY OF HUMAN UTTERANCES IS A
RELATION OF ONE SORT OR ANOTHER. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THESE RELATIONS
ARE OF FOUR KINDS; THE RELATION OF IDENTITY, THE RELATION OF CLASSI-
FICATION OR SET-MEMBERSHIP, THE RELATION OF SUB-CLASSIFICATION OR SUB-
SET, AND THE RELATION OF EXISTENCES. ANY UTTERANCE, HOWEVER COMPLICATED,
CAN BE REDUCED TO A SIMPLE (ATOMIC) SENTENCE, OR (MUCH MORE USUALLY) TO
A SERIES OF SIMPLE (ATOMIC) SENTENCES, EACH PREDICATED WITH THE VERB
IISI. FOR PURPOSES OF SENTENCE ANALYSIS IT IS QUITE CONVENIENT TO REFER
TO THE FOUR RELATIONS AS SENTENCE? IN THE ~ OF THE FOUR 'IS'S:
THE I IS' OF IDENTITY
THE I IS I OF SET MEMBERSHIP
THE lIS' OF SUBSET
THE • ISI OF EXISTENCE
THE lis' OF IDENTITV: THE FIRST 'lSi WHICH STUDENTS OF LESSONS ATTEMPT
---
...TO DISCOVER THROUGH THE ANALYSfS OF SENTENCES AND THE SEPARATION OF EX-
AMPLES IS THE 'IS' OF IDENTITY. A CHIEF RELATIONAL NOTION WHICH IS EX-
PRESSED IN LANGUAGE IS THAT SOMETHING IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS SOME-
THING ELSE. THIS 'IS' IS SYNONYMOUS WITH THE SIGN OF EQUALITY OF MATH-
EMATICS, '='. A FREQUENT AND USEFUL TRANSLATION OF THiS 'IS' IS 'IS
ANOTHER NAME FOR'. THE CONCEPT OF IDENTITY IS EXPRESSED WHEN A PROPER
NAME (OR A WORD HAVING THE FORCE OF A PROPER NAME) IS LINKED TO A DES-
CRIPTION OF THE SAME INDIVIDUAL (NOT PERSON), WHEN TWO DESCRIPTIONS ARE
SO LINKED, OR WHEN, OCCASIONALLY, TWO PROPER NAMES ARE LINKED. SINCE
INDIVIDUALS (PERSONS, OBJECTS, CONCEPTS) ARE IDENTICAL IF AND ONLY IF
THEY SHARE THE SAME PROPERTIES (ATTRIBUTES), STUDENTS GAIN MUCH INSIGHT
INTO LANGUAGE CONCEPTS WHICH INSURE ACCURACY, JUDGMENT, AND DEFINITE-
NESS THROUGH WORKING WITH SENTENCES WHICH EXPRESS THE RELATION OF IDEN-
TITY. THE STUDENTS WORK OUT THE COMMONALITY OF SENTENCES REPRESENTING
THIS 'IS' OF IDENTITY AND, WITH SOME TEACHER HELP ARE LED TO DEVELOP ITS
LOGICAL SYMBOL.
~y
IT IS REALIZED THAT THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE LOGICAL FORMULAE EX-
1 PRESSED IN SYMBOLS HAS NO INTRINSIC VALUE AND THAT THEY COULD WELL BE
OMITTED FROM THE COURSE. HOWEVER, STUDENTS THOROUGHLY ENJOY THEM AND
I' INSIST ON RETAINING AND USING THEM. IT IS BELIEVED THAT SO SIMPLE AN
{
1
i EXPLANATION AS THAT THEY ARE IN POSSESSION OF A SECRET CODE OTHER CLASSES
DO NOT POSSESS IS OPERATIVE.
THE ~ gr §£! MEMBERSHIP: CLASSIFICATION IS ONE OF THE BASiC RELA-
T~ONS TO WHICH ALL STATEMENTS (ATOMIC) CAN BE REDUCED. THROUGH SETS OF
EXERCiSES REQUIRING STUDENTS TO ANALYZE SENTENCES AND SEPARATE THOSE
,~GROUPING OF LIKES AND AN EXCLUSION OF UNLIKES CONTRIBUTES CLARITY AND
ARE BOTH EXAMPLES OF THE SAME SENTENCE FORM.
PRECISENESS TO THEIR TOOLS FOR EXPRESSION IN LANGUAGE.
,~
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED THE' IS' OF PREDICATE ATTRI- TIONAL GRAMMAR.
THE CONCEPT OF SET MEMBERSHIP IS ESPECIALLY PERTINENT TO THE FORMA-
AN ATTRIBUTE IT BELONGS TO THE SET OF ALL OTHER THINGS POSSESSING THE SAME
ATTRIBUTE. A WHITE RABBIT BELONGS TO THE SET OF ALL THINGS IN THE UNI-
BELONGING TO A CLASS OR THE POSSESSION OF AN ATTRIBUTE. THIS RELATION IS
THE IDEA OF SET MEMBERSHIP REVEALS THE ACTUAL ADJECTIVAL NATURE OF
EX~RESSED BY THE' IS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP. WHEREAS THE ,'S' OF IDENTITY
MEMBERSHIP IS TRANSLATED AS 'BELONGS TO THE SET (CLASS) OF' OR 'HAS THE
THE NOTION OF SELECTIVITY INTO THEIR THINKING AND (NTO THEIR WRITING. A
TENCES ILLUSTRATING THIS PRINCIPLE OF BELONGINGNESS, STUDENTS INTRODUCE
VERSE POSSESSING THE ATTRIBUTE WHITENESS. THROUGH ANALYSIS OF MANY SEN-
BUTION, BUT SUCH A TERM IS TOO RECONDITE. ACTUALLY, WHEN AN OBJECT POSSESSES
WAS TRANSLATED BY 'EQUALS' OR ,'S ANOTHER NAME FOR', THE ,'S' OF SET
THE 'IS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP WAS FORMERLY CALLED THE ,'S' OF PREDICA-
ATTRIBUTE'.
TION. THIS NAME, THOUGH, IS AS AMBIGUOUS AS SOME OF THE TERMS OF TRADI-
THE 'IS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP DO ILLUSTRATE THE FIRST STEP IN DEFINITION,
BARN IS RED' A PREDICATE ADJECTIVE, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME INSISTING THAT
TION OF DEFINITIONS. STUDENTS SOON REALIZE THAT MANY SENTENCES EMPLOYING
'RUNNING' IN 'THE DOG IS RUNNING' IS A PART OF A VERB PHRASE, WHEN THEY
PARTICIPLES AND RESOLVES THE AMBIGUITY INHERENT IN CALLING 'RED' IN 'THE
, RELATION NOT OF EQUALITY, THEY DISCOVER THAT THIS RELATIONSHIP IS THAT OF
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,I WHICH REPRESENT THE KNOWN ,'S' :OF IDENTITY FROM OTHERS WHICH EXPRESS A
{
I
IPROVE HELPFUL TO HAVE THE STUDENTS THINK OF ALL THE THINGS THEY CAN WHICH
ARE AWARE OF MEMBERSHIP IN A CLASS. BUT THE AWARENESS OF THE IDENTITY
Now
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I TMAY
F WHICH IS OUR SYMBOL.
X AND ABSTRACTLY T
M
IT BECOMES
CUMBERSOME 'IS A MEMBER OF THE CLASS OF THINGS WE CALL
BETWEEN 'CLASS' AND 'SET' IS LIKELY TO BE GRASPED MORE SLOWLY.
AND FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
I
,'THAT OF ASSIGNING THE THING TO aE DEFINED MEMBERSHIp· IN A PARTICULAR
'lS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP IS ALSO TWO LEVELED. FOR 'MYRTLE IS A TURTLE '
THE CLASS OF THINGS IS ON A DIFFERENT LEVEL FROM THE INDIVIDUAL. SINCE
THE CLASS ALWAYS INCLUDES THE INDIVIDUAL. THIS IDEA OF TWO-LEVELLED
CLASSIFICATION LEADS TO THE DISCOVERY THAT THE LOGICAL FORMULA FOR THE
WHICH ARE ALIKE IN A PARTICULAR WAY. THE 'IS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP MAY BE
A " SE:T" OF 0 I SHES I S REALLY A CLASS I F ICAT ION--A GROUP I NG TOGETHER OF TH INGS
ORDINARILY COME IN SETS--DISHES. MATCHED LUGGAGE, CHESS MEN, AND THE LIKE.
REPLACED BY THE PHRASE 'BELONGS TO THE SET OF' OR BY THE LONGER AND MORE
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOGICAL FORMULA FOR SET MEMBERSHIP IS AN
EXERCISE IN APPLICATION OF LEARNING ASSIMILATED BY THE STUDENTS. THEY
t THE 'IS' OF SUBSET: THE RELATIONAL NATURE OF EXPRESSIONS IN THE FORM - --
'_~LASS. OF COURSE. THE DIFFERENTATION WITHIN THAT C~ASS IS A SEPARATE
C .OF THE 'IS' OF SUBSET IS EXPRESSED BY THE UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIER 'ALL ' •
R THE 'lS' OF SET MEMBERSHIP PREDICATES SENTENCES ABOUT CLASSES OF INDIVID-
I ui UALSi THE' IS' OF SUBSET. CLASSES OF CLASSES OF INDIVIDUALS. THE ANAL-
I
~l VSIS OF EXAMPLE SENTENCES. AND THEIR SEPARATION FROM THE OTHER TWO
, 'IStS STUDIED. GIVES STUDENTS AN AWARENESS OF THE PRECISION of LANGUAGE.
~ THE NEED FOR SHARP DELINEATION OF PERCEIVED REALITY. AND THE DANGERS OF, WRITING.
,:>ROVE FALSE SUCH A STEREOTYPE AS
THE GOALS OF PRECiSiON, CLARITY, AND CONCISENESS IN THEIR THINKING AND
,""
STUDENTS LEARN THROUGH I
l!'rHE STEREOTYPE AND HASTY OR PREJ"uDICIAL JUDGMENT.
ONCE STUDENTS HAVE DISCOVERED THROUGH EXERCiSES THAT THE INDEFINITE
IF IT. IS A PINE, THEN IT IS A TREE.
ALL PINES ARE TREES.
A PINE IS A TREE.
OF SENTENCES EMPLOYING THE 'IF•••THEN I CONNECTIVE AND THE GREAT FREQUENCY
CAST IN THE IIF••• THEN' FORM, THEN THEY WILL HAVE MADE PROGRESS TOWARD
MADE TO REALIZE THAT STATEMENTS OF THE FORM OF THE liS' OF SUBSET CAN BE
WITH WHICH SUCH SENTENCES APPEAR IN THEIR OWN DISCOURSE. IF THEY ARE
ONE RUSSIAN WHO IS NOT A COMMUNIST DISPROVES THE STATEMENT. CLASSES
PUPILS IN FURTHER EXERCISES ARE LED TO DISCOVER THE VAST IMPORTANCE
TOLERANCE 8EGINS TO APPEAR IN THEIR WRITING AND THINKING.
BECOME WARY OF 'ALL' AND A SALUTARY RESPECT FOR REASONED JUDGMENT AND
ALL RUSSIANS ARE COMMUNISTS.
~~HIS ANALYSIS THAT IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO PRODUCE ONE COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO
I; IMPORTANCE OF THE UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIER AND OF UNIVERSALLY QUANTIFIED
!
~.! ARTICLES IAI AND IAN I ARE IN A CERTAIN SENSE SINGULAR FORMS OF 'ALL', THE
i
~ STATEMENTS 8ECOMES APPARENT. THEY ENJOY TRYING TO FIND AN APPROPRIATE
~ SYMBOL TO EXPRESS IALL' OR ITS OTHER SINGULAR IEVERy l AND ARE MUCH SUR-
~:
~ PRISED 8UTISAT1SFI,EjIll WHEN THE UPSIDE DOWN 'A'
,
iWHICH IS READ:
,,",,
'THERE' IN THIS SENTENCE
B )
X
STATES ONLY THAT SOMETHING EXISTS.
THE SENTENCE ONLY ASSERTS THAT: NOT MEAN PLACE.
THERE IS A PURPLE TURTLE IN TASMANIA.
THERE EXISTS SOMETHING WHICH IS PURPLE
WHICH IS A TURTLE, AND WHICH IS IN TASMANIA.
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CLASSES DISCOVER BY ANALYSIS AND SEPARATION THAT THERE IS A SET OF
FOR EVERY Xt IF X IS At THEN X IS B;
FOR EVERY X, IF X IS A PINE, THEN X IS A TREE.
CHOSEN BY THE SYMBOLIC LOGICIANS IS REVEALED TO THEM. COMBINED WITH THE
IIF•••THEN
'
SYMBOL
AND THE WELL KNOWN 'X' FOR ANY VARIABLE THE FORMULA IS REVEALED
AND APPLIED TO THE SENTENCE OF THE EXAMPLE YIELDS:
~ ~ 2E EXISTENCE: THE RELATION EXPRESSED BY THE FINAL 'IS', THE 'lS'
1 OF EXISTENCE, ~S THE SIMPLE NOTION OF BEING. NONE OF THE 'IS'S STUDENTS
I~EXISTENCE IN THAT EXISTENCE IS PRESUPPOSED OR WE ARE TALKING NONSENSE.)
V~,~AVE STUDIED SO FAR STATES OR IMPLIES THE ACTUAL EXiSTENCE OF ANYTHING.
ili
i (IN AN INDIRECT WAY TH'E 'IS'S OF IDENTITY AND OF SET-MEMBERSHIP IMPLY
~~~SENTENCES (ATOMIC) WHICH
!
iI TY, GENTLENESS.
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~EEN PRESENTED IN FULL. THE SENTENCE EXAMPLES AND THE COMPOSITION UNITS
• L )
X -:::J (p • T --I X X X
, THE IDEA FOR THE BACKWARD lEI IS DEVELOPED.
A TURTLE. AND X LIVES IN TASMANIA.
THERE EXISTS AN X SUCH THAT X IS PURPLE, X IS
SUCH IS THE PLAN FOR THE REMAINDER OF LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH.
TIME CONSUMING THAN FOR THE OTHER FORMULAE. By ANALOGY WITH THE UPSIDE
THE GRASPING OF THE CONCEPT OF EXISTENCE AND -THE NEED TO EXPRESS THIS
STUDENTS DISCOVER THAT THE'KEY WORD TO SUCH STATEMENTS IS THE WORD
IMPLIES THAT THERE ACTUALLY EXISTS AT LEAST ONE DOG POSSESSING THE QUAL-
SOME DOGS ARE GENTLE
LEADING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LOGICAL FORMULA ARE ALSO USUALLY LESS
PERIENCES CLASSES HAVE HAD IN IDENTIFYING THE OTHER IISI S• THE QUESTIONS
WHICH IS READ FOR THE EXAMPLE GIVEN:
THE FORMAT IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS THAT IN THE EARLIER LESSONS WHICH HAVE
:'ISOMEI MEANING AT LEAST ONE.
} CONCEPT IN LANGUAGE IS FAIRLY EASY TO ASCERTAIN, ESPECIALLY AFTER THE EX-
. A SYMBOL FOR IAND I SIMPLY STATED.
~.
I
i
,} DOWN IAI,
U: THE VARIABLE IXI IS AGAIN USED AND THE CONVENTION OF USING A DOT 1.1 ASi< CONSCIOUSLY CLEARING THEIR OWN THINKING BY APPLYING LOGICAL FORMS TO
PLAN OF INVESTIGATION.
ING GAINED.
SELECTIONS FOR LITERATURE STUDY AND COMPOSITION HAVE BEEN MADE
THE HANDLING OF WORDS IN STUDY, ANALYSIS, AND COMPOSITION, THE VOCABULARIES
GRAPHY.
THEIR MEANING, SEARCHING FOR LIKE AND UNLIKE EXAMPLES, LEARNING TO DIS-
FOR THEM. SECOND, THEY ARE CONSTANTLY DEALING WITH SENTENCES, BREAKING
AND THEIR READING BECAUSE IT IS USED IMMEDIATELY HAS PURPOSE AND MEANING
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t!.ll,RE DRAWN FROM THE LENGTHY SELE<?T ION FROM DAVI D COPPERFI ELD CALLED "ONE
,:SOyIS LIFE" WHICH IS INCLUDED IN ~ TIMES THROUGH LITERATURE. AT TIMES
I MODELS OF SPECIFIC DESIDERATA ARE PRESENTED BUT MORE OFTEN THE OBJECTIVE
OF THE COMPOSITION UNIT IS STATED, THE STUDENT REFERRED TO HiS TEXT FOR
NT THEIR OWN DISCOURSEo THIRD, THEY ARE DEMONSTRATING IN THEIR COMPOSITION
CRIMINATE BETWEEN WHAT A SENTENCE SAYS AND HOW IT SAYS IT, AND SUB-
~
I
THEM DOWN INTO THEIR SMALLEST COMPONENTS, ANALYZING THEIR STRUCTURE AND
~XAMPLES, AND HIS WRITING MADE DEPENDENT ON HIS ORIGINAL THINKING AND
IT IS BELIEVED THAT WHATEVER ONE MAY THINK OF THE DESCRIPTION OF
STUDENTS ARE DOING IN THESE CLASSES. FIRST OF ALL, THEY ARE READING,
LANGUAGE OF THE SYMBOLIC LOGICIANS, ONE MAY RECOGNIZE THE VALUE OF WHAT
eu BOOKS THAT THE;:Y UNDERSTAND TRULY THE CONCEPTS OF LANGUAGE PRESENTED TO
,~,l, AND PARAGRAPHS. FOURTH, THROUGH CONSTANT REFERENCE TO BOTH TIME THER-
iii THEM BY THEI R ABILI TY TO CONSTRUCT CONCI SE, ORDERED, AND CLEAR SENTENCES
o~ MOMETER AND GLOBE THE CLASSES GAIN A KNOWLEDGE OF CHRONOLOGY AND GEO-
;,
i
l OF STUDENTS ARE BEING ENRICHED AND GREATER COMPETENCE IN SPELLING IS BE-
O~ TO GUARANTEE AS WIDE AN EXPOSURE TO SPACE AND TIME AS POSSIBLE. FIFTH,
!
;~ THROUGH THE CONSTANT CALLING OF ATTENTION TO SPECIFIC WORDS AND THROUGH,
I
I
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FINALLY, THE STUDENT IS LEARNING TO THINK AND TO EXPERIENCE THE JOY
1 OF DISCOVERY OF FACTS THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF HiS THINKING. TRUE
bEARNING CAN RESULT WHEN THE INDIVIDUAL, EMPLOYING HIS OWN POWER TO REA-
SON, DiSCOVERS VERITIES AND THE APPLICATION OF THESE TRUTHS TO HIS EDU-
CATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS. IT IS BELIEVED THAT LESSONS SUCCEEDS
IN SOME SMALL MEASURE IN STIMULATING STUDENTS TO BECOME AWARE OF THE
EXISTENCE OF TOOLS FOR BETTER SELF EXPRESSION THROUGH LANGUAGE AND TO
DISCOVER WAYS TO MAKE THESE TOOLS THEIR OWN.
, ~,
'.~
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APPENDIX A
, ""Jl' llONAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND GIVE THEM THE SUPERVISION THEY NEED WITH-
SELVES WITH TIME ON THEIR HANDS.
lH" THE IR PROGRESS.
THE ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO DESIGN THE SUPPLEMENTAL COMPOSITION
~NITS SO THAT THEY MAY BE USED EITHER INDIVIDUALLY OR BY SMALL OR LARGE
QROUPS. SOME FEW, IT IS HOPED, MAY BE pARTICIPATED IN BY THE ENTIRE
TAL EXERCISES, ARE FOR THE MOST PART DESIGNED TO BE WORKED OUT BY EACH
AS WELL AS THE ADVANCED, THESE RAPID STUDENTS ARE BOUND TO FIND THEM-
AePENDIX A
I T HAS BEEN sAI,D BEFORE THAT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME I S SPENT IN
SUPPLEMENTAL CO~POSITION EXERCISES
THE SUPPLEMENTAL COMPOSITION EXERCISES WHICH MAKE UP THIS ApPENDIX
ARE ANOTHER OF THE WAYS IN WHICH LESSONS ~ ANALYTICAL ENGLISH ENDEAVORS
A CLASS WHICH MAKES AN HONEST ATTEMPT TO INSURE LEARNING FOR THE RETARDED
STUDENT INDIVIDUALLY. THUS, NOT ONLY DO THE QUICKER STUDENTS HAVE FREE
ACCOMPLISH MORE QUICKLY THAN SLOW LEARNERS. IN AN ORDINARY CLASS, OR IN
1Sg
IMAL RATE. FAST LEARNERS, FOR WHATEVER REASON THEY ARE FAST LEARNERS,
TO PROVIDE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS, EACH AT HIS MAX-
THE LESSONS IN THE BODY OF THE TEXT, WITH THEIR MANY DEVELOPMEN-
..' .... j ",
U,I OUT SLIGHTING 'HIS DUTY TO THE REMAINDER OF THE CLASS OR INTERFERING WITH
~ IN THE ONE ACTIVITY; NO ONE IS EXCUSED TO PURSUE HIS FURTHER LEARNING AT
'1"
I
\J:, CLASS DISCuSStON. DURING CONVERSATION PERIODS, ALL THE CLASS IS ENGAGED
IUil SUCH A TIME.
I
:," TIME, BUT THE TEACHER ALSO HAS TIME DURING WHICH HE CAN SET THEM AT ADDI-•••• ,
I
1S9
SINCE MANY OF THE UNITS ~RE REPETITIVE, NOT ALL OF THEM ARE PRE-
'SENTED HERE. THERE ARE MANY SiMILAR EXERCISES TO THE EXAMPLES GIVEN,
WHERE THE STIMULUS FOR COMPOSITION IS DRAWN FROM MUSIC OR THE GRAPHIC
ARTS. THE TEACHER CAN EASILY CONSTRUCT SIMILAR UNITS AND IT IS HOPED HE
WILL WELCOME THE CHANCE TO INTRODUCE HIS OWN FAVORITE AND RECOGNIZABLY
SUITABLE WORKS OF ART AS STIMULII TO COMPOSITION.
NOR HAVE THE EXERCISES AIMED AT THE CORRECTION OF SPECIFIC FAULTS
OR AT THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF RECOGNIZED DESIDERATA BEEN MORE THAN SKETCHED
IN IN THIS SUPPLEMENT. No TWO CLASSES ARE ALIKE; NO TWO CLASSES HAVE
IDENTICAL FLAWS IN COMPOSITION OR LIKE POTENTIAL FOR GOOD WRITING. IT
IS BELIEVED THAT EACH TEACHER NEEDS TO ANALYZE THE EARLY WRITING DONE IN
THEIR COMPOSITION BOOKS BY HIS STUDENTS AND DRAW UP FROM THiS ANALYSIS
! HiS OWN LIST OF FAULTS AND HIS OWN GOALS FOR ACHIEVEMENT. HE CAN THEN
'. CONSTRUCT LIMITLESS EXERCiSES AFTER THE MODELS HERE PRESENTED TO SUIT
Hl THE DISCOVERED NEEDS OF HIS INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS.
ONE LAST WORD OF CAUTION. THE FACT THAT A STUDENT IS BRIGHT OR
v: EVEN BRILLIANT,DOES NOT ENSURE THAT HE HAS A TALENT FOR CREATIVE WRITINGo
n~ CREATIVE WRITING MAY NOT BE FOR HIM. Do NOT FORCE THE ATTEMPT ON HIM.
JT TEACH HIM TO WRITE ACCEPTABLY THE ENGLISH PROSE NEEDED FOR SUCCESSFUL LIFE
M· PARTICIPATION IN A.NY FIELD TO WHICH HE MAY REASONABLY ASPIRE. SET HIM
O~ SOME OTHER TASK THAN THAT IMPOSED BY THIS SUPPLEMENT.
,"'"PRACTICED WRITERS, NATURALLY, DO NOT HAVE TO SET THEIR IDEAS DOWN
i'tHE PURPOSE OF" THIS UNIT IS TO HELP STUDENTS ACHIEVE UNITY THROUGH THE
,...-
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UNITY
SET DOWN, JUST AS NOTES, ALL THE THINGS YOU HAVE
TO SAY ABOUT THIS SUBJECT.
SELECT A SUBJECT TO WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT. 1•
g., ARRANGE THEM IN WHAT YOU DECIDE IS THE BEST
POSSIBLE ORDER, BUT LET THE TOPIC SENTENCE
STAND F"IRST.
3. You WILL PROBABLY F"IND THAT YOU HAVE TOO MUCH
MATERIAL F"OR ONE PARAGRAPH OR EVEN F"OR ONE
SHORT COMPOSITION.
4. SELECT THE ONE OF" YOUR NOTES WHICH SEEMS TO YOU
MOST IMPORTANT TO WHAT YOU WANT TO EXPRESSo USE
THIS AS A TOPIC AND WRITE A GOOD TOPIC SENTENCE
F"ROM IT.
6. WRITE SENTENCES F"ROM THESE NOTES.
5. RESELECT F"ROM YOUR NOTES THE ONES WHICH BELONG
TO THE TOPIC, DEVELOP IT, OR ARE CLEARLY RELATED
TO IT.
7. STUDY THE TOPIC SENTENCE AND THE OTHER SENTENCES
YOU HAVE WRITTEN.
9. FINALLY, WRITE YOUR PARAGRAPH.
10. You HAVE ACHIEVED UNITY!
~ELECTION OF" PERTINENT DETAILS AND THE DISCARDING OF" IRRELEVANCIES•
.cl 3mlfOSI TION UN IT:
. :IROCEDURE:
I
a~~ND SELECT F"ROM THEM LIKE THIS, BUT THE THOUGHT PROCESSES THEY GO THROUGH
I
3it!'~RE EXACTLY THE SAME.PREPARATION: HAVE ARRANGED ON CARDS, JUMBLED ON A CHART, OR WRITTEN ON
tHE CHALKBOARD AS MANY OF THE NAMES OF SOUNDS AS YOU CAN THINK OF; MAKE
, ...;
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SOUNDS
1. HERE IS A LONG LIST OF SOUNDS. STUDY THEM FOR
A WHILE UNTIL YOU BEGIN TO SEE SOME RELATIONS
AMONG THEM.
2. ON THE LEFT HAND PAGE OF YOUR COMPOSITION BOOK
START A LIST (OR LISTS) OF THE SOUNDS YOU THINK
YOU CAN WRITE ABOUT.
3. THE LIST (OR LISTS) YOU MAKE NEED NOT BE RIGID;
FEEL FREE TO MAKE ANY CHANGES YOU WISH AS NEW
IDEAS OCCUR TO YOU.
4. As YOU SEE RELATIONS BETWEEN SOUNDS, YOU WILL
DISCOVER THAT OTHER THOUGHTS COME TO YOUR MIND,
SUCH AS THE SOURCE OF THE SOUND, AND THE EFFECT
IT HAS ON ITS HEARERS. MAKE LISTS OF THESE.
5. By NOW YOU SHOULD KNOW PRETTY WELL WHAT YOU ARE
GOING TO WRITE. TRY TO PICK JUST WHAT YOU NEED
SO THAT YOU WILL NOT HAVE TOO MUCH TO DISCARD.
s. WRITE YOUR COMPOSITION ON THE RIGHT HAND PAGE
FACING YOUR LiSTS.
7. CAST YOUR IDEAS INTO THE BEST POSSIBLE ENGLISH
SENTENCES YOU CAN WRITE. Now, ARRANGE THEM IN
THE MOST LOGICAL ORDER YOU CAN THINK OF.
9. HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF A GOOD TITLE FOR YOUR
COMPOSITION?
6. PLAN JUST HOW YOU ARE GOING TO USE EACH OF THE
SOUNDS YOU HAVE SELECTED, AND HOW YOU ARE GOING
TO INTER-RELATE YOUR LISTS.
TION TO WRITE AN ORDERED COMPOSITION.
A NUMBER OF THEM ONOMATOPOEIC.
EROCEDURE:
·ONCE MORE YOU WILL BE ASKING YOUR STUDENTS TO USE THE PRINCIPLE OF SELEC-
)!COIVPOSITION UNIT:
f
I
!1:11. CEPT FOR THE RAIN.
)H THE RAIN CONTINUES. WE HEAR A SIREN IN THE DISTANCE GETTING LOUDER AND
TICK-TOCK, TICK-TOCK, TICK-TOCK OF THE GRANDFATHER CLOCK. THERE IS A
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SOUND EFFECTS
SOUND EFFECTS.
DIFFERENCE. YOU ARE TO SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH A WHOLE SERIES OF
THIS UNIT IS SOMEWHAT LIKE THE LAST, BUT AS YOU WILL SEE THERE IS A
t. SOUND, OF COURSE, IS ONLY PART OF THE STORY.
You WILL NEED A DEFINITE SETTING, CHARACTERS,
AND A PLOT. THINK ABOUT IT.
2. DID THE PERSON WHO WENT IN LEAVE OR DID SOMEONE
ELSE? WHAT CAR CRASHED?
3. WRITE YOUR STORY, BUT BE SURE IT IS YOUR STORY.
DONIT REPEAT ANYTHING FROM THE ABOVE COLLECTION
EXACTLY AS IT IS. THINK HARD AND SELECT THE EX-
ACT WORDS THAT WILL CONVEY THE VIVID NARRATIVE
YOU HAVE IN MIND.
OPENED AND SLOWLY CLOSED--THE RAIN DIMINISHES AND WE HEAR THE STEADY
OENLY INCREASES. THERE ARE RUNNING FOOTSTEPS ON THE SQUEAKY STAIRS AND
PROCEDURE: FROM THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF SOUND EFFECTS, WRITE A SHORT
STORY UTILIZING ALL OF THEM.
HEAVY FALLING RAIN--A CAR MOTOR RUNNING SMOOTHLY--SLOWING--STOP_
ING. THE RAIN CONTINUES AS THE CAR DOOR OPENS AND CLOSES--WE HEAR FOOT-
STEPS IN GRAVEL AND THEN ON THREE OR FOUR SQUEAKY STAIRS--A DOOR IS
SHOT--THE CLOCK STOPS--THE DOOR IS OPENED AND SLAMMED SHUT--THE RAIN SUD-
THEN ON THE GRAVEL. A CAR DOOR OPENS AND SLAMS--THE MOTOR STARTS--THE
CAR PULLS AWAY QUICKLY WITH THE TIRES SQUEALING-.THE CAR PICKS UP SPEED
) 'COMPOSITION UNIT:
ill THROUGH LOW, SECON'j), AND HIGH GEARS--ITS SOUND FADES TO A STEADY DRONE--
JO,.LOUDER UNTIL BRAKES SCREECH. THERE I S A CRASH--AND THEN, SILENCE--EX-
•...."--,
IFAMILIAR, BUT WHICH IS MOST LIKELY NOT FAMILIAR AT ALL TO YOUR CLASSMATES.
YOU SEE IT CLEARLY THROUGH ltiE~ £E ~ READER BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO
WRITE A SHORT COMPOSITION ABOUT SOMETHING WITH WHICH YOU ARE QUITE
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OF WHAT IS IN AN AUTHOR'S MIND TO A READER'S MIND IS NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE.
To WRITE WITHOUT BEING QUILTY OF BLURRED THINKING YOU MUST:
3. Focus YOUR ATTENTION SHARPLY ON THOSE DETAILS
WHICH ARE SIGNIFICANT TO YOUR PURPOSE.
2. DECIDE UPON EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY.
1. BE SURE YOU KNOW AND UNDERSTAND YOUR SUBJECT
THOROUGHLY.
4. DISCARD IRRELEVANT MATERIALS.
WRITE.
PROCEDURE:
(YOUR HOBBY? YOUR SPECIAL INTERESTS?) ANALYZE YOUR SUBJECT AND BE SURE
! MUNICATION AT ITS BEST IS A FAR FROM PERFECT TOOL; COMPLETE TRANSMITTAL
1.REMEMBER THAT HE WHO READS YOUR WRITING WILL NOT BE A MIND READER. COM-
I
.I
#
I
)!OOMPOSITION UNIT: BLURRED THINKIN~
~
I
!
I8. MAKE UP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF INVOLVI NG THE
ABOVE 5 PO INTS, SUCH AS:
IN WHAT SENTENCE DID I ESTABL ISH A PHYSICAL
SETTING?
IN WHAT SENTENCE DID MR. DERLETH ESTABLISH ,.,
HIS SETTING?
Is MY WAY AS GOOD AS HIS?
Now, WRI TEt
I,PROCEDURE: WRITE THE OPENING PARAGRAPH OR TWO OF A SHORT STORY.
.....
, .....
.§g1£ CRITICI SM
REMEMBER:
1. ESTABLISH A PHYSICAL SETTING.
3. INTRODUCE A CHARACTER OR CHARACTERS.
2. ESTABLISH A TIME SETTING.
4. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A BEGINNING.
6. TURN TO "THE BATTLE OVER THE TEACUPS" BY
AUGUST DERLETH ON PAGE 40~
5. MAKE A DEFINITE EFFORT TO CAPTURE THE INTEREST
OF YOUR READER.
70 COMPARE CAREFULLY WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN WITH
THE OPENING OF MR. DERLETH1S STORY.
9. CONTINUE IN THIS MANNER UNTIL YOU HAVE EXHAUSTED
THE LIST.
10. You ARE APPLYING SELF-CRITICISM BY COMPARING
YOUR WORK WITH THAT OF A SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONAL
WRITER. You ARE LEARNING TO JUDGE YOUR OWN WORK.
11. Do YOU WANT TO REWRITE YOUR BEGINNING?
)I COWPOS ITION UN IT:
•......... " ... .,
')gN THE BULLETIN BOARD.) Do NOT HAVE TOO MANY. TRY AND HAVE SOME SCENES
;I.PREPARATION: HAVE MOUNTED IN A FOLDER OR IN AN OLD-FASHIONED ALBUM, IF
YOU CAN PROCURE ONE, A COLLECTION OF THE OLDEST PHOTOGRAPHS YOU CAN SECURE.
(IF THIS UNIT IS TO BE USED FOR AN ENTIRE CLASS, DISPLAY THE PHOTOGRAPHS
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END.
YOUR SETTING IS ACTUAL FOR THIS STORY. TRY TO
MAKE ALL YOUR DETAILS IN KEEPING WITH THE TIME
INDICATED BY THE PHOTOGRAPHS.
WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE YOUR CHARACTERS WERE LIKE
AT THE TIME THESE PICTURES WERE TAKEN? How
COULD YOU FIND OUT? TRY AND SEE IF YOU CAN MAKE
YOUR CHARACTERS SEEM REAL FOR THE TIME OF YOUR
STORY.,
YOUR SHORT STORY MUST HAVE, IN ADDITION TO THE
SETTING, CHARACTERS, AND PLOT (HAPPENING) OF THE
LAST EXERCISE, A DEFINITE BEGINNING, MIDDLE, AND
2. FROM THEM SELECT A CAST OF CHARACTERS FOR A SHORT
STORY. PICK OUT A HERO AND A HEROINE AND ANY
SUPPORTING CHARACTERS YOU NEED. NAME THEM. TRY
TO MAKE YOUR NAMES APPROPRIATE TO THE TIME IN
WHICH THESE PERSONS LIVED.
5•.
4.
6. IN LIKE MANNER, BE SURE THAT ANY HAPPENING YOU
PUT IN YOUR STORY COULD HAVE HAPPENED TO THESE
PEOPLE. DID THEY HAVE CARS, TELEViSiON, PLANES;
ARE YOU SURE THAT THEY HAD ELECTRICITY OR TELE-
PHONES?
s. GOOD LUCK ON YOUR STORY!
1. HERE IS A GROUP OF OLD TIME PHOTOGRAPHS. STUDY
THEM WELL.
IF YOU HAVE A BEGINNING TO YOUR STORY, YOUR READER
DOES NOT WANT TO KNOW ANYTHING THAT HAPPENED BEFORE;
IF YOU HAVE AN END, HE DOES NOT NEED TO KNOW ANY-
THING THAT HAPPENED AFTER.
AS WELL AS PERSONS.
PROCEDURE:
a/OOMPOSITION UNIT: RECONSTRUCTING THE PAST --
f "
'. I.,.
1
I9. GET AT IT, AND GOOD LUCK!
I ~ . i
,~
ARTISTS TO ADVERTiSE ART EXHIBITS. (THE SERIES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTAL
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~ODERN ~
s. You CAN IMAGINE ALMOST ANYTHING FROM LOOKING AT
THESE POSTERS. You SHOULD BE ABLE TO WRITE A
WONDERFULLY INTERESTING COMPOSITION.
7. YOUR ~APPENING NEED NOT BE COMPLETE IN THIS
SHORT COMPOSITION, BUT BE SURE IT IS DEFINITE;
TELL IT, DON'T MERELY SUGGEST IT.
6. PICK OUT THE BASIC TRAITS THAT MAKE YOUR CHARAC-
TERS INDIVIDUALS AND DEVELOP THESE; OMIT TRAITS
OR FEATURES WHICH ARE COMMON TO MANY.
4. IF IT IS NARRATIVE IN FORM, IT MUST HAVE SETTING,
CHARACTERS, AND HAPPENING. REMEMBER THAT THE
SETTING MUST BE IN BOTH TIME AND SPACE•
3- MAKE YOUR COMPOSITION NARRATIVE IN FORM. IT
NEED NOT BE A COMPLETE STORY.
2. USE THE POSTER AS A SPRINGBOARD TO GET YOU INTO
THE DEEP WATER OF COMPOSITION.
1. SELECT THE ONE OF THESE POSTERS WHICH APPEALS
MOST TO YOU.
.5. LOCATE YOUR NARRATIVE IN TIME AND SPACE AS DEF-
INITELY AS YOU LOCATE OTHER WRITINGS ON THE TIME
THERMOMETER AND GLOBE.
CLASSES IS THE MUSEUM PRINTS SOCIETY'S "EIGHT FRENCH POSTERS" BY PICASSO,
CHAGALL, LEGER, MATISSE, AND MIRO.) LET THE STUDENTS EXAMINE THEM, OR
DISPLAY THEM ON THE BULLETIN BOARD.
PROCEDURE:
1
i
;. PREPARATION: SECURE SOME LARGE POSTERS SUCH AS THOSE DONE BY PARISIAN
ii COMPOSITION UNIT:197
COMPOSITION UNIT: BOOK REVIEWS -
PREPARATION: HAVE ARRANGED AN EXTENSIVE FILE OF SHORT BOOK REVIEWS FROM
AS MANY DIFFERENT SOURCES AS YOU CAN. SEE TO IT THAT IN YOUR JUDGMENT
THEY ARE GOOD REVIEWS AND THAT THEY MEET THE REQUIREMENTS YOU HAVE IN
MIND FOR YOUR STUDENTS.
PROCEDURE:
1. HERE IS A FILE WHICH WILL SHOW YOU HOW PROFESS-
IONAL WRITERS HANDLE THEIR JOB OF REVIEWING BOOKS.
2. NOTICE THAT THESE REVIEWS ARE ALL COMPARATIVELY
SHORT. WE HAVE NOT PUT INTO THIS COLLECTION
ANY OF THE LONG REVIEWS WHIC~ ARE THE FEATURES
OF MAGAZINES OR NEWSPAPER SECTIONS DEVOTED IN
WHOLE OR IN A LARGE PART TO BOOKS.
3. AFTER YOU HAVE READ SEVERAL OF THESE REVIEWS,
ANALYZE THEM AND SEE IF YOU CAN DETERMINE JUST
WHAT METHOD THE AUTHOR USED IN WRITING HiS REPORT.
4. PUT THE FILE AWAY AND WRITE A SHORT REVIEW OF THE
LATEST BOOK YOU HAVE READ. MODEL IT AFTER SOME
ONE IN THE FILE AS YOU REMEMBER IT.
STILL WORKING FROM MEMORY, EXAMINE YOUR REPORT.
REVISE IT, POLISH IT, MAKE IT THE BEST WRITING
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF DOING.
, ..."
6. Now, TURN AGAIN IN THE FILE TO THE REVIEW WHICH
WAS YOUR MODEL. READ IT AND READ YOURS ALONG
WITH IT•. HAVE YOU EMPLOYED THE SAME METHOD THAT
YOUR AUTHOR DID? IF NOT, HOW DOES YOUR REPORT
DIFFER FROM HiS?
THE HABIT OF COMPARING YOUR WAY OF WRITING WITH
THAT OF THE AUTHOR YOU ARE CURRENTLY READING 16
A GOOD ONE TO ACQUIRE. AND DON'T BE TOO MODEST;
YOU MAY WELL SEE A WAY IN WHICH YOU COULD IMPROVE
ONE OR MORE OF THE SENTENCES OR EVEN PARAGRAPHS
WHICH HAVE BEEN WRITTEN BY A PROFESSIONAL.COMPOSITION UNIT:
PREPARATION: HAVE AVAILABLE TO THE STUDENTS A WIDE SELECTION OF REPRO_
DUCTIONS OF REALISTIC PAINTINGS. THESE MAY BE PRINTS OR PERHAPS COLORED
SLIDES ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU. ANY OF THE "ART" BOOKS WHICH ARE NUMEROUS
AND FAIRLY REASONABLE IN PRICE IS EXCELLENT ALTHOUGH LESS CONVENIENT TO
USE THAN LOOSE PICTURES.
PROCEDURE;
1. HERE ARE SOME PICTURES SELECTED FROM THE WORK
OF THE GREAT ARTISTs OF THE WORLD. LOOK AT
THEM WITH THE IDEA THAT ONE OF THEM MAY SUGGEST
A STORY TO YOU WHICH YOU CAN WRITE.
2. KEEP IN MIND THAT YOU MUST HAVE SETTING, CHARACTER
(OR CHARACTERS), AND HAPPENING IF YOU ARE GOING
TO HAVE A STORY. YOUR SETTING AND CHARACTERS
WILL BE PRESENTED VISUALLY TO YOU BY THE PICTURE
AND THE HAPPENING WILL BE SUGGESTED BY IT; THAT
IS, YOU WILL SEE THE HAPPENING AT ONE PARTICULAR
MOMENT OF ITS PROGRESSION.
3. LET'S WRITE A LITTLE MORE EXTENSIVELY ON THIS
THEME THAN WE HAVE ON SOME PREVIOUS ONES. MAKE
THIS ONE AT LEAST THREE PAGES IN YOUR COMPOSITION
BOOK.
'4. DON'T TRY TO INCLUDE TOO MUCH IN YOUR COMPOSITION.
TRY TO LIMIT YOUR WRITING TO WHAT YOU ACTUALLY
SEE IN THE PICTURE AND, IN THE CASE OF THE HAPPEN-
ING, TO WHAT IMMEDIATELY PRECEDES AND WHAT IMMED-
IATELY FOLLOWS. BEGINNING WRITERS OFTEN FAIL TO
DEVELOP AN INCIDENT THOROUGHLY AND FALL INTO THE
HABIT OF SYNOPSIS (LOOK IT UP).
,-
.5. WHEN YOUR STORY IS COMPLETE EXAMINE IT CAREFULLY •
LOOK AGAIN AT THE PICTURE. HAVE YOU WRITTEN SOME-
THING WHICH EXPRESSES RATHER WELL WHAT THE PICTURE
MEANT TO YOU?
Ii
l
As A FURTHER EXERCiSE WRITE A SHORT
TWO IN THE SAME MANNER AS YOUR BOOK
WHICH YOU CRITICIZE THE PICTURE.
PARAQAAPH OR
REVIEWS IN199
COMPOSITION UNIT: VISUAL STIMULUS
PREPARATION: HAVE ON DISPLAY THE POSTER FROM THE AMERICA FORE LOYALTY
!
\ i
GROUP INSURANCE COMPANY SERIES CONCERNING SERGEANT WILLIAM JASPER RE-
PLACING THE FLAG AT FORT MOULTRIE, SOUTH CAROLINA IN 1776.*
PROCEDURE:
1. THIS POSTER ILLUSTRATES A FAMOUS EVENT WHICH
OCCURRED DURING THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR. IT SO
IMPRESSED PEOPLE OF THE TIME THAT MANY CITIES
AND COUNTIES WERE NAMED FOR THE TWO MEN IN-
VOL VED.
2. WRITE THE STORY OF THIS EVENT.
3. IT DOESN'T MATTER WHETHER YOU KNOW THE EVENT
OR NOT. IN FACT, I HOPE YOU DO NOT. BUT YOU
CAN IMAGINE WHAT IT WOULD BE THAT THIS PICTURE
COULD ILLUSTRATE.
4. FOR TOMORROW TRY TO FIND OUT THE ACTUAL STORY
BEHIND THE PICTURE. BE SURE TO LOCATE THE
EVENT IN TIME AND SPACE.
WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT THE QUOTATION FROM
NATHAN HALE (DO YOU KNOW WHO HE WAS?) IN WHICH
YOU SHOW HOW IT IS APPROPRIATE OR INAPPROPRIATE
TO BE USED WITH THIS PICTURE.
6. WRITE A SHORT ESSAY ENTITLED "OUR DESTINY Is
IN OUR OWN HANDS."
ADVERT I SEMENTS ON THE THEME "OUR *THIS IS ONE OF A SERIES OF
DESTINY Is IN OUR OWN HANDS." ALL ARE RELATED TO EVENTS IN EARLY
AMERICAN HISTORY, AND ALL COULD BE USED AS COMPOSITION STIMULII OR A
CHOICE COULD BE ALLOWED FROM THE GROUP.
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COMPOSITION UNIT: SAINT FRANCIS
PREPARATION: HAVE A PHONOGRAPH AVAILABLE AND PLAY "SAINT FRANCIS WALKING
ON THE WATER" BY FRANZ L,SZT AS RECORDED BY ALFRED CORTOT. THIS CAN BE
USED EITHER AS AN EXERCISE FOR THE ENTIRE CLASS, FOR A GROUP OF STUDENTS,
OR FOR ONE INDIVIDUAL (PROVIDING YOU CAN SECURE LISTENING ROOM.
PROCEDURE:
,-
1. LISTEN TO THiS RECORD.
TITLE NOR WHO WROTE IT.
L,STEN TO IT CAREFULLY.
You WILL NOT KNOW THE
IT IS DESCRIPTIVE MUSIC.
2. PLAY RECORD.
J. Do YOU KNOW WHAT IT WAS DESCRIBING? PERHAPS
NOT, BUT I AM SURE YOU IMAGINED SOMETHING AS
YOU WERE LISTENING.
4. WRITE WHATEVER IT WAS THE MUSIC DESCRIBED TO YOU.
5. BE SURE NOT TO WRITE ABOUT THE MUSIC OR HOW IT
MADE YOU FEEL. WRITE, RATHER, WHAT IT MADE YOU
SEE.
6. REMEMBER TO ORDER YOUR WRITING AND ALWAYS TO
EMPLOY THE BEST ENGLISH SENTENCES YOU CAN MUSTER.
(LATER THE TEACHER REPLAYS THE RECORD, GIVES THE TITLE, AND LEADS
A DISCUSSION AS TO HOW WELL THE MUSIC FITS THE TITLE.
THERMOMETER AND GLOBE ACTIVITY HERE.)
THERE IS MUCH TIMECOMPOSITION UNIT: HORACE MANN POSTER - .............~
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PREPARATION: THE HORACE MANN POSTER FROM THE CONTAIN~R CORPORATION OF
MERI CA SERI ES "GREAT I DEAS OF WESTERN MAN" I S TO BE DI SPLAYED ON THE
BULLETIN BOARD. THIS POSTER IS AN ABSTRACTION MADE UP OF BALANCED IDENT-
ICAL CIRCLES IN BLUE AND GREEN SEPARATED BY A SUNBURST IN YELLOW. THE
SUNBURST AND GREEN CIRCLE ARE TO THE RIGHT AND ENCLOSED IN A LARGER
BROKEN-LINED CIRCLE. THE BLUE CIRCLE HAS SUPERIMPOSED ON IT AN 'X' THE
RIGHT MEMBER OF WHICH IS A BLACK BAR. THE LEFT MEMBER IN RED EXTENDS,
BENDS, AND BECOMES AN ARROW ENTERING THE BROKEN CIRCLE AND POINTING TO
THE GREEN CIRCLE.*
PROCEDURE:
1. STUDY THIS POSTER AND TRY TO DERIVE SOME MEANING
FROM IT.
2. THESE GEOMETRIC DESIGNS MIGHT WELL BE SYMBOLS THAT
THE ARTIST USED TO STAND FOR SOMETHING FAR REMOVED
FROM THEIR ACTUAL PATTERNS.
3. SEE IF YOU CAN ATTACH YOUR OWN MEANING TO THESE
SYMBOLS AND WRITE A COMPOSITION CONVEYING YOUR
MEANING TO SOMEONE WHO HAS NOT SEEN THE POSTER.
, -
-
-
-
OF THE SERIES COULD SERVE AS COMPOSITION _AT LEAST HALF
NTS RUN BY THE CONTAINER CORPORATION *THE SERIES OF ADVERTISEME
OF AMERI CA AND ENTI TLED "GREAT I DEAS OF WESTERN MAN" CONSI STS OF F"I FTY-
) RATING A QUOTATION FROM AN TWO POSTERS (AVAILABLE IN REPRINTS EACH ILLUST
OUTSTANDING FIGURE IN WESTERN CULTURE. THE PAINTINGS ARE ALL BY WELL202
COMPOSITION UNIT: MALINCONIA
PREPARATION: PLAY "MALINCONIA" BY SIBELIUS (THE
PIANO-CELLO ARRANGEMENT) -
AS YOU DID THE "SAINT FRANCiS," WITHOUT STUDENTS
KNOWING TITLE OR COM-
PO SE R.
PROCEDURE: -
3· COMPARE WHAT YOU HAVE WRITTEN WITH WHAT YOU
WROTE WHEN YOU LISTENED TO "ST. FRANCIS
WALKING ON THE WATER." WHAT DIFFERENCE, IF
ANY, DO YOU DISCOVER?
2. STUDY THESE NOTES AND FROM THEM TRY TO DEVELOP
AN ORDERED COMPOSITION OF SOME SORT. You WILL
HAVE TO DISCARD MANY OF YOUR NOTES, BUT YOU
WILL MOST LIKELY FIND SOME WHICH BELONG TOGETHER.
UTILIZE THESE IN BUILDING YOUR COMPOSITION.
1• THE RECORD YOU ARE GOING TO HEAR TODAY I WANT
YOU TO LISTEN TO PURELY AS MUSIC. WHILE YOU
ARE LISTENING, JOT DOWN ON A PAD OF PAPER WHAT-
EVER THOUGHTS OCCUR TO YOU. THEY MAY BE OF
ANY KIND, BUT WHATEVER THE MUSIC SUGGESTS, MAKE
A NOTE OF IT. -
-
NOTE: THE POSSIBILITIES OF MUSIC STIMULATION FOR COMPOSITION ARE LIMIT-
LESS. MANY MORE ARE PROJECTED FOR THIS COURSE, AND ANY TEACHER CAN CON- -
STRUCT HiS OWN. IT IS WISE TO SUGGEST A SINGLE OBJECTIVE FOR THE WRITING
WHENEVER POSSIBLE. SUGGESTED FOR USE ARE:
ALMOST ANY CHOPIN
TELL EULENSPIEGEL'S MERRY PRANKS
MAGIC FIRE MUSIC
RIDE OF THE WALKURE
PEER GYNT (NOT IF WELL-KNOWN)
DAS LIED VON ERDE--MAHLERCO~fOSITION UNIT: FIDDLE-DE_DEE
-~
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-
i
I
!
i
'I
!
PREPARATION: THE FILM, "FIDDLE-DEE_DEE," AVAILABLE FROM THE UNIVERSITY
OF ILLINOIS FILM LIBRARY SERVES AS A MOST INTERESTING POINT OF DEPARTURE
FOR A COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT. THE FILM CONSISTS OF A SERIES OF KALEID_
OSCOPIC PATTERNS IN BRIGHT COLORS. IT IS ACCOMPANIED BY AN ORCHESTRA
MADE UP PRINCIPALLY OF VIOLINS PLAYING "LISTEN TO THE MOCKING BIRD."
PROCEDURE:
1. A GROUP OF STUDENTS WATCHES THE FILM RUN THROUGH
THE PROJECTOR WITHOUT SOUND; THEY 00 NOT SEE THE
TI TLE.
2. IF THERE IS TIME THEY WATCH THE FILM AGAIN JUST
AS BEFORE, WITHOUT SOUND.
3. THEY WRITE A COMPOSITION BASED ON WHATEVER THE
PATTERNS THEY SAW ON THE FILM SUGGESTED TO THEM.
4. THEY SEE THE FILM AGAIN WITH SOUND AND COMPARE
THE DIFFERENT IMPRESSION THEY HAVE WITH THEIR
ORIGINAL CONCEPT. (THE MUSIC AND TEMPO ARE SUCH
THAT NEARLY EVERYONE ENVISIONS A SQUARE DANCE.)
5. STUDENTS WHO WISH MAY AGAIN WRITE THEIR INTER-
PRETATIONS.
-
-
-
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COt~OSITION UNIT: LOON'S NECKLACE
PREPARATION: liTHE LOON'S NECKLACE II IS A FILM FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOiS FILM LIBRARY. IT IS A STORY OF ALASKAN INDIANS USING ANCIENT
INDIAN MASKS.
PROCEDURE:
1. TODAY YOU ARE GOING TO SEE A FILM. You WILL NOT
KNOW WHAT THE TITLE IS, NOR WILL YOU HEAR ANY
SOUND. THE FILM DOES TELL A STORY. As YOU WATCH
THE PICTURE TRY TO MAKE UP YOUR OWN STORY OF
WHAT HAPPENS.
2. SHOW THE FILM WITHOUT TITLE OR SOUND.
J. WRITE YOUR STORY. TRY TO USE ALL THE CHARACTERS
YOU SAW. IT WILL HELP IF YOU ARE SPECIFIC; GIVE
THEM APPROPRIATE NAMES.
4. WHAT YOU WRITE DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU IMAGINED WHILE
SEEING THE PICTURE. BUT BE SURE A DEFINITE RE-
LATION EXISTS BETWEEN YOUR STORY AND THE FILM.
-
-
-
5. (ANOTHER DAY) HAVE SEVERAL OF THE COMPOSITIONS
READ. A DISCUSSION WILL ENSUE IN WHICH THE CLASS
DEVELOPS A JOINT STORY FROM THE FILM.
6. SHOW THE FILM AGAIN WITH TITLE AND SOUND.
DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FILM
THEI R STORI ES.
ALLOW
AND -
7. BE SURE TO ALLOCATE THE AREA OF THE STORY ON THE
GLOBE,AND AT LEAST MAKE AN ATTEMPT TO PLACE IT
ON THE TIME THERMOMETER.':1
i
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COM POSITION UNIT: COMPAR~TIVE POETRY
PREPARATION: THIS IS A LENGTHY AND ADMITTEDLY DIFFICULT ACTIVITY, BUT
ONE WHICH IS BELIEVED TO BE WELL WORTH WHILE, IN THAT IT DEMANDS THAT THE
STUDENTS BE ABLE TO LISTEN, TO ANALYZE, AND TO RESTATE. ON THE FIRST DAY
READ "SISTER HELEN" BY DANTE GABRIEL ROSETTI; ALLOW DISCUSSION OF IT ONLY
TO BE SURE THE STORY IS ESTABLISHED. ON THE SECOND DAY READ "PORPHYRIA1S
LOVER" BY ROBERT BROWNING, FOLLOWING THE SAME DISCUSSION PROCEDURE.
PROCEDURE:
1. CHALLENGE THE CLASS BY TELLING THEM YOU REALIZE HOW
DIFFICULT THE ASSIGNMENT is, BUT THAT YOU HAVE GREAT
CONFIDENCE IN THEM.
2. EXPLAIN FURTHER THAT THIS ACTIVITY IS DESIGNED TO
TEST THEIR ABILITIES TO LISTEN ATTENTIVELY AND TO
REMEMBER WELL.
J. ASK THEM TO WRITE AN ESSAY PROVING THAT THESE TWO
POEMS, ALTHOUGH DECIDEDLY DISSIMILAR, ARE IN REALITY
EXPRESSIONS OF THE SAME IDEA.
4. READ SOME OF THE ESSAYS AND RE-OPEN DISCUSSION OF
THE POEMS. CAN YOUR STUDENTS SEE THAT SISTER HELEN
AND PORPHYRIA1S LOVER EACH MURDERED WITH LOVE, NOT
HATE, AS A MOTIVE? WHY, IN THE LATTER POEM, HAS GOD
NOT SAID A WORD?-
-
-
APPENDIX 8
-
-
-SUPPLEMENT B
A PROGRNIiED UNIT ON POETRY
THIS SUPPLEMENT IS DESIGNED AS A PROGRAMED UNIT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
STUDY OF POETRY. IT IS BELIEVED THAT STUDENTS IN THE FIRST YEAR OF HIGH
SCHOOL ARE CAPABLE OF DERIVING GREATER BENEFIT FROM THE STUDY OF POETRY
THAN THEY DO NOW. IT IS ALSO BELIEVED THAT THE TEACHING PROCEDURE COM-
MONLY FOLLO~ED IN MANY HIGH SCHOOL LITERATURE CLASSES PRECLUDES THE POSS-
IBILITY OF INDIVIDUAL DERIVATION OF THE FULL BENEFITS OF POETRY STUDY.
THIS UNIT ON POETRY IS STRUCTURED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT WHO IS MORE
ADVANCED, MORE INTELLIGENT, OR A MORE RAPID LEARNER THAN THE AVERAGE
HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMAN. IN THE FREE TIME WHICH FREQUENTLY EXiSTS IN THE
CLASSROOM FOR SUCH A STUDENT AND WHICH IS USUALLY SQUANDERED, THE PRO-
GRAM IS AVAILABLE TO HIM IN BOOK FORMAT AS PRESENTED HERE OR, PERHAPS,
IN THE FORM OF A LEARNING BOX. HE PROCEEDS THROUGH THE MATERIAL STRICTLY
ON HiS OWN. SUCH A METHOD DEMANDS ACTIVE PARTICIPATION ON THE PART OF
EVE~Y STUDENT WHO HAS TIME FOR THE PROGRAM.
BUT ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN ITSELF IS NOT ENOUGH. FOR A PROGRAMED
UNIT ON POETRY TO BE JUSTIFIED AS A LEARNING PROCEDURE, IT MUST STIMULATE
INTEREST AND INSTILL THE DESIRE TO KNOW. THEREFORE, IT IS FELT THAT THE
KEY TO STIMULATING INTEREST AND THE DESIRE FOR KNO\~EDGE LIES WITHIN THE
POEMS THEMSELVES. IT IS TOO MUCH TO EXPECT THAT STUDENTS CAN COME TO
KNOW OR TO UNDERSTAND POEMS WITHOUT HELP; IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE PRO-
GRAM PRESENTED TO PROVIDE THAT HELP.
-
-
-
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THINKING ABOUT THE PO~MS IS THE BEST AND
~ERHAPS THE ONLY WAy IN
WHICH PUPILS CAN EXTRACT THE VALUES WITHIN THE POEMS. BUT THE THINKING
Or YOUNGER STUDENTS IS NOT APT TO BE PURPOSEFUL OR IN THE PROPER FOCUS.
IT NEEDS DIRECTION, AND THIS DIRECTION CAN BE SUPPLIED THROUGH THE
MEANS Or WELL CHOSEN AND CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED QUESTIONS. THESE
QUESTIONS, WHILE SEEMINGLY ARTLESS ENOUGH, LEAD THE STUDENTS STEP BY
STEP TOWARD THE DESIRED GOAL.
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE FOR THE STUDY OF POETRY/IS, AS THE COMMIS-
SION ON ENGLISH OF THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD PUTS IT,
"THE RECOGNITION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE WAY IN WHICH WRITERS USE
WORDS TO RECREATE IN MEANINQBUL FORM THE SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE OF OUR
RACE. POETRY ENABLES HIM (THE STUDENT) TO KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE
HERITAGE WE AS A NATION ARE TRYING TO PRESERVE." A SECONDARY OBJECTIVE
FOR POETRY STUDY IS THE ESTABLISHMENT AND THE NURTURING OF AESTHETIC
APPRECIATION AND ENJOYMENT. THESE QUESTIONS ARE DESIGNED IN LARGE PART
TO ENABLE STUDENTS TO SHARE THE EXPERIENCES OF OTHERS, AND TO HEIGHTEN
THEIR AWARENESS OF LITERATURE AS ART.
A FURTHER FACT WELL KNOWN TO EDUCATORS IS THAT LEARNING IS RE-
INFORCED BY A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT. WHEN A PERSON ACHIEVES AND IS
AT ONCE AWARE OF HiS ACHIEVEMENT, TRUE LEARNING TAKES PLACE. THE PRO-
GRAM ENSURES THAT EACH STUDENT WILL HAVE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF ACHIEVE-
MENT EXPERIENCES THROUGH THE INCLUSiON OF QUESTIONS OF SUCH SIMPLICITY
THAT THEIR ANSWERS MUST BE OBVIOUS.
UNIT IN WHICH THE PRE- THIS SUPPLEMENT CONSISTS Or A PROGRAMED
TEO SPACE IS PROVIDED DETERMINED VALUES OF FORTY POEMS ARE REPRESEN ,209
FOR THE STUDENT'S ANSWER, AND THE CORRECT RESPONSE IS PRESENTED ON THE
SUCCEEDING PAGE. THIS ARRANGEMENT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE BOOK. As
THE CORRECT ANSWER TO EACH QUESTION IS GIVEN IN THE TEXT, IT IS FOLLOWED
BY A NEW QUESTION AND SPACE FOR THE STUDENT'S NEXT ANSWER.
THE QUESTIONS STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO ANSWER FOLLOW VARYING PAT-
TERNS; HOWEVER, EACH SET OF QUESTIONS IS DESIGNED TO DEVELOP CERTAIN
DESIDERATA. THE MEANING OF THE POEM IS, OF COURSE, IMPORTANT AND ATTEN-
TION IS PAID TO MEANING IN ALMOST EVERY CASE. IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT
STUDENTS BE WELL ENOUGH EXPERIENCED IN POETRY TO EXTRACT THE KERNEL OF
MEANING FROM A COMPLEX POEM INDEPENDENTLY. THE QUESTIONS ARE PURPOSELY
DESIGNED TO AID STUDENTS IN DISCOVERING FOR THEMSELVES THE MEANINGS
(OR, PERHAPS, A MEANING) FOR THE POEM WITH WHICH THEY ARE CURRENTLY
INVOLVED. WHENEVER IT HAS BEEN DEEMED NECESSARY, EXPLICATORY NOTES
HAVE BEEN INSERTED AND THE IMMEDIATE QUESTION DIRECTED TO THE EXPLICA-
TION. THIS HAS SEEMED A WiSE AND JUSTIFIABLE PROCEDURE, ENABLING STU-
DENTS TO GRASP CONCEPTS WHICH OTHERWISE WOULD BE BEYOND THEM. CON-
SIDERABLE' CARE HAS BEEN TAKEN TO AVOID BEING DIDACTIC OR DOGMATIC ABOUT
THE MEANINGS OF POEMS. STUDENTS ARE LED TOWARD THE PRECEPT THAT THEIR
INDIVIDUAL INTERPRETATION OF A POEM IS ALLOWABLE AS LONG AS IT CAN BE
JUSTIFIED IN THE LIGHT OF WHAT THE POEM ACTUALLY SAYS.
PROSODY, OR THE ACTUAL MECHANICS OF POEM CONSTRUCTION, IS CON-
THEY ARE MADE ACQUAINTED WITH VER- SIDERED OF IMPORTANCE FOR STUDENTS.
AND THE QUESTIONS ASK THEM TO DISCOVER SIFICATION IN ITS SIMPLEST FORM,
THE STRUCTURE OF POEMS--STANZA, RHYME-SCHEME, METER, AND ALLITERATION.
IN THE BELIE~ THAT EXPLORATION OF THE POET'S CRAFTMANSHIP IS OF NO IM-
o A GREAT DEAL OF ENJOYMENT PORTANCE AS AN INTRINSIC VALUE, BUT CAN YIEL210
IF CONSIDERED A GAME, THE SOBTLETIES OP POETRY AND POETIC DICTION HAVE
BEEN IGNORED WITH ONE EXCEPTION, ALLITERATION. THE CONCEPT OP ALLITER-
ATION IS SO READILY GRASPED AND EXAMPLES OP IT IN THE POEMS SO EASILY
DiSCERNED, THAT MUCH ATTENTION HAS BEEN PAID IN THE CONSTRUCTION OP THE
QUESTIONS TO THE IDENTIPICATION OP THIS QUALITY. THE ACTIVITY OP THE
PUPILS IN RESPECT TO VERSIFICATION IS BY NO MEANS COMPLICATED, THEY
DEAL WITH SIMPLE FORMS, AND THE MATERIAL IS SO' PRESENTED THAT IT IS IN
THE NATURE OF A CHALLENGE TO THEM TO SEE HOW WELL THEY CAN DISCOVER
THE POET'S CRAFT. A FEW POEMS ARE INCLUDED WHICH HAVE STRUCTURES OF
SUCH IRREGULARITY AND COMPLEXITY THAT THEY.CANNOT EASILY BE CLASSIFIED.
STUDENTS LEARN FROM THESE THAT NOT ALL POETRY IS RULE-OF-THUMB, BUT
THAT THE POET FREQUENTLY ACHIEVES HIS EFFECT BY SiEMINGLY IGNORING THE
DICTA BY WHICH LESSER POETS AND MERE VERSIPIERS MUST FUNCTION.
THE IMPORTANCE OF, AND THE DEPENDENCE ON, FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE IN
POETRY IS STRESSED. AGAIN, THE SUBJECT IS PRESENTED AS SIMPLY AS POS-
SIBLE. SINCE THIS PROGRAM IS OF THE NATURE OF AN INTRODUCTION TO POETRY,
ONLY THREE. FIGURES OF SPEECH--THE METAPHOR, THE SIMILE, AND PERSON-
IFICATION--ARE IDENTIFIED. THE QUESTIONS ARE DESIGNED TO FIX FIRMLY
THESE THREE IN THE MINDS OF STUDENTS BY POINTING OUT EXAMPLES TO BE
LABELED BY THEM AND BY ASKING THEM TO FIND EXAMPLES ON THEIR OWN ACCOUNT.
POETRY ITSELF CAN AND SHOULD TEACH. THE QUESTIONS LEAD STUDENTS
TO THE DISCOVERY OF FACTS RELATED TO THE CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF OUR
SOCIETY. IT IS AN ALMOST APPALLING FACT THAT CHILDREN COME INTO HIGH
SCHOOL WITH NO SURE CONCEPTION OF WHAT TIME ACTUALLY MEANS, WITH NO
UAL LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE SENSE OF CHRONOLOGY, AND WITH AN EQ
IVE THEY ARE LARGELY ORGANIZATION OF THE WORLD IN WHICH THEY L •
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UNACQUAINTED WITH lEGEND OR' MYTH, WITH MOST HISTORICAL A (
LLUSIONS e:S-
PECIAllY TO THE DISTANT PAST), AND WITH GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES. THAT
SOME ACQUAINTANCE WITH MYTH, WITH HISTORY, AND WITH LOCATION IS ESSEN-
TIAl FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF liTERATURE, AND liFE, SEEMS UNDENIABLE.
THROUGH THE UTILIZATION OF THE ALLUSIONS AND REFERENCES CONTAINED IN
THE POEMS DEALT WITH IN THIS SUPPLEMENT, STUDENTS BECOME MORE FAMILIAR
WITH THE WORLD OF MYTH AND HISTORY. AT THE SAME TIME (AND OFTEN BY THE
SAME QUESTIONS) STUDENTS ARE LED TOWARD A SURER SPACE-TIME ORIENTATION.
THE QUESTIONS POSSESS ANOTHER VALUE FOR STUDENTS IN THAT THEY ARE
DESIGNED TO BE VOCABULARY-BUILDING. THE BOOK DOES NOT RELY ON WORD
liSTS NOR DOES IT CALL ATTENTION TO THE PROCESS OF LEARNING NEW WORDS.
HOWEVER, MANY UNFAMILIAR WORDS ARE INTRODUCED AND IMMEDIATELY DEFINED
IN THE CONTEXT, THUS ESTABLISHING THEIR MEANINGS IN STUDENTS' MINDS.
FURTHERMORE, THE QUESTIONS THEMSELVES OFTEN CALL FOR THE DISCOVERY OF
SYNONYMS, OR WHICH IS PERHAPS OF EVEN MORE VALUE, THE EXPRESSION OF A
RATHER DIFFICULT CONCEPT IN A SINGLE WORD. To MAKE SURE THAT THE LEARN-
ING INTENDED HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED, THESE WORDS ARE INTENDED TO BE UTIL-
II IZED IN A SPELLING-MEANING TEST.
THE PROGRAM IS ESPECIALLY DESIGNED TO PROVIDE FOR INDIVIDUAL DIF-
FERENCES AMONG STUDENTS. IT IS REALIZED THAT IN ALL LIKELIHOOD NO TWO
STUDENTS WHO USE THIS MATERIAL WILL HAVE THE SAME, OR EVEN SIMILAR,
-
-
BACKGROUNDS OR CAPACITIES. THE PROGRAM IS SO CONSTRUCTED THAT THERE IS
S BY No MEANS AN ORDERED PRO- A PROGRESSION OF DIFFICULTY, ALTHOUGH IT I
GRESSION, THROUGHOUT THE UNIT. IT IS NOT EXPECTED THAT ALL STUDENTS
SHALL BE ABLE TO ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. IT IS HOPED THAT THE PRO-
CESSION ACTUALLY EXTENDS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF THE BEST STUDENTS. ITIS212
NOT INTENDED THAT ANY STUDENT SHOULD EXHAUST THE RESOURCES OF THE ~RO~
GRAM WITHOUT INTENSE AND SERIOUS EFFORT. THiS EFFORT DEMANDS THAT THE
STUDENT THINK, AND THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO STRENGTHEN THE STUDENT'S
ABILITY TO ENGAGE IN INDEPENDENT THINKING. ON THE OTHER HAND, IT HAs
BEEN THE INTENTION THAT NO QUESTION SHALL BE SUCH THAT ANY STUDENT WILL
APPROACH IT WITH INDIFFERENCE. SIMPLE THEY MAY BE, BUT FOR THE DULL
THEY WILL PROVIDE SUCH SUCCESS EXPERIENCES AS ~NFORTUNATELY ARE ONLY TOO
RARE FOR THEM. FOR THE BRIGHT, IN SPITE OF THE RECOGNIZABLY ELEMENTARY
NATURE OF THE SIMPLER QUESTIONS, THEY POSSESS A REASSURING QUALITY WHICH
INDUCES THE STUDENT TO PROGRESS TO THE MORE DIFFICULT.
SCATTERED AMONG THESE QUESTIONS ARE SOME WHICH ARE LIKELY TO BE
PUZZLERS EVEN TO GOOD STUDENTS. IN THE FINAL WORKING OUT OF THIS UNIT
THERE WERE INCLUDED QUESTIONS DESIGNED TO TAX THE ABILITY OF THE OCCA-
SIONAL GIFTED CHILD WHO SHOWS UP IN AN INTRODUCTORY LITERATURE CLASS.
THIS SUPPLEMENT CONTENDS THAT THiS IS AS IT SHOULD BE. IF NONE OF THE
QUESTIONS PRESENTED MUCH DIFFICULTY, THEY WOULD INTEREST NO ONE. SINCE
THE ANSWERS ARE ALMOST IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE, PUPILS ARE STIMULATED TO
MATCH WITS AGAINST THE ANSWER COMING UP. ONCE THEY LEARN THAT THERE IS
NEITHER PUNISHMENT NOR REWARD FOR CHEATING--THAT THIS IS, IF HANDLED
RIGHTLY BY THEM A GAME AND A GOOD ONE AT THAT--THEY ENTER INTO THE . , ,
SPIRIT OF THE THING, DO THEIR BEST TO FIGURE OUT THE ANSWERS, AND THEN
CHECK TO SEE IF THEY WERE RIGHT.
THE RATHER LARGE ACQUAINTANCE STUDENTS GAIN WITH THE TECHNIQUES
W ELL-WORDED RIGHT ANSWERS OF QUESTION-ANSWERING AND THE ASSOCIATION WITH
ANSWERING AND ANSWER STRUCT- IS BOUND TO IMPROVE THEIR SKILL AT QUESTION
THIS IS TRANSFER OF SITUATIONS APART FROM THIS ACTIVITY.
ITHE IMPOR-
OF COURSE, IF YOU ARE ASK-
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LEARNING THE EXISTENCE OF WHICH IS HARD TO DISPUTE.
THIS, THEN, IS THE CONCERN OF THIS SUPPLE/'ENT
" TO DEVELOP A KEENER
UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION OF POETRY; TO INSURE THE INDIVIDUAL IN-
VOLVEMENT OF EACH PUPIL WITH THE POEMS THEMSELVES; TO ESTABLISH THOROUGHLY
BY CONTINUING REPETITION THE CONCEPTS OF MEANING, STRUCTURE, AND ALLUSION;
AND TO PROVIDE EQUALLY WELL FOR ALL THE DEGREES OF ABILITY TO BE FOUND
WITHIN EVERY CLASS. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE PROGRAMED UNIT, WHICH IS THE
BODY OF THIS SUPPLEMENT, THROUGH ITS FORM OF QUESTION--STUDENT ANSWER-_
REVEALED CORRECT ANSWER--AND THROUGH ITS WIDE LATITUDE OF DEGREE OF
DIFFICULTY, DOES SO DEVELOP, SO INSURE, SO'ESTABLISH, AND SO PROVIDE.
HOW TO USE THIS PROGRAM - A SECTION INTENDED FOR STUDENTS.
THIS IS A BOOK INTENDED TO HELP YOU LEARN HOW TO GET REAL PLEASURE
FROM THE READING OF POETRY. MANY OF YOU WILL, NO DOUBT, TURN UP YOUR
NOSES AT THE VERY THOUGHT OF POETRY, AND PERHAPS YOU HAVE REASON TO. IT
MAy BE THAT YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT POETRY REALLY IS AND IT MAY BE THAT
YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH IT IN THE PAST HAVE BEEN ANYTHING BUT PLEASANT.
THiS BOOK DOES NOT INTEND TO MAKE POETRY EASY; THERE IS WORK HERE, AND
REAL WORK, BUT I T DOES I NTEND TO MAKE POETRY INTERESTI NG. Now, YOU KNOW
AND WE KNOW THAT NO AMOUNT OF WORK FRIGHTENS YOU AS LONG AS YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU ARE DOING.
POETRY IS JUST A WAY THE POET HAS OF SAYING SOMETHING.
TANT I S THAT • THE POET HAS SOMETH ING IN HIS MI NO THING TO KEEP IN MIND
TO YOU ~, Now, THE SIMPLEST WAY OF SAYING HE WANT TO COMMUNICATE ••
NOT ALWAYS THE MOST EFFECTIVE.
DIRECTIONS TO THE POST OFFICE, YOU DO WANT SIMPLICITY AND DIRECTNESS,
.'
-
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BUT WHEN YOU WANT TO EXPRESS HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT SOMETHING YOU WANT YOUR
LANGUAGE TO BE MORE EXPRESSIVE. IN MOST CASES THAT I
S WHAT A POET 18
DOING WHEN HE WRITES A POEM. HE IS TELLING
YOU His FEELING OR EMOTIONS
AND ASKING YOU TO SHARE THEM. AND IF YOU WILL GIVE HIM HALF A CHANCE,
YOU WILL FIND THAT YOU CAN VERY EASILY DISCOVER WHAT THE POET IS SAYING
AND THAT YOU CAN UNDERSTAND HIM AND SHARE HIS FEELING.
NOT MUCH POETRY, OR AT LEAST NOT MUCH GOOD POETRY, JUST HAPPENS.
THE POET'S INSPIRATION 18, OF COURSE, IMPORTANT, BUT THERE IS A GREAT
DEAL OF HARD WORK AND THE EMPLOYMENT OF SPECIAL TECHNIQUES INVOLVED IN
THE WRITING OF POETRY. THIS BOOK WILL ACQUAINT YOU WITH SOME OF THE
CRAFTSMANSHIP OF POETRY AND ENABLE YOU TO RECOGNIZE IT, AND, WE HOPE,
RESPECT IT. You MIGHT EVEN WANT TO TRY YOUR HAND AT WRITING POETRY
YOURSELF SOMETIME.
THIS BOOK IS MOST LIKELY QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THE USUAL TEXTBOOK
TO WHICH YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED. IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE, BECAUSE IT IS DE-
SIGNED TO HELP YOU HELP YOURSELF TO LEARN. You ARE NOT DEPENDENT ON A
TEACHER OR'ON ANY OUTSIDE SUGGESTIONS. You READ A QUESTION, YOU THINK
ABOUT IT, YOU ANSWER IT, AND THEN YOU ARE IMMEDIATELY ABLE TO CHECK
YOUR ANSWER AGAINST THE RIGHT ANSWER. THIS IS DONE BY PRINTING THE
BOOK IN RECTANGLES WHICH WE CALL FRAMES.
THERE ARE FORTY POEMS DEALT WITH AND EACH POEM HAS ITS OWN SET OF
FRAMES. THE FRAMES ARE PLACED ON SUCCEEDING PAGES SO THAT YOU SEE ONLY
ONE FRAME AT A TIME. EACH FRAME (AFTER THE FiRST) HAS THE ANSWER TO
THE PRECEDING QUESTION, A NEW QUESTION, AND LINES FOR YOUR ANSWER.
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HERE IS A SIMPLE SAMP~E POEM TO SHOW YOU HOW THE FRAMES WORK.
MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB,
ITS FLEECE WAS WHITE AS SNOW• • AND EVERYWHERE THAT MARY WENT
THE LAMB WAS SURE TO GO.
PAGE 1.
Q1. WHAT DOES THE WORD 'LAMB' MEANf
A1. {YOU WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON THESE LINES)
THEN, YOU TURN THE PAGE AND FIND THE ANSWER TO THE FIRST QUESTION, AND
FOLLOWING IT, THE SECOND QUESTION.
PAGE 2.
A1. A LAMB IS A YOUNG SHEEP.
Q2. WHAT IS FLEECE?
A2. (YOU ANSWER THE SECOND QUESTION HERE)
IN LIKE MANNER, THE ANSWER TO Q2., AND Q3. ARE DISCOVERED WHEN YOU TURN
TO PAGE 3.
PAGE 3.
A2. FLEECE IS THE HAIR OF SHEEP; IT IS WOOL.
Q3. WHAT WAS THE FLEECE AS WHITE AS?
A3. {YOU ANSWER THE THIRD QUESTION HERE)216
THiS IS ALMOST TOO SIMPLE, ISN'T IT?
QUESTION 4. IN THE FRAME ON PAGE 4.
PAGE 4
BUT LOOK AT WHAT MIGHT APPEAR IN
AJ.
Q4.
A4.
'SNOW' IS THE CORRECT ANSWER.
SERIOUSLY, WHO MIGHT THE ~ OF THiS POEM BE?
THINK OF THE SUGGESTIONS WHICH ARE BROUGHT TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU READ THE
ANSWER ON PAGE 5.
PAGE 5
A4. MARY MIGHT WELL BE THE VIRGIN MARY; SHE HAD A LITTLE LAMB
NAMED JESUS.
Q5. COULD THIS BE WHOM THE POEM IS ABOUT, OR DID WE JUST MAKE IT Up?
A5.
WHAT YOU FIND IN THE ANSWER ON PAGE 6. WILL PROBABLY SURPRISE YOU, BUT IT
WILL ALSO HELP YOU TO LEARN SOME MOST INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT HISTORY.
PAGE 6
A5. WE DIDN'T MAKE IT UP. MOST OF THE NURSERY RHYMES YOU KNOW ORIGINATED
AS ON-THE-STREET POLITICAL BARBS IN THE TIME OF ELIZABETH I.
Q6. THERE IS AN EVEN DEEPER ALLUSiON IN THIS POEM. CAN YOU THINK WHY A
REFERENCE WOULD BE MADE TO THE VIRGIN MARY?
A6.ANSWER 6. MAKES THE MATTER A LI ~ TTLE CLEARER.
PAGE 7
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A6. ELIZABETHAN TIMES WERE MARKED BY THE STRUGGLE BET P C WEEN ROTESTANTS
AND ATHOLICs. THIS RHYME IDENTIFIED SUPPORTERS OF CATHOLICISM.
Q7. THERE IS AN EVEN MORE SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO HISTORY IN THE
WHAT IS IT? RHYME;
~.
AND THE FRAME ON PAGE 8. REVEALS THE ANSWER.
PAGE 8
A7. 'MARY' REFERRED ALSO TO MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS, AND HER LAMB IS HER
SON WHO SUCCEEDED ELIZABETH I AS'JAMEs I. THE RHYME ALSO SERVED TO
IDENTIFY HER ADHERENTS. OTHER STANZAS IN THE ORIGINAL POEM
ELABORATE THE EVENTS OF THE TIMES.
SUCH A SIMPLE EXAMPLE AS THIS COULD ALSO SERVE TO ILLUSTRATE THE OTHER
OBJECTIVES IN THE STUDY OF POETRY PRESENTED IN THIS SOOK. IN THESE FOUR
LINES THERE IS FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE ('FLEECE WHITE AS SNOW' IS A SIMILE)
AND IN THE HIDDEN SENSE, 'LAMB' IS A PERSONIFICATION. QUESTIONS COULD BE
FORMULATED ASKING YOU TO DETERMINE METER AND RHYME-SCHEME, BUT YOU ARE NOT
READY FOR THAT YET. IT WILL COME THROUGH THE QUESTIONS.
IN ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FIRST POEM YOU WILL DEAL ONLY
WITH THE FRAMES AT THE TOP OF PAGES 4. THROUGH 32. ON PAGE 33. OF THE
PROGRAM YOU WILL START ANOTHER POEM AND CONTINUE ON THROUGH THE SUPPLEMENT.
ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE COME TO THE END, LOOKING AT THE TOP FRAME ON EACH PAGE,
DO YOU GO BACK AND START THROUGH THE PROGRAM ON THE SECOND COURSE OF FRAMES.
THE VALUE OF THIS ARRANGEMENT LIES IN THE FACT THAT YOU CAN CHECK
YOUR ANSWER AS SOON AS YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE QUESTION, SIMPLY BY TURN-
ING THE PAGE. THIS IS IMPORTANT. No MATTER IF YOUR ANSWER IS WRONG,218
YOU CORRECT IT IMMEDIATELY' AND THE INACCURATE ANSWE A
--- R H S NO CHANCE TO
TAKE ROOT. IF YOU ARE RIGHT, AND MORE OFTEN THAN NOT YOU WILL BE,
YOU WILL EXPERIENCE A GLOW OF e~TISFACTION AT YOUR CONFIRMED ACCOM-
PLISHMENT.
Now IT WOULD BE A VERY SIMPLE MATTER FOR YOU TO TURN THE PAGE AND
COpy DOWN THE RIGHT ANSWER EVERY TIME, BUT THAT WOULD BE PRETTY SNEAKY.
IT WOULDN'T BE ANY FUN, AND YOU WOULDN'T LEARN ANYTHING, EITHER.
MAKE THIS A GAME. SHARPEN YOUR WITS AND THINK, THINK, THINKl
THEN, PUT DOWN THE BEST ANSWER YOU CAN, TURN THE PAGE AND CHECK WHETHER
YOU WERE RIGHT OR NOT. IT ISN'T NECESSARY OR AT ALL DESIRABLE THAT
YOUR ANSWER BE IN THE SAME WORDS AS THE ANSWER GIVEN, BUT IT SHOULD
AGREE IN IDEA.
REMEMBER, YOU WILL NOT BE GRADED ON THE WORK YOU DO IN THiS BOOK.
IT IS IN TENDED SOLELY TO HELP YOU GAIN A KNO\~EDGE OF POETRY THROUGH
YOUR OWN INDEPENDENT THINKING. You WILL BE GIVEN TESTS IN WHICH THE
ANSWERING OF QUESTIONS WILL DEMAND THAT YOU THINK IN THE SAME MANNER
THAT YOU HAVE IN ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS IN THE FRAMES.
ONE FINAL WORD AND YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN. Do NOT BE DISCOURAGED
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. You ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO.
MANY ARE PURPOSELY DIFFICULT. You WOULDN'T BE INTERESTED IN THIS
MATERIAL IF IT WERE SO SIMPLE AS TO INSULT YOUR INTELLIGENCE. BUT HAV-
ING THE RIGHT ANSWER BEFORE YOU, WITHOUT DELAY, WILL INDICATE THE KIND
OF THINKING THAT WAS NECESSARY IN OBTAINING THE ANSWER. You WILL DO
BETTER THEN ON LATER QUESTIONS.219
FI GURATI VE LN~GUAGE
AMONG OTHER THINGS, POETRY IS DESIGNED TO STIR THE EMOTIONS AND
TO EXCITE THE IMAGINATION. THE CAPACITY TO FEEL AND THE ABILITY TO
EVOKE VIVID MENTAL PICTURES FROM WORDS ARE BOTH NECESSARY TO THE UNDER-
STANDING OF POETRY. CONCRETE AND SPECIFIC WORDS IN LITERAL MEANINGS AND
PRECISE, ACCURATE DESCRIPTIONS ARE IDEALS TO ~E ATTAINED IN MUCH WRITING,
BUT THEY POSSESS LITTLE POWER TO STIMULATE EMOTION OR FEELING. SUCH
STIMULATION REQUIRES THAT WORDS SUGGEST MORE THAN THEY ACTUALLY SAY,
THAT THEY PRESENT AN IDEA IN A NEW RELATIONSHIP, THAT COMPARISONS BE MADk
BETWEEN KNOWN BUT DISSIMILAR THINGS, THAT SOMETHING BE CALLED BY ANOTHER
NAME NOT USUALLY APPLIED TO IT, OR THAT IT BE REVEALED IN SOME OTHER UN-
ACCUSTOMED LIGHT. THIS FORCING OF WORDS TO ACCEPT NEW AND UNUSUAL MEAN-
INGS STARTLES THE MIND INTO THE PERCEPTION OF THE IDEA THE WRITER HAS IN
MIND. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT WHEN ONE SPEAKS OF FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE, AND
EXAMPLES OF SUCH WRITING ARE CALLED FIGURES OF SPEECH.
MUCH OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF POETRY DEPENDS ON THE USE OF FIGURA-
TIVE LANGUAGE, THAT IS, LANGUAGE WHICH DOES NOT ACTUALLY MEAN WHAT IT
SAVS. FOR EXAMPLE:
SHE IS A ROSE AMONG THORNS.
DOES NOT MEAN THAT, LITERALLY. ~ IS OBVIOUSLY A PERSON AND A ROSE IS
A ROSE AND THORNS ARE THORNS. WHAT THE WRITER IS DOING IS DRAWING A
COMPARISON. HE MEANS TO SAY THAT AS A PERSON SHE IS MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN
THOSE AROUND HER (OR SWEETER, OR OF A GENTLER DISPOSITION, OR ALL OF
THESE THINGS AND MORE). By THE USE OF THIS COMPARISON TO SOMETHING
HI S READER'S STORE OF ACCUMULATED KNO\~EDGE FAMILIAR, THE WRITER DRAWS ON
-
-
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AND EXPERIENCE AND GETS Hip POINT ACROSS \'JITH .
MANY FE\'JER WORDS.
SUPPOSE YOU HAVE BEEN TO VENEZUELA
AND COME BACK QUITE ENTHUSI_
ASTIC ABOUT THE MANGOES YOU ATE THERE. Y
OU MIGHT DESCRIBE A MANGO FOR
SOME FRIEND LITERALLY:
THE MANGO IS A TROPICAL FRUIT ROUGHLY OBOVOID IN SHAPE TWO TO
SIX INCHES IN LENGTH, USUALLY COMPRESSED LATERALLY, GREEN:SH,
REDDISH, OR YELLOWISH IN COLOR, AND POSSESSING A MILD SUB-ACID
FLAVOR. '
WELL, YOU MIGHT, BUT NO ONE WOULD KNOW WHAT YOU WERE TALKING ABOUT. You
WOULD MORE LIKELY SAY:
GEE, MANGOES ARE TOPS. A MANGO 18 A FRUIT SHAPED LIKE AN EGG,
CREASED LIKE A PEACH, ROSY AS AN APPLE, AND JUICY AS A PLUM; IN
FACT, IT IS A GLORIFIED PLUM.
You HAVE USED FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE AND ALTHOUGH THESE FIGURES ARE TRITE
(OVERWORKED), YOU HAVE CONCEIVED A MEANING. You DIDN'T KNOW IT, BUT
WHERE YOU USED 'LIKE' OR 'AS' YOU WERE EMPLOYING SIMILE, AND WHERE YOU
USED 'IT IS' YOU WERE EMPLOYING METAPHOR.
THERE ARE NUMEROUS FIGURES OF SPEECH. SINCE THIS IS FOR MANY OF
YOU IN THE NATURE OF AN INTRODUCTION TO POETRY, WE SHALL DEFINE AND DIS-
CUSS ONLY THREE; SIMILE, METAPHOR, AND PERSONIFICATION. ONCE YOU ARE WELL
ACQUAINTED WITH THEM, WE SHALL DEVOTE MUCH TIME IN THE QUESTIONS TO THEIR
I DENT! FI CATION.
SIMILE. THE WORD 'SIMILE' COMES FROM THE SAME ROOT AS THE WORD
'SIMILAR'. WHAT A SIMILE DOES IS TO SAY THAT SOMETHING IS SIMILAR TO
-
-
-
SOMETHING ELSE. IT IS A COMPARISON AND A DIRECT ONE AT THAT. A SIMILE
EXPRESSES THE LIKENESS BETWEEN TWO THINGS NOT ORDINARILLY CONSIDERED
SIMILAR. To EXPRESS THE COMPARISON THE SiMILE USES THE WORD 'LIKE' OR
'AS' OR SOME EQUIVALENT EXPRESSION. -i
j
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HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLtS OF THE SiMILE:
BUT PLEASURES ARE LIKE POPPIES SPREAD,
You SEIZE THE FLOWER, ITS BLOOM IS SHED.
OH, MY LUVE'S LIKE A RED, RED ROSE.
SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY LIKE THE NIGHT.
THE WORLD WHICH SEEMS TO LIE BEFORE US
LIKE A LAND OF DREAMS.
FROM EARTH THOU SPRINGEST LIKE A CLOUD OF FIRE.
THE BRIDE HAS PACED INTO THE HALL
RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
AND SWIFT AS LIGHTNING TO THE COMBAT FLIES.
--Bu RN S
--BURNS
--BYRON
--IliATHEW ARNOL 0
--SHELLEY
--COLERIDGE
--POPE
HERE IS AN EXAMPLE IN WHICH NEITHER 'LIKE' NOR 'AS' IS USED BUT IN WHICH
AN EQUIVALENT EXPRESSION IS EMPLOYED:
SHALL I COMPARE THEE TO A SUMMER'S DAY?
(SHALL I SAY YOU ARE LIKE A SUMMER'S DAY?)
--SHAKESPEARe -
AND HERE IS AN EXAMPLE FROM ENGLISH LITERATURE IN WHICH THE WORD 'LIKE'
IS USED BUT COMPOUNDED WITH THE WORD 'CAT' •
• • • A LONG DRAWN CATLIKE WHINE, WHICH TOLD
US THAT THE CHEETAH WAS AT LIBERTY. --SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
AND HERE ARE MORE EXAMPLES, ALSO ILLUSTRATING THE SIMILE BUT FROM MORE
CONTEMPORARY SOURCES:
MOMENTARILY THE CONDUCTOR'S BREATH HOVERED LIKE A VEIL IN THE
BITTER AIR. --WILLIAM HEYLIGER
NOTE THAT IN ADDITiON TO THE SIMILE THE PHRASE 'BITTER, STINGING AIR' IS
A METAPHOR.
HIS BLACK EARS FELL DOWN LIFELESS AS WILTED CABBAGE LEAVES
ABOUT HIS JOWLS. --JESSAMYN \rJEST
THAT BOY PUT UP A FIGHT LIKE A WELTERWEIGHT CINNAMON BEAR.
--0. HENRY
-
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OH GOD, CAN'T YOU MAKE 0s HURRY? GET US TO THE TIME WHEN WE WON'T
HAVE TO DRY UP LIKE A PIPPIN BEFORE WE'RE READY TO BE TOOK OFF?
--ZONA GALE
METAPHOR. THE METAPHOR IS ALSO A COMPARISON, BUT WHEREAS THE
SIMILE COMPARES DIRECTLY BY SAYING SOMETHING IS LIKE SOMETHING ELSE,
THE METAPHOR DOES IT INDIRECTLY BY CALLING IT ANOTHER NAME. THE MET-
APHOR'S COMPARISON IS IMPLIED; THE SIMILE'S IS EXPLICIT. THE SIMILE
SAYS THAT SOMETHING IS LIKE SOMETHING ELSE; THE METAPHOR THAT IT IS SOME-
THING ELSE. HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF THE METAPHOR:
A LIGHT BROKE IN UPON MY BRAIN
IT WAS THE CAROL OF A BIRD.
THE WONDEROUS ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLD.
SHE 'WAS A PHANTOM OF DEL, IGHT.
--BYRON
--CHRISTOPHER MARLOW
--1':0 RD SWO RTH
A SUDDEN SMILE SPLIT ARCHY'S FACE FROM EAR TO EAR.
--PASCHAL N. STRONG
VIOMEN WERE FLOCK I NG OUT TO THE TRUCI< NOW.
WHEN I COULD NOT SLEEP FOR THE COLD,
I HAD FIRE ENOUGH IN MY BRAIN.
--No RMAN f<A TK0V
--JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL
POOR tiTTLE ABE, / LEFT ALL ALONE
EXCEPT FOR TOM, / WHO'S A ROLLING STONE.
--ROSEMARY AND STEPHEN VINCENT BENET
NEVER LOST MY NERVE YET TILL WE KIDNAPPED THAT TWO-
LEGGED SKYROCKET OF A KID. --0. HENRY - PERSONIFICATION IN ONE FIGURE. THIS EXAMPLE COMBINES METAPHOR AND
FAME IS THE FRAGRANCE OF HEROIC DEEDS. --LONGFELLOW
__SARA TEASDALE
ALONE IN THE NIGHT / ON A DARK HILL
WITH PINES AROUND ME / SPICY AND STILL;
A FEVER OF EXPECTATION•
• • • EVEN TO ME, WHO WAS IN __CHARLES DICKENS -223
·OUR_CHAINS ARE FORGED. THEIR CLANKING MAY BE HEARD ON THE
PLAINS OF BOSTON.
--PATRICK HENRY
PERSONIFICATION. THE LAST FIGURE OF SPEECH VIE SHALL BE CONCERNED
WITH IS PERSONIFICATION. NOTICE THAT THIS WORD CONTAINS THE WORD 'PERSON'.
THIS GIVES US A CLUE TO WHAT 'PERSONIFICATION' MEANS, THE MAKING OF A
PERSON OUT OF SOMETHING WHICH ISN'T REALLY A PERSON AT ALL. PERSONIFI-
CATION IS THE ATTRIBUTING OF HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS TO NON-HUMAN THINGS.
HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF PERSONIFICATION:
LIFT UP YOUR HEADS, 0, YE GATES.
EARTH FILLS HER LAP WITH PLEASURES OF HER OWN.
SWEET SMILING VILLAGE, LOVELIEST OF THE LAWN.
How SOON HATH TIME, THE SUBTLE THIEF OF YOUTH.
--THE BI BLE
--\VORDSWORTH
--GOLDSMITH
--MILTON
(NOTE THE CAPITAL IN 'TIME'; IT INDICATES PERSONIFICATION.)
HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES FROM MORE RECENT SOURCES:
• •• THE GREAT SHIP, TENSE AND ANXIOUS, GROPED HER WAY
TOWARD THE SHORE WITH PLUMMET AND SOUNDING LINE.
--HELEN KELLER
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS HAVE SEEN QUEER SIGHTS
BUT THE QUEEREST THEY EVER DID SEE •••
• •• AND FROM MEMORY'S DARK CORNERS WORDS AND
MELODIES WOULD RISE.
• •• AND LOOKED OUT THERE AT SOME SHRUBS THAT
WERE DROOPING THEIR HEADS IN THE COLD.
--ROBERT W. SERVICE
--SELMA LAGERLOF
--CHARLES DICKENS -
--ABRAHAM LINCOLN
--RALPH WALDO EMERSON
AND TIME THE RUINED BRIDGE HAS SWEPT
SOWN THE DARK STREAM WHICH SEAWARD CREEPS.
HE CAPITALIZATION OF 'TIME' (THERE MIGHT BE A QUESTION HERE, BUT T
MAKES IT CERTAIN THAT PERSONIFICATION IS INTENDED.)
HE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE, AND FOR THE • • • AND THAT GOVERNMENT OF T
PEOPLE SHALL NOT PERISH FROM THE EARTH. -224
VERSIFICATION
As YOU GO THROUGH THiS BOOK YOU WILL NOTE THAT THERE ARE INCLUDED
MANY QUESTIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF POEMS. THIS IS WHAT THiS BIG WORD
'VERSIFICATION' DEALS WITH--THE MECHANICS OF THE WRITING OF POETRY. WE
REALIZE FULLY THAT THIS CAN BE A DEADLY DULL SUBJECT, AND THAT IT HAS
LITTLE OR NO PRACTICAL VALUE FOR YOU; NONE (OR FEW) OF YOU ARE PLANNING
TO WRITE POETRY. BUT IT CAN BE A SOURCE OF PLEASURE AND IMMENSELY SAT-
ISFYING IF YOU APPROACH IT, SAY, LIKE A DETECTIVE TRYING TO SOLVE A
"WHO DONE IT?" MYSTERY. You CAN FERRET QUT CLUES AND SOLVE THE CRIME
OF THE ACTUAL WRITING OF THE POEM. WE ARE GOING TO GIVE YOU JUST A FEW
CHARTS WHICH WILL HELP YOU IN YOUR SLEUTHING. DON'T TRY TO MEMORIZE
THEM. REFER BACK TO THEM WHEN YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW A POEM IS CON-
STRUCTED. WHAT WE ARE GOING TO GIVE YOU IS NOT COMPLETE AT ALL. WE
HAVE INCLUDED ONLY THE MOST COMMON ELEMENTS AND THE ONES WHICH WILL SERVE
TO START OFF. IF YOU GET INTERESTED, THERE ARE MANY COMPLETE SOURCES OF
INFORMAT10N IN ENCYLOPEDIAS AND TEXT BOOKS.
METER. 'METER' MEANS MEASURE. POETRY IS MEASURED IN TWO WAYS,
BY THE NUMBER OF SYLLABLES IN A FOOT AND THE NUMBER OF FEET IN A LINE.
THE PROCESS OF DESCRIBING METER IS CALLED SCANSION. IT INVOLVES FOUR
STEPS:
1. DIVIDE THE LINE INTO SYLLABLES.
2. MARK THE STRESSES OR ACCENTS ON SYLLABLES.
3. DIVIDE THE LINE INTO FEET.
4. NAME THE METER.I LET'S TAKE AN EXAMPLE AND CARRY IT THROUGH THE~E FOUR STEPS.
HERE RESTS HIS HEAD UPON THE LAP OF EARTH
A YOUTH TO FORTUNE AND TO FAME UNKNOWN.
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--THOMAS GRAY
1• DIVI DE THE LI NE INTO SYLLABLES.
THIS IS EASY FOR A SYLLABLE IS SIMPLY A WORD UNIT PRONOUNCED SEPARATELY,
AND THERE ARE ONLY THREE WORDS IN THESE TWO LINES WHICH CONTAIN MORE THAN
ONE SYLLABLE.
HERE RESTS HIS HEAD UP - ON THE LAP OF EARTH
A YOUTH TO FOR - TUNE AND TO FAME UN - KNOWN.
2. t·;ARK THE STRESSES OR ACCENTS ON SYLLABLES.
Do THIS BY READING ALOUD AND MARKING WITH A SHORT VERTICAL LINE (') THE
SVr.:LABLES YOU NATURALLY ACCENT. THEN RE-READ AND MARK WI TH A SHORT HOR-
IZONTAL LINE (-) THOSE WHICH ARE UNSTRESSED.
, I I I I
HERE RESTS HIS HEAD UP ON THE LAP OF EARTH
, , , I ,
A YOUTH TO FOR TUNE AND TO FAME UN KNOWN.
3. DIVIDE THE LINE INTO FEET.
TUNE
I
FAME UN
AND,
,
RESTS
,
YOUTH
- HIS
TO
,
HEAD
I
FOR
UP
I
ON
I
AND
- THE
- TO
I
LAP OF ,
EARTH
I
KNOWN.
-
LOOK OVER THE MARKED LINES ABOVE FOR REGULAR REPETITIONS OR pATTERNS.
A FOOT USUALLY HAS AT LEAST ONE STRONG ACCENT. IT IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE
TO DETERMINE ANY PATTERN WHEN ONLY THE STRONG ACCENTS ARE MARKED AS IN
FIRST EXAMPLE GIVEN ABOVE, BUT -,
RESTS His ,
HEAD - UP ,
ON THE ,
LAp - OF ,
EARTH
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IS QUITE CLEARLY FIVE REPETITIONS OF _I. WE MARK EACH REPETITION WITH
A VERTICAL LINE AND HAVE THIS PATTERN:
-' 1-' 1-' 1-' 1-'
WE NOW HAVE A LINE OF TEN SYLLABLES WHICH COMBINE TO MAKE UP A LINE OF
FIVE FEET.
4. r~AME THE METER.
THE NAME OF A METER IS COMPOSED OF THE NAME FOR THE KIND OF FEET USED
PLUS THE NAME FOR THE NUMBER OF FEET IN EACH LINE.
HERE IS A SIMPLE CHART FOR THE MOST COMMON KINDS OF FEET. Do NOT ATTEMPT
TO MEMORIZE IT. REFER TO IT WHEN YOU WANT TO KNOW THE NAMES OF THE KINDS
OF FEET USED IN POETRY.
THE COMMON POETIC FEET ARE COMPOSED OF EITHER TWO OR THREE SYLLABLES AND
MANY ARE THE REVERSE OF OTHERS.
NUMBER OF
PATTERN NAME
SYLLABLES
COMMON
-, IAMB IAMBIC
,- TROCHEE TROCHAIC
2 RARE , , SPONDEE SPONDAIC
--
PYRRHIC PYRRHIC
COMMON
- - , ANAPEST ANAPESTIC
, DACTYL DACTYL IC - -
:3 RARE
- , -
AMPHIBRACH
, -
f CHO RI Atv1BU S
-
-,
1 )
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IT NOW APPEARS THAT OUR EXAMPLE
IS MADE UP OF IAMBS,· IT I S AN IAMBIC
METER. THE FACT THAT THE LINE IS IAMBIC DOES
NOT DESCRIBE IT FULLY.
WE NEED TO KNOW THE NAMES FOR THE NUMBER OF FEET IN A LINE. THESE NAMES
ARE TAKEN FROM THE GREEK NAMEo~ FOR NUMBERS. IF YO U NOTICE AND UNDERSTAND
THAT EACH NAME ENDS IN 'METER' WHICH
MEANS MEASURE, BUT WHICH YOU CAN
HERE TAKE TO MEAN FOOT, AND THAT THE
PREFIXES SIMPLY MEAN ONE, TWO, THREE,
FOUR, AND SO ON, THEN THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHART IS NO TRICK AT ALL.
NUMBER 0 F FEET
IN A LINE
2
J
4
5
6
7
NAME OF r';lETER
MONOMETER
DIMETER
TRIMETER
TETRAMETER
PENTAMETER
HE:(AMETER
HEPTAMETER
OCTAMETER
i
I
.1
IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO NAME LINES OF ANY LENGTH, BUT IN POETRY LINES OF
OVER SIX FEET ARE UNUSUAL AND LINES OF OVER EIGHT FEET ALMOST NONEXISTENT.
SOMETIMES POETRY IS WRITTEN ON VERY LONG LINES, BUT IN ALMOST EVERY CASE
EACH LONG LINE WILL BE FOUND TO BE A COMBINATION OF TWO OR MORE SHORTER
MEASURES. FOR INSTANCE, THE FEW OCTAMETERS THAT WE FIND USUALLY TURN OUT
TO BE SIMPLY TWO TETRAMETERS WRITTEN TOGETHER FOR CONVENIENCE OR EFFECT;228
HEPTAMETERS ARE QUITE FREQ0ENTLY TETRAMETERS PLUS TRIMETERS, AND SO ON.
OUR EXAMPLE THEN TURNS OUT TO BE IAMBlq PENTAMETER, A TEN SYLLABLED
LINE COMPOSED OF FIVE FEET ALTERNATELY UNSTRESSED AND STRESSED ACCENTS.
THIS IS THE MOST COMMONLY USED OF ALL ENGLISH METERS, FOR MANY POETS'
AND TEACHERS, NOT AWARE OF THE GREAT FLEXIBILITY OF METER WHICH MAKES
POETRY WHAT IT IS, ATTEMPT TO FORCE WORDS TO CONFORM TO THE SET PATTERN
ESTABLISHED.
OUR EXAMPLE WAS ALSO PERFECTLY REGULAR, OR AT LEAST WE MADE IT
SEEM SO, BUT IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS THAT NOT ALL SYLLABLES MARKED BEAR
THE SAME STRONG STRESS AND THAT NOT ALL SYLLABLES MARKED _ BEAR THE SAME
WEAK STRESS. PERFECTLY REGULAR METER RAPIDLY BECOMES MONOTONOUS OR SING-
SONG. IT IS THE VARIATION OF METER WHICH MAKES POETRY ALIVE AND INTER-
ESTING. THIS VARIATION MAY BE OF TWO KINDS:
1. THE KINDS OF FEET MAY BE VARIED--ONE KINO OF FOOT MAY
BE SUBSTITUTED FOR ANOTHER.
2. THE NUMBER OF FEET MAY BE INCREASED OR DECREASED IN
WHOLE OR IN PART.
THESE VARIATIONS ARE RATHER ARBITRARY AND IT IS HARD TO TELL WHEN THE
,
VARIATION IS ONE THING AND WHEN IT IS ANOTHER, AND REALLY IT DOESN T
MATTER MUCH--THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO BE AWARE THAT THE VARIATION EXISTS.
THE COMMON SUBSTITUTION FOUND IN POETRY IS THE REPLACEMENT OF A FOOT BY
ANOTHER OF AN EQUAL NUMBER OF SYLLABLES, I. E., AN IAMB BY A TROCHEE,
AN ANAPEST FOR A DACTYL, AND SO ON. WHEN THREE SYLLABLES ARE SUBSTITUTED
. U 'liGHT LIKE TO KNOW. APPLY TO THiS VARIATION OF FEET WHICH YO "
"HEN IT IS DIFFICULT TO TELL FOR TWO OR ~ VERSA THE OCCASION ARISES h
WHICH PRINCIPLE OF VARIATION IS BEING APPLIED. THERE ARE SOME NAMES WHICH229
VP.RIATION
NN'iE
OMISSION OF SYLLABLE AT BEGINNING TRUNCATION
OMISSION OF SYLLABL E AT END CATALEXIS
ADDITION OF SYLLABLE AT BEGINNING ANACRUS I C
ADDITION OF SYLLABLE AT END Hyp ERMETER OR
FEMININE ENDING
SHARP PAUSE OR BREAK WITHIN LINE CAESURA
THE DIFFICULTY IS INCREASED BY THE FACT THAT SPEECH OFTEN SEEMS TO RESENT
BEING FORCED INTO A PATTERN, AND THAT THERE ARE MORE THAN JUST TWO DE-
GREES OF STRESS WHICH CAN BE PLACED ON SYLLABLES. AN INITIAL WORD MAY
CALL FOR MORE THAN NORMAL ACCENT AND FORCE AN IAMB TO BECOME A SPONDEE
AS IN THE FOLLOWING:
~ W~Y I SHOULD THE ,
SP I R IT OF ,
MOR TAL
,
PROUD?
IN SPITE OF ITS APPEARANCE, THIS IS ESSENTIALLY AN IAMBIC PENTAMETER LINE,
EVEN THOUGH IT CONTAINS ONLY TWO PURE IAMBS. THE FIRST FOOT, BECAUSE OF
THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED IN SPEAKING OPENING PHRASES, HAS BECOME A SPON-
DEE, THE SECOND PYRRHIC, AND THE THIRD A TROCHEE; AN ADDITIONAL SYLLABLE
IS ADDEO AT THE END OF THE LINE BY THE PRINCIPLE OF HYPERMETER. (EVEN
THE AUTHORITIES DISAGREE ON THIS BUT THE CONSENSUS SEEMS TO BE THAT AN
ADDITIONAL ACCENTED SYLLABLE INDICATES HYPERMETER WHILE AN ADDITIONAL UN-
ACCENTED SYLLABLE INDICATES FEMININE ENDING; CF., 'FEMININE RHYME' IN THE
NEXT SECTION.)
WHEN THE SCANSION OF LINES BECOMES DIFFICULT AND A CHORE RATHER
THA IT JUST DESCRIBE THE METER AS IRREGULAR AND N A THING OF FUN, FORGET •
LET IT GO AT THAT.
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RHYME. ANOTHER CHARAC~ERISTIC OF POETRY WHICH
CAN BE EXAMINED AS
A FUN-THING IS RHYME. DOES THE POET
USE IT AT ALL, OR DELETE IT ENTIRELY?
IF HE EMPLOYS RHYME, DOES HE FOLLOW A REGULAR PATTERN OR SCHEME? THESE
THINGS ARE INTERESTING TO FIND OUT.
WHAT IS RHYME? RHYME IS THE USE OF WORDS WHICH SOUND ALIKE. To BE
A PERFECT RHYME THE ACCENTED VOWEL AND ANY OTHER VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
WHICH FOLLOW IT MUST AGREE.
APPLE - DAPPLE
START - SMART
RIDING - HIDING
BARN - TARN
EYES - SKIES
FORSAKEN PARTAKEN
THESE ARE EXAMPLES OF PERFECT RHYME.
AN IMPERFECT RHYME VIOLATES THE ABOVE PRINCIPLE; USUALLY THE VOWEL
SOUND IS NEARLY BUT NOT QUITE THE SAME, OR THE CONSONANT SOUNDS MAY VARY
SLIGHTLY; SOME EXAMPLES OF IMPERFECT RHYME FOLLOW.
FATHER - MOTHER
LONE GONE
STARS - START
STEAL - ST ILL
FLOWERS AMOURS
CERTAIN - PURITAN
RHYMES ARE SPOKEN OF AS MASCULINE OR FEMININE. MASCULINE RHYME MEANS
THAT THE FINAL SYLLABLE IS STRESSED. SOMETIMES THERE IS A DOUBT. NOTE THE
TWO FINAL EXAMPLES GIVEN BELOW. Is THE FINAL 'lNG' STRESSED OR NOT, AND IF -
IT IS STRESSED, IS IT STRESSED MORE THAN TH~ SYLLABLE WHICH PRECEDES IT?
PERTAIN
HEART
SWEETHEART
EMENATE
SINGING
ERRING
RETAIN
- PART
IMPART
IMPLICATE
_ RINGING
PURRING231
UNLESS YOU CONCEIVE OF THE LAST SYLLABLE CARRYING A STRONGER STRESS
THAN THE FIRST, THE LAST TWO EXAMPLES ABOVE SHOULD BE MOVED DOWN INTO THE
NEXT DIVISION, WHICH IS FEMININE RHYME.
FEMININE RHYME OCCURS \VHEN THE STRESSED VOWEL IS FOLLOWED BY AN
UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE OR SYLLABLES. REMEMBER THAT FEMININE ENDING ADDED
AN UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE TO A LINE", IN LIKE 'A ~ NNER, FEMINE RHYME ADDS ONE
OR MORE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES TO A RHYME (AND OFTEN TO A FOO~ OR TO A
LINE).
CHARTER - DEPARTED
NATION - STATION
CERTAIN - CURTAIN
CHEERFULLY - TEARFULLY
ENDED - TENDED
LOVE HER - ABOVE HER
THE USUAL PLACE WHERE RHYME IS FOUND IS AT THE ENDS OF LINES.
\VORDS THAT RHY'1E ARE r·'ATCHED ','11TH "n IDENTICAL LETTERS TO MARK THE RHYME
PATTERN.
IT WAS MANY AND MANY A YEAR AGO
IN A KINGDOM BY THE SEA,
THAT A MAIDEN THERE LIVED WHOM
By THE NAME OF ANNABEL LEE;
AND THIS MAIDEN SHE LIVED WITH
THAN TO LOVE AND BE LOVED BY
A
B
YOU MAY KNOW A
B
NO OTHER THOUGHT C
ME. B
--EDGAR ALLEN POE
THIS, A B ABC B, IS THE PATTERN OR RHYME SCHEME FOR THIS STANZA OF THIS
POEM. IF ALL THE STANZAS (THEY DO NOT) FOLLOW THE SAME PATTERN, OR
FOLLOW IT WITH ONLY MINOR VARIATIONS, WE SAY THAT THE PATTERN IS THE
RHYME SCHEME OF THE POEM. THE QUESTIONS WiLL HELP YOU TO BECOME FAMILIAR
WiTH THE MANY DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH RHYME, AND THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE
( PRINCIPLES OF RHYME, CAN ADD TO YOUR ENJOYMENT OF POETRY.STRUCTURE.
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WHAT IS VERSE, WHAT IS A STANZA, AND HOW DO THEY DIFFER?
THESE TERMS ARE OFTEN MISUNDERSTOOD AND MISUSED.
REMEMBER
A VERSE, PROPERLY, IS A SINGLE LINE OF POETRY.
A STANZA IS AN ORDERED COMBINATION OF
VERSES MUCH LIKE A PARAGRAPH IN PROSE.
STANZAS MAY HAVE ANY NUMBER OF LINES FROM TWO ON. A TWO-LINED
RHYMING STANZA IS CALLED A COUPLET. COUPLETS THEMSELVES ARE OFTEN COM-
BINED INTO LARGER STANZAS. IF MEANING IS COMPLETE WITHIN A COUPLET AND
ITIS STOPPED BY PUNCTUATION, ITiS CALLED A CLOSED OR HERO IC COUPLET.
THERE ARE MANY FORMS OF STANZAS, BUT YOU NEED NOT BE CONCERNED
WITH THE TECHNICALITIES OF THEM. You MIGHT WANT TO REMEMBER THAT A FOUR-
LINED STANZA IS CALLED A QUATRAIN. THE RHYME SCHEME IS OFTEN A DETERMIN-
ING FACTOR IN THE STRUCTURE OF A STANZA; HOWEVER, NOT ALL RHYME OCCURS
AT THE ENDS OF THE LINES. RHYME WITHIN A LINE IS CALLED INTERNAL ~.
USUALLY THE WORD WHICH RHYMES INTERNALLY RHYMES WITH AN END WORD o RANDOM
RHYME WHICH OCCURS HAPHAZARDLY HERE AND THERE IS UNFORTUNATE AND AS UN-
DESIRABLE IN VERSE AS IT IS IN PROSE.
OF COURSE, ANY OF THE METERS WE HAVE MENTIONED COULD BE WRITTEN
WITHOUT RHYME. THERE IS MUCH UNRHYMED VERSE, BUT RHYMED VERSE IS RATHER
MORE COMMON. HOWEVER, THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF UNRHYMED VERSE WHICH ARE
USED WITH GREAT FREQUENCY. THESE ARE ~ ~ AND ~ ~.
BLANK VERSE IS SIMPLY UNRHYMED IAMBIC PENTAMETER LINES. IT IS
USUALLY RESERVED ~Q.8 LONGER POEMS AND FOR DRAMA.
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FREE VERSE SUBMITS TO NEITHER THE CURBS O~
r METER NOR OF" RHYME.
IT HAS ITS OWN RHYTHM, CADENCE, AND CE
RTAIN OTHER CHARACTERISTICS WHICH
DISTINGUISH IT F"ROM PROSE.
KINDS QE POETRY. AGAIN, THERE ARE MANY DIF"FERENT KINDS OF POETRY. VIE
SHALL DEAL WITH ONLY THREE--LYRIC, NARRATIVE, AND DRAMATIC__AND WITH TWO
SPECIAL FORMS, THE BALLAD AND THE SONNET.
A LYRIC IS A POEM, USUALLY SHORT, WHICH EXPRESSES A SINGLE EMOTION
OR FEELING.
A NARRATIVE POEM IS SIMPLY ONE THAT TELLS A STORY.
A DRAMATIC POEM IS ONE WHICH ALSO tELLS A STORY BUT WITH INTENSI-
FIED ACTION AND ORDINARILLY IN THE MEDIUM OF SPEECH.
THESE DIVISIONS ARE NOT HARD AND F"AST. A LYRIC MAY HAVE SOME ELE-
MENTS OF NARRATIVE AND OF" DRAMA. NARRATIVE AND DRAMATIC POETRY MAy HAVE
LYRIC QUALITIES. JUDGMENT MUST BE BASED ON WHAT THE POET'S PRIMiPURPOSE
SEEMS TO BE.
A BALLAD, IN ITS TRUEST SENSE, IS AN ANONYMOUS POEM OR FOLK-SONG.
IT TELLS A STORY AND IS THEREF"ORE NARRATIVE. IT QUITE FREQUENTLY, BUT
NOT ALWAYS, HAS A REFRAIN.
THE SONNET IS A SPECIAL FORM OF LYRIC. IT CONSISTS OF A SINGLE
STANZA OF FOURTEEN LINES, ALTHOUGH IT IS OFTEN DIVIDED INTO SECTIONS OF
EIGHT AND SIX LINES. THE RHYME SCHEME OF A SONNET VARIES ACCORDING TO
ITS TYPE, THE MOST COMMON OF WHICH ARE THE PETRARCHAN, THE SHAKESPEAREAN,
AND THE SPENSERIAN. QUESTIONS IN THE SERIES WILL MAKE YOU WELL ACQUAINTED
WITH THE SONNET AND WITH THE VARIOUS OTHER FORMS OF POETRY.THE POEMS FOR USE WITH THE PROGRAM
THIS SECTION CONSISTS OF THE TEXTS OF THE POEMS TO WHICH THE
QUESTION-ANSWER SERIES OF THE PROGRAM REFER. WHEREVER POSSIBLE ORIGINAL
BOOK SOURCES HAVE BEEN CONSULTED FOR THE TEXTS OF THE POEMS AND SUCH IN-
FORMATION ACCREDITED IN A FOOTNOTE. IN A FEW CASES THE ORIGINAL SOURCES
WERE NOT AVAILABLE AND THE TEXT HAD TO BE TAKEN FROM THE COLLECTED WORKS
OF THE AUTHOR. AND SOME POEMS WERE AVAILABLE ONLY IN STANDARD ANTHOLOGIES.
IN EVERY CASE AN HONEST EFFORT WAS MADE TO SECURE THE AUTHENTIC AND MOST
GENERALLY ACCEPTED VERSION OF THE POEM.ANONYMOUS BALLAD (C. 1· 3TH C ) ENTURY
'SIR PATRICK SPENS
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THE KING SITS
DRINKING THE
"0 WHAR WILL
To SAl L TH IS
IN DUMFERLING TOUNE,
BLUDE-REID WINE:
I GET GUID SAILOR,
SCHIP OF MINE?"
Up AND SPAK AN ELDERN KNICHT,
SAT AT THE KINGS RICHT KNE:
"S,R PATRICK SPENCE IS THE BEST SAILOR,
THAT SAILS UPON THE BE."
THE
AND
AND
WAS
KING HAS WRITTEN A BRAID LETTER,
SIGND IT WI HIS HAND,
SENT IT TO SIR PATRICK SPENCE,
WALKING ON THE SAND.
THE FIRST LINE THAT SIR,PATRICK RED,
A LOUD LAUCH LAUCHED HE;
THE NEXT LINE THAT SIR PATRICK RED,
THE TEIR BLINDED HIS EE.
"0 WHA IS THIS HAS DON THIS DEID,
THIS ILL DEID DON TO ME,
To SEND ME OUT THIS TIM 0' THE YEIR,
To SAIL UPON THE SEI
MAK HAST, MAK HASTE, MY MIRRY MEN ALL,
OUR GUID SCHIP SAILS THE MORNE."
"0 SAY NA SAE, MY MASTER DEIR,
FOR I FEIR A DEADLIE STORME.
"LATE, LATE YESTEREEN I SAW THE NEW MOONE,
WI THE AULD MOONE IN HIR ARME,
AND I FEIR, I FEIR, MY DEIR MASTER,
THAT WE WILL COME TO HARME."
o OUR SCOTS NOBLES WER RICHT LAITH
To WEET THEIR CORK-HElLO SCHOONE;
BOT LANG OWRE A' THE PLAY WER PLAYD,
THAIR HATS THEY SWAM ABOONE.
o LANG, LANG MAY THEIR LADIES SIT,
WI THAIR FANS INTO THEIR HAND;
OR EIR THEY SE SIR PATRICK SPENCE
CUM SAILING TO THE LAND.236
o LANG, LANG MAY THE LADIES STANO,
WI THAIR GOLD KEMS IN THEIR HAIR,
WAITING FOR THAIR AIN DEIR LORDS,
FOR THEy'LL SE THEM NA MAIR.
HAF OWRE, HAF OWRE TO ABERDOUR,
IT'S FIFTIE FADOM DEIP,
AND THAIR LIES GUID olR PATRICK SPENCE,
W, THE SCOTS LORDS AT HIS FElT.
! .r
V SE (NEW YORK: REINHART THE REINHART ~ ~~ ALAN SWALLOW, ED.,
AND COMPANY, INC., 1959). ;:-19.CAPTAIN JOHN U. MCCRAE
IN FLANDERS FIELDS
18·72-191S
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IN FLANDERS FIELDS THE POPPIES BLOW
BE~WEEN THE CROSSES, ROW ON ROW,
THAT MARK OUR PLACE; AND IN THE SKY
THE LARKS, STILL BRAVELY SINGING, FLY
SCARCE HEARD AMID THE GUNS BELOW.
WE ARE THE DEAD. SHORT DAYS AGO
WE LIVED, FELT DAWN, SAW SUNSET GLOW,
LOVED AND WERE LOVED, ~ND NOW WE LIE
IN FLANDERS FIELDS.
TAKE UP OUR QUARREL WITH THE FOE!
To YOU FROM FAILING HANDS, WE THROW
THE TORCH--BE YOURS TO HOLD IT HIGH!
IF YE BREAK FAITH WITH US WHO DIE
WE SHALL NOT SLEEP, THOUGH POPPIES GROW
IN FLANDERS FIELDS.
FIELDS AND OTHER POEMS (NEW YORK: JOHN D. MCCRAE, IN FLANDERS
G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 1919). P. 3.y' ...J
?,i r
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WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS (1869-1939)
THE LAKE OF INNISFREE
I WILL ARISE ~ND GO NOW, AND GO TO INNISFREE,
AND A SMALL CABIN BUILD THERE, OF CLAY AND WATTLES MADE:
NINE BEAN-ROWS WILL I HAVE THERE, A HIVE FOR THE HONEY-BEE,
AND LIVE ALONE IN THE BEE-LOUD GLADE.
AND I SHALL HAVE SOME PEACE THERE, FOR PEACE COMES DROPPING
DROPPING FROM THE VEILS OF THE MORNING TO WHERE THE CRICKET
THERE MIDNIGHT'S ALL A GLIMMER, AND NOON A PURPLE GLOW,
AND EVENING FULL OF LINNET'S WINGS.
I WILL ARISE AND GO NOW, FOR ALWAYS NIGHT AND DAY
I HEAR LAKE WATER LAPPING WITH LOW SOUNDS BY THE SHORE;
WHILE I STAND ON THE ROADWAY, OR ON THE ~AVEMENTS GREY,
I HEAR IT IN THE DEEP HEART'S CORE.
SLOW,
SINGS;
W,LLIAM BUTLER YEATS, ~ COLLECTED POEMS OF W. ~ YEATS (NEW YORK:
MACMILLAN COMPANY, 1952), P. 39.239
PHILI.P FRENEAU (1752-183.2)
THE INDIAN BURYING GROUND
IN SPITE OF ALL THE LEARNED HAVE SAID,
STILL MY OLD OPINION KEEP;
THE POSTURE THAT WE GIVE THE DEAD
POINTS OUT THE SOUL'S ETERNAL SLEEP.
NOT SO THE ANCIENTS OF THESE LANDS--
THE INDIAN; WHEN FROM LIFE RELEASED,
AGAIN IS SEATED WITH HIS FRlENDS,
AND SHARES AGAIN THE JOYOUS FEAST.
HIS IMAGED BIRDS, AND PAINTED BOWL,
AND VENISON, FOR A JOUNEY DRESSED,
BESPEAK THE NATURE OF THE SOUL,
ACTIVITY, THAT KNOWS NO REST.
HIS BOW FOR ACTION READY BENT,
AND ARROWS WITH A HEAD OF STONE,
CAN ONLY MEAN THAT LIFE IS SPENT,
AND NOT THE OLD IDEAS GONE.
THOU, STRANGER, THAT SHALT COME THIS WAY,
No FRAUD UPON THE DEAD COMMIT--
OBSERVE THE SWELLING TURF, AND SAY
II
"THEY DO NOT LIE, BUT HERE THEY SIT.
HERE STILL A LOFTY ROCK REMAINS,
ON WHICH THE CURIOUS EYE MAY TRACE
(Now WASTED HALF OF WEARING RAINS)
THE FANCiES OF A RUDER RACE.
--
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HERE STILL AN AGED ELM ASPIRES.
BENEATH WHOSE FAR-PROJECTING SHADE
(AND WHICH THE SHEPHERD STILL ADMIRES)
THE CHILDREN OF THE FOREST PLAYED.
THERE OFT A RESTLESS INDIAN QUEEN
(~ALE SHEBA WITH HER BRAIDED HAIR)
AND MANY A BARBAROUS FORM IS SEEN,
To CHIDE THE MAN THAT LINGERS THERE.
By MIDNIGHT MOONS. O'ER MOISTENED DEWS.
IN HABIT FOR THE CHASE ARRAYED,
THE HUNTER STILL THE DEER PURSUES,
THE HUNTER AND THE DEER, A SHADEl
AND LONG SHALL TIMOROUS FANCY SEE
THE PAINTED CHIEF. AND POINTED SPEAR.
AND REASON'S SELF SHALL BOW THE KNEE
To SHADOWS AND DELUSIONS HERE.
I
I'
ROBERT C. POOLEY, WALTER BLAIR, THEODORE
S S I N LITERATURE FARMER, EDS., THE UNITED TATE
AND COMPANY, 1952), P. 550.
HORNBERGER, AND PAUL
(CHICAGO: SCOTT, FORESMAN241
JOHN GOULD FLETCHER (1886-1950)
LINCOLN
LIKE A GAUNT, SCRAGGLY PINE
WHICH LIFTS ITS HEAD ABOVE THE MOURNFUL SANDHILLS;
AND PATIENTLY, THROUGH DULL YEARS OF BITTER SILENCE,
UNTENDED AND UNCARED FOR, BEGINS TO GROW.
UNGAINLY, LABORING, HUGE,
THE WIND OF THE NORTH HAS TWISTED AND GNARLED ITS BRANCHES·
YET IN THE HEAT OF MISSUMMER DAYS, WHEN THUNDER-CLOUDS RIN~
A NATION OF MEN SHALL REST BENEATH ITS SHADE.
AND IT SHALL PROTECT THEM ALL,
HOLD EVERYONE SAFE THER, WATCHING ALOOF IN SILENCE;
UNTIL AT LAST ONE MAD STRAY BOLT FROM THE ZENITH
SHALL STRIKE IT IN AN INSTANT DOWN TO EARTH.
II
THE HORIZON,
THERE WAS A DARKNESS IN THIS MAN; AN IMMENSE AND HOLLOW DARKNESS,
OF WHICH WE MAY NOT SPEAK, NOR SHARE WITH HIM, NOR ENTER;
A DARKNESS THROUGH WHtCH STRONG ROOTS STRETCHED DOWNWARDS
INTO THE EARTH
TOWARDS OLD THINGS;
TOWARDS THE HERDMAN-KINGS WHO WALKED THE EARTH AND SPOKE wiTH GOD,
TOWARDS THE WANDERERS WHO SOUGHT FOR THEY KNEW NOT WHAT,
AND FOUND THEIR GOAL AT LAST;
TOWARDS 'THE MEN WHO WAITED, ONLY WAITED PATIENTLY WHEN ALL SEEMED LOST,
MANY BITTER WINTERS OF DEFEAT;
DOWN TO THE GRANITE OF PATIENCE
THESE ROOTS SWEPT, KNOTTED FIBROUS ROOTS, PRYING, PIERCING, SEEKING,
AND DREW FROM THE LIVING ROCK AND THE LIVING WATERS ABOUT IT
THE RED SAP TO CARRY UPWARDS TO THE SUN.
NOT PROUD, BUT HUMBLE,
ONLY TO SERVE AND PASS ON, TO ENDURE TO THE END THROUGH SERVICE;
FOR THE AX IS LAID AT THE ROOT OF THE TREES, AND ALL THAT BRING NOT
FORTH GOOD FRUIT
SHALL BE CUT DOWN ON THE DAY TO COME AND CAST INTO THE FIRE.
III
THERE IS SILENCE ABROAD IN THE LAND TODAY,
AND IN THE HEARTS OF MEN, A DEEP AND ANXIOUS SILENCE;
AND, BECAUSE WE ARE STILL AT LAST, THOSE BRONZE LIPS SLOWLY OPEN,
THOSE HOLLOW AND WEARY EYES TAKE ON A GLEAM OF LIGHT.242
SLOWLY A PATIENT, FIRM-SY~LABLED VOICE CUTS THoROUGH THE ENDLESS SILENCE
LIKE LABORING OXEN THAT DRAG A PLOW THROUGH THE CHAOS OF
"I RUDE CLAY-FIELDS~ WENT FORWARD AS THE LIGHT GOES FORWARD IN EARLY SPRING
BUT THERE WERE ALSO MANY THINGS WHICH I LEFT BEHIND. '
"TOMBS THAT WERE QUIET;
ONE, OF A MOTHER, WHOSE BRIEF LIGHT WENT OUT IN THE DARKNESS,
ONE, OF A LOVED ONE, THE SNOW ON WHOSE GRAVE IS UeNG FALLING,
ONE, ONLY OF A CHILD, BUT IT WAS MINE.
"HAVE YOU FORGOT YOUR GRAVES? Go, QUESTION THEM IN ANGUISH,
LISTEN LONG TO THEIR UNSTIRRED LIPS. FROM YOUR HOSTAGES TO SILENCE,
LEARN THERE IS NO LIFE WITHOUT DEATH, NO DAWN WITHOUT SUN-SETTING,
No VICTORY BUT TO HIM WHO HAS GIVEN ALL."
IV
THE CLAMOR DIES DOWN, THE FURNACE-MOUTH OF THE BATTLE IS SILENT.
THE MIDWINTER SUN DIPS AND DESCENDS, THE EARTH TAKES ON AFRESH ITS
BRIGHT COLORS.
BUT HE WHOM WE MOCKED AND OBEYED NOT, HE WHOM WE SCORNED AND MISTRUSTED,
HE HAS DESCENDED, LIKE A GOD, TO HIS REST.
OVER THE UPROAR OF CITIES,
OVER THE MILLION INTRICATE TREADS OF LIFE WAVERING AND CROSSING,
IN THE MIDST OF PROBLEMS WE KNOW NOT, TANGLING, PERPLEXING, ENSNARING,
RISES ONE WHITE TOMB ALONE.
BEAM OVER IT, STARS.
WRAP IT ROUND STRIPES--STRIPES RED FOR THE PAIN THAT HE BORE FOR YOU--
ENFOLD IT FOREVER, 0 FLAG, RENT, SOILED, BUT REPAIRED THROUGH
YOUR ANGUISH;
LONG AS YOU KEEP HIM THERE SAFE, THE NATIONS SHALL BOW TO YOUR LAW.
STREW OVER HIM FLOWERS:
BLUE FORGET-ME-NOTS FROM THE NORTH, AND THE BRIGHT PINK ARBUTUS
FROM THE EAST, AND FROM THE WAN WEST RICH ORANGE BLOSSOMS,
BUT FROM THE HEART OF THE LAND TAKE THE PASSION-FLOWER;
RAYED, VIOLET, DIM,
WITH THE NAILS THAT PIERCED, THE CROSS THAT HE BORE, AND THE CIRCLET,
AND BESIDE IT THERE, LAY ALSO ONE LONELY SNOW-WHITE MAGNOLIA;
BITTER FOR REMEMBRANCE OF THE HEALING WHICH HAS PASSED.
JOHN GOULD FLETCHER, SELECTED POEMS (NEW YORK: FARRAR AND RINEHART,
INC., 19:%), PP. 99-103.EDGAR ALLAN POE (1M9-1'S49)
ISRAFEL
IN HEAVEN A SPIRIT DOTH DWELL
WHOSE HEARTSTRINGS ARE A LUTE",
NONE SING SO WILDLY WELL
As THE ANGEL ISRAFEL,'
AND THE GIDDY STARS (SO LEGENDS TELL),
CEASING THEIR HYMNS, ATTEND THE SPELL
OF HIS VOICE,_ALL MUTE.
ToTT'ER I NG ABOVE
IN HER HIGHEST NOON,
THE ENAMORED MOON
BLUSHES WITH LOVE,
WHILE, TO LISTEN, THE RED LEVIN
(WITH THE RAPID PLEIADS, EVEN,
WHICH WERE SEVEN)
PAUSES IN HEAVEN.
AND THEY SAY (THE STARRY CHOIR~
AND THE OTHER LISTENING THINGS)
THAT ISRAFELI'S FIRE
Is OWING TO THAT LYRE
By WHICH HE SITS AND SINGS,
THE TREMBLING LIVING WiRE
OF THOSE UNUSUAL STRINGS.
BUT THE SKIES THAT ANGEL TROD,
WHERE DEEP THOUGHTS ARE A DUTY,
WHERE LOVEIS A GROWN-UP GOD,
WHERE THE HOURI GLANCES ARE
IMBUED WITH ALL THE BEAUTY
WHICH WE WORSHIP IN A STAR.244
THEREFO~E THOU ARE NOT WRONG.
ISRAFELI. WHO DESPISEST
AN UNIMPASSIONED SONG;
To THEE THE LAURELS BELONG,
BEST BARD. BECAUSE THE WISESTI
MERRILY LIVE. AND LONGI
THE ECSTASIES ABOVE
WITH THE BURNING MEASURES SUIT;
THY GRIEF. THY JOY, THY HATE. THY LOVE.
WITH THE FERVOR OF THY LUTE--
WELL MAY THE STARS BE MUTE!
YES, HEAVEN IS THINE; BUT THIS
Is A WORLD OF SWEETS AND SOURS;
OUR FLOWERS ARE MERELY--FLOWERS.
AND THE SHADOW OF THY PERFECT BLISS
Is THE SUNSHINE OF OURS.
IF I COULD DWELL
WHERE ISRAFEL
HATH DWELT. AND HE WHERE I.
HE MIGHT NOT SING SO WILDLY WELL
A MORTAL MELODY.
WHILE A BOLDER NOTE THAN THIS MIGHT WELL
FROM MY LYRE WITHIN THE SKY.
I P 0 ESSAYS (LONDON: J. M. DENT AND ERNEST RHYS, EO., POE S OEMS ~ __
SONS, LTD., 1927), PP. 14-157WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (1564~1616)
LOVERS LOVE THE SPRING
IT WAS A LOVER AND HIS LASS,
WITH A HEY, AND A HO, AND A HEY NONINO,
THAT O'ER THE GREEN CORN-FIELD DID PASS
IN THE SPRING-TIME, THE ONLY PRETTY RING-TIME,
WHEN BIRDS DO SING, HEY DING A DING, DING;
SWEET LOVERS LOVE THE SP~ING.
BETWEEN THE ACRES OF THE RYE,
WITH A HEY, AND A HO, AND A HEY NONINO,
THESE PRETTY COUNTRY FOLKS WOULD LIE,
IN THE SPRING-TIME, iHE ONLY PRETTY RING-TIME,
WHEN BIRDS DO SING, HEY DING A DING, DING;
SWEET LOVERS LOVE THE SPRING.
THIS CAROL THEY BEGAN THAT HOUR,
WITH A HEY, AND A HO, AND A HEY NONINO,
How THAT A LIFE WAS BUT A FLOWER
IN THE SPRING-TIME, THE ONLY PRETTY RING-TIME,
WHEN BIRDS DO SING, HEY DING A DING, DING;
SWEET LOVERS LOVE THE SPRING.
SND THEREFORE TAKE THE PRESENT TIME,
WITH A HEY, AND A HO, AND A HEY NONINO,
FOR LOVE IS CROWNED WITH THE PRIME
IN THE SPRING-TIME, THE ONLY PRETTY RING-TIME,
WHEN BIRDS DO SING, HEY DING A DING, DING;
SWEET LOVERS LOVE THE SPRING.
--SONG FROM AS YOU LIKE IT ----
HORACE HOWARD FURNESS, ED., SHAKESPEARE'S ~ You ~l! (PHILA-
DELPHIA: J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, 1990), PP. 262-2~
--STEPHEN VINCENT BENET (1898-194J)
THIRTEEN SISTERS
THIRTEEN:SISTERS BESIDE THE SEA
(HAVE A CARE MY SON.) •
BUILDED A HOUSE CALLED LIBERTY
AND LOCKED THE DOORS WITH A STATELY
NONE SHOULD ENTER IT BUT THE FREE.
(HAVE A CARE MY SON.)
KEY.
THE WALLS ARE SOLID AS PLYMOUTH ROCK.
(ROCK CAN CRUMBLE, MY SON.)
THE DOOR OF SEASONED NEW ENGLAND STOCK,
BEFORE IT A YANKEE FIGHTING COCK
PECKS REDCOAT KINGS AWAY FROM THE LOCK.
(FIGHTERS CAN DIE, MY SON.)
THE HEARTH IS A CORNER WHERE SAGES SIT.
(SAGES PASS, MY SON.)
WASHINGTON'S HEART LIES UNDER IT.
AND THE LONG ROOF-BEAMS ARE CHISELED AND SPLIT
FROM HICKORY TOUGH AS JACKSON'S WIT.
(BONES IN THE DUST. My'SON.)
THE TREES IN THE GARDEN ARE FAIR AND FINE.
(TREES BLOW DOWN. MY SON.)
CONNECTICUT ELM AND GEORGIA PINE.
THE WAREHOUSE GROANS WITH COTTON AND SWINE.
THE CELLAR IS FULL OF SCUPPERNONG WINE.
(WINE TURNS SOUR, MY SON.)
SURELY A HOUSE SO STRONG AND BOLD.
(THE WIND IS RISING, MY SON.)
WILL LAST TILL TIME IS A PINCH OF MOLD!
THERE IS A GHOST WHEN THE NIGHT IS OLD.
THERE IS A GHOST WHO WALKS IN THE COLD.
(THE TREES ARE SHAKING, MY SON.)
THE SISTERS SLEEP ON LIBERTY'S BREAST,
(THE THUNDER THUNDERS, MY SON.)
LIKE THIRTEEN SWANS IN A SINGLE NEST.
BUT THE GHOST IS NAKED AND WILL NOT REST
UNTIL THE SUN RISE RISE OUT OF THE WSST.
(THE LIGHTNING LIGHTENS, MY SON.)
ALL NIGHT LONG LIKE A MOVING STAIN,
(THE TREES ARE BREAKING. MY SON.)
THE BLACK GHOST WANDERS HIS HOUSE OF PAIN.
THERE IS BLOOD WHERE HIS HAND HAS LAIN.
IT IS WRBNG HE SHOULD WEAR A CHAIN.
(THE SKY IS FALLING, MY SON.)
STEPHEN VINCENT BENET, JOHN BROWN'S ~ (NEW YORK: FARRAR AND
RINEHART, INC., 1927), PP. 2J-~, ,
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ALE~ANDER POPE (1688-1744)
~N
--FROM ~ ESSAY ~ ~
KNOW THEN THYSELF, PRESUME NOT GOD TO SCAN,
THE PROPER STUDY OF MANKIND IS MAN.
PLACED ON THIS ISTHMUS OF A MIDDLE STATE,
A BEING DARKLY WISE, AND ReDELY GREAT:
WITH TOO MUCH KNOWLEDGE FOR THE SCEPTIC SIDE,
WITH TOO MUCH WEAKNESS FOR THE STOIC'S PRIDE,
HE HANGS BETWEEN, IN DOUBT TO ACT, OR REST;
IN DOUBT TO DEEM HIMSELF A GOD, OR BEAST;
IN DOUBT HIS MIND OR BODY TO PREFER;
BORN BUT TO QIE, AND REASONING BUT TO ERRj
ALIKE IN IGNORANCE, HIS REASON SUCH,
WHETHER HE THINKS TOO LITTLE OR TOO MUCH:
CHAOS OF THOUGHT AND PASSION, ALL CONFUSED;
STILL BY HIMSELF ABUSED OR DISABUSED;
CREATED HALF TO RISE AND HALF TO FALL;
GREAT LORD OF ALL THINGS, YET A PREY TO ALL;
SOLE JUDGE OF TRUTH, IN ENDLESS ERROR HURLED:
THE GLORY, JEST, AND RiDDLE OF THE WORLDl
MAYNARD MACK, ED., ALEXANDER POPE'S ~ ESSAY ~ ~
METHUEM AND COMPANY, LTD., 1950) PP. 53~5b.
(LONDON:JO~N MASEFIELD (1g78--~--)
SEA FEVER
I MUST DOWN TO THE SEAS AGAIN, TO THE LONELY SEA AND THE SKY,
AND ALL I ASK IS A TALL SHIP AND A STAR TO STEER HER BY,
AND THE WHEEL'S KICK AND THE WIND'S SONG AND THE WHITE SAIL'S SHAKING,
AND A GRAY MIST ON THE SEA'S FACE AND A GRAY DAWN BREAKING.
I MUST DOWN TO THE SEAS AGAIN, FOR THE CALL OF THE RUNNING TIDE
Is A WILD CALL AND A CLEAR CALL THAT MAY NOT BE DENIED;
~
I
AND ALL ASK IS A WINDY DAY WITH THE WHITE CLOUDS FLYING,
AND THE FLUNG SPRAY AND THE BLOWN SPUME, AND THE SEA GULLS CRYING.
I MUST DOWN TO THE SEAS AGAIN TO THE VAGRANT GYPSY LIFE,
To THE GULL'S WAY AND THE WHALE'S WAY WHERE THE WIND'S LIKE A WHETTED KNIFE;
AND ALL I ASK IS A MERRY ,YARN FROM A LAUGHING FELLOW ROVER,
AND QUIET SLEEP AND A SWEET DREAM WHEN THE LONG TRICK'S OVER.
JOHN MASEFIELD, POEMS
PP. 20-21.
(NEW YORK: THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 1955),A PROGRAM-APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF POETRY
THE FOLLOWING SERIES OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS DEALING WITH SPECIFIC
POEMS CONSTITUTES A PROGRAMED APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF POETRY. EVERY
EFFORT HAS BEEN EXPENDED TO MAKE THESE QUESTIONS APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN
THE FIRST YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL. CONCEPTS WHICH ARE IMPORTANT AT OTHER
LEVELS HAVE BEEN IGNORED, ELEMENTS OF STRUCTURE AND FORM HAVE BEEN EX-
PRESSED IN SIMPLE TERMS, AND MEANINGS HAVE BEEN DEDUCED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE MATURATION AND EXPERIENCE LEVELS OF THE ANTICIPATED BODY OF STUDENTS
WHO WILL BE USING THE BOOK. THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN TO IN-
CITE AN INTEREST IN POETRY IN BEGINNING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS; AN INTEREST
WHICH SHALL BE LIFELONG, WHICH SHALL INCREASE THEIR APPRECIATION AND
ESTHETIC INSIGHT, AND WHICH SHALL ENHANCE THEIR ABILITIES TO THINK AND
TO COMPREHEND THE MEANINGS ATTACHED TO THEIR THOUGHTS.
THE MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE PROGRAM CALLS FOR THE READING OF
FRAMES SUCCESSIVELY FROM THE FRONT TO THE BACK OF THE BOOK, RETURNING TO
~
I
THE FRONT, PROCEEDING WITH THE SECOND PANEL OF FRAMES, AND SO ON. WHILE
EACH QUESTION-ANSWER SERIES IS NUMBERED, THE PROGRAM ITSELF IS PAGE NUM-
BERED, AND THE PAGE NUMBERS OF THE THESIS ARE CARRIED IN PARENTHESES.ANONVMOUS (13TH CENTURV) SIR PATRICK SPENS
JOHN D. MCCRAE (1872-1918) IN FLANDERS FIELDS
LOCH INVAR SIR WALTER SCOTT (1771-1832)
1-~-r----------~
~
v
',--t-------------------- ..........
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS (1869-1939) THE LAKE ISLE OF INNISFREE
PHILIP FRENEAU (1752-1832) THE INDIAN BURIAL GROUND
--
JOHN GOULD FLETCHER (1886-1950)
EDGAR ALLAN POE (1809-1849)
WILLiAM SHAKESPEARE (1564-1616)
ISRAFEL'
LOVERS LOVE THE SPRING2 Q1.
A1.
ANONYMOUS,WROTE A F'AMOUS GROUP OF' FABLES, OR "ANONYMOUS" MEANS
AN AUTHOR S NAME IN UNKNOWN: WHICH OF' THESE ANSWERS IS TRUE?
; I
~i--tQ:~O;-~-;:~=~~=:-::-::::7:':'7:==:-:::----:-_--i(2~5~1)L__ . Q1. Do YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHERE OR WHAT FLANDERS MI GHT BE?
l-
I-
S
CJ)
A1.
THIS POEM TELLS A STORY. CAN YOU PICK THE CORRECT
QUESTIONS TO RETELL THE STORY?
Q1. WAS YOUNG LOCHINVAR RIDING EAST OR WEST?
A1.
ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING ----
I
Q1. Is THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE TITLE OF THE POEM ITSELF WHICH MIGHT
SUGGEST THE SETTING (THE COUNTRY) OF' THE POEM?
CJ)
I- L5 A1.
>-
Qd. WHAT IS A WORD (OR WORDS) WHICH MIGHT BE SUBSTITUTED FOR 'LEARNED'?
~ A1.
z w
0::
I.L.
THE TITLE OF THIS POEM HAS BEEN LEFT BLANK SO THAT YOU MAY GUESS WHAT IT
IS. THE QUESTIONS YOU ARE TO ANSWER WILL GIVE YOU CLUES. WHEN YOU THINK
YOU KNOW THE NAME, WRITE IT ON THE FRAME YOU ARE THEN WORKING ON. IF YOU
CHANGE YOUR MIND, KEEP ON ADDING NEW NAMES.
w
o
0..
Q1.
A1.
Q1.
A1.
WHO IS ISRAFEL?
...
You WILL FIND THAT LINE 2 IN THIS POEM IS THE SAME IN EACH OF THE
FOUR STANZAS. How MANY OTHER LINES ARE REPEATED IN ALL FOUR STANZAS?FLANDERS IS PROPERLY LOCATED IN BELGIUM; HOWEVER, THERE ARE SECTIONS
OF BOTH FRANCE AND HOLLAND WHICH ARE ALSO REFERRED TO AS FLANDERS~
WHAT DOES THE POET SAY IS LOCATED IN FLANDERS FIELDS?
'ANONYMOUS' MEANS THAT AN AUTHOR'S NAME IS UNKNOWN OR UNREVEALED.
(AESOP IS THE MAN WHO WROTE THE FABLES.)
THIS POEM WAS WRITTEN IN THE 13TH CENTURY. CAN YOU GIVE THE YEAR
DATES FOR THE 13TH CENTURY?
" ,
J A1.
(f)
::> Q2.
~ z
0 z A2. <t
A1.
1 w Q2. I <t
tr::
I' (.) A2. f\ 0
I ~
I
I,
i:
1=
o
(.)
(f)
A1.
Q2.
A2.
SINCE YOUNG LOCHINVAR CAME OUT OF THE WEST, HE WAS RIDING EAST. - -
DOES THE BORDER LOCHINVAR RODE OUT OF INDICATE THE EDGE OF THE FOREST
OR THE BORDER COUNTRY BETWEEN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND?
(f)
I-
<i
W
>-
A1. INNISFREE IS AN ISLAND IN LAKE GILL, SLIGO COUNTY, IRELAND; MANY
REFERENCES WILL BE MORE CLEAR IF YOU KEEP IRELAND IN MIND.
Q2. \I'JHAT I<IND OF A CABIN WOULD BE ONE BUILT OF CLAY AND WATTLES?
A2.
~---J-------------------------------_-.-
~
W
Z
W
tr::
I.L
A1. 'PEOPLE WHO ARE WISE', 'EDUCATED' COULD BE ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTION.
Q2. As 'LEARNED' IS USED, IS IT A NOUN, PRONOUN, OR VERB?
A2.
J---!-------------------------.....
Q1.
A1.
THE WHOLE FIRST SECTION IS AN INCOMPLETE SIMILE. WE ARE NOT TOLD ~
IS LIKE A PINE TREE. WHERE ARE WE TOLD?
ONE WHO WILL SOUND THE
THREE OTHER L'I NES ARE REPEATED I N ALL FOUR STANZAS.
THAT TH'IS SELECTION IS FROM THE PLAY ~ ~ ~.Lr., You WI LL NOTE SONGS?
How IS TH'IS SELECTION I.IKEMANY OF OUR MODERN
AND IS A SONG.
tSRAFEL IS THE MOHAMMEDAN ANGEL OF MUSIC, THE
TRUMPET AT THE RESURRECTION. (CF. GABRIEL)
WHAT IS ANOTHER NAME FOR ~SPIRIT'?
A2.
A1.
Q2. w o
0..
A1.
W -0:: Q2. <t
w
fu
w A2. ~
c(
:c
(f)~E LIVE IN THE TH ENTURY. BUT
3TH CENTURY INCLUDES THE YEARS
(253)
MANY PEOPLE GET CONFUSED ON THIS.
OUR YEARS ALL START WITH 19. THE
1200 TO THE END OF 1299.
How MANY WORDS IN THE FIRST FOUR
MISSPELLED IN. THE 20TH CENTURY? LINES WOULD YOU MARK AS BEING
A2.
A3.
:~ _ 4
WITH ROW ON ROW OF IDENTICAL HEAD-
CAN YOU GUESS WHAT KIND IT WOULD BE?
THIS INDICATES
THERE WAS THE BORDER REFERRED TO IS BETWEEN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.
CONTINUAL WARFARE AND DISCORD BETWEEN THESE COUNTRIES.
WAS LOCHINVAR ARMED OR UNARMED?
IN LINE 2 THE POET REFERS TO CROSSES ROW ON ROW.
A CEMETERY.
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A CEMETERY
STONES; EVEN IF YOU HAVE NOT.
A2.
A'J.
A2.
Q3. w
~
o o
~
A2. IT WOULD BE A RUDE CABIN BUILT OF INTERWOVEN TWIGS AND BRANCHES
(WATTLES) PLASTERED WITH CLAY.
Q3. WHY DOES THE POET SPEAK OF NINE' BEAN ROWS. NOT SEVEN OR ELEVEN?
A'J.
A2. 'LEARNED'. IN THAT IT NAMES. IS A NOUN.
Q'J. DOES FREANEAU AGREE WITH THE LEARNED?
A'J.
A2.
II....----t--
A
-
1
-.-·-T-H-E-W-O-R-D-S--'-T-H-I-S-M-A-N-'-I-N-T-H-E-F-I-R-S-T-L-I-N-E-O-F-T-H-E-S-E-C-O-N-D-S-E-C-T-IO-N--GI-V-E-U-S----
l1i
I
J", . ffi THE SUBJECT OF THIS SIMILE.
;1 ~ Q2. CAN YOU TELL FROM STANZA 2 WHERE THIS MAN MAY HAVE LIVED: IN THE PINE
~ ~ WOODS? IN KANSAS? ON THE OPEN PRAIRIE?
u:!
, ~ ,
w
o
0..
A2. 'SPIRIT' MEANS THE PRINCIPLE OF LIFE AS SEPARATE FROM THE BODY; IN
THE SENSE OF THIS POEM. AN ANGEL.
Q'J. WHAT I S A LUTE? IF YOU DON IT KNOW. TRY TO GUESS FROM THE WAY THE'
WORD IS USED IN THE POEM.
A'J.
A2. THESE REPEATED LINES ARE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME THING AS THE CHORUS.
OR REFRAIN. OF PRESENT-DAY POPULAR SONGS.
Q'J. How MANY LINES DOES SHAKESPEARE USE TO EXPRESS THE THOUGHT IN T~IS POEM?
A3.A3.
Q4.
A4.
THE WORDS 'TOUNE' (TOWN) 'BLUDE' (I ) , 'GUID'() , BLOOD, REID' (RED) 'WHAR r
GOOD, AND rSCHIP' (SHIP) SHOULD BE NOTED. '
Do YOU SUPPOSE THESE WORDS ARE ACTUALLY MISSPELLED
SPELLINGS
OR THAT SUCH
WERE -COMMON IN THE 13TH CENTURY?
--
,- ~
0::
U o
~
l -I·· ~_~~~~~~=-=-~ ~(2~54~)......:....__
A3. IN A MILITARY CEMETERY THE GRAVESTONES ARE IN ORDERED ROWS.
Q4. WHO IS THE SPEAKER IN THIS POEM?
A4.
l-
I-
S
C/)
A3·
Q4.
A4.
You
AND
WAS
MI GHT SAY SCOTT IIBOO-BOOED" HERE. HE SAYS LOCHI NVAR WAS "ALL UNARMEDI--
YET HE HAD "A GOOD BROADSWORD." PERHAPS rUNARMEDf MEANS UNARMOURED.
LOCHINVAR TRUE AND BRAVE, OR FICKLE AND COWARDLY?
A3. THE IRISH WERE AND ARE QUITE SUPERSTITIOUS AND NINE IS ONE OF THEIR ~
MOST LUCKY NUMBERS.
~ Q4. WHAT WOULD YOU THINK OF A DIET OF BEANS AND HONEY?
~ >- A4.
--
------------------------------------
~ z
W
0::
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A3. THE FIRST TWO LINES MAKE IT CLEAR THAT FRENEAU DOES NOT AGREE WITH
THE LEARNED, BUT HOLDS TO HIS OWN BELIEF.
Q4. WHAT DOES THE WORD rpOSTURE r MEAN AS IT IS USED?
A4.
0::
W :c g
w
Ii
w o
0..
A2. THE STANZA TELLS US NOTHING SPECIFIC ABOUT THE LOCATION EXCEPT THAT
IT IS IN THE NORTH.
Q3. Do THE WORDS 'TWISTED r AND 'GNARLED' APPLIED TO THE BRANCHES OF THE
PINE SUGGEST THAT THE MAN HAS HAD TO STRUGGLE TO ACCOMPLISH THINGS,
OR THAT HE HAS HAD AN EASY TIME OF IT?
A3. A LUTE IS AN ANCIENT STRINGED INSTRUMENT SIMILAR TO THE MODERN GUITAR
OR MANDOLIN.
Q4. SINCE THE LUTE IS INVOLVED, WHAT IS ISRAFEL'S GREAT TALENT?
A4.
A3. EACH STANZA HAS TWO LINES OF THOUGHT, MAKING A TOTAL OF EIGHT LINES.
Q4. IN YOUR OWN WORDS, WHAT IS THE THOUGHT OF .THE POEM?
A4.
----
--
(255)
A4. 'FAITHFUL IN LOVE AND DAUNTLESS IN WAR' INDICATES THAT LOCHINVAR
WAS TRUE AND BRAVE.
A4. THE SPEAKER IS OBVIOUSLY ONE OF THE DEAD, AND IS SPEAKING FOR ALL, THE
DEAD BURIED IN THIS CEMETERY.
QS. THE POET SEEMS TO SAY THAT THE BATTLE IS CONTINUING WITHIN THE CEME-
TERY ITSELF. WHAT DOES HE MEAN?
QS. DID L6cHINVAR REST IN THE SHADE OF THE TREES AND GO RAPIDLY PAST
ROCKS, OR DID HE CONTINUE HIS JOURNEY WITHOUT REST?
l-
I-
o o
CIJ
E 6 A4. RIGID RULES FOR SPELLING DID NOT COME INTO USE IN ENGLAND UNTIL LONG
CIJ AFTER PRINTED BOOKS BECAME COMMON. MOST EARLY SPELLING WAS PHONETIC
~ (AS IT SOUNDS); THEREFORE, THESE WERE COMMON SPELLINGS.
~ QS. SOMETIMES THE ~AME WORD IS SPELLED DIFFERENTLY IN THE SAME POEM. 5 CAN YOU FIND EXAMPLES?
z
« AS.
A4. THIS DIET IS POETIC RATHER THAN PRACTICAL; IT SYMBOLIZES THE SIMPLICITY
OF THE LIFE THE POET WOULD LEAD.
QS. WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND FROM THE PHRASE 'A BEE-LOUD GLADE'?
AS.
CIJ
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A4. 'POSTURE' IN THIS POEM REFERS TO THE POSITION IN WHICH THE DEAD ARE
PLACED FOR BURIAL. (WITH US: PRONE, FEET TO EAST.)
IN WHAT DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS MIGHT THE HEAD BE PLACED?
1_--1-----------------------_,.,...
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A3. THESE WORDS, OF COURSE, SUGGEST THAT THE MAN HAS HAD A DIFFICULT TIME
OF IT.
Q4. WHY DOES THE POET MENTION HEAT AND THUNDER CLOUDS?
A4.
A4. No ONE SINGS SO WELL AS ISRAFEL.
QS. DOES 'GIDDY' MEAN SILLY OR WHIRLING IN THiS POEM?
AS.
TIME AND YOUTH ARE PASSING. ENJOY THEM WHILE YOU CAN.
, "W H A HEY, AND A HO, AND A HEY Is IT POSSIBLE TO REPHRASE THE LINE IT
NON~NO" SO THAT IT MAKES BETTER SENSE?- E 7 AS. SOME EXAMPLES ARE: SPENS AND SPENCE, \ HAST AND HASTE, THEIR AND THAIR.
CO -Q6. WHAT ::::> IS THE PROBLEM WITH WHICH THE KING
~
IS CONFRONTED IN STANZA !l?
>- A6.
z
0
~
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AS. By • BATTLE' HE SEEMS TO --
BE REFERRING TO THE ENTIRE WAR. THE CEME1;ERV WAS ESTABLISHED AND WELL FILLED BEFORE THE WAR WAS
W OVER.
~ Q6. WHAT WAR_':WAS IN PROGRESS AT THIS TIME?
(.)
0 A6. ::::E
HE CONTINUED. THE 'BRAKE' OF LINE 7 REFERS TO A GROUP OF TREES, BUT
HE DID NOT STOP.
~ Q6. Is A FORD A BRIDGE OR A SHALLOW PLACE?
o
~ A6.
CO
I-
~
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AS. THE BEES ARE BUZZING ALI. OVER THE PLACE. IT IS A PEACEFUL AND PLEASANT
SOUND.
Q6. IF THE POET GOES TO THE ISLAND, WILL HE FIND HAPPINESS IMMEDIATELV?
A6.
--
--
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AS. THE MAJOR DIRECTIONS IN WHICH THE HEAD MIGHT BE PLACED ARE THE COMPASS
POINTS: NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, AND WEST, AND OF COURSE, UP AND DOWN.
Q6. WHO ARE THE ANCiENTS OF AMERICA?
A6.
~----l---==================================---, __
A6.
As YOU WELL KNOW, THESE ARE NO! THIS IS JUST A NONSENSICAl. REFRAIN.
EXTREMELY COMMON TODAY.
AS.
LINE TO TELL US HOW PEOPLE FELT IN THE SPRING •
Q6. SHAKESPEARE USED THIS
How DID THEY FEEL?
A4. THIS IS A DEVICE KNOWN AS FORESHADOWING. THE POET IS SUGGESTING THE
ffi TENSIONS WHICH WILL BUILD UP INTO A STORM.
~ QS. CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE LINE, "A NATION OF MEN SHALL REST BENEATH ITS SHADE"?
W
~ AS.
L-.-!- ------------' .......
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AS. 'GIDDY' MEANS WHIRLING AND REFERS TO THE MOVEMENT OF THE STARS IN THE SKY.
Q6. WHAT DO THE STARS DO V~EN (SRAFEL BEGINS HIS MUSIC?
w
~ A6.--
--
HIS SHIP. KING'S PROBLEM IS TO FIND A GOOD CAPTAIN FOR
RECCOMMENDED SIR PATRICK SPENS TO THE KINO?
As YOU SHOULD KNOW Wo II/ I , RLD iAR WAS FOUGHT FROM 1914 TO 1915 T
UNITED STATES WAS INVOLVED DURING 1917 AND 1918. • HE
A CANADIAN AN C ' HOWEVER, MCCRAE WAS
C 0 ANADA ENTERED THE WAR ALONG WITH ENGLAND IN 1914
AN YOU PAR?APHRASE (THAT IS, SAY IN YOUR OWN WORDS) STANZA 2 AND·MAKE
IT SHORTER
A6.
A7.
A7.
Q7.
A6. A FORD IS A PLACE WHERE A STREAM CAN BE WADED.
Q7. DID LOCHINVAR ARRIVE AT NETHERBV BEFORE OR AFTER THE BRIDE GAVE
HER CONSENT?
A6. THE
C/) Q7. WHO
:::>
~ A7. >- z
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A7.
A6.
A6. THE ANCIENTS BELIEVED THAT THE STARS MADE MUSIC AS THEY MOVED IN
THEIR COURSES. POE HAS THEM CEASE SINGING TO LISTEN TO ISRAFEL.
Q7. WHAT DOES 'ENAMORED' MEAN? MAYBE YOU KNOW TWO (OR MORE) FOREIGN
WORDS WITH THE SAME ROOT.
--
c
THE ANCIENT~ OF AMERICA ARE, OF COURSE, THE TRIBES OF PEOPLE INHABIT-
ING THE COUNTRY WHEN IT WAS DISCOVERED--THE INDIANS.
GIVE A SIMPLE WORD WITH THE SAME MEANING AS 'FROM LIFE RELEASED~.
BE MORE CAREFUL IN YOUR READING. THE POET DOES NOT MENTION HAPPINESS;
IT IS PEACE HE IS SEEKING, AND IT WILL COME TO HIM SLOWLY.
WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND LINE 6 TO· SIGNIFV?
A7.
A6. THEV FELT JUST AS YOU FEEL IN THE SPRING: GAY, CAREFREE, LIGHT-
HEARTED, EXHILIRATED.
Q7. DOES THE LINE 'WHEN BIRDS SING, HEV DING A DING, DING' DO THE SAME
THING OR SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
A6.
A6.
Q7.
A7.
Q7.
A7.
AS. THIS LINE JOINING DIRECTLV THE IDEAS OF ~ AND ~ TELLS US THAT
THE MAN IS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.
Q6. WHAT IS THE FURTHER INTENSIFICATION (BUILDING-UP) OF THE SIMILE IN
THE THIRD STANZA?
w o
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Ag.
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HOURS FROM THE MISTS OF
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IS THAT SHORTLY AGO THE SOLDIERS
NOW DEAD.
LINE OF STANZA 3?
THE ELDERN (ELDERY) KNIGHT WHooEVI
HE ' -- - SAT AT THE KING'S RIGHT KNEE~
THE SAME AS OUR WORD 'BROAD'. • WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE
SIR PATRICK SPENS WAS SUGGESTED BY
DENTLY WAS A TRUSTED ADVISOR SINCE
THE WORD 'BRAID' 16
A BRAIDLETTER IS?
ABOUT THE 'ONLY THING YOU COULD SAY
EXPERIENCED LIFE AND LOVE, BUT ARE
WHAT KIND OF SENTENCE IS THE FIRST
LINE 6 SIGNIFIES THE PASSAGE OF THE DAYLIGHT
EARLY MORNING TO THE CRICKETS' EVENING SONG.
WHAT COULD MAKE THE MIDNIGHT GLIMMER?
HE ARRIVED AFTER THE CONSENT WAS GIVEN, BUT BEFORE THE WEDDING.
DOES THE WORD'GALLANT' 10 IN LINE REFER TO THE BRIDEGROOM OR TO
LOCHINVAR?
A7.
A7.
A7.
: 9
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A7. THE REQUIRED WORD IS DERIVED FROM THE VERB 'TO DIE'; 'DEATH' OR 'DEAD'
IS THE ANSWER.
QS. WHAT DOES THE INDIAN DO IN "INDIAN HEAVEN"?
AS.
A6. THIS IS AGAIN A FORESHADOWING (A TELLING OF WHAT IS TO HAPPEN); AS THE
TREE CAN BE STRUCK DOWN IN ITS PRIME BY LIGHTNING, SO WILL THE MAN BE
STRUCK DOWN IN HIS PRIME.
Q7. CAN YOU THINK OF A SINGLE WORD WHICH MIGHT EXPRESS WHAT THE POET MEANT
BY "AN IMMENSE AND HOLLOW DARKNESS"?
A7.
A7. 'ENAMORED' MEANS FONDLY IN LOVE WITH. ~ IS LATIN AND ~ IS FRENCH
FOR 'LOVE'.
QS. How DOES THE SINGING OF ISRAFEL AFFECT THE MOON?
AS.
A7. IT DOES EXACTLY THE SAME THING AND ACTUALLY IS AS NONSENSiCAL AS
THE OTHER.
QS. WHAT WOULD YOU SUPPOSE A "PRETTY RING_TIME" TO BE?
M. • •
---
--
--
-~E 10 Ag. THE BROAD LETTER WAS ONE WR ITTEN ON A BROAD SHEET OF PAPER OR PARCH-
MENT AND SUGGESTS THAT IT WAS BOTH OFFICIAL AND IMPORTANT.
Q9. THE NEXT LINE SAVs THAT THE KING SIGNED IT WITH HIS HAND. ISN'T
THAT RATHER STUPID? How ELSE COULD HE SIGN IT?
A9.
(259 ).
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Ag. THIS IS AN IMPERATIVE SENTENCE WITH THE SUBJECT 'VOU' UNDERSTOOD;,
IT IS ALSO AN EXCLAMATION.
Q9. WHAT DOES THE POET ACHIEVE BY THE USE OF THIS SENTENCE?
A9. -
Ag. 'GALLANT', OF COURSE, REFERS TO LOCHINVAR. THE NEXT LINE CALLS THE
BRIDEGROOM A DASTARD AND A LAGGARD.
Q9. DID LOCHINVAR ENTER NETHERBY HALL AMONG FRIENDS OR ENEMIES?
A9.
--
..
THE FLASH OF STARLIGHT ON THE WATER COULD ACCOUNT FOR THIS GLIMMERING.
ANOTHER POSSIBILITY IS THAT THE GLADE WAS AS FULL OF FIREFLIES BY NIGHT
AS IT HAD BEEN FULL OF BEES BY DAY.
How CAN YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE PHRASE 'NOON A PURPLE GLOW'?
CJ)
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Ag. THE INDIAN SITS AT A FEAST WITH HIS FRIENDS.
CUSTOM OF DANCING IN A RING,
WHAT FOUR THINGS ARE MENTIONED AS BEING BURIED WITH THE INDIAN?
THIS SEEMS TO REFER TO THE OLD ENGLISH
OR CIRCLE, OUTDOORS ON THE GRASS.
WHAT IS THE RHYME SCHEME OF THE POEM?
PERHAPS 'SADNESS' WOULD BE THE BEST ONE-WORD SYNONYM FOR THIS PHRASE.
HAVE YOU NAMED THE MAN? HERE IS A CLUE IN "STRONG ROOTS STRETCHED
DOWNWARDS INTO THE EARTHo lI WHAT PROMINENT AMERICAN WAS NOTED FOR
HAVING HIS ROOTS IN THE SOIL OF THE LAND RATHER THAN IN ITS CiTIES?
THE MOON BLUSHES WITH LOVE WHEN ISRAFEL SINGS.
MOVES QUITE VIOLENTLY THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE. LEVIN IS SOMETHING WHICH
WHAT DOES 'LEVIN' MEAN?
-
A9• ..::*~ -------------
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A9. ACTUALLY THis IS NOT STUPID AT ALL; IT SIMPLY SHOWS THAT THE KING
COULD WRITE RATHER THAN HAVE TO SIGN WITH HIS MARK OR SEAL. FEW
PEOPLE OTHER THAN THE CLERGY COULD READ OR WRITE IN THOSE DAYS.
Q10. WHAT MADE SIR PATRICK LAUGH WHEN HE READ THE FIRST LINE OF THE KING'S
LETTER? (NOTE THAT HE COULD READ, WE DON'T KNOW THAT HE COULD WRITE.)
A9. THIS SENTENCE BREAKS THE THOUGHT OF THE POEM. THE POET HAS EST~BLISHED
THE SITUATION, NOW HE IS GOING TO INVOKE HiS READERS TO DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT.
Q10. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT IS MEANT BY "To YOU FROM FAILING HANDS WE THROW
THE TORCH"?
A9. LOCHINVAR ENTERED AMONG ENEMIES; THE BRIDESMEN, KINSMEN, AND BROTHERS
WERE NOT HIS, BUT THOSE OF THE WEDDING PARTY.
l-
I- Q10. DID THE BRIDE'S FATHER MAKE LOCHINVAR WELCOME, OR TRY TO FIND OUT § WHAT HIS INTENTIONS WERE?
E 11
J__-l~A:":1:0.:,,,,--======================================_=- _
A10. -
THE GLADE (VALLEY) IS SURROUNDED BY DISTANT MOUNTAINS WHICH MIGHT
HAVE A PURPLISH HAZE; ALSO, THE MOUNTAINS WOULD BE LIKELY TO BE COV-
ERED WITH HEATHER, A PLANT WITH PURPLE BLOOM.
WHAT IS A LINNET?
A9.
Q10.
A10.
en
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SPECIFICALLY MENTIONS THE BOWL, THE PREPARED VENISON,
AND THE ARROWS. (THE BIRD IS MOST LIKELY PICTURED ON THE
THESE BE NECESSARY IN THE INDIAN HEAVEN?
..
THE POEM
THE BOW,
BOWL. )
WHY WILL
THE RHYME SCHEME IS ABACOD.
STANZA', CAN YOU TELL HOW IT VARIES FROM THIS EXAMINE THE LAST
RHYME SCHEME?
. IT IS ARCHAIC, WHICH MEANS THAT IT IS A 'LEVIN' MEANS LIGHTNING.
WORD NO LONGER IN COMMON USE.
WHO WERE THE PLEIADS ACCORDING TO GREEK LEGEND?
Ag. You DIDN'T REALLY EXPECT US TO TELL YOU, DID YOU?
W ALKED THE EARTH AND TALKED WITH GOD? WHO WERE THE HERDMAN KINGS WHO
A9.
A10.
Q10.
A10.
A9.
Q10.
Q10.
A10.
w
o
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HE IS PLEASED BV
BECAUSE OF HIS SE-
•
..
Now LOOK AT THE FOURTH LINE
THERE?
HE MEANS THAT THE DEAD HAVE T A NO CCOMPLISHED THEIR ULTIMATE GO~L OF
WINNING THE WAR. AND THE THE LIVING MUST CONTINU~ THE FIGHT.
WHAT WILL BE THE RESULT SHOULD THE LIVING FAIL?
THE FATHER'S GREETING WAS RATHER THREATENING; HE ASKED. HAND ON SWORD.
SIMPLV WHAT LOCHINVAR WAS DOING THERE.
DOES LOCHINVAR ADMIT THAT HE STILL LOVES ELLEN. OR DOES HE SEEM
READV TO GIVE HER UP?
THIS IS AN OLD TESTAMENT REFERENCE; THERE WERE MANV OF THESE SHEPHERD
KINGS--THE MOST PROMINENT BEING DAVID.
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE METAPHOR IN 'FOR THE AX IS LAID AT THE ROOT OF THE
TREES'. AND RELATE IT TO THE PINE TREE SIM~LE?
,.
THESE ARE AMONG THE ITEMS WHICH WOULD BE MOST USEFUL TO THE INDIAN
IN HIS "HAPPV HUNTING GROUND."
WHAT IS MEANT BV 'VENISON FOR A JOURNEV DRESSED'?
A11.
A10.
A10. IT ISN'T CLEAR IN THE POEM. BUT IT MIGHT
THE PROSPECT OF A VOYAGE OR THAT HE WAS . .
LECTION BV THE KING.
Q44. WHY DID HE WEEP WHEN HE READ THE SECOND LINE?
A11.
AtO.
A9.
Q11~
A10.
A11.
A11.
A10.
Q11.
A11.
Q11.
Q10.
A10. THE LINNET IS A BIRD WHICH FLIES IN THE EVENING. MUCH AS OUR COMMON
CHIMNEV SWIFT OR THE BARN SWALLOW.
Q11. THE POET REPEATS 'I WILL ARISE AND GO NOW' AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
LAST STANZA. Do YOU FIND ANVTHING TO INDICATE WHERE HE IS?
Q,11.
A11.
A10. THE PLEIADS WERE THE SEVEN DAUGHTERS OF ATLAS. THE GIANT WHO SUPPORTED
THE WORLD ON HIS SHOULDERS.
W Q,11. WHAT ARE THE PLEIADS IN REALI TV?
~
A11.
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- I'~~--~I---~;:::~o:------~~~~~::_:=::::_:=:_:==_;;:_;;;_Ci,;;_~;;;~;:_THE-...... A10 THE A's OF THIS STANZA END IN THE SAME SOUND AS THE C S; HOWEVER. THE
• WORDS 'TIME' AND 'PRIME' BECAUSE OF THE ACCENT. DO NOT RHVME PERFECTLV.
OF ANV STANZA; CAN YOU Fa NO A PECUL·I AR ITV
I---~-------------------------~-------· ......: 13
Q12.
A12.
AGAIN THE POEM DOESN'T MAKE
THE DANGERS OF THE VOYAGE.
'WHA' MEANS WHO. To WHOM DO . ES THiS PRONOUN REFER IN "0 WHA IS THiS
HAS DON THIS, DEID"?
-
II
II
I
I
A11.
Q12.
A12.
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EVEN THE DEAD WILL BE UNABLE TO REST SHOULD THE LIVING FAIL TO CON-
TINUE THE WAR TO VICTORY.
THE WORD 'POPPIES' WHICH OCCURS IN LINE 1 AND AGAIN IN LINE 14 IS A
SYMBOL (A DEVICE BY WHicH A WORD OR WORDS STANDS FOR SOMETHING ELSE).
WHAT DOES THE POppy SYMBOLIZE?
A11.
Q12.
A12.
LOCHINVAR SEEMS READY TO GIVE HER UP.
IF YOU WERE IN ELLEN'S PLACE AND BELIEVED WHAT YOU HEARD, WOULD YOU
BE ECSTATIC OR CHAGRINED AT WHAT LOCHINVAR SAID?
-
•~----I------------------------------------------
A11~ THE PLEIADS ARE A CLUSTER OF SEVEN STARS IN THE CONSTELLATION, TAURUS.
THE BULL.
~ Q12. How DOES ISRAFEL'S MUSIC AFFECT THE LEVIN AND THE PLEIADS?
0..
A11. THE PHRASE 'ON THE PAVEMENTS GREY' SEEMS TO SUGGEST THAT HE IS IN
A LARGE CITY.
CI.)
~ Q12. CAN YOU TELL FOR SURE WHAT THE 'IT' OF THE LAST LINE REFERS TO? «
W
>- A12.
TREE WAS A SYMBOL FOR ONE MAN, SO IS THE WORD 'TREES'
MANY MEN. MANY MEN ARE TO DIE.
~S COMMONLY THE CAUSE OF THE DEATHS OF MANY MEN?
OF COURSE! 'SPR"ING-TIME' AND 'RING-TIME' RHYME. THIS IS KNOWN AS
INTERNAL RHYME.
You ARE NOT THROUGH W'ITH RHYME VET. THERE 'I S ONE MORE PECULJAR'I'TY
OF RHYME IN THE POEM. WHAT IS IT?
A12.
A12.
A11~
Q12.
A11. THE INDIANS DRIED DEER MEAT TO A GREAT HARDNESS FOR USE ON JOURNEYS;
HENCE, THE DRIED (DRESSED) VENISON FOR THE JOURNEY BEYOND DEATH.
~ Q12. How IS THE INDIAN HEAVEN DIFFERENT FROM OUR CALM, QUIET, RESTFUL
ffi HEAVEN?
0:
LL A12•
A10. As THE P"I'NE
0: SYMBOLIC'OF
w Q11. WHAT AGENCY :I:
u
~ A11. w - ft-
THE REFERENT OF THIS PRONOUN IS THE ELDERN KNICHT OF STANZA 2,
AND NOT THE KING, SINCE SIR PATRICK OBYIOUSLY KNOWS THE LETTER IS
FROM THE KING.
WHY WOULD THE YOYAGE BE PARTICULARLY DANGEROUS?
A12 0 'E 14
I ~ Q1 J.
I Z
j ~ A13.
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A12. THE POppy IS COMMONLY USED (FROM ITS CONNECTION WITH OPIUM) AS A
SYMBOL FOR SLEEP, AND, OF COURSE, HERE FOR THE SLEEP OF DEATH.,
w Q13. IN LIKE MANNER, THE LARK IS ALSO USED AS A SYMBOL. WHAT DOES IT
~ SYMBOLIZE?
c..>
~ A13.
•
A12. THIS IS TAKING AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE, OR DID YOU KNOW THAT 'ECSTATIC'
MEANS HAPPY~ AND 'CHAGRINED' MEANS DISAPPOINTED?
l-
I- o
c..>
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Q13. DID LOCHINVAR DRINK THE WINE OFFERED HIM OR DID HE THINK IT WAS
POISONED AND ONLY PRETEND TO DRINK-IT?
-
-
A12. THE ANTECEDENT OF THE PRONOUN 'IT' IS THE LAKE WATER OF LINE 10.
Q13.
A13.
THE POET, OF COURSE, DOES NOT ACTUALLY HEAR THE LAKE WATER•.WHAT
THEN, DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE LAST LINE TO MEAN?
r
A12. THE INDIAN HEAVEN, OR HAPPY HUNTING GROUND, IS A PLACE OF GREAT
ACTIVITY, OF HUNTING AND FEASTING.
~ Q13. WHAT IS THE POSITION .IN WHICH THESE INDIANS BURIED THEIR DEAD?
Z
~ A13.
I.L
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WHAT GIVES ISRAFEL His FiRE?
HIS PECULIARITY IS THE CONTINUALLY RECURRING SYLLABLE lNG, AS IN
'SPRING', 'RING', 'SING', AND ·DING·. I
WHAT DOES THE ACCENT MARK ON THE WORD 'CROWNED' IN THE THIRD LI~E OF
THE LAST STANZA INDICATE?
-
A12. THEY PAUSE IN THEIR FLIGHT TO LISTEN TO HIM.
A12~
Q13.
Q13.
A13.
A11•. THE ANSWER CALLED FOR HERE IS 'WAR'. OF COURSE, 'EPIDEMIC', 'PESTIL-
ENCE', 'DISASTER' OR MANY OTHER'I~~WOULD WORK, BUT NOT IN THIS POEM.
Q12. Do YOU KNOW WHO THE MAN IS NOW? HE COMES FROM THE NORTH, HE IS A
LEADER OF THE PEOPLE, HIS SUDDEN DEATH IS FORETOLD, AND A WAR IS
IMMINENT.
w
o a.A13. THE TIME Or YEAR WAS SUCH THAT A VOYAGE WOULD BE DANGEROUS.
-Q14. WHAT OMEN Or BAD LUCK HAD ONE Or SIR PATRICK'S MEN SEEN?
A14.
E 1.5
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, ~. HE LARK rROM ITS MORNING SONG IS AN AWAKENING SYMBOL AND HERE
I
: ~ SYMBOL I ZES LirE.
" 0:::: Q14. Is THE WORD 'TORCH' SYMBOLIC, AND, Ir SO, Or WHAT?
(.)
o ::a A14.
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A13. THE LIVING STRINGS Or THE LYRE BY WHIOH HE SITS AND SINGS.
Q14. WHAT IS A LYRE?
~ A14.
Q..
-
Now, CAN YOU EXPRESS VERY SIMPLY, THE MEANING Or THE ENTIRE POEM?
, Ir YOU DON'T KNOW, rOLLOW THE QUESTIONS.
IN SECTION II I THERE IS A TIME SHirT; THE WAR IS OVER (THERE IS
SILENCE), BUT!2:!Ei DOES THE POET MEAN BY 'TODAY'?
-
A13. HEARING SOMETHING IN THE DEEP HEART'S CORE WOULD MEAN REMEMBERING
IT rROM HIS BOYHOOD.
A13. HE DRANK IT, ALL RIGHT; THE WORD 'QUArr' MEANS TO DRINK DEEPLY
OR REPEATEDLY.
Q14. DOES LOCHINVAR NEXT ASK ELLEN TO DANCE WITH HIMtJOR TO GO rOR A
WALK ON THE CASTLE RAMPARTS?
A14.
A13. THIS MARK ALWAYS MEANS THAT THE ACCENTED SYLLABLE IS TO BE
PRONOUNCED, I~E.' CROWN-gQ.
Q14.
A14.
A13. THE INDIAN TRIBES Or THIS PARTICULAR LOCALITY BURIED THEIR DEAD IN
A SITT~NG POSITION.
Q14. WHAT DOES FRENEAU MEAN BY THE PHRASE 'A LOrTY ROCK'?
A14.
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A12.
0:::: Q13. w ::c
f2 w A13. IT!A14. A LYRE IS A HARP-LIKE STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT USED BY THE
ANCIENT GREEKS.
~ Q15. ACCORDING TO THIS POEM WHAT IS THE DUTY OF AN ANGEL?
0-
A15.
-
SEA FEVER ) JOHN MASEFIELD (1878-
HE ASKED HER TO DANCE WHEN HE SAID, "Now, TREAD WE A MEASURE."
Is 'GALLIARD' ANOTHER WORD FOR 'GALLANT' AND REFERS TO LOCHINVAR,
OR IS IT A DANCE WHICH WAS COMMON AT THE TIME?
THE POET MEANS NOW, OR AT LEAST THE TODAY WHEN HE WROTE THE POEM, -
WHICH WAS AT TH~LOSE OF WORLD WAR I. THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE
"DEEP AND ANXIOUS SILENCE" OF LINE 2 PERHAPS.
WHAT DO YOU IMAGINE "THOSE BRONZE LIPS SLOWLY OPEN" TO MEAN? CAN
YOU PICTURE THE SCENE WHICH WOULD MAKE THIS LINE SENSIBLE?
A14. THE TORCH (FROM THE ASSOCIATION WITH FIRE) IS SYMBOLIC OF PATRIOTIC
FERVOR.
A14. THE OLD MOON (A FULL MOON) SEEN NESTLING IN THE CRESCENT OF THE
NEW MOON WAS TAKEN TO BE THE SIGN OF AN IMPENDING STORM.
Q15. You CAN, SIMPLY FROM THE SOUND OF IT, TRANSLATE "To WEET THEIR
CORK-HElLO SCHOONE"; TRY IT.
Q15. WHAT CAN YOU SAY OF THE FORM OF THIS POEM?
A15.
A15.
A14.
Q1§.
A14. FRENEAU PERHAPS MEANS A ROCK, LITERALLY, CARVED WITH CRUDE INSCRIP-
TIONS, BUT MORE LIKELY THE BURYING MOUND ITSELF.
A15. DOES IT STILL LOOK AS IT ORIGINALLY DID?
A15.
A14. THE POET IS LONGING FOR THE PEACE THAT HE KNEW IN HIS YOUTH AND
WHICH HE HAS LOST IN THE CITY.
Q15. WHAT IS THE FORM OF THiS POEM? .
A15.
~
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A15. THIS IS TRANSLATED AS, "TO WET THEIR CORK-HEELED SHOES."
Q16. WHAT DO LINES 29 AND 30 TELL YOU ABOUT THE SCOTCH LORDS?
A16.
w
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.-011---+"""'"'::-:-::=--=----------------..---------=----...:.:.---- A15. THIS IS A SHORT"AND SIMPLE LYRIC Or rlrTEEN LINES. THE METER IS
IAMBIC TETRAMETER, EXCEPT FOR liN FLANDERS FIELDSI WHICH IS BEST
TREATED AS A REFRAIN. THE RHYME SCHEME Or THE ENTIRE POEM EMPLOYS
ONLY TWO SYLLABLES, THE VOWELS 10 1 ~ND III, VIZ. AASSAAASAABSA.
Q16. WHAT IS THE FIRST ALLITERATION (A REPETITION-;; CONSONANT SOUNDS)
THAT YOU FIND IN THIS POEM?
..1·---1-----------------------------------
....
-
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IT IS A SIMPLE LYRIC Or THREE SIMILAR STANZAS RHYMED ABAS. THE
METER IS QUITE IRREGULAR, BUT SEEMS COMPOSED MOSTLY OF ANAPESTS
AND DACTYLS IN TETRAMETERS.
CAN YOU FIND ANY CLEAR-CUT FIGURES OF SPEECH IN THIS POEM?
A1.
Q1. NOT ALL OF YOU HAVE SEEN THE SEA; HOWEVER, YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
IT rROM MOVIES OR TELEVISION. DOES THIS POEM SEEM TO YOU TO CARRY
THE SOUND OF THE SEA?
A16.
A15.
A15. DEEP THOUGHTS ARE THE DUTY OF AN ANGEL.
Q16. WHY HAS POE CAPITALIZED THE WORD ILoVE I?
A16.
A15.
Q16.
Q16.
A16.
A14.' IMAGINE THE POET STANDING IN FRONT Or A BRONZE STATUE OF THE MAN
AND SEEMING TO HEAR HIM SPEAK.
Q15. Do YOU KNOW Or ANY MAN WHO rlTS INTO THIS POEM WHO HAS STATUES
ERECTED TO HIM?
A15. Nol ROCK OR MOUND, IT IS NOW WASTED (WEATHERED) HALF AWAY.
Q16. WHAT IS THE ftUDER RACE?
A16.
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A16.
----t----~-_:__---------------------- A15. IGALLiARDI REFERS TO A LIVELY DANCE, POPULAR IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
IN THE 16TH CENTURY.
WeRE ALL THE PEOPLE AT NETHERBY OPPOSED TO LOCHINVAR, OR DID HE HAVE
SOME ADMIRERS THERE?•
IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT THE SCOTCH LORDS WERE LAITH (LOATH)
TO WET THEI'R FEET, WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM?
THERE IS THE RATHER REMARKABLE ALLITERATION OF THE TITLE (WHICH IS
ALSO REPEATED THREE MORE TIMES) AND WHICH ALLITERATES NOT ONLY THE
INITIAL 'F' BUT ALSO THE INTERNAL 'L', '01, AND'Sl
o
Do YOU FIND OTHER EXAMPLES OF ALLITERATION IN THIS POEM?
DID LOCHINVAR KIDNAP ELLEN, OR DID SHE GO WITH HIM WILLINGLY?
IF VOU FOUND ANV, CONGRATULATIONS. WHILE THE POEM IS FILLED WITH
IMAGES AND FIGURES, NONE OF THEM ARE QUITE DISTINCT ENOUGH TO BE
EASILY LABELED.
HOWEVER, YOU CAN FIND SOME ALLITERATIONS; WHAT ARE THEY?
DOES 'RUDEI MEAN IMPUDENT OR RUSTIC?
HE CAPITALIZED IT TO SHOW THAT LOVE IS A GOO.
HE LINE "WHERE LOVE'S A GROWN..UPJQOD"? Do VOU SEE ANVTHING UNUSUAL IN T ,
Two OF THE MOST THERE ARE NUMEROUS STATUES OF ~~__~
MEMORI AL IN WASHINGTON, D.C., AND IN FAMOUS ARE IN THE
PARK IN CHICAGO.
THE STATUE SPEAKS OF THREE DEATHS WHICH AFFECTED HIM DEEPLY; WHO WERE
(NOT NAMES) THESE THREE PEOPLE?
THE ANSWER IS VES; THE LONG LINES AND THE METER ITSELF MIMIC THE
SOUND OF WAVES.
FOR THE SAKE OF MEANING, DOES IT SEEM TO VOU THAT A WORD HAS BEEN
OMITTED FROM THE FIRST CLAUSE?
A16. THESE LINES TELL YOU, BOTH THAT THEY ARE DANDIES, AND THAT THEY
ARE NOT SEA-FARING MEN, BUT ARE ALONG STRICTLY AS PASSENGERS.
Q17.
A16.
Q17.
A17.
A16. ELLEN, WE SUPPOSE, ADMIRED HIM, AND HER BRIDESMAIDS SEEMED TO HAVE
A BETTER OPINION OF HIM THAN OF THE BRIDEGROOM.
Q17.
A17.
A2.
A16.
Q17.
A17.
A16. THE PHRASE 'RUDER RACE' AGAIN REFERS TO THE INDIANS.
Q2.
A1.
Q17.
A17.
A1.5.
A16.
Q16.
A16.
i17.
A17.
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A17. THE LiNE "THAIR HATS THEY SWAM ABOONE" SUGGESTS, AS WE HAVE
SUSPECTED ALL ALONG, THAT THE SHIP WAS SUNK.
Q1g. WHAT IS THE TRAGEDY OF THE SCOTCH LADIES AS INDICATED BY STANZAS 9 AND 10?
A1g.
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A17. HERE ARE SOME: 'SAW SUNSET', 'DEAD_DAYS', 'LIVED-LOVED_LIFE', 'FROM-
FAILING', 'SHALL_SLEEP'; 'ROW_ROW' AND 'LOVED-LOVED' ARE REPETITIONS
RATHER THAN ALLITERATIONS.
Q1g. WHAT ANNUAL EVENT WAS TO A LARGE EXTENT INSPIRED BY THiS POEM?
A1g.
A1g.
A17. WE USUALLY THINK OF CUPID, THE GOO OF LOVE, AS BEING A LITTLE BOY.
Q18. WHO ARE THE HOURI?
W
o " A1g. a.. "
THE WORD 'GO' IS NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE MEANING--' MUST (GO) DOWN
TO THE SEAS AGAIN.
, SEA ' CONSTITUTE A PERSONIFICATION? THINK Do THE WORDS LONELY
CAREFULLY OVER THIS.
A17. SOME OF THE ALLITERATIONS EMPLOYED BY YEATS ARE 'HAVE-HIVE_HONEY',
'GLIMMER-GLOW', ANDf'LAKE-LAPPING_LOW'.
A17. 'RUDE' CARRIES NO CONNOTATION OF 'IMPOLITE' OR 'IMPUDENT'; 'RUSTIC'
OR 'CRUDE' IS A MUCH BETTER SYNONYM.
Q1g. How LONG HAS THE ELM BEEN LIVING?
A1g.
A16. THEY WERE HiS MOTHER, HIS SWEETHEART, AND HIS SON.
Q17. CAN YOU NAME THEM?
A17.
A2.
AJ.
A17. THE LINE "ONE TOUCH TO HER HAND AND ONE WORD IN HER EARll TELLS US
THAT SHE KNEW OF LOCHINVAR'S PLAN.
l-
I- Q1g. DID LOCHINVAR AND ELLEN MAKE GOOD THEIR ESCAPE, OR WERE THEY 8 CAPTURED ON CANNOBIE LEE? CI)
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Q19.
THE SCOTCH LADIES CAN ONLY WAIT FOR THE RETURN
W E OF THE SHIP, AND KNOW THAT IT WILL NEVER RETURNt
WHAT DOES THE FACT THAT THEY WILL CONTINUE
TO WAIT TELL YOU ABOUT COMMUNICATI~NS IN THE 13TH CENTURY?
~·~'---r------~----_...:.- ..l(2~69~)':"'· __
A18.
THE ANNUAL POppy DAY, SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN LEGION AND THE
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS AUXILIARIES, WAS INSPIRED IN PART BY
THIS POEM.
A19.
A19.
~._-~I-------------------------------
ESSAY ON MAN
OF THE DEAD, WHAT DOES THE POET MEAN BY 'UNSTIRRED LIPS'?
ALEXANDER POPE (1688-1744)
OBVIOUSLY, YOU CAN'T IF YOU DON'T KNOW THAT THE POEM IS ABOUT
__________• BUT IF YOU DO, YOU PROBABLY KNOW THAT HIS MOTHER WAS
NANCY HANKS , HIS SWEETHEART, ANN RUTLEDGE, AND HIS
SON, TAD •
IN SPEAKING
THE HOURI ARE THE FEMALE SPIRITS OF THE MOHAMMEDAN PARADISE.
To WHAT DOES POE COMPARE THE GLANCES OF THE HOURI?
ONLY IF YOU THINK OF THE SEA AS ITSELF BEING LONELY FOR SOMEONE OR
~OMETHING; IF YOU THINK OF THE SEA AS BEING A LONELY (LONESOME) PLACE,
THEN THE PHRASE IS SIMPLY DESCRIPTIVE.
Do YOU GET ANY IDEA OF THE KIND OF SHIP THE POET HAS IN MIND FROM
LINES 3 AND 4?
•
A4•
Q4.
A17.
Q1S.
A1S.
A1S.
Q19.
A19.
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A18. WE CANNOT BE SURE, BUT FRENEAU BELIEVES IT WAS THERE IN THE TIME
::> OF THE INDIANS. «
~ Q19. Do THE WORDS 'CHILDREN OF THE FOREST' MEAN ALL OF THE INDIANS, OR
~ JUST THE INDIAN CHILDREN?
U.
A1S. IN SPITE OF ALL THE EFFORTS OF ELEEN'S KINSMEN, "THE LOST BRIDE
OF NETHERBY NE'ER DID THEY SEE."
I-
5 Q19. Do YOU THINK LOCHINVAR WAS SCOTCH AND ELLEN, ENGLISH, OR WAS IT
~ THE OTHER WAY AROUND?
w
o a.
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-----.J----- _AGE 21 A19. FROM THE TIME A SHIP LEFT PORT UNTIL IT RETURNED, THERE WAS
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AT HOME AND THOSE AT SEA.
~ Q20. WHERE WAS THE SHIP WRECKED?
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STEPHEN VINCENT BENET (1S9S-1943) THIRTEEN SISTERS
......;----'1-----------------------------------------
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~ Q20. WHAT IS IT THAT ISRAFEL IS NOT WRONG IN DESPISING?
A20.
A4. IT IS A SAILING SHIP. 'TALL' IS LITERAL WHEN YOU THINK OF THE HEIGHT
OF THE MAST IN COMPARISON WITH THE HULL.
Q5. DOES THE WHEEL REALLY KICK?
AS.
QIl. WILLIAM BLAKE'S "THE TIGER" WAS WRITTEN IN COUPLETS; THIS POEM IS
ALSO IN COUPLETS; CAN YOU DIS~OVER HOW POPE'S DIFFER FROM BLAKE'S?
A19. LOCHINVAR WAS FROM SCOTLAND. HE CAME ACROSS THE BORDER INTO
ENGLAND, AND THE COUPLE FLED BACK INTO SCOTLAND.
Q20. WHAT IS THE FORM OF THIS POEM?
A20
A19. THE GLANCES OF THE HOURI ARE COMPARED TO BEAUTY SUCH AS THAT OF
A STAR.
A19. THIS PHRASE REFERS TO ALL THE INDIANS. 'CHILDREN' SUGGESTS THE SUP-
POSED SIMPLE AND CHILD-LIKE NATURE OF THE ENTIRE TRIBE.
Q20. 'OFT' IS A POETIC ABBREVIATION FOR WHAT WORD?
A20.
A1S~ WHAT THE POET REALLY MEANS IS UNSTIRRING OR UNMOVING LIPS (HE HAS
SUBSTITUTED THE PAST FOR THE PRESENT PARTICIPLE); IN OTHER WORDS,
THE DEAD ARE SILENT.
Q19. WHY IS THE PRONOUN 'HIM' CAPITALIZED IN THE LAST LINE OF THIS SECTiON?
A19.
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YES, IN MUCH THE SAME SENSE THAT A SHOTGUN KICKS; WHEN THE CURRENTS
STRIKE THE RUDDER OR KEEL-BOARD. THE IMPACT IS FELT ON THE WHEEL.
WHAT WORDS (OR PERHAPS ONE WORD) WOULD YOU SAy ESTABLISHES THE
MOOD OF THE FIRST STANZA?
.-----------------------------------
A1.
Q1. THE PHRASE 'THIRTEEN SISTERS BESIDE THE SEA' REPRESENTS OUR COUNTRY;
WHO. OR WHAT. IS MEANT BY THE THIRTEEN SISTERS? •
A20. THE SHIP WAS WRECKED HALFWAY BETWEEN DUMFERLING
Q21. How MANY FEET DOWN DOES THE SHIP LIE?
A2t1.
A21.
A20. THE POEM CONSISTS OF g SIX-LINED STANZAS OF ANAPESTIC TETRAMETER.
RHYMED MBBeC•
Q2t1. THE POEM. AS HAS BEEN SAID. TELLS A STORY; WHAT IS THE NAME OF
ANOTHER FORM OF POEM WHICH TELLS A STORY?
A20•• 'OFT' IS AN ARCHAIC FORM OF OUR WORD 'OFTEN'. 'ARCHAIC' MEANS NO
LONGER IN ORDINARY USE.
Q21. DOES THE NAME 'SHEBA' MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?
A21.
A19. THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS ARE CAPITALIZED WHEN THEY REFER TO GOD OB
CHRIST.
Q20. WHAT EXACT TIME IS REFERRED TO IN THE OPENING STANZA OF SECTION IV?
A20.
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A1. IN NEARLY ALL OF POPE'S COUPLETS THE THOUGHT IS COMPLETE IN EACH
TWO LINES. IN BLAKE'S THE THOUGHT IS OFTEN CARRIED THROUGH.
W Q2. COULD YOU THINK OF A GOOD NAME FOR SUCH COUPLETS?
0.. o
0.. A2.
A20. ISRAFEL DESPISES UNIMPASSIONED SONG, OR SONG WITHOUT DEEP FEELING.
Q21. OAN YOU EXPLAIN THE USE OF THE WORD 'LAURELS' IN LINE 32?
~ A21.
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J,i---t--------~-------------------THIS REFERENCE IS TO THE QUEEN OF SHEBA MENTIONED IN THE BIBLE AS
AN ETHIOPIAN WHO VISITED KING SOLOMON.
DOES THE POET REALLY ~ THE INDIAN QUEEN?
.
A1. THE THIRTEEN SISTERS REPRESENT THE THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES
WHICH LATER BECAME THE THIRTEEN ORIGINAL STATES.
Q2. WHAT WAS THE HOUSE OF LIBERTY. WHICH THESE SISTERS BUILT?
A2.
A22. '------------------------
A21. THE SHIP LIES 300 FEET DOWN. A FADOM (FATHOM) IS
FOR A MEASUREMENT OF SIX FEET.
Q22. THIS POEM IS A BALLAD. HAVING READ THE POEM, C~N YOU TELL WHAT
A BALLAD IS?
A6. IT SEEMS THAT THE WORDS 'LONELY' AND'GRAY' ESTABLISH THE MOOD, OR
PERHAPS THE WORD 'LONELY' FIXES IT AND THE REPEATED WORD 'GRAY'
INTENSIFIES IT•
Q7. Do YOU FIND A PERSONIFICATION IN 'SEA'S FACE'?
A7.
A2. 'COMPLETE', 'ENDED', OR 'STOPPED' WOULD BE GOOD CHOICES; HOWEVER,
THEY ARE USUALLY CALLED CLOSED COUPLETS, OR SOMETIMES HEROiC COUPLETS.
Q3. THE METER OF THIS POEM IS THE MOST COMMONLY USED ONE OF ALL; CAN
YOU NAME IT?
A21.
A21. THE BALLAD AND THE NARRATIVE EACH TELLS A STORY.
Q22. WOULD YOU SAY THAT THIS POEM COULD 8E A BALLAD?
A22.
A3.
-
A20.
Q22.
A22•
THE TIME IS MIDWINTER. THE CIVIL WAR ENDED ON APRIL 9, AND
WAS ASSASSINATED ON APRIL 14, 1965. -------
Q21. CAN YOU EXPLAIN THIS MIDWINTER REFERENCE?
A21.
A22•
A21. A LAUREL WREATH WAS WORN ON THE HEAD AS A BADGE OF HONOR OR VICTORY
IN ANCIENT GREECE AND ROME.
Q22. WHAT IS THE LAUREL ACTUALLY?
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A3. IT IS IAMBIC PENTAMETER, THAT IS, IT CONSISTS OF 5 TWO-SYLLABLED
FEET, ACCENTED X ',AS X' / X ' / X ' / X ' / X ' /. .
w Q4. POPE STOLE THE PHRASE 'KNOW THEN THYSELF 1 ; CAN YOU GUESS WHERE OR
~ FROM WHOM HE STOLE IT? a.
LOOK AT THEM
THE BALLAD
ABALLAD IS A SONG OF THE PEOPLE WHICH TELLS A STORY.
THIS POEM CONSISTS OF 11 FOUR-LINED BALLAD STANZAS.
AND SEE IF YOU CAN DETERMINE THE CHARACTERI·S·TMI·C-S"O;
STANZA. (THIS Is HARD, BUT WORK AT IT.)
THE POET HERE IS USING A DOUBLE REFERENCE TO THE END OF THE CIVIL
WAR AND TO THE END OF WORLD WAR I (THE TODAY OF SECTION III) WHICH
ENDED NOVEMBER 11, 1919.
WHY IS THE WORD 'GOO' NOT CAPITALIZED IN THE LAST LINE OF THIS STANZA?
THE LAUREL IS A TREE HAVING SHINY, OVAL, EVERGREEN LEAVES; IT IS
RELATED TO THE SASSAFRAS.
'BARD' IS ANOTHER NAME FOR SINGER; WHY DOES POE SAY THAT ISRAFEL
IS THE BEST BARD?
THIS QUESTION IS LIKE Q3. IF YOU THINK OF THE SEA.AS HAVING A FACE
(CAPABLE OF EXPRESSING CHANGING EMOTION), THEN '1 IS A PERSONIFICATION;
BUT, IF YOU INTERPRET 'FACE' AS 'SURFACE', THEN IT IS ONLY DESCRIPTION.
DOES THE MOOD OF THE POEM CHANGE IN THE SECOND STANZA?
(273)
A2. THE HOUSE OF LIBERTY WOULD BE THAT SPIRIT OF UNION AMONG THE, COLONIES
WHICH EVENTUALLY WOULD BECOME THE NATION WE KNOW.
Q3. THE STATELY KEY BY WHICH WE LOCKED OUR AMERICAN DOORS WAS A DOCUMENT
STATING OUR INDEPENDENCE; WHAT WAS IT?
A23. ,----------.-;..,-----------
A23.
A22. YES, IT MEETS ALL THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A BALLAD EXCEPT THAT OF
HAVING AN UNKNOWN AUTHOR.
Q23. SCOTT USES WHAT FIGURE OF SPEECH IN "LOVE SWELLS LIKE THE SOLWAY,
BUT EBBS LIKE ITS TIDE"?
A22.
~. Q23.
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A22. IN THE ACTUAL, PHYSICAL SENSE OF SEEING, NO; BUT, IN THE SENSE OF
~ SEEING THROUGH IMAGINATION, YES.
~ Q23. WHOSE ARE THE BARBAROUS FORMS?
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PAGE 24THINK OF THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.
THIS IS A SIMILE; IN FACT, IT IS A DOUBLE SIMILE.
LINE 44 HAS AN ALLITERATION IN 'THEY RODE,~AND THEY RAN'; CAN YOU PICK
OUT ANOTHER ALLITERATION IN THE SAME LINE?
WHAT DOES THE WORD 'ISTHMUS' MEAN?
-
THE BARBAROUS FORMS ARE GHOSTS, OR SPIRITS OF INDIANS THE POET
IMAGINES SURROUNDING THE INDIAN QUEEN; THEY ARE HER SUBJECTS.
WHY WOULDN'T A PRESENT-DAY MAN WANT TO STAY THERE?
y~s, THE EXTREME CALM OF THE SEA AT DAWN GIVES WAY TO THE EXHILIRA-
TION OF THE SEA ON A WINDY DAY.
CAN YOU PICK OUT SOME OF THE WORDS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THIS EFFECT?
-
By THE SAME REASONING THAT CAUSED 'HIM' TO BE CAPITALIZED IN THE
STANZA BEFORE, THIS WORD REFERS NOT TO THE ONE GOD, BUT TO ANY DEITY.
Do YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW WHETHER THE LINE 'RISES ONE WHITE TOMB ALONE'
IS A GOOD DESCR~PTIVE (INE OR NOT?
POE SAYS THAT ISRAFEL IS THE BEST SINGER BECAUSE HE IS THE WISEST.
WHY WOULD AN ANGEL IN HEAVEN HAVE OCCASION TO SING OF GRIEF AND HATE
ALONG WITH JOY AND LOVE?
Q9~
A9.
A24.
A23. THE BALLAD STANZA IS A FOUR-LINED STANZA WITH ALTERNATE IAMBIC
TETRAMETER AND IAMBIC TRIMETER LINES, RHYMED ABCB.
Q24. CAN YOU MAKE AN ACCENT PATTERN FOR AN IAMBIC TETRAMETER LINE AND
THEN FOR AN IAMBIC TRIMETER LINE?
A24.
A4.
A4. SOCRATES, A FAMOUS GREEK PHILOSOPHER, WHO LIVED ABOUT 400 B.C. WAS
FAMOUS FOR THE PHRASE 'KNOW THYSELF'. MAYBE POPE DIDN'T STEAL IT
BUT EXPECTED EVERYONE TO RECOGNIZE THE QUOTATION.
Q.5.
A.5.
A23.
A23.
Q24.
A22.
A23.
A24.
A23.
Q24.
Q24.
A24.
Q23.
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1---+---~-----""""'--------------- A3. THIs DOCUMENT WAS THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. THE SAME IDEAS
WERE INCORPORATED IN THE CONSTITUTION.
Q4. BENET SAYS THAT NONE SHOULD COME INTO THE UNITED STATES BUT THE FREE;
WERE THERE ANY IN THE COUNTRY WHEN WE BECAME A NATION WHO WERE NOT
FREE?THE INI TlAL
WHAT IS THERE ABOUT THE POET'S DESCRIPTION F
o THE MOON IN STANZA 7 WHICH MAKES YOU THINK OF A PERSON?
THAT's RIGHT! 'FOSTERS AND FENWICKS' ~N THAT IT REPEATS
CONSONANT SOUND IN EACH WORD IS AN ALLITERATION.
WHAT IS THE ALLITERATION ~N L~NE 411
IT IS. THE TOMB OF IS ON AN ISOLATED KNOLL IN
OAK RIDGE CEMETERY IN SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. IT IS A TALL SHAFT AND
IS OF WHITE LIMESTONE.
WHY 'IS THE FLAG REFERRED TO AS "RENT, SOILED, BUT REPAIRED THROUGH
YOU R ANGU"I SH "?
DOES 'HABIT' MEAN CUSTOM OR APPROPRIATE CLOTHING?
WHAT COULD YOU SAY IN PLACE OF 'THIS IS A WORLD OF SWEETS AND SOURS',
WH~CH WOULD MEAN THE SAME?
A24. YOUR PATTERNS SHOULD LOOK LIKE
AND X' / X , / X ' / •
Q25.
A25.
A24.
Q25.
A25.
A9.
A24. THE POET SUGGESTS THAT THESE SPIRITS WOULD CHIDE (SCOLD, REBUKE)
PRESENT-DAY MAN AS AN INTRUDER.
Q25.
A25.
A23.
A24.
Q24.
A24. POE HAS THE ANGEL ECHOING HUMAN EMOTIONS RATHER THAN HEAVENLY
EMOTIONS, PERHAPS IN PREPARATION FOR HIS LAST STANZA.
A25.
Q25.
A10.
SOME (PERHAPS NOT ALL) OF THEM ARE 'RUNNING', 'WILO', 'CLEAR',
'FLYING', 'FLUNG', 'BLOWN', AND 'CRYING'.
Q10. DOES THE WORD 'VAGRA~T' MEAN ~, SWEET-SMELLING, OR WANDERING
IN YOUR ESTIMATION?
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A5. AN ISTHMUS IS A NARROW STRIP OF LAND JOINING TWO LARGER LAND MASSES.
Q6. WHAT COULD BE THE ISTHMUS POPE IS TALK~NG ABOUT?
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A4. YES, SLAVERY WAS ESTABLISHED WITH THE EARLIEST COLONIES.
Q5. DID ANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO ENTER THE COLONIES AND LATER THE
STATES, WHO WERE NOT FREE?
[ 'AGE 26A26.
A6. PERHAPS HE IS REFERING TO THE PRESENT AS AN ISTHMUS BETWEEN THE PAST
AND THE FUTURE.
-
THE NEW MOON HOLDS THE AULD MOON IN HIR ARME. ONLY A PERSON HAS
ARMS. THE FIGURE OF SPEECH WHICH ATT;lB~ HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS
TO NON-HUMAN THINGS IS CALLED PERSONIFICATION.
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THIS ONE PERSONIFICATION, THE LANGUAGE OF "SIR
PATRICK SPENS" IS ALMOST PURELY DESCRIPTIVE AND NARRATIVE; DO YOU
~UPPOSE THAT THIS IS A COMMON TRAIT OF BALLADS?
YES, THE ACTUA~ SLAVE TRADE WAS NOT ABOLISHED UNTIL THE MIDDLE OF
THE 19TH CENTURY, ANm SLAVES WERE SMUGGLED IN UNTIL CIVIL WAR TIMES.
THE MATERIAL IN PARENTHESES IS GIVEN AS A COMMENT ON THE POEM' AND IS
NOT A PART OF THE POEM PROPER; WHAT 'I S THERE IN STANZA t1 TO CAUSE THE
POET TO SAY, "HAVE A CARE"?
THERE ARE ACTUALLY TWO: 'WON' AND 'WE', 'BANK' AND 'BUSH'.
IN YOUE OPINION, DOES THiS POEM TELL AN UNUSUAL STORY, OR IS THE
THEME A COMMON ONE?
CAN YOU THINK OF A SYNONYM FOR THE WORD 'BLISS'?
-
-
A5.
Q6.
A25.
A6.
A26.
Q26.
Q7. CAN YOU GUESS FROM LINE 5 WHAT A SCEPTIC MIGHT BE?
A7.
A25. THIS WORLD IS A WORLD OF CONTRASTS, OF OPPOSITES. A COMMON PHRASE
IS, "TAKE THE BITTER WITH THE SWEET."
A11.
A25. IN THESE LINES 'HABIT' REFERS TO APPROPRIATE CLOTHING; THINK OF
WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SPEAK OF A RIDING HABIT.
Q26. BOTH THE HUNTER AND THE DEER ARE SHADES; WHAT IS A SYNONYM FOR
THE WORD 'SHADE'?
A24. BECAUSE OF THE PRONOUN 'YOUR' THIS fS A CIVIL WAR REFERENCE. THE
FLAG, SYMBOLIC OF THE UNION, WAS THREATENED WITH DESTRUCTION, BUT
PRESERVED THE UNION.
~------- Q25. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THE POET MEANS BY "LONG AS YOU KEEP HIM THERE
SAFE," I.E., ENFOLDED IN THE FLAG?
Q26.
A26.
A26.
A10. 'VAGRANT' MEANS WANDERING OR HOMELESS.
Q11. WHAT DOES THE WORD 'GYPSY' MEAN? ARE YOU SURPRISED TO FIND IT, IN
A. SEA POEM?
A25.
Q26.
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